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ABSTRACT 
Audio-visual speech recognition and visual speech synthesisers are used as interfaces 
between humans and machines. Such interactions specifically rely on the analysis and 
synthesis of both audio and visual information, which humans use for face-to-face 
communication. Currently, there is no global standard to describe these interactions 
nor is there a standard mathematical tool to describe lip movements. Furthermore, the 
visual lip movement for each phoneme is considered in isolation rather than a 
continuation from one to another. Consequently, there is no globally accepted 
standard method for representing lip movement during articulation. This thesis 
addresses these issues by designing a transcribed group of words, by mathematical 
formulas, and so introducing the concept of a visual word, allocating signatures to 
visual words and finally building a visual speech vocabulary database. In addition, 
visual speech information has been analysed in a novel way by considering both lip 
movements and phonemic structure of the English language. In order to extract the 
visual data, three visual features on the lip have been chosen; these are on the outer 
upper, lower and corner of the lip. The extracted visual data during articulation is 
called the visual speech sample set. The final visual data is obtained after processing 
the visual speech sample sets to correct experimented artefacts such as head tilting, 
which happened during articulation and visual data extraction. The µBarycentric 
Lagrange Interpolation¶ (BLI) formulates the visual speech sample sets into visual 
speech signals. The visual word is defined in this work and consists of the variation of 
three visual features. Further processing on relating the visual speech signals to the 
uttered word leads to the allocation of signatures that represent the visual word. This 
work suggests the visual word signature can be used either as a µYLVXDOZRUGEDUFRGH¶
a µGLJLWDO YLVXDO ZRUG¶ or a µ'' UHSUHVHQWDWLRQV¶ The 2D version of the visual 
word provides a unique signature that allows the identification of the words being 
uttered. In addition, identification of visual words has also been performed using a 
technique called µYROXPHWULF UHSUHVHQWDWLRQV RI WKH YLVXDO ZRUGV¶ Furthermore, the 
effect of altering the amplitudes and sampling rate for BLI has been evaluated. In 
addition, the performance of BLI in reconstructing the visual speech sample sets has 
been considered. Finally, BLI has been compared to signal reconstruction approach 
by RMSE and correlation coefficients. The results show that the BLI is the more 
reliable method for the purpose of this work according to Section 7.7. 
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Chapter 1  
INTRODUCTION 
In this thesis, modelling the visual speech information by explicit mathematical 
H[SUHVVLRQV FRXSOHG ZLWK ZRUGV¶ SKRQHPLF VWUXFWXUH DQDO\VLV KDV EHHQ represented. 
These expressions have been derived based on manual extraction of visual speech 
data. This is due to the fact of inaccurate automatic visual data extraction in 
comparison with manual visual data extraction (see Section 4.5). The visual 
information has been REWDLQHG IURP GHIRUPDWLRQ RI OLS¶V GLPHQVLRQV GXULQJ
articulation of a set of words. 
1.1. VISUAL SPEECH INFORMATION 
The invention of telephone had upgraded the level of human communication in the 
end of 19th century. After almost 4 decades, the scientific analysis and synthesis of the 
audio signal started in 1930 for speech processing (Dudley, et al., 1939). In the mid-
20th century, the demands for more sophisticated interfaces caused the usage of the 
other perspective in communication. Gradually, the need for interacting with machine 
also appeared in human society. Inspired by human communication via speech and 
facial clues, the computers can be trained to use same abilities. The usage of the 
speech information in form of lip movements started around two decades earlier than 
the visual information. One of the main reasons for such delay between audio signal 
processing and visual speech signal processing was the computational cost of visual 
speech due to its dimensions. In other words, the speech signal has one dimension 
while its visual data could have two or three dimensions adding higher analysis and 
synthesis complexities. 
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In early 1970, computer data processing speed as well as its memory reached to a 
level suitable for visual data interpretations and simulations. The first animated 
talking head introduced by a novel work of Park (Park, 1972). Since then a great 
effort for employing such ability in technology was begun. It has been shown that the 
visual cues of speech also enhance the transparency of speech when it was degraded 
by noise (Sumby & Pollack, 1954) since they are more robust to environment noise. 
Studying the visual information is started by relating the smallest speech component 
(phoneme) to the dynamism of lip during articulation. Therefore, in the visual 
domain, a basic component related to phoneme defined (Fisher, 1968) and called 
visemes (visual-phonemes). The observed visual phonemes are categorized using 
confusion matrix (Williams, et al., 1997) where it is the most accurate phoneme form 
a phoneme-viseme table. 
The visual speech information is a bimodal component of audio speech signal (Fisher, 
1968). These two modalities are strongly correlated. The perception of lip movement 
can be affected in presence of different audio speech signal (McGurk & MacDonald, 
1976).  
The applications of human visual information are considered as improvement for 
degraded audio speech, lip-reading systems (Petajan, 1984), and animation (Parke, 
1982). Besides, the ability of separating different audio speech sources using visual 
speech information was demonstrated by (Girin, et al., 2001). 
Basically, there are two varieties of Human-machine interactions. In the first category, 
the machine plays a role as interface in human-to-human interaction (audio-visual 
speech recognition) or animation (visual speech synthesis). The other possibility is 
machine-to-machine interaction with human standards of communication (artificial 
intelligence). In all cases, the necessity of accurate perception and generation of 
human communicating abilities as well as standard interpretation of them are 
desirable.  
In the audio-visual automatic speech recognition (AVASR) systems, the visual 
information is the input of identification for enhancing the perception of speech signal 
modality. This visual recognition module is interchangeably called lip-reading, visual 
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speech recognition (Petajan, 1984), speech reading, or visual-only automatic speech 
recognition (Potamianos, et al., 2004).  
In the lip-UHDGLQJ V\VWHPV E\ IRFXVLQJ RQ WKH DSSHDUDQFH RI WKH OLS¶V JHRPHWU\ RU
pixels colour in image sequences, the dynamic of articulating lip are extracted. This 
information will be processed in order to be compatible for fusing to the audio-only 
ASR modality. The usage of viseme appears in this stage. On the other hand, in 
animation or visual speech synthesis the speech signal (Massaro, et al., 1999) or 
transcribed information of words (Ezzat & Poggio, 1998) DUHXVHGIRUOLS¶Vmovement 
identification. In both cases, the lip movement is interpreted from phoneme-viseme 
table.  
Furthermore, in AVS processing, the visual expressions can be used as audio speech 
anticipators. The anticipation effect was represented in (Kim & Davis, 2003) where in 
(Conrey & Pisoni, 2003) the asynchrony of visual speech and audio speech 
information perception was examined. It has been shown that the tolerance of 
perceivers to visual speech cues preceding the audio speech cues was higher. 
The main issue in viseme concept is lack of globally accepted definition for relation 
between phoneme and its visual appearance. The next drawback of the viseme 
concept is the lack of accuracy in perception of visual phonemes due to dependency 
on human perception of visual phonemes. In other words, depending to the observers 
whether they are hearing impaired or not, the results are changed. 
The next important issue is ODFNRIH[SOLFLWGHILQLWLRQRIWKHOLS¶VGHIRUPDWLRQWRPDNH
a standard model of articulating lip. The concept of visual phoneme does not suggest 
DQ H[SOLFLW GHILQLWLRQ RI OLS¶V VWUucture during phoneme utterance. In addition, the 
main factor of human perception in evaluating and selecting viseme could vary from 
one observer to another. Therefore, there is no global agreement on standardized 
phoneme-viseme table reference. 
Furthermore, the sequential relation of visemes totally changes the shape of isolated 
visemes. In other words, combination of visemes does not satisfy the realism of visual 
lip movement. This fact in visual domain is tied to the Co-articulation effect that 
considers the effect of phonemes on each other in a sequence. Although, the Co-
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articulation model in visual domain tackles the issue in the field of visual speech 
synthesis (Cohen & Massaro, 1993), but the countless combinations of phonemes 
remains problematic. In this work, the proposed approach has solution for the doubts 
about the viseme concept and Co-articulation effect in definition of the visual 
phonemes.  
The suggested solution begins with analysis of linguistic rules in phonemic level, 
which then used for mathematical formulation of them in visual domain. Furthermore, 
the mathematical expressions of articulating lip are emerged from phonemic rules. In 
the first stage phonemic structure is added to articulated words. Then, the 
PDWKHPDWLFDOH[SUHVVLRQVXQLI\WKHOLS¶VPRYHPHQWs. It is obvious that all of phoneme 
combinations do not necessarily reveal meaningful words. It is also clear that even all 
phoneme combinations are provided, finding the meaningful ones are very tedious 
and time consuming. Even if these combinations are found, the Co-articulation effect 
still would be needed to apply to phonemes. On the other hand, the proposed model of 
analysing the phonemic structures related to the words phonemic structure preserves 
Co-articulation. Furthermore, this approach creates a systematic relation between 
words. The relation emerges from the similarity of phonemes in the beginning of 
words)RUH[DPSOHWKHZRUGµFLUFXPVWDQFH¶DQGµFLUFOH¶VKDUHDVLPLODUDXGLEOHGDWD
in the beginning. Such similarity also appears in the visual domain during uttering 
these two words. These words have the same root but as they progress, different 
phonemes appear. This concept could be applied to a population of words such as 
dictionary by finding how phonemes progress and succeed by others. After finding 
these relations as rigid representations of words, their visual modalities, the visual 
speech concept obtain a new dimension different from what is suggested in viseme 
concept.  
The next challenging issue could be raised about the accuracy of generated speech 
and realism of the lip movement. A reference of visually perceived language, which is 
ideally accepted, must be defined. In the English language, there is no commonly 
accepted reference for articulating the words. For instance, the variation of the manner 
of articulation is different in Australia to the New Zealand. Therefore, one of the 
future challenges is defining a reference, which is accepted globally. For other 
language such as French or Spanish, it is possible to find standards that could be 
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accepted in their regions by linguists. The English language is chosen to be applied to 
the proposed method of visual speech formulation in this work.  
One of the important applications of proposed method is the English language 
education. The other is for formulating visual speech information in the field of lip-
UHDGLQJ,QVWHDGRIXVLQJWKHSUREDELOLVWLFDQDO\VLVRIVSHDNHU¶VOLSPRYHPHQWWKHOLS-
reading systems would be equipped with mathematical expressions of visual 
phonemes in their database. Therefore, more efficient decision on detecting the words 
could be made. Such efficiency emerges from the characteristic of defined words as 
they share the same roots. By tracking the beginning of words, in specific times, the 
number of possible words would be reduced resulting in higher efficiency and 
avoiding unnecessary calculations.  
In the field of visual speech animation, the formulated visual expressions could be a 
reliable successor of viseme mapping scheme. The expressions could be chosen by 
animator and bind to the controlling parameters of lip model (template). The 
advantages of visual speech expressions make them a reliable replace in language 
education, lip-reading and visual speech animation systems. 
The focus of this thesis is on modelling of the visual speech information via a 
mathematical tool. The model constructs the dynamic of lips from its geometrical 
VWUXFWXUHDQGDOORFDWHVWKHFRQFHSWRIYLVXDOVSHHFKVLJQDOWRWKHOLS¶VPRYHPHQW7KH
relation of visual speech signal and its speech signal are built based on a novel 
suggestion to organize words based on phonemic structures. When the words are 
categorized by a particular phonemic rule, the unity between visual speech signal, 
speech signal and the transcription of words is guaranteed. Preserving the Co-
articulation effect is another advantage of such modelling by eliminating the usage of 
any function that defines a transition pattern between the successive visual phonemes. 
The suggested method is the first step toward convergence of all visual speech 
analysis and synthesis methods used in AVASR and visual speech synthesisers to a 
globally standardized approach. The constructed visual speech signal is compared 
with another signal construction method. 
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1.2. Problem statement 
As mentioned, there are three main issues in the fields of visual speech recognition 
and animation. These issues are related to interpreting the lip movements during 
articulation of isolated phonemes. First, instead of representing the visual phoneme 
sequence (a word) explicitly, it has been explained by non-standard group of lip 
frames or the statistical characterLVWLFV RI OLS¶V JHRPHWU\ RU SL[HO colour. Second, 
preserving the continuity of visual phoneme sequences (Co-articulation effect) has 
been suggested by complementary methods. In addition, there is no reported standard 
method which has been globally accepted for representing the lip movement. 
1.3. AIM 
This thesis concentrates on the visual speech components and introduces a novel 
method of modelling the meaningful combinations of phonemes using linguistic rules 
in a limited numbers of transcribed words. The foundation of this model consists of 
relating the mathematical models, visual speech information, and transcribed word 
dictionary to gather.  
 
Figure 1-1: The core of the thesis 
In Figure 1-1, the union of the three concepts used depict the foundation of this thesis. 
The outcomes of such relations are: 
x Analysing a transcribed word corpus, systematically 
x Deriving mathematical expressions for corresponding lip movement based on 
the transcribed word corpus 
x Standardising the visual speech information 
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The mathematical expressions are derived for the lip movements during articulation 
of a systematically designed transcribed word corpus. In order to standardized the 
mathematical expressions, further identification properties are dedicated to the visual 
speech information.  
1.4. OBJECTIVE 
More specifically, in order to justify the lip movement can be represented with 
mathematical expressions; the objectives of this work are: 
1. Designing the corpus which has been chosen from an automatic speech 
recognition dictionary. The corpus has been analysed by finding a linguistic 
rule in the English language via hierarchical analysis. The result of analysis is 
a group of transcribed words that has the same three phonemic sequences in 
their beginnings. 
2. Deriving the mathematical lip movement expression by BLI  from extracting 
three visual speech feature point on the upper, lower and corner of speakers 
lips.  
3. Defining the visual words by combining the mathematical expressions of lip. 
More specifically each visual word has: 
x Mathematical expressions 
x Visual representation 
x Barcode representation 
x Digital and encoded representations 
x Two/three dimensional representations 
x Volumetric representation (volumetric visual word) 
4. Defining the signatures for the visual words by allocating mathematical 
expressions using BLI, barcode representations using PWM, digital 
representations (quantized and encoded visual words), 2D/3D visual words 
and volumetric modelling of the visual words.  
5. Constructing a visual vocabulary database.  
The practical phase of this work is shown in Figure 1-2, which will be described with 
more details. 
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Figure 1-2: The practical phase of the work 
The visual speech signals are processed for signature allocation to words. The words 
are categorized based on the hierarchical relations in phoneme sequences. A word is 
represented in visual domain as visual word with specific mathematical expressions 
and signatures. The mathematical signature of a visual word consists of three visual 
speech signals. These visual speech signals will be interpolated from three static 
visual features located on the upper, lower and corner of outer lip contour. The 
mathematical expressions are derived by the Barycentric Lagrange Interpolation 
method. The number of visual speech signals was set to three since the three visual 
features include the necessary information of lip dimension during articulation. The 
reason of using BLI is the ability of formulating the visual speech signals which 
involve the sample sets extracted from the visual feature points without 5XQJH¶V
effect. The mathematical signatures themselves have other subgroups. These 
signatures are called as visual word barcode, digital visual word, and visual word 
2D/3D signatures. These three types of signatures are configured as signature 
database. The first type concludes the signature signals (polynomials) by barcode 
allocation. The second type uses a coding scheme to form coded version of signature 
signals. By relating the signature signals to each articulating lip in two or three 
dimensions, the third subgroup of signature signals is obtained. Finally, by allocating 
a lip template to the visual speech signals for each word in designed corpus, 
YROXPHWULFUHSUHVHQWDWLRQRIOLS¶VPRYHPHQWare also suggested.  
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In addition to the mathematical signatures, a lip template has been designed for 
animating the visual words. In order to compare the results, the expressions are also 
generated using signal reconstruction method by the sinc function. The results of 
comparison are represented in form of Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and 
correlation coefficients. An overview of the main stages in modelling the human 
visual speech is shown in Figure 1-3. 
 
Figure 1-3: An overview of modelling the human visual speech  
After designing a corpus, the subjects are asked to articulate the words. TKHLU OLSV¶
movements are captured by a camera. The lips geometry is parameterized on the 
region of interest by three static feature points located on upper, lower and corner 
outer contour of lip (see Section 4.1). Therefore, each word has three sets of samples 
LQ YLVXDO GRPDLQ 7KH PRYHPHQW RI WKHVH IHDWXUH SRLQWV FDQ GHVFULEH WKH OLSV¶
movement. The visual data is extracted automatically and manually (see Section 4.4). 
The acquired data needs to be processed in the words to reduce the errors that have 
been introduced by the act of articulating as well as feature points extraction. Using 
the Barycentric Lagrange Interpolation (BLI) OHDGV WR UHSUHVHQW WKH OLS¶V PRYHPHQW
trajectory by three visual speech signals. These polynomials are called visual speech 
signals.  
$QHYDOXDWLRQRIWKHLQWHUSRODWLRQ¶VSHUIRUPDQFHon three different types of data has 
been conducted (Chapter 6). The interpolation process provides a polynomial 
including the data samples. Such polynomial can also be considered as signals. The 
polynomials further process leads to three subgroups of signatures. 
1.5. NOVELTIES OF THE WORK 
In this thesis, the suggested novel approaches for tackling the issues in the visual 
speech domain are: 
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x A new approach for designing transcription of words (corpus) based on 
phonemic rules. 
x ([SUHVVLQJ WKH OLS¶V PRYHPHQWV GXULQJ SURQXQFLDWLRQ RI WKH FRUSXV E\
mathematical expressions called visual speech signals (global standardization). 
x Preserving the bimodality and representing the relations between the corpus 
DQGOLS¶VPRYHPHQW 
x Categorising the visual speech signals in a particular lip movement as visual 
word 
x ,QFUHDVLQJ WKHDELOLW\RI LGHQWLILFDWLRQRI OLS¶VPRYHPHQWVE\GHILQLQJYLVXDO
word barcode, digital visual word, and 2D/3D signatures representations. 
x Relating the feature points on the lip and defining single template of lips 
which is led to volumetric representations of the visual words. 
In the field of visual speech recognition and animation, these approaches can 
introduce new SDWKRIDQDO\VLQJDQGV\QWKHVLVLQJWKHOLS¶VPRYHPHQWV 
1.6. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF THIS WORK 
7KH OLS¶V PRYHPHQW LQ PDWKHPDWLFDO GRPDLQ KDV YDVW YDULHW\ RI DSSOLFDWLRQV The 
articulated words are classified as speech signal. Such signals could be used for 
enhancing speech signals perception in AVASR systems as well as animation and 
constructing a stand-alone system for synthesizing the visual speech. However, 
constructing such systems is out of the scope of this work. The practical 
implementation of the suggested methodologies in the AVSR systems and visual 
speech synthesisers will be considered as the feature work of this study. 
1.7. OVERVIEW (ORGANIZATION OF CHAPTERS) 
This thesis is organized as follows: 
In Chapter 2, the backgrounds and literature review is presented and studied. It 
includes basic definitions in the field of audio-visual automatic speech recognition 
and as the main application of the current study on mathematical models of visual 
speech. Furthermore, fundamental methods and approaches are studied as polynomial 
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interpolation, geometric modelling, discrete-time representation of visual feature 
samples, pulse with modulation and source coding.  
In Chapter 3, a method of designing the transcribed words from a transcribed audio-
visual database will be suggested. In this chapter, the hierarchal analysis of the 
phonemes sequences base on their statistical information is addressed. The analysis 
leads to find a group of words with three phonemes from the beginning of word. This 
group of words will be the subject of visual speech analysis and visual speech signal 
synthesis. 
The property of the region of interest will be defined in Chapter 4 which is the source 
of visual. The methods of extracting visual information from two non-native English 
speakers will be followed by selecting the appropriate video files will be represented. 
A comparison between automatic and manual visual speech sample extraction will be 
demonstrated. In order to obtain accurate visual speech sample sets, the extraction of 
visual speech samples will be performed manually. 
In Chapter 5, processing of acquired data will be applied to the visual speech sample 
sets. Two types of data modifications are used to modify and organize the extracted 
visual information. The statistical analysis of the visual speech sample sets is 
determined the density function type of each visual speech sample sets before and 
after modification. Afterward, non-parametric density estimation used the visual 
speech sample sets density functions before and after modifications. The non-
parametric approximation will be used in digital representation of visual words 
(Chapter 7), in order to select the optimum partitioning.  
In Chapter 6, the main mathematical approach for deriving the visual speech signals is 
evaluated. Such evaluations are conducted by alternating the number of samples and 
their amplitudes, in term of interpolation error. 
In Chapter 7, the main core of this thesis will be introduced for deriving visual speech 
signals and their signatures. In addition, the reconstruction performance of 
Barycentric Lagrange Interpolation is evaluated. The methods will allocate more 
identification properties and visual signatures to lip movement namely visual word 
barcode, digital visual word and 2D/3D signatures. The other type of 3D 
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representation is obtained by the volumetric modelling of the visual words. In the end, 
an alternative visual speech signal derived by sinc function will be compared to the 
visual speech signals obtained by BLI approach. 
Discussion and conclusion about the suggested method and its outcomes along with  
the potential future work of this thesis for employing in the AVSR systems and visual 
speech synthesisers are presented in Chapter 8. 
In Appendix, a general review of visual speech synthesising methods (Appendix A), 
log-likelihood tables (Appendix B), viseme grouping according to other researchers 
(Appendix C), the two main algorithms used in this work (Appendix D) and the 
mathematical expressions (Appendix E) are included. 
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Chapter 2  
BACKGROUNDS 
The words are forms of human thoughts that emerged as sounds and made by shaping 
articulatory organs. The articulatory organs are grouped into vocal tract and nasal 
tract. The vocal tract consists of the mouth (oral cavity) and pharynx while the nasal 
tract starts at the velum and stops at the nostrils (Rabiner & Jung, 1993). The most 
visually observable parts of articulatory organs in face-to-face communication are the 
lips.  
Learning a language starts a few months after birth. In very basic level, toddlers react 
to the surrounding voices. Parents start to teach important words to their babies like 
µ0XP¶µ'DG¶EDE\¶VQDPHHWF/RRNLQJDWWKDWIXQGDPHQWDOSURFHVVRIOHDUQLQJWKH
language by babies attempt to repeat the words for realizing and memorizing them 
spoken by parents, reveals the physical pronunciation practicing. The visual 
information exhibited by parents, has equal or somehow more emphasis in 
FRPSDULVRQWRZRUGVVRXQGV:KDWKDVEHHQREVHUYHGE\EDE\¶VH\HLVXVHGWRWUDLQ
the articulatory organs. Babies can understand the particular meaning of some words 
and react proportionally after such trainings. Then parents add in more complexity to 
their lessons. In parallel, the baby enhances its visual perception and generation 
abilities. In this way, the babies learn enough for verbal (mouth to mouth) 
communication. However, in deaf and mute cases this hypothesis is not applicable. 
Inspired by such interactive method of learning, in the human-machine interaction, 
same procedure could be employed. 
2.1. PHONEME 
Before studying the concept of phoneme, it is necessary to be familiarised with other 
basic terms. In this section, three important concepts of spoken language are described 
briefly as phone, phonology, phonetics that would describe the backbone of phoneme 
concept. 
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Any spoken language has been made up of sounds. In English language, an element of 
language is called phone. More specifically, phone is µDQHOHPHQWDU\VRXQGRIVSRNHQ
ODQJXDJHDVLPSOHYRZHORUFRQVRQDQW¶ (Oxford, 1993). 
In this section, the etymologies used in this work as phonology, phonetic, phoneme 
are reviewed. The meaningful combination of phones is examined in the field of 
phonology. Generating the most appropriate speech sound in a language has been 
studied by phonetics symbols. In other words, transcribing into text, the sound which 
make up words are phonetics. The international phonetic association suggested the 
standardized phonetic alphabet. It is denoted according to International Phonetic 
Alphabet (IPA) (International Phonetic Association, 2005). The IPA defines the 
texted symbols used to define each sound. In IPA each phone is represented by a 
symbol as shown in Table 2-1 and Table 2-2 where a word is represented by phonetic 
symbols in brackets. The phonetLF V\PEROV UHGXFH WKH VSHDNHU¶V FRQIXVLRQ DERXW
SURQXQFLDWLRQ )RU H[DPSOH LQ (QJOLVK ODQJXDJH WKH ZRUG µFKDRV¶ KDV EHHQ
pronounced according to the IPA as [ ]. 
Phoneme is the basic distinguishable unit of the speech sound. Phonemes are the 
result of speech sound segmentation where if a segment (phoneme) is replaced by 
other, the meaning of phoneme string (speech sound) changes. In the literatures, 
phoneme is transcribed by one or two small English alphabet called phonemic 
symbols. 
Generating the speech sound by test subjects closed to ideal pronunciation by natives 
of the language is addressed by phonetic alphabets. On the other hand, the most 
elementary and distinguishable unit of generated speech is categorised as phoneme. 
The phonemes are appearing in a meaningful sequential trend. This arrangement 
categorises is studied in the field of phonology.  
2.2. CONSONANTS 
The phonetic alphabet is represented and organized by the International Phonetic 
Association as it represented for consonants in Table 2-1. This table consists of 57 
phonetic symbols. As it can be observed, instead of suggesting transcribed word 
examples for correct pronunciation, the places of articulation are used i.e. bilabial, 
labiodentals, dental, etc. as well as the manner of articulation which is related to 
directing of air flow to glottal channel, nasal and vocal tract i.e. plosive, nasal, trill, 
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HWF$FFRUGLQJWRWKH&DPEULGJH$GYDQFHG/HDUQHU¶V'LFWLRQDU\ (Cambridge, 2003), 
a consonants is one of the speech sounds or letters of the alphabet, which is not a 
vowel. Consonants are pronounced by stopping the air from flowing freely through 
the mouth, especially by closing the lips or touching the teeth with the tongue 
(Cambridge, 2003)¶ 
Table 2-1: The phonetic alphabets and their place of articulation revised 2005(International Phonetic 
Association, 2005) 
 
In Figure 2-1, the places of articulation in a human articulatory organs model are 
shown. For instance, the consonant [m] is produced by blocking the plosive kind of 
air behind the upper and lower lips which is called bilabial consonant. 
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Figure 2-1: The places of articulation 
The most visible places of articulating consonants are the labiodentals (lower lip and 
upper teeth), bilabial (upper lip and lower lip), and dental. Therefore, these places 
carry the most information for lip-readers and hence visual speech recognizers 
concentrate on these areas for the visual speech animation. 
2.3. VOWEL 
The second category of phonemes is vowels. These linguistic components are visually 
more distinguishable and visible than consonants. This effect is because of the 
shaping of the lips in absence of either the teeth or tongue to control the air flow.  
Pharyngeal  WRQJXH¶V
root + pharynx  
Glottal 
Uvular  WRQJXH¶V
back + uvula 
Bilabial = Upper 
lip +lower lip  
Dental  7RQJXH¶VWLS
+ upper teeth 
Labiodentals = Lower 
lip + upper teeth  
Alveolar  WRQJXH¶VWLS
+ alveolar ridge 
Postalveolar 7RQJXH¶V
tip + alveolar ridge  
 Palatal = 7RQJXH¶V
front + hard palate  
Retroflex  7RQJXH¶V
blade + palatal 
Velar = tRQJXH¶VEDFN
hard palate  
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Table 2-2: The place of articulation of vowels (International Phonetic Association, 2005) 
 
Table 2-2, shows the position of the lips and the tongue for different vowels. Vertical 
axis is the lip position and the horizontal axis is the tongue position. 
2.4. VISEME 
Defining a framework to relate speech units (phonemes) with their corresponding 
YLVXDO OLS¶V VKDSHV JRHV EDFN DV IDU DV  ZKHUH WKH FRQFHSW RI YLVXDO SKRQHPH
(viseme) as visual representation of one or two phoneme was introduced by (Fisher, 
1968). 
2.4.1. VISEME CLASSIFICATION 
The classification of visual speech is evaluated by the human perception of mouth 
movement (Williams & Katsaggelos, 2002). Such perception is conducted by lip-
readers, hearing impaired and normal people. The resulting corpus contains variety of 
different phoneme combinations. As an observation, the combinations of sounds did 
not necessarily make meaningful speech sounds.  
To ensure the test subjects concentrated on the position and measurement of the 
mouth, the tests are performed in the absence of sound. Subsequent analysis of the 
perceived movement of lip by the test subjects and the actual sounds resulted in what 
is FDOOHGWKHµFRQIXVLRQPDWUL[¶,QVXFKPDWUL[WKHµcorrect¶ answer is the maximum 
vote from the observers. The measurement of the confusion matrix has been the topic 
of several studies (Williams, et al., 1997) and there was and still is a lack of 
agreement on what sounds to include and how to notate visemes. 
Tongue position 
Li
p
 p
o
si
ti
o
n
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2.4.2. PHONEME-TO-VISEME MAPPING TABLE 
Finding the relationship between phonemes and visemes is a topic in visual 
representation of speech. Phonemes are usually grouped into viseme classes (Table 
8-6) but there is no standard classification. For instance, the viseme group /p, b, m/, 
which was also detected by most of the researchers, indicates the visual similarities in 
observing the /p/, /b/ and /m/ consonants by lip-readers more than one phoneme. 
Beside the visual similarity of different phonemes there are articulation differences 
between speakers (Rogozan, 1999) that reduce the reliability of visemes. Furthermore, 
each viseme is treated separately. In reality, there is transition between each phoneme 
(Co-articulation) which can affect the perception. 
2.5. CO-ARTICULATION 
In this section, the Co-articulation effect and its visual counterpart are studied in more 
detail. In a sequence of phonemes, a phone is affected by neighbouring phones. This 
effect in the speech domain is called Co-articulation. More specifically, the effect of 
proceeding sound refers to backward Co-articulation while the effect of upcoming 
phonemes is referred to forward Co-articulation (Cohen & Massaro, 1993). The 
forward Co-articulation appears by affecting the upcoming vowels. For instance, in 
WKHILUVWFRQVRQDQWVRIZRUGVµGDG¶DQGµGRRU¶LVGZKLFKLVDIIHFWHGE\proceeding 
vowels /a/ and /o/. The backward Co-articulation occurs on the consonant /d/ in last 
SDUW RI ZRUGV µEDG¶ 7KH VRXQG DVVRFLDWHG ZLWK WKH FRQVRQDQW G  LV DIIHFWHG E\
previous vowels /æ/ and /e/. Obviously, such effects also occur in visual domain. The 
Co-articulation effect results in a difference lip movements when uttering a single 
isolated phone in comparison with a sequence of phones. This has been studied by 
(Benguerel & Pichora-Fuller, 1982). Modelling the lip transition between visual 
phonemes was suggested by (Montgomery, 1980) who used a non-linear interpolation 
method. Another model of Co-articulation has been suggested by (Cohen & Massaro, 
1993). This model allows the smooth transition between mouth shapes related to 
speech segments by defining dominance and blending functions. Another solution of 
transition between visemes was addressed by the Hermite interpolation (De Martino, 
et al., 2006). 
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Appearing the confusion and Co-articulation effects are not included in viseme 
concept. These facts imply that the viseme concept may not be the appropriate 
building block of visual speech expression. If visual recognition unit does not cover 
such criteria, it will not be a reliable interpreter for visual phonemes. In this work, 
BLI is suggested as mathematical framework for standardizing the visual phoneme by 
categorizing the phonemic structures of words. 
2.6. LIP READING 
Lip reading by human has been mastered for a long time. Limited number of people 
who called lip-readers learnt to use and interpret visual information. A correlation 
between generated sound and the lip formation makes the lip-readers to estimate the 
possible phones combination. Lip reading allows comprehension of speech by 
observing the lip movement. Not so long ago this interaction was restricted to human 
face to face communication in special situations. Today the communication concept 
has advanced beyond human society and is a key element in human-computer inters 
action. These topics are explained in the following sections. 
2.6.1. LIP READING BY HUMAN 
TKH DFW RI XQGHUVWDQGLQJ WKH VSRNHQ ZRUG E\ µUHDGLQJ¶ WKH PRYHPHQW RI OLSs is 
generally referred to as lip reading. LLS UHDGHUV µUHDG¶ WKH YLVXDO FOXHV DQG
combinations along with a grammatical correlation of the language to form a coherent 
comprehension of the spoken word. Observing the lip movement is not sufficient to 
fully comprehend the spoken word since other face components e.g. eyes, cheek, and 
eyebrows transfer additional information. 
2.6.2. VISUAL SPEECH RECOGNITION 
Studying of lip reading makes it possible to extend the concept to human±machine 
communication. A simplified process of visual clue perception by human can be 
applied at the machine level using mathematical algorithms and models. Machine 
perception of speech is initially limited to analysis of the audio features often referred 
to as automatic speech recognition (ASR). Although highly successful, ASR does 
have a major challenge when the speech signal is corrupted with noise. To address 
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this problem, the visual clues can be used (Sumby & Pollack, 1954) and (McGurk & 
MacDonald, 1976).  
The importance of visual clues to human understanding of the spoken word was 
demonstrated by McGurk effect (McGurk & MacDonald, 1976). The McGurk effect 
states when a person receives conflicting audio and visual clues. For example, when a 
person heard the sound /ba/ but watches the lip movement of /ga/, the perception of 
the subject is neither /ga/ nor /ba/ but /da/.  
Generally, there are five methods of interpretation of the audio-visual information 
(Deligne, et al., 2002): 
x Audio-visual speech recognition (AVSR) 
x Audio-visual automatic speech recognition (AVASR) 
x Visual-only automatic speech recognition (speech-reading) 
x Visual speech animation 
x Automatic speech recognition enhancement systems 
In WKH PLG ¶V WKH ILUVW DXWRPDWLF AVSR was introduced and used the visual 
modality to enhance the speech recognition (Petajan, 1984). In speech-reading 
systems, the visual speech components are extracted, analysed and a stream of 
symbols are outputted (Potamianos, et al., 2004). In AVASR, the visual speech 
information components are analysed in parallel with the audio speech channel and 
are fused to deliver a more accurate representation of the spoken word (see Figure 
2-2). 
 
Figure 2-2: AVSR system 
The visual front end in an ASR aims to extract the visual features from a video signal 
in three steps: 
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a) Face detection 
b) Mouth localization 
c) Lip tracking algorithms 
Localizing the face is done by using image-processing methods based on the pixel 
values. This is usually performed by classification or by edge detection between the 
face and the background (Petajan, 1984). The other approaches are snakes (Kass, et 
al., 1987), deformable template of mouth (Rao & Mersereau, 1995) and cubic 
polynomials (Seguier & Cladel, 2003),  (Stillittano, et al., 2009) and  (Eveno, et al., 
2002). More sophisticated method use Active Appearance Model (AAM) (Cootes, et 
al., 1998) for face localization (Edwards, et al., 1998). 
After face detection and mouth localization, the lip region needs to be found. This 
process is referred to as locating the region-of-interest (ROI). One common method is 
based on the statistical models and it is called Active Shape Model (ASM) (Cootes, et 
al., 1995) and (Luettin. & Thacker, 1997).  
After localizing the mouth region, in order to generate a suitable the stream of visual 
information lip tracking algorithms are employed. Among the tracking methods, 
snake (active contour models) (Kass, et al., 1987), AAM, deformable template of 
mouth and ASM are widely used. 
After the pre-processing phase, which includes implementation of face detection, 
mouth localization, and lip tracking algorithms, the lips visual features need to be 
extracted. In other words, it was desirable to select a set of samples or values on 
detected mouth which could represent the deformation of lips efficiently. Extracting 
WKHOLS¶VSDUDPHWHUVLQWLPHRUIUDPHLQWHUYDOVPDLQO\KDYHEHHQSHUIRUPHGE\XVLQJ
image processing on the texture or electronic sensors.  
The visual features of lip can be represented by three different categories 
(Potamianos, et al., 2004) based on the possibilities of identifying the lip in image: 
a) Appearance based features 
b) Shape based features 
c) Combination of appearance based features and shape based features 
In the first category, the pixel colour value is used to extract information about the 
OLS¶VVKDSHDOVRFDOOHGDSSHDUDQFHEDVHGIHDWXUHVZKLOHLQWKHVHFRQGDSSURDFKWKH
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spatial value of pixel was the subject of consideration (shape based features). The 
third approach is a combination of both first and second approaches.  
In the appearance based approach, the pixels in the ROI is reduced from two 
dimensions to one by pixel concatenation. Information relating to the lips shape is 
directly contained within the one dimensional pixel array. This technique has been 
used by (Bregler & Konig, 1994) and (Rogozan & Deléglise, 1998) or colour pixels 
(Chiou & Hwang, 1997). Other transformation approaches have also been employed 
as Principle Component Analysis (PCA), Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and 
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA).  
Shape based lip identification uses mathematical models to determine the shape of 
lips. A Model of mouth containing of 130 vectors was developed by (Montgomery, 
1980) whereas trigonometric functions was introduced by (Yuille, et al., 1992). The 
authors in (Erber, et al., 1979) XVHG WKH/LVVDMRX¶VSDUDPHWULFHTXDWLRQ WR ILJXUH WKH
mouth shape (Cohen & Massaro, 1993).  
In the combined approach, the appearance based algorithm are used to identify the 
lips followed by the extraction of movements, which describes the shape of lip. 
Another strategy for visual feature allocation to lip based on combination of 
appearance-based features and shape based features proposed in (Potamianos & Graf, 
1998) ZKHUHWKHLQQHUDQGRXWHUOLS¶VFRQWRXUHVWLPDWLRQZDVDGRSWHGfrom (Graf, et 
al., 1997) similar to the method used by (Chan, et al., 1998). The corresponding lip 
parametreasation is depicted in Figure 2-3 (a). Unfortunately, the procedure used in 
these methods does not uniquely define the shape of the lips in a coherent way. To 
include information about the shape of the lips, (Teissier, et al., 1999) added the inner 
surface of the mouth as an additional parameter where it demonstrated in Figure 2-3 
(b). Again, the coherency between parameters does not exist. 
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Figure 2-3: Geometrical representation of lip used by (a) (Graf, et al., 1997), (b) (Teissier, et al., 1999), 
(c) (Silveira, et al., 2003), (d) (Lyons, et al., 2004), (e) (Saitoh & Konishi, 2005), (f) (Zhao, et al. 2009) 
Another method has been suggested by (Silveira, et al., 2003) who parameterized the 
mouth by four distance features ଵܸ, ଶܸ, ଷܸ and ܪଵ as it shown in Figure 2-3 (c). ܪଵ 
PHDVXUHV WKH OLS¶V GLPHQVLRQ KRUL]RQWDOO\ E\ FRQQHFWLQJ the corner points of the 
mouth while ଵܸ, ଶܸ and ଷܸ measure the vertical dimension of lip. The ଵܸ located on the 
middle ofܪଵ,  ଶܸ RQWKHPLGGOHRIOLS¶VOHIWFRUQHUSRLQWDQG ଵܸ and finally  ଷܸ on the 
PLGGOHRI OLS¶V ULJKWFRUQHUSRLQWDQG ଵܸ. The vectors  ଶܸ and ଷܸ do not carry much 
information since generally their distances to ଵܸ are almost equal. A similar approach 
to (Teissier, et al., 1999) was undertaken by (Lyons, et al., 2004) whereWKHOLS¶VDVSHFW
ratio (ratio of height and width) and the extracted mouth cavity area are chosen as 
feature representation as it depicted in Figure 2-3 (d). The lip features in (Saitoh & 
Konishi, 2005) contains of 12 distances measured from the centre of shown in Figure 
2-3 (e). However, computational complexity over the previous research method was 
increased. Extracting visual features using the appearance based approach in (Zhao, et 
al., 2009) was depicted in Figure 2-3 (f). The lip area was divided into two rectangles 
which their pixel values would be statistically analysed. The major disadvantage of 
this approach was complexity of processing images before analysing the lip shapes. 
(a) (b) 
(d) (c) 
(e) (f) 
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This method of lip segmentation tries to reduce the computational cost of mouth 
analysis by using only corner sides of lip region and neglecting the middle region.  
In addition, the visual feature points are extracted by an infrared sensor, which detects 
an emitting diode placed on the midpoint of lower lip (Lucero, 2002). The other 
method for defining the visual feature was employing optical flow (Mase & Pentland, 
1991). The optical flow algorithm shows the velocity field in an image. Therefore, the 
movement of lip can be interpreted velocity vectors. One of the main advantages of 
using optical flow algorithm was related to a covering both lip localization and 
tracking. In visual speech synthesis, the visual phonemes provided by the lip reading 
systems are combined to animate a 2D or 3D lip. An overview of visual speech 
synthesis is represented in the Appendix A. 
In this work, in order to achieve the aims of the research, the structure of lips are 
studied without using face detection, localization, or lip tracking algorithms. The 
structure of lips as visual features was the subject of visual speech analysis and will 
be used for visual speech signature synthesis. 
2.7. VISUAL SPEECH DATA PROCESSING 
In AVASR the aim was to generate or enhance the audio speech signal from visual 
speech signal while in visual speech synthesis, generating the visual speech signal 
from audio speech signal was desirable. In most literatures, the statistical analysis of 
visual modalities was used for speech reading or visual speech animation. Using the 
neural network as the classifier, the visual speech data is represented to the input and 
output of the network, which was called training phase, according to application 
(visual speech generation or perception). For instance, the neural network 
classification applied to AVSR (Lewis & Parke, 1987). Afterward, a call-back 
algorithm trains the network weights. 
The other widely method used in visual speech recognition and visual speech 
synthesis system for defining the dynamics of lips geometries was called Hidden 
Markov Model. The HMM is a stochastic model for time-series data, which is a 
statistical tool for representing the probable events. In this approach, events are 
modelled by states and the sequential appearance of them can be generated via 
probabilistic transitions. The Markov process (Markov, 1913) was the foundation of 
HMM (Baum, et al., 1970). In the Markov process, each state emits a single event or 
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observation. The observations are probabilistic functions of states. The concept does 
not include the process of generating sequence of observation. However, it suggests a 
Markov model to explain the sequence of observations. The probability of observation 
sequences was simply the product of transition probabilities. In most cases, the states 
are emitting events in common. Therefore, exact determination of states collaborating 
in observation generation was difficult. In other words, the state sequence was hidden. 
The HMM model parameters are (Rabiner, 1989):  
 ߣ ൌ ሺܣǡ ܤǡ ߨሻ (2-1) 
where ܣ, ܤ and ߨ are state alphabet, state observation set and initial probability array, 
respectively. After creating model parameters in Eq. (2-1) by evaluating HMM, it is 
possible to determine the probability of observing a sequence: 
 ܱ ൌ ܱଵǡ ܱଶǡ ܱଷǡ ǥ ǡ ்ܱ (2-2) 
where ܶ is the number of observations. Modelling a process by HMM needs examples 
of the process that was called learning or training the HMM. The learning process has 
two approaches as supervised learning and unsupervised learning. If the desirable 
input and output are allocated to the HMM, the process will be called supervised 
training while in the unsupervised training only input was associated to the HMM.  
In AVSR systems, the HMM model was used by speech reading system proposed by 
(Goldschen, et al., 1994) which was applied to the lip-reading system introduced 
(Petajan, 1984). The model also used by (Williams, et al., 1997), (Xie & Liu, 2006) 
and (Ling & Wang, 2006) where the speech feature parameters are used for tainting 
the model. Then when the trained HMM was represented by the speech signals, the lip 
animation was achieved. In the proposed model by (Potamianos, et al., 1998), 
(Rabiner & Juang, 2008) the parameters of visual features related to the phonemes 
sequences trained the model. When the optimum probable states are defined, the 
system can be used for speech recognition.  
A 3D lip model was fitted to lips image (Revéret & Benoît, 1998) and the amount of 
similarities between the feature point on the model and actual lip was measured. In 
Figure 2-4 WKH UHVXOWV RI VXFK PHDVXUHPHQW E\ WUDFNLQJ WKH OLS IHDWXUH SRLQW¶V
distances are illustrated where the circles are representing the tracked 3D model and 
crosses are the marking the actual lip movement on each frame. Their results did not 
conclude the dynamic of articulating lip with a mathematical expression. 
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Figure 2-47KHJHRPHWULFIHDWXUHH[WUDFWLRQE\WUDFNLQJWKHOLS¶VPRGHOPDUNHGZLWKFLUFOHVDQGWKH
actual lip marked with crosses (Revéret & Benoît, 1998) 
In the suggested lip-reading system by (Potamianos, et al., 1998), the visual features 
related to the width, height, and area of lip are tracked over frame/time domain during 
DUWLFXODWLQJDVHTXHQFHRIGLJLWVµ¶as shown in Figure 2-5. Such trajectories of 
visual features are used for training a HMM model and had not been mathematically 
formulated. 
 
Figure 2-57KHWKUHHJHRPHWULFIHDWXUHVIURPOLSWUDFNHGRYHUDUWLFXODWLQJWKHVHTXHQFHµ¶
(Potamianos, et al., 1998) 
The acquired data (from movement of lip) in (Lucero, 2002) was formulated by B-
spline cure with the order six. The main disadvantage of using B-spline for 
IRUPXODWLQJ WKH OLS¶VPRYHPHQWZDV the lack of defining a single expression for the 
sample sets rather on segmented intervals. 
The extraction of feature points using the appearance-based approach in (Zhao, et al., 
2009) was suggested a statistical visual features modelling by concatenating the 
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image sequence portions in block volume, which was depicted in Figure 2-6 (a). 
Using an image processing approach called Local Binary Pattern (LBP), the lip 
texture between successive images in grey scale are transformed to binary codes. 
 
Figure 2-6: The process of visual feature extraction used by (Zhao, et al., 2009) 
Afterward the LBP applied to the other two orthogonal plans, which codes the spatial 
and temporal axis as shown in Figure 2-6 (b). The histogram of these binary 
orthogonal planes was calculated and represents the visual feature. By concatenating 
the histograms, two important characteristics of the appearance of the lips and their 
motion are extracted, which was obtained in Figure 2-6 (c). The sequences of 
histograms are joined in Figure 2-6 (d). In other words, their method not only extracts 
the visual feature but also express the deformation of visual features dynamically. 
The method suggested by (Birkholz, et al., 2011) used a time-variant dynamic system 
used for modelling the articulatory relate facial parts as tongue tip, tongue blade 
tongue, jaw, dorsum, upper and lower lip. In Figure 2-7 (a), the results for articulating 
the [CVCVCVCV] sequence with normal speaking rate is shown. In Figure 2-7 (b) 
the slower speaking rate is shown. This method is computationally intensive.  
 
Figure 2-7: The results of tracking the upper lip, lower lip and jaw in articulating the [CVCVCVCV] 
sequence with normal (a) and slow (b) speaking rates (Birkholz, et al., 2011) 
2.8. AUDIO-VISUAL DATABASE 
Audio-visual database is a collection of speech signal files along with the 
corresponding video files and transcription of the text corpus. The text corpus of the 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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audio-visual databases, which was adopted for this work, was one of the important 
components. It acts as feeding materials to the system in form of phones, words, or 
sentences. Most of the databases are providing the text corpora in form of dictionaries 
with phonemic transcriptions.  
One of the most well-known sources of ASR, which provides varieties of the audio-
only databases bodies, is the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC). Among the 
databases, the TIMIT Acoustic-Phonetic Continues Speech Corpus was chosen. This 
database was widely used in the ASR systems like Hidden Markov Model Toolkit 
(HTK). The TIMIT has a corpus of audio-phonemic information of speech. The data 
was gathered from 630 speakers in 8 dialects of American English; each was reading 
up to 10 sentences. This database was a collaborating work of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT), Texas instruments, Inc. (TI) and Stanford Research 
Inc. (SRI). 
7KHSKRQHPLFV\PEROVDQGWKHLUH[DPSOHVXVHGLQWKH7,0,7¶VWUDQVFULEHGGLFWLRQDU\
have been represented previously by (Garofolo, et al., 1993). Table 2-3 provides more 
details about the manner of articulation and examples. Table 2-3 consists of 32 
phonemic symbols for consonants grouped by their manners of articulations and 20 
phonemic representations of vowels. 
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Table 2-3: The phonemic symbols in the TIMIT Acoustic Continuous Speech Corpus (Garofolo, et al., 
1993) 
 
Symbol Example 
 
Symbol Example 
st
o
ps
 
b bee 
V
o
w
el
s 
iy beet 
d day ih bite 
g gay eh bet 
p pea ey bait 
t tea ae bat 
k key aa bott 
dx muddy, dirty aw bout 
q bat ay bite 
A
ffr
ic
at
es
 
jh joke ah but 
ch choke ao bought 
Fr
ic
at
iv
es
 
s sea oy boy 
sh she ow boat 
z zone uh book 
zh azure uw boot 
f fin ux toot 
th thin er bird 
v van ax about 
dh then ix debit 
N
as
al
s 
m mom axr butter 
n noon ax-h suspect 
ng sing 
   
em botton 
   
en button 
   
eng washington 
   
nx winner 
   
Se
m
iv
o
w
el
s 
an
d 
G
lid
es
 
l lay 
   
r ray 
   
w way 
   y yacht 
   hh hay 
   hv ahead 
   
el bottle 
   
,Q WKH 7,0,7¶V GLFWLRQDU\ WKH SKRQHPLF sequence of each word was represented 
between two slashes (/). For example, WKH ZRUG µV\PEROic¶ SKRQHWLF QRWDWLRQ is 
[sܼmbܤON@ZKLOHLW¶VSKRQHPLFDOO\UHSUHVHQWHGDVVLKPEDDOLKN2QHRIWKHPDLQ
features of this dictionary is the usage of space in phonemic sequence. This 
characteristic provides a great benefit to this work where analysing the phonemic 
sequence are the main approach for unifying and selecting a group of words. The 
procedure is described in Chapter 3. 
The arrangements of phonemes in transcribed form are considered as one of the 
important subjects in visual speech analysers and synthesisers. The transcribed words 
are called corpus or simply dictionary, which could form meaningful or non-
meaningful words. The concept presented in this thesis uses such corpora for 
development of a novel lip-reading system.  There are several different corpora 
presented in the literatures and differ in the structure of phonemes for generating lip 
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movements. The structures of the corpora are shown in Table 2-4 where C and V refer 
to consonant and vowels phonemes respectively. Each set corresponds to a specific 
combination of isolate phonemes.  
In the first category of transcribed data, the isolated phoneme was used for lip reading 
(Petajan, 1984) or animation (Bregler, et al., 1997). In the second scenario, a specific 
arrangement of vowels or consonants was fixed for visual analysis of speech. A 
corpora was suggested by (Montgomery, 1980) which used the /CVCVC/ synthesisers 
while (Adjoudani & Benoît, 1996) used /V1CV2CV1/ corpus. The random 
combination of phonemes such as /aCa/ has also appeared in the corpora structure by 
(Su & Silsbee, 1996). The phoneme arrangements as a part of a French sentence 
µ&¶HVW SDV 9&9&9]"¶ ZDV H[DPLQHG E\ (Revéret & Benoît, 1998). (Czup, 2000) 
used triphone sequences /V1CV1/ and /C1VC1/ corpora. For a Brazilian Portuguese 
facial animation system proposed by (De Martino, et al., 2006), the corpora consisted 
of two types of phonemes combinations as /CV1CV2/ and /V1V2/ while the /VCV/ 
structure was used by (Cox, et al., 2008). This model was used for training a HMM in 
ASR system with different four conditions under seven levels of noise. 
Table 2-4: The structure of phonemes used as corpora 
Corpora Authors Language 
/CVCVC/ (Montgomery, 1980) English 
/V1CV2CV1/ (Adjoudani & Benoît, 1996) English 
/aCa/ (Su & Silsbee, 1996) English 
µ&¶HVWSDV9&9&9]"¶ (Revéret & Benoît, 1998) French 
/V1CV1/ and /C1VC1/ (Czup, 2000) Hungarian 
/CV1CV2/ and /V1V2/ (De Martino, et al., 2006) Brazilian Portuguese 
/VCV/ (Cox, et al., 2008) English 
/CVCV/ (Melenchón, et al., 2009) Castilian Spanish 
/CVCVCVCV/ (Birkholz, et al., 2011) Not stated 
The suggested structure of corpus of Castilian Spanish used by (Melenchón, et al., 
2009) consisted of /CVCV/. Their reason for using such structure was supported by a 
strong statement, which claims more than 80% of Castilian Spanish words flow /CV/ 
structure (de Vega, et al., 1992). A suggested phoneme arrangements by (Birkholz, et 
al., 2011) produced /CVCVCVCV/ sequences. These methods are also noted in Table 
2-4. Unfortunately, no evidence for choosing such arrangements of phoneme 
sequences was presented by the authors. The main disadvantage of such corpora 
arrangements is the limitation to the number of meaningful words. 
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2.9. GEOMETRIC MODELLING 
In this section, details of parametric curve construction methods will be presented. 
which are called the Bezier curve, B-spline curve and Hermite curve. These methods 
are the main mathematical tools for modelling shapes and curves. The term 
construction has been used instead of interpolation since the data samples may not 
necessarily be located on the generated curve. The samples, from which curves are 
generated, are called control points. If the samples of a deterministic function are 
considered as controOSRLQWVWKHJHQHUDWHGFXUYHZLOOµDSSUR[LPDWH¶WKHIXQFWLRQ2Q
WKHRWKHUKDQGLIWKHFRQWUROSRLQW¶VJHRPHWULFDODUUDQJHPHQWVOHDGWRDFXUYHSDVVLQJ
through (or fitted to) the sample set, it will be considered as a type of interpolation. 
2.9.1. PARAMETRIC CURVE 
The parametric representation of a curve is a method of defining the explicit equation 
of the curve ݕ ൌ ݂ሺݔሻ by two other functions ݕ ൌ ݕሺݑሻ and ݔ ൌ ݔሺݑሻ using a 
parameterݑ. The parameter ݑ, which uniformly spans an intervalݑ ൌ ሾܽǡ ܾሿ,ܽ ് ܾ 
where ܽ andܾ א Ժ , defines a continuous vector space. This interval is often 
normalized so thatݑ א ሾ ?ǡ  ?ሿ. If a curve is represented by an explicit equation, the 
FXUYH¶V UDQJH DQG GRPDLQ FDQ EH DQDO\VHG XVLQJ WKH WZR SDUDPHWULF HTXDWLRQV A 
simple example of such representation is the unit circle given by equation: 
 ݔଶ ൅ ݕଶ ൌ  ? (2-3) 
The variables ݔ and ݕ in Eq. (2-3) can be formulated by two parametric functions as: 
 ቂݔݕቃ ൌ ൤ݏ݅݊ሺݑሻܿ݋ݏሺݑሻ൨ (2-4) 
2.9.2. BEZIER CURVE 
A set of ݊ control points defines the Bezier curve and determines its degree 
(Mortenson, 1997). The degree is defined by the basic functions, which are the 
fundamental components of the Bezier curve generation methodology. The main 
features Bezier curves are: 
a) This family of curve modelling relates a set of at least 3 points in the space. 
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b) The degree of curve depends on the number of control points.  
c) The basic functions are Bernstein polynomials.  
d) The approximated curve is located inside a polygon that is made by control 
points while the starting and stopping control points are included to curve 
definition.  
e) Changing the position of any points affects the whole curve and there is no 
DQ\ORFDOFRQWURORYHUFXUYH¶VVKDSH 
f) If the end points coincide then a closed curve is obtained. 
g) If the control points ݌ଵ and ݌௡ିଵ are collinear, ܥଵ continuity (its first 
derivative) will be preserved otherwise the ܥ଴ continuity was appeared in the 
end points. 
h) The minimum number of vertices to make a closed curve, which does not 
preserve ܥଵ continuity, is four. 
i) The basic functions are defined over normalized domainݑ א ሾ ?ǡ  ?ሿ. 
Since all the control pointes are used to generate the curve,  a small displacement in 
the position of one of the control points will affect the shape of the curve throughout 
the region and not just in the location of the change. The Bezier curve equation is 
(Mortenson, 1997): 
 ஻ܲ௘௭௜௘௥ሺݑሻ ൌ ෍ ݌௜ Ǥ ܤ௜ǡ௡௡௜ୀ଴ ሺݑሻ  ? ൑ ݑ ൏  ? (2-5) 
The basic functions are defined as (Mortenson, 1997):  
 ܤ௜ǡ௡ሺݑሻ ൌ ቀ݊݅ቁ Ǥ ݑ௜ Ǥ ሺ ? െ ݑሻ௡ି௜ (2-6) 
In Figure 2-8, two sets of basic functions are shown. 
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Figure 2-8: Bezier (Bernstein) basic functions, (a) for ݊ ൌ  ? and five control points and (b) for ݊ ൌ  ? 
and six control points 
In Figure 2-9 (a) a rectangular arrangement of control points with ܥଵ continuity while 
in Figure 2-9 (b) a convex arrangement of same points with ܥ଴ continuity are shown. 
The minimum number of vertices to make a closed curve, which does not preserve ܥଵ 
continuity, is four. 
 
Figure 2-9: Closed Bezier curve for six points (a) with ܥଵ continuity, (b) same number of points with ܥ଴ continuity 
The main disadvantages of this family of curve modelling are: 
a) The curve only passes through the end points.  
b) The number of vertices controls the degree of curve causing an increase in 
the degree of curve. 
c) Therefore, the Bezier curve is not a suitable candidate for modelling the lip 
movement. 
 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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2.9.3. B-SPLINE CURVE 
 
In this section, modelling of curves using the B-spline curve is presented (Mortenson, 
1997). Schoenberg, 1946, introduced the term of B-spline and its concept. The main 
features Bezier curves are: 
a) It includes or excludes the end points (uniform and non-uniform B-spline 
curves)  
b) Despite the Bezier method, the numbers of control points do not affect the 
degree of basic polynomial.  
c) The B-spline domain is spanned by so-called knot values which are spaced 
uniformly or non-uniformly. 
d) The knot vector can be normalised between zero and one 
e) The curve will be uniform if the B-spline domain is uniformly spaced 
otherwise it is non-uniform. 
The B-spline expression is (Mortenson, 1997): 
 ܲሺݑሻ ൌ ෍ ݌௜ Ǥ ௜ܰǡ௞ሺݑሻ௡௜ୀ଴   ? ൑ ݑ ൏  ? (2-7) 
where ݌௜ is the control point and ௜ܰǡ௞ሺݑሻ is the basic function. In Eq. (2-7), the 
resulted curve, which is weighted by ሺ݊ ൅  ?ሻ control points, is summation of a set of 
basic functions. The degree of the basic functions isሺ݇݊ െ  ?ሻ. For the non-uniform B-
spline, the basic polynomials are defined by two expressions; when the order is one 
and the other for higher orders. This time the variable ݑ is defined over different 
spans that are connected in knot space. The equations are: 
 ௜ܰǡଵሺݑሻ ൌ ൜ ?ǡ ݐ௜ ൑ ݑ ൏ ݐ௜ାଵ ?ǡ ݋ݐ݄݁ݎݓ݅ݏ݁  (2-8) 
and: 
 ௜ܰǡ௞ሺݑሻ ൌ ሺݑ െ ݐ௜ሻ ௜ܰǡ௞ିଵሺݑሻݐ௜ା௞ିଵ െ ݐ௜ ൅ ሺݐ௜ା௞ െ ݑሻ ௜ܰାଵǡ௞ିଵሺݑሻݐ௜ା௞ െ ݐ௜ାଵ  ݇ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ ?ǡ ǥ ሽ (2-9) 
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The ݐ௜ variable is knot value and a set of them combines to form the knot vector. The 
overall span, which has been divided into knot space, wasݑ. Therefore, each basic 
polynomial can effect only on few number of knots. 
For instance, the basic polynomials defined by Eq. (2-9) for ൌ  ?,  ൌ  ? and ൌ  ?,  ൌ  ? are shown in Figure 2-10 (a) and (b) while Figure 2-10 (c) and (d) they are 
depicted for  ൌ  ?,  ൌ  ? and ൌ  ?,  ൌ  ?, respectivly.  
 
Figure 2-10: B-Spline Basic Functions for (a) ݇ ൌ  ? and ݊ ൌ  ?, and (d) ݇ ൌ  ? and ݊ ൌ  ? 
One of the possible curves, which approximate a set of six points, was shown in 
Figure 2-11. 
 
Figure 2-11: The non-uniform (a) 2nd degree (݇ ൌ  ?) and (b) 3rd degree (݇ ൌ  ?) B-spline curves with 6 
control points (݊ ൌ  ?) 
The main disadvantage of this family of curve modelling is the multiple equations for 
a single curve. Therefore, each curve that defines by B-spline method has a set of 
equations and cannot be a suitable candidate for the aim of this thesis. 
 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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2.9.4. HERMITE CURVE 
The cubic Hermite curve (Bartels, et al., 1998) can be used for interpolating a sample 
set. The main features of Hermite curve are: 
a) The sample set should be piecewise.  
b) The Hermite curve defines between two points by parameterization of the 
SRLQW¶V UDQJH DQG domain. The curvature has been defined by the tangent 
vectors on the first point and second point by substituting 0 and 1, 
respectively.  
c) There are four basic functions, which define the Hermite curve defined as: 
 ܨଵሺݑሻ ൌ  ?ݑଷ െ  ?ݑଶ ൅  ? (2-10) 
 ܨଶሺݑሻ ൌ െ ?ݑଷ ൅  ?ݑଶ (2-11) 
 ܨଷሺݑሻ ൌ ݑଷ െ  ?ݑଶ ൅ ݑ (2-12) 
 ܨସሺݑሻ ൌ ݑଷ െ ݑଶ (2-13) 
whereݑ א ሾ ?ǡ  ?ሿ and the Hermite curve is defined by: 
 ܲሺݑሻ ൌ ܨଵሺݑሻܲሺ ?ሻ ൅ ܨଶሺݑሻܲሺ ?ሻ ൅ ܨଷሺݑሻܲᇱሺ ?ሻ ൅ ܨସሺݑሻܲᇱሺ ?ሻ (2-14) 
where ܲᇱሺǤ ሻ was the first derivative of the cubic curve. Further simplification of Eq. 
(2-14) using subscripted notation of end points results in: 
 ܲሺݑሻ ൌ ܨଵሺݑሻ ଴ܲ ൅ ܨଶሺݑሻ ଵܲ ൅ ܨଷሺݑሻ ଴ܲ௨ ൅ ܨସሺݑሻ ଵܲ௨ (2-15) 
2.10. CONTINUOUS-TIME AND DISCRETE-TIME SIGNALS 
A signal is something that conveys information about a physical phenomenon during 
an observation period. Signals are defined on an independent variable that defines 
their domain and range. The domain of signal can be either continuous or discrete. 
The continuous-time signals are defined by continuous independent variable whilst 
discrete time signals by discrete independent variable (Oppenheim & Schafer, 1999). 
In term of statistical properties, a signal can be stationary (statistical properties do not 
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vary over time) or non-stationary (statistical properties vary over time). In addition, a 
signal can be pure or affected by noise. 
2.11. DISCRETE-TIME REPRESENTATION OF VISUAL SPEECH 
SAMPLES 
In this work, the discrete-time (DT) representation of signals is used to accommodate 
a convenient representation of extracted feature points of the lips. This method 
reduces the complexity of vector calculus in processing the extracted visual data by 
categorizing them as samples sets. Therefore, the visual speech samples are treated as 
values with no dependency on direction in the Cartesian space. The physical 
movement of articulating lip follows a continuous volumetric path. The lip motion 
parameterization allows complexity reduction and practical analysis of such 
volumetric information. Therefore, continuous lip motion can be extracted as indexes 
of lips geometry during articulation by selecting a limited number of feature points. 
As shown in Figure 2-12, the observation of such behaviour has been provided by a 
recording device and represented by values on discrete time spans in covering frame 
sequence. 
 
Figure 2-12: The actual relation between dynamic feature points and extracted feature points 
Observing other signals dimension by the amplitude leads to classifying signals into 
analogue and digital. The analogue signal consists of unlimited values despite the 
limited range of digital signal. In addition, the digital signals are defined over 
discrete-time intervals. In this work, the input of the suggested system is digital signal 
(sequence of digits) while the outputs form continuous-time signals. The digital 
constructed signal appears in coding scheme of signal. The fundamental function, 
which has frequently been used to define continuous-time signal, is the Dirac delta 
function. The Dirac delta or unit impulse function ߜሺݐሻ is an abstract impulse tap in ݐ ൌ  ? and defined in term of unit amplitude as follow (Oppenheim & Schafer, 1999):  
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 ߜሺݐሻ ൌ  ? ݐ ്  ? (2-16) 
 න ߜሺݐሻஶିஶ ൌ  ? (2-17) 
The correspondence of unit impulse function in discrete-time domain is referred to as 
the Kronecker delta function or discrete-time unit sample function that illustrated in 
Figure 2-19 and defined as (Oppenheim & Schafer, 1999): 
 ߜሾ݊ሿ ൌ ቄ ?݊ ൌ  ? ?݊ ്  ? (2-18) 
 
Figure 2-13: The unit impulse (Kronecker delta) function  
For example for example, there is a band limited signalݔሾ݊ሿ, which it members 
(samples) exist on discrete-time instances݊, as shown in Eq. (2-19). Multiplying 
shifted version of Eq. (2-18) by ݇ and scaling by corresponding sample leads to: 
 ݔሾ݇ሿߜሾ݊ െ ݇ሿ ൌ ሼܽିଵߜሾ݊ ൅  ?ሿǡ ܽ଴ߜሾ݊ሿǡ ܽଵߜሾ݊ െ  ?ሿǡ ܽଶߜሾ݊ െ  ?ሿሽ (2-19) 
A more compact relation between delta function and sample set ݔሾ݊ሿ in Eq. (2-19) is 
(Oppenheim & Schafer, 1999): 
 ݔሾ݊ሿ ൌ ෍ ݔሾ݇ሿߜሾ݊ െ ݇ሿଶ௞ୀ଴  (2-20) 
where݇ implies the sample values located on discrete-time axis ݊. 
2.12. POLYNOMIAL INTERPOLATION 
,QRUGHUWRILQGDPDWKHPDWLFDOWRROIRUWKHH[SOLFLWH[SUHVVLRQRIWKHOLS¶VPRYHPHQW
the interpolation approach was used. The interpolation method allocates a polynomial 
function to a set of data points by adding extra samples in between sample pairs. The 
basic idea of interpolation theory is the amplitude of intermodal points is determined 
by the application of a polynomial function whose degree is the one less that the 
number of nodes. This can be represented mathematically as ܲሺݔሻ ൌ  ? ߙ௜ݔ௜ே௜ୀ଴ . The 
0 1 
1 
-2 -1 2 
n 
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values of ߙ are chosen so that the polynomial goes though the given data points. The 
basic functions are exponential function and ݅ א Ժ. This concept can be generalised by 
noting that the power sequence ሼ ?ǡ ݔǡ ݔଶǡ ڮ ǡ ݔேሽ forms a set of basis functions and 
these can be replaced by other functions sets ߮௜ ൌ ሼ߮௢ ǡ ߮ଵǡ ߮ଶǡ ߮ଷǡ ǥ ߮ேሽ (Mertins, 
1999). This combination can be stated as (Mertins, 1999): 
 ܲ ൌ  ෍ ܽ௜ே௜ୀ଴ ߮௜  (2-21) 
(Schoenberg, 1946) defined the more general formula applicable to equidistance data set as: 
 
 ݂ሺݔሻ ൌ  ෍ ݕ௞ஶ௞ୀିஶ ȍሺݔ െ ݇ሻ (2-22) 
where ȍ was an even basic function. The backbone of any interpolation approach is 
made of Eq. (2-22) and it was selected as the guide line for choosing an appropriate 
PHWKRG7KHOLS¶VPRYHPHQW data samples are formulated by a modified version of the 
Lagrange interpolation. In the following sections, the ideal signal construction, the 
Lagrange interpolation and Barycentric Lagrange interpolation are introduced. 
2.12.1. IDEAL SIGNAL CONSTRUCTION 
The other method of signal construction from a sample set, as mentioned, is achieved 
using the sinc function as the basic function. This method is also referred to as 
construction of a band-limited signal by ideal low-pass filter. The sinc function was 
given by (Oppenheim & Schafer, 1999): 
 ݏ݅݊ܿሺ߱଴ݐሻ ൌ ݏ݅݊ሺߨ߱଴ݐሻߨ߱଴ݐ  (2-23) 
where angular frequency of߱଴ ൌ  ?ߨ ଴݂ is the fundamental frequency. Eq.(2-23) can 
be thought as a sinusoidal function ݏ݅݊ሺߨ߱଴ݐሻ that has been multiplied by a decaying 
function ଵగఠబ௧. The graphical representation of Eq. (2-23) in Figure 2-14(a) visually 
approves the properties of the sinc function where ݏ݅݊ܿሺ ?ሻ ൌ  ? and follows 
O¶+RSLWDO¶VUXOHDV(Oppenheim & Schafer, 1999): 
 
 ݏ݅݊ܿሺ߱଴ݐሻ ൌ  ?  (2-24) 
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where ݐ א Ժ.  
 
Figure 2-14: The sinc function with (a) normalised (b) and non-normalised domains 
In Eq. (2-20) the transfer function for the system in Figure 2-15 is noted by݄ሾݐ െ݊ܶሿ. This expression indicates that each sample is defined in continuous-time domain 
where distanced from each other by݊ܶ. 
 
Figure 2-15: The ideal construction of a continuous-time signal ݔሺݐሻ from its discrete-time samples ݔሾ݊ሿ 
The freedom of choosing the interval is the main bridge to signal construction and 
discrete-to-continuous signal conversion. The constructed signal ௦ܲ௜௡௖ሺݐሻ from a 
sample set by convolving each sample with the sinc function is (Oppenheim & 
Schafer, 1999): 
 ௦ܲ௜௡௖ሺݐሻ ൌ ݏ݅݊ܿሺݐሻ כ ෍ ݔሺ݅ ଴ܶሻߜሺݐ െ ݅ ଴ܶሻேିଵ௜ୀ଴  (2-25) 
 ൌ ෍ ݔሾ݅ሿݏ݅݊ܿሺݐ െ ݅ ଴ܶሻேିଵ௜ୀ଴  (2-26) 
ZKHUH³´UHSUHVHQWVWKHFRQYROXWLRQRSHUDWLRQ. 
 
(a) (b) 
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2.12.2. THE LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION 
The Lagrange (Lagrange-Newton) interpolation is a method of polynomial 
formulation, which constructs a continuous-time polynomial ܮሺݔሻ from ܰ number of 
samples taken from a function ݕ ൌ ݂ሺݔ௜ሻ and݅ א Գ over an equidistance interval ݔ௜ א ሾ ?ǣܰ െ  ?ሿ. 
The corresponding amplitudes of samples are defined asܽ௜ ൌ ݂ሺݔ௜ሻǡ ݅ ൌሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ܰ െ  ?ሽ. The variable ݔ is GHILQHGYLDFKDQJLQJWKHSRO\QRPLDO¶VVDPSOLQJ
frequency ߚ.  
The Lagrange interpolation expressed as (Lagrange, 1877): 
 ܮሺݔሻ ൌ ෍ ݂ሺݔ௜ሻேିଵ௜ୀ଴ ݈௜ሺݔሻ (2-27) 
where݈௜ሺݔሻ is the basic functions corresponding to node ሼݔ௜ሽ defined as (Lagrange, 
1877): 
 ݈௜ሺݔሻ ൌ  ? ሺݔ െ ݔ௞ሻேିଵ௞ୀ଴௞ஷ௜ ? ሺݔ௜ െ ݔ௞ሻேିଵ௞ୀ଴௞ஷ௜  (2-28) 
where the basic function has the property of (Lagrange, 1877): 
 ݈௜ሺݔ௞ሻ ൌ ൜ ? ? ݅ ൌ ݇݋ݐ݄݁ݎݓ݅ݏ݁ (2-29) 
 
Figure 2-16: The Lagrange basic functions 
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In Figure 2-16, the basic functions ݈௜ሺݔሻ forܰ ൌ  ? ? and ߚ ൌ  ? ? ? ? are shown. The 
following facts can be observed:  
a) Unlike Bezier or B-spline basis functions, the distribution of amplitudes are 
not even and symmetrical like the.  
b) The basic functions amplitudes are affected by the first and the last spans more 
than the middle of interval.  
c) By increasing the number of basic functions, the amplitudes dramatically 
increase. 
d) Like Bezier curve, as the number of data points increases the degree of the 
Lagrange polynomial could be increased. 
Therefore, it is possible to predict the imperfection of polynomial construction. 
2.12.3. THE RUNGE¶S PHENOMENON 
Interpolating a function, with a higher degree polynomial than the function, results in 
amplitude oscillation at the boundary intervals. This effect is described as the Runge 
effect (Runge, 1901) and appears in form of oscillation at the ending boundaries. 
These high amplitude oscillation effects at the end portions of the curve and make the 
interpolation method impractical when dealing with almostܰ ൐  ? ?. This effect is 
shown in Figure 2-17 where a set of  ? ? random integers with amplitude boundaryݎ, ݎ א ሾ ?ǡ ? ?ሿ has been fitted with an interpolating polynomial consisting of 1000 
samples (ߚ ൌ  ? ? ? ?ሻ. The amplitudes on the first and the last spans of interpolating 
polynomial are very high (ൎ  ?Ǥ ? ൈ ? ?଼) and completely dominate middle 
SRO\QRPLDO¶VDPSOLWXGHV=RRPLQJLQWRLWVUDQJHLVWKHRQO\ZD\WRREVHUYHWKHGHWDils 
of interpolating polynomial.  
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Figure 2-17: An interpolated polynomial by Lagrange method and the details of amplitude 
The other drawback of the Lagrange interpolation is that the degree of the interpolated 
polynomial increases with the number of points used to define it unlike the original 
function whose degree has not changed. 
2.12.4. THE BARYCENTRIC LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION 
7KH 5XQJH¶V HIIHFW FDQ EH HOLPLQDWHG E\ UHSRVLWLRQLQJ VDPSOH¶V QRGHV ሼݔ௜ሽ and 
modification of the interval modification given by equation (2-30) (Berrut & 
Trefethen, 2004) and (Salzer, 1972): 
 ܮ஻ሺݔሻ ൌ  ? ௜݂ேିଵ௜ୀ଴ ݓ௜ሺݔ െ ݔ௜ሻ ? ݓ௜ሺݔ െ ݔ௜ሻேିଵ௜ୀ଴  (2-30) 
where the weight functionݓ௜ are given by (Salzer, 1972): 
 ݓ௜ ൌ ሺെ ?ሻ௜ߜ௜ ߜ௜ ൌ ቄ ?Ǥ ?݅ ൌ  ?ǡ ݅ ൌ ܰ െ  ? ?݋ݐ݄݁ݎݓ݅ݏ݁  (2-31) 
The intervals are defined by Chebyshev points of the second kind. (Berrut & 
Trefethen, 2004): 
 
ݔ௜ ௖௛ ൌ ܿ݋ݏ ݅ߨሺܰ െ  ?ሻ ݅ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ሺܰ െ  ?ሻሽ (2-32) 
The Chebyshev points could be considered as the projection of uniformly spanned 
interval ontoሾെ ?ǡ  ?ሿ. The desirable representation of curve over a uniformly spanned 
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interval ሾܽǣ ܾሿ is achieved by a transformation that is multiplied to the weight function ݓ௜. It leads (Berrut & Trefethen, 2004): 
 ݓ௝ ൌ ݓ௜ሺ  ?ܾ െ ܽሻேିଵ (2-33) 
The new weighting function ݓ௝ allows the transformation of the polynomial where is 
defined over interval ሾെ ?ǣ  ?ሿ to a new intervalሾܽǡ ܾሿ. In Figure 2-18 (a), the 
Barycentric interpolation is applied to 30 samples in the Chebyshev interval and 
converted to the uniform interval by Eq. (2-33) in Figure 2-18 (b). 
 
Figure 2-18: The Barycentric Lagrange interpolation (a) over Chebyshev interval, and (b) over 
uniformly spanned interval 
Comparing the Barycentric Lagrange interpolation with Lagrange interpolation shows 
the following advantages: 
a) All samples are included in the interpolating polynomial 
b) The Chebyshev points of second kinds discard the high amplitudes oscillation. 
c) The intervals can be transformed to any interval.  
Therefore, the Barycentric Lagrange interpolation is the best candidate to formulate 
the visual speech data. 
2.13. PULSE WIDTH MODULATION  
In this section, the Pulse width Modulation (PWM) is used as the main approach for 
visual speech barcode generation. The PWM is a well-known method in power 
(a) (b) 
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electronics. In this work, amplitudes of a triangle pulse are compared to amplitudes of 
the BL polynomial. Whenever the amplitude of BL polynomial gets higher than the 
triangular pulse, the value zero is stored. On the other hand, the value 1 will be 
allocated to as a bar if the amplitude of BL polynomial gets lower than the triangular 
pulse. 
 
Figure 2-19: The PWM waveform of (a) a signal with triangular pulse train and (b) the resulted barcode 
As it shown in Figure 2-19 (a), a typical BL polynomial ܤܮሺݔሻ compared with a 
triangle pulse train over an interval ݔ א ሾ ଴݂ǣ ே݂ିଵሿ. In Figure 2-19 (b), result of 
amplitude detection, arranges the concept of barcode. More details about the 
procedure will be represented in Section 7.3. 
2.14. SOURCE CODING 
The lips are source of all possible visual speech signals that could be generated. It is 
possible to assume all the generated visual speech signals are combinations of limited 
symbols. In this section, concepts of signal quantization and coding are introduced. 
The reason of quantizing signal is to reduce the variation of signal. It provides 
statistical information for the next level that is entropy coding. In this work, the 
Huffman approach has been chosen for coding the quantized signals. 
2.14.1. SIGNAL QUANTIZATION 
Quantization of a signal could be thought as rearranging and shaping the samples 
amplitudes to certain quantities. Quantization is a process, which divides the range of 
a signal to different regions, and allocates equal values to all samples within the 
regions. The regions, which are defined over input signal, are called decision levels 
while the values of the quantized signal are called construction levels (Mandal & Asif, 
2007). Since it maps all the samples in limited regions to wider boundaries than main 
(a) (b) 
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amplitudes, some information would be lost. In this work, a decision level is referred 
by a partition. The decision levels are noted by ௜ܲ ǡ ݅ ൌ  ?ǡ ?ǡ ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ݈ െ  ? where the 
TXDQWL]HUV¶V QXPEHU RI OHYHOV LV HTXDO WR ݈. The difference between decisions ȟ ൌ௟ܲାଵ െ ௟ܲ is called quantization step size. Each construction level ܮ௤ ǡ ݍ ൌ ?ǡ ?ǡ ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ݈ െ  ? is located between the decision levels ( ௟ܲ ൏ ܮ௤ ൏  ௟ܲାଵ). 
Based on the arrangement of quantization step size and construction level, there are 
uniform and non-uniform quantizers as they shown in Figure 2-20 (a) and (b), 
respectively. The equivalent representation of uniform and non-uniform quantizers 
could also be obtained by allocating the ݔ axis to the input signal and simultaneously 
representing the decision and construction levels on ݕ axes as they are illustrated in 
Figure 2-20 (c) and (d). The decision levels in uniform quantizer are obtained 
byܮ௤ ൌ ௉೗ା௉೗షభଶ . On the other hand, the non-uniform quantizer has variable step 
sizes. 
 
 
Figure 2-20: The (a) input-output relation of L=5 level uniform (b) and non-uniform quantizer as well 
as the equivalent representations in (c) and (d), respectively 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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7KHRSHUDWLRQRITXDQWL]DWLRQRQDVLJQDO¶VDPSOLWXGHVݔሾ݊ሿǡ ݊ ൌ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ܰ െ  ? for 
non-uniform quantization is denoted by ݔ௤ሾ݊ሿ and defines: 
 ݔ௤ሾ݊ሿ ൌ ۖۖەۖۖ۔
ۓܮ଴ܮଵܮଶǤǤǤܮ௤
݂݅݂݅݂݅ǤǤǤ݂݅
 ? ൑ ݔሾ݊ሿ ൏ ଴ܲ ଴ܲ ൑ ݔሾ݊ሿ ൏ ଵܲ ଵܲ ൑ ݔሾ݊ሿ ൏ ଶܲǤǤǤ ௟ܲିଵ ൑ ݔሾ݊ሿ ൏ ௟ܲ
 ݊ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ሺܰ െ  ?ሻ} (2-34) 
In Figure 2-21 (a), the quantization process of a signal is shown. This process inputs a 
signal, which has been bounded by a set of partitions, and allocates a particular level 
to the corresponding levels. Each boundary is defined a non-uniform spans in signal 
domain. The quantized signal is defined over such time span and preserves an 
DSSUR[LPDWLRQRIVLJQDO¶VDPSOLWXGH 
 
Figure 2-21: The process of (a) signal quantization applied to the (b) uniform quantization and 4-level 
quantization of a set of random data 
For instance, in Figure 2-21 (b) a randomly generated signal from uniform 
distribution with the length of ܰ ൌ  ? ? and bounded between zero and one is 
uniformly quantized.  
x Quantization error 
The process of quantization is not reversible. It means the information about the input 
signal cannot be preserved by quantized signal. The amount of relation between input 
(a) (b) 
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signal ݔሾ݊ሿ and quantized signal ݔ௤ሾ݊ሿ can be expressed by subtracting them. The 
quantization error is obtained as the result of subtraction: 
 
݁௤ሾ݊ሿ ൌ ݔ௤ሾ݊ሿ െ ݔሾ݊ሿ (2-35) 
The quantization S/N ratio is obtained by ሺܵȀܰሻ௤ (Oppenheim & Schafer, 1999): 
 ሺܵȀܰሻ௤ ൌ  ? ?݈݋݃ሺ ? ȁݔሾ݊ሿȁଶேିଵ௡ୀ଴ ? ȁ݁ ሾ݊ሿȁଶேିଵ௡ୀ଴ ሻ (2-36) 
2.14.2. HUFFMAN CODING 
The Huffman coding is an entropy-coding scheme for digital signal compression. This 
coding scheme allocates lower number of bits to the more frequently occurring values 
and higher number of bits to the less frequently occurring values in a digital signal. 
This characteristic implies to the usage of statistical information about the digital 
signal values. The Huffman dictionary consists of all possible amplitudes emit from 
signal source which is called coding symbols. 
The Huffman coding has the following characteristics: 
a) The number of symbols in the Huffman coding scheme is ܰ௠ (Huffman, 
1952). The probability of each symbol ௦ܲሺ݅ሻ is (Huffman, 1952):  
 ෍  ௦ܲሺ݅ሻே೘௜ୀଵ ൌ  ? (2-37) 
b) The number of messages ܰ௠ can be replaced by the value of each level in the 
quantized signalܮ௤. 
c) (DFKV\PEROKDVDELQDU\YDOXHRIFRGHQRWHGDVµFRGHZRUG¶ 
d) The collection of code words is called code dictionary 
e) The Huffman coding scheme uses statistical properties of entire amplitudes for 
choosing the symbols. 
f) The length of each message is ܮሺ݅ሻ and the average length isܮ௔௩ ൌ ? ܮሺ݅ሻே೘௜ୀଵ ௦ܲሺ݅ሻ. 
g) The information carried by each message is denoted by ܫሺ݅ሻ ൌ െ݈݋݃ଶ ௦ܲሺ݅ሻ. 
h) The message redundancy ܪሺ݅ሻ is the expected value of message information. 
Therefore, it can be calculated as (Huffman, 1952): 
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 ܪሺ݅ሻ ൌ െ ෍  ௦ܲሺ݅ሻே೘௜ୀଵ ݈݋݃ଶ ௦ܲሺ݅ሻ (2-38) 
i) The longer code increases the coding efficiency but it comes with the price of 
computational cost and memory capacity. 
In this work, Huffman codding has been chosen for representing digital visual speech 
signals. 
2.15.  SUMMARY 
In this chapter, the fundamental definitions and terminologies have been followed by 
introducing the field of study in visual interpretation of speech. Afterward, the 
potential mathematical models for representing the lip dynamism during articulation 
have been introduced. The BLI method has been chosen as the best mathematical 
candidate for formulating the visual speech information. For further simplifications of 
visual speech signals, the PWM and source coding have been suggested. 
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Chapter 3  
DESIGN OF THE CORPUS 
In this work, during study of the phonemic relations with words, it has been found 
that deriving signatures for visual speech signals will be more comprehensive if it has 
been produce from a specific family of words. Furthermore, allocating the signature 
representation for the visual speech signal when it lacks of systematic structural 
relations is hardly possible. Therefore, the structural relations need to be detected in 
the words linguistic domain.  
The three phonemes sequences, which appear in the transcribed words, are 
determined by database hierarchical analysis. The sequences of phonemic symbols are 
the subject of such analysis. By concluding the most occurring phonemic alphabets, 
the most occurring set of words are extracted. The phonemic structure makes the 
words families.  
In this work, studying the behaviour of words phoneme sequence is called phoneme-
based analysis of words. In this chapter, the method of designing the transcribed 
corpuses is describes. The process was depicted earlier in Figure 1-2. As mentioned in 
the literature review, the articulating lip carries similar (bimodal) information to 
audible speech. Processing the audio information is substituted by processing the 
transcription of words. In other words, the visual information is interacting with the 
phonemic structure of words.  
The visual speech signals and their processed versions form a group that considered 
DVYLVXDOZRUGV([WUDFWLQJWKHOLS¶VPRWLRQGXULQJWKHXWWHULQJRIWKHFKRVHQZRUGVLV
the first step for obtaining the visual speech signal. 
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3.1. PHONEMIC STRUCTURE OF WORDS 
In practice, words have specific sequences of phonemes that uniquely define them. 
The relation between phonemic sequences and words is the index of grouping words 
with same phonemic foundation. Clearly, categorising the most reliable combination 
of phoneme sequence must start from the beginning of words. It means there is no 
need to study the random combination of phonemes. Obviously, many words sharing 
the same phoneme sequence in their beginning. This concept looks like growing a 
peach tree from a seed or lighting from a particular part RI FORXG7KHSHDFK WUHH¶V
body is the origin of branches and also they consist of other branches that hold the 
fruits. One of the significant advantages of phoneme-based analysis of words is ability 
of controlling the mathematical expressions in the visual domain. In this work, 
searching for common phonemes in words starts for first three sequences of phonemes 
(triphones). 
There is a specific phonemic sequence where each phone succeeds by next phone 
forming the final utterance. In a population of words, these specific patterns are 
VKDUHGLQZRUG¶VGLIIHUHQWVHFWLRQVVXFKDVLQWKHEHJLQQLQJLQWKHPLGGOHDQGLQWKH
end. It means there are some words that start with the same combination of phonemes 
or some share the same phonemic sequences in the middle and some in the end. These 
fixed phonemes structures affect the articulation of each individual phoneme and 
includes the Co-articulation effect. The similar effects in visual domain (combination 
of visual phonemes) are happened on the corresponding sequences of the visual 
IHDWXUHVRIOLS¶VPRYHPHQWLQIUDPHGRPDLQ7KHUHIRUHILQGLQJWKHPHDQLQJIXOVHWVRI
phonemes is the first step in studying the Co-articulation effect. The phonemic 
structure of words defines these sets. Finding a section of word in which the phoneme 
sequence appears more recognizable is the second task.  
Extracting the words phonemic rules starts with adopting a collection of transcribed 
words containing a reasonable numbers of words. The other important issue is the 
source of words collection. More specifically, selecting the words by their phonemic 
structure of a reliable vocabulary database enriches the findings while associating 
systematic categorization of words.  
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)RU H[DPSOH FRQVLGHU WKHZRUGV µVLPSOH¶ µV\PSWRP¶DQG µVLPPHU¶ZLWKSKRnemic 
representation as /s/+/ih/+/m/+/p/+/el/, /s/+/ih/+/m/+/p/+/t/+/ax/+/m/ and 
/s/+/ih/+/m/+/ax/, respectively. The three specific phonemes sequence /s/+/ih/+/m/ is 
in common between these words while in the fourth position of phonemic 
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQµVLPSOH¶DQGµV\PSWRP¶VKDUHWKHSKRQHPHS 
 
Figure 3-1: Designing the corpus by tree representation 
This is the basic method of categorizing the words in a tree diagram representation as 
shown in Figure 3-1. This concept proves the relation between the mathematically 
expressed visual speech signals called visual word and the meaningful combinations 
of sounds. Consequently, the mathematical expressions, which would be derived for 
the visual words, are categorized into a group. Therefore, the words are grouped 
mathematically. In mathematical form, the difference between each member of group 
will be revealed after the third phoneme. Referring to Figure 3-1WKHOLS¶VPRYHPHQW
(this time in frame domain) would be same till the third level while after the fourth 
level if the visual features corresponded to phoneme /p/ is received, the word 
µ6LPPHU¶ OHIW RXW RI WKH UHVXOWV 6LPLODUO\ LI WKH YLVXDO IHDWXUHV LQ ILIWK OHYHO DUH
GHWHFWHG WKHZRUGµ6LPSOH¶ZRXOGEHGHWHFWHGDQGWKHUHLVQRQHHGWRORRNIRUZDUG
for analysing the other feature points. 
Therefore, the visual speech signatures demonstrate a systematic relation between a 
PHPEHURIZRUG¶VIDPLO\DQGWKHRWKHUZRUGVIDPLO\PHPEHUV7KLVPHWKRGSURYLGHV
an interesting ability to find how the mathematical expressions could be changed to 
form other words in the group although it is not the subject of studying in this work. 
This method could be used in lip-reading and also animation systems. Toward 
establishing the signature expression for structural words, a set of words are chosen 
by the criteria of maximum phonemic sequence occurring among all the words 
transcribed text. This method can be applied to any transcribe dictionary however, due 
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to time restrictions, groups of words are chosen in English language for synthesizing 
the visual word database. 
3.2. CONTEXT DATA PREPARATION 
Phoneme consists of consonant and vowel denoted by C and V, respectively. 
Categorizing a collection of words according to phonemes could reveal the phones 
popularity in human usage contest. Therefore, finding a limited set of words 
appearing with maximum probability in a collection of a vocabulary database is the 
aim of phoneme structural analysis. Such manner of categorization also reveals the 
relation between phonemes and its visual correspondence for word generation and 
perception. The signature concept, which is supported by such properties, will also 
follow a structural behaviour. Furthermore, the knowledge about studying such 
relation includes the Co-articulation model of uttering words that also plays a crucial 
role in the visual speech domain. For the audio-visual databases, which could be used 
using in audio-visual speech recognition systems, knowing how many words start 
with consonant or vowels and are followed by other consonants and vowels will 
narrow down the issue of searching. It means the employed searching algorithm does 
not need to examine the entire database to interpret the extracted visual speech signals 
(see Figure 3-1). 
It should be mentioned that the vast amount of data needs to be organized in the 
phonemic structure, which increases the computational cost but the result would be a 
breakthrough for new generation of lip-reading and animation systems. Furthermore, 
the grammatical rules, e.g. past participle versions of the words need to be considered. 
Based on these facts, only a group of words are designed according to population 
properties of phonemes. The population properties of phonemes as they appear 
sequentially will be described in the following sections.  
In conclusion, the suggested design for transcribed corpus is formed by answering the 
following questions: 
1 . Which corpus can be a good candidate? 
2 . How many phonemes exist in a population of the corpus? 
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3 . Which phonemes appear with the maximum population for three sequences of 
phonemes (triphone)?  
4 . What are the words (final corpus) who share such triphone? 
The answers to these questions will be provided in the following sections. 
3.3. PHONEMIC-BASE ANALYSIS OF WORDS 
The analysis of phonemes sequence has been conducted on the TIMIT audio-visual 
database corpus. The database of text corpus along with its phonemic structure is used 
for extracting a family of words for the aims of this research. Toward acquisition of 
words structures, the hierarchical analysis based on the population of phonemes is 
employed for extracting information about the appearance frequency of phoneme in 
the text corpus. According to the position of phoneme starting in the beginning of 
entire transcribed text, in three stages, phoneme sequences with maximum occurrence 
are determined. This specific configuration of phonemes includes a limited number of 
words. This method of word extraction in the higher level can be extended to the 
complete set of words but it is out of the scope of this work. Toward the goals of this 
work and the mentioned advantages, in next sections the words phonemic structures 
are analysed from the transcribed text in an audio-visual database corpus and will be 
used for visual feature sample sets extraction. 
3.3.1. SELECTING A PHONEME-VISEME TABLE 
In the field of speech processing, it is possible to select the appropriate viseme table 
that has been selected as the visual domain representation reference. Selecting 
appropriate phoneme-viseme mapping table for analysis of phonemic structure would 
be beneficial in deriving the practical visual speech signal expressions that are 
adaptable to audio-visual speech recognition systems. In other words, the method of 
deriving visual speech signal signature can be applied to the speech recognizer system 
as its collaborating visual domain. According to (Potamianos et al., 2004) a phoneme 
set used in Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) is selected as the phoneme-viseme 
mapping table. In this mapping scheme, which is represented in Table 3-1, the many-
to-one strategy is applied based on the manner of articulation. 
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Table 3-1: The phoneme-viseme table (Potamianos, et al., 2004), phonemes are grouped into viseme 
classes 
 Consonants  Vowels 
1 /p, b, m/ /ih, iy, ix, ax/ 
2 /f, v/ /ae, eh, ey, ay/ 
3 /l, el, r, y/ /uw, uh, ow/ 
4 /s, z/ /ao, ah, aa, er, oy, aw, hh/ 
5 /sh, zh, ch, jh/  
6 /t, d, n, en/  
7 /th, dh/  
8 /ng, k, g, w/  
The consonants consist of eight subgroups of phonemes that have visual similarities 
during articulation while, vowels are categorized into four subgroups. Although the 
English alphabet consists of 26 letters, there are 43 phonemes. This fact shows the 
difference between possible sound in words and the letters. Now it is the time to find 
the transcribed words text that is marked according to this phonemic table. 
3.3.2. SELECTING THE CORPUS FOR DESIGNING A LIMITED SET OF WORDS 
In order to design a phoneme-based analysis of words, a transcribed vocabulary 
database should be selected and analysed. The analysis has been conducted on the 
7,0,7¶VYRFDEXODU\GDWDEDVH,QWKLVVWXG\WKH7,0,7¶VWUDQVFULEHGGLFWLRQDU\ZLWK
corresponding phonemic notations was used (Garofolo, et al., 1993). This database 
was mainly designed for speech recognition system but it was also employed in lip-
reading system (Potamianos, et al., 2004). The block diagram in Figure 3-2 shows 
more details about the structure of the chosen database as well as an adaptation phase 
based on the chosen phoneme-viseme mapping table. 
 
Figure 3-2: Relating the TIMIT components to the phoneme-viseme table 
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)RUDQDO\VLVRI WKHZRUGV¶SKRQHPLFVWUXFWXUH WKUHHVHWVRILQIRUPDWLRQDV7,0,7¶V
transcribed words, transcribed phonemes, and phoneme codebook are used although 
the adaptation process is only applied to transcribed phonemes, and phoneme 
codebook. Using a phoneme-viseme table and analysing the phoneme sequential 
structures in the dictionary can be considered as bridging between speech recognition 
and lip-reading systems. The adaptation phase will be described in the next section. 
3.3.3. ADAPTATION OF THE DATABASE TO THE PHONEME-VISEME TABLE 
7KHUH DUH SKRQHPLF FRQWH[WV RI ZRUGV LQ WKH 7,0,7¶V GLFWLRQDU\ WKDW KDYH EHHQ
marked with ሼ ?ǡ  ?ሽ representing the position of the stress. For example, the first stress 
for the word is marked by adding 1 to phoneme /ey/ that leads to /ey1 b el/. These 
QXPEHUVDUHHOLPLQDWHGLQWKHPRGLILHG7,0,7¶VGLFWLRQDU\IRUVLPSOLFLW\,QDGGLWLRQ
only the phonemes that are represented in Table 3-1 are the subject of words 
phonemic structure analysis. 
 
Figure 3-3: The outcome of adaptation phase 
The main DGDSWDWLRQRFFXUUHGE\FRPSDULQJWKH7,0,7¶VSKRQHPLFV\PEROVLQTable 
2-3 and Table 3-1. It means the words that only are defined by phoneme groups in 
Table 3-1are the subject of processing. One of the effects of using the phoneme-
YLVHPHWDEOHLVWKHUHGXFWLRQRIQXPEHURIZRUGVWKDWDUHGHVFULEHGZLWKWKH7,0,7¶V
phone code. By adapting the phoneme-viseme table and the transcribed database, the 
hierarchal analysis of phonemic structure is determined and described in the following 
sections. 
3.3.4. HIERARCHICAL PHONEME-BASE ANALYSIS 
In this part, the hierarchical analysis is used for studying the combination of phonemic 
components in word. In the hierarchical analysis of words phonemic structure, the 
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goal is grouping all possible sequential appearance of consonants and vowels. 
According to (Seels & Glasgow, 1990) ³$KLHUDUFK\ZDVDQRUJDQL]DWLRQRIHOHPHQWV
that, according to prerequisite relationships, describes the path of experiences a 
learner must take to achieve any single behaviour that appears higher in the 
KLHUDUFK\´ $SSO\LQJ this statement to this work, the task is to find the groups of 
words by studying the sequential appearance of phonemes. This process is shown in 
Figure 3-4. 
 
Figure 3-46HDUFKLQJIRUZRUG¶VSKRQHPLFUXOHV 
The outcomes appear as the probability of phoneme existence is determined. A 
decision tree visualized the hierarchy and represents the frequency of words that 
contained the consonants and the vowels in the first phoneme positions of the words. 
In the second and third level, other branches of tree are determined according to 
appearing phoneme in the words. 
3.4. WORDS PHONEMIC PATTERN ANALYSIS BY DECISION TREE 
The decision tree provides the information for systematic analysis of the organized 
data. By employing this approach to the phonemic representation of the words, the 
hierarchical probability information of phonemes sequences as they proceed in words 
are extracted. A decision tree, which is defined in sequentially arranged levels, 
consists of node. The nodes relations are visualized by connecting line from their 
current level to other nodes for the successive level. The nodes represent a particular 
state, group, event, or position in each level that exist in the data set. The connecting 
lines represent conditional rules that define the transition amongst the nodes between 
two consecutive levels. These rules could be stated by probabilistic or occurrence 
information about the next state of the nodes. In this work, the nodes of the decision 
tree are allocated to the C and V groups. At the output of each node there are two 
possible outcomes. The connecting lines are showing the probability of transition 
between Cs and Vs on sequences of levels݈௡ǡ ݊ א Գ with ݊ that stands for the number 
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of levels. In this way, an ݊-level tree defines  ?௡ possible paths that represent C and V 
sequences (see Figure 3-13). 
Another type of a tree representation of data is applied to the final result of words 
grouping process which is depicted in Figure 3-5. In this version of decision tree, each 
node is allocated to a possible phoneme, which has been detected in each level. 
 
 
Figure 3-5: The tree representation of (a) phonemes sequences categorizing all thirteen words as 
branches of one root and (b) the number of detected words in each level  
The words have same phonemic sequence for three levels, which occurred with 
maximum population in each level. This trend continues for thirteen levels and the 
final word is defined Figure 3-5 (a). The numbers of detected word are also 
represented in Figure 3-5 (b). In the level six, the maximum four numbers of words 
are fully categorized in this group of words. 
 
 
(a) 
(b) 
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3.4.1. METHOD OF CONTEXT ANALYSIS 
6HDUFKLQJWKHSKRQHPHVLQWKH7,0,7¶VWUDQVFULEHGdictionary is performed using the 
Microsoft Word processor. 8VLQJ WKH µILQG DQG UHSODFH¶ RSWLRQ PDNHV ILQGLQJ WKH
SKRQHPLF VWUXFWXUHRIZRUGVE\ IROORZLQJ WKH7,0,7¶VSKRQHFRGHVSRVVLEOH(DFK
ZRUG¶V SKRQHPLFV UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ is located between two slashes. For instance, the 
ZRUG µFHOHEUDWH¶ is represented phonemically by /s-eh-l-ix-b-r-ey-t/. Note that the 
dashes are representing spaces. Therefore, if someone needs to find all the words 
starting with /s-eh-l-«SKRQHPLFVWUXFWXUHKHZLOOQHHGWRVHDUFKIRUµV-eh-l-¶7KH
results of searching are the number of words that are following the particular 
sequence of phonemes provided in the dialogue box. From the previous example, the 
total numbers of 12 words sharing such root are detected. It is very important to use 
the spacing character properly in the searching process. Analysis of phonemes 
VHTXHQWLDOVWUXFWXUHVLQ7,0,7¶VGLFWLRQDU\KDVEHHQFRQGXFWHGE\XVLQJWKLVPHWKRG 
3.4.2. ANALYSIS OF THE CONSONANT AND VOWEL 
Searching for C or V in the dictionary, which is represented in Figure 3-6 is 
conducted on two phases. In the first phase, examination is conducted on the whole 
dictionary, regardless to the positions of phonemes. This provides the basic 
information about the phonemic population in the dictionary in three main positions. 
From this point of view, the highest Cs or Vs used are detected in the beginning, 
middle and ending of words.  
 
Figure 3-6: Possibilities in searching phonemes the vocabulary database 
In the second phase, the sequential appearance of Cs and Vs are considered. The 
sequential analysis provides the fundamental details about arrangement of phonemes 
where each word follows. 
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3.4.3. NON-SEQUENTIAL 
7KH DSSHDUDQFH RI SKRQHPHV LQ WKH 7,0,7¶V YRFDEXODU\ FRQWH[W ZLOO JLYH EDVLF
understanding about the words phonemic structures. Studying the position of 
consonants or vowels in the beginning, the middle, and the end of all words, reveals 
more comprehensive understanding about the dictionary that will be formed. This 
knowledge will be useful for designing possible classification and searching 
algorithms in lip-reading systems. The outcomes help designing the searching 
algorithms in practical applications. For example, in a search engine of a lip reading 
system, if a phoneme does not appear in the beginning of vocabulary context, further 
examinations will be eliminated. Furthermore, in this work, this process revealed two 
important characteristics of the dictionary by providing the overall population of 
phonemes as well as the average length of the words. 
Table 3-2: The number of consonant and vowel phonemes appearing in the beginning, middle, and 
HQGLQJRI7,0,7¶VWUDQVFULEHGGLFWLRQDU\ 
 
C V Total 
In the beginning 4784 1440 6224 
In the middle 12960 11224 24184 
In the end 5014 1179 6193 
Total 
22758 13843 
 
36601 
In Table 3-3 the number of consonants and vowels as they appeared in three different 
positions of the words are represented. The number of consonants in all three 
positions is higher than the number of vowels. In Figure 3-7, the details of phonemic 
population in the TIMIT dictionary are represented. Furthermore, the total number of 
phonemes in the beginning and the ending of words must be equal but due to usage of 
external phoneme-viseme table (Table 3-1), these values are not equal (see Section 
3.3.2). It means 31 words are neglected.  
In Figure 3-7  more details about the population of phonemes in the three parts of 
words are represented. The phoneme /s/ is appeared 721 times in the beginnings of the 
words while the consonant /n/ appeared 1612 times in the middle positions of the 
words. In Figure 3-7, 915 words finish with the articulating consonant /z/. In Figure 
3-7(a), the phonemes /el/, /zh/, /en/, /ng/, /uh/ and /ix/ did not appear in the beginning 
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of any word. In this early stage, it can be claimed that the final possible corpus 
consists of 37 main groups. 
 
Figure 3-77KHSKRQHPLFSRSXODWLRQVLQDWKHEHJLQQLQJEPLGGOHFDQGHQGLQJRI7,0,7¶V
dictionary 
It is also possible to conclude the percentage of consonants and vowel populations 
according to Table 3-2. Figure 3-8 (a) shows such proportions as the words start in the 
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first level; approximately 23.2% of them are represented by vowels while 76.8% are 
represented by consonants. In the middle of the words, 46.41% of phonemes are 
vowels and 53.59 % are consonants as it represented in Figure 3-8 (b). In Figure 3-8 
(c), the 80.26% of the words finish with consonants and 19.74% of them finish with 
vowels. 
 
 
Figure 3-8: The percentage of consonant and vowels in (a) the beginning, in (b) the middle, in (c) the 
HQGRIWKH7,0,7¶VWUDQVFULEHGFRUSXV 
According to Figure 3-9 (a), the total percentages of C and V regardless to their 
position in the transcription are 62.09% and 37.91%, respectively. Conclusively, the 
total percentage of phonemes appearance in the dictionary is shown in Figure 3-9. 
 
Figure 3-9: The total percentages of C and V regardless to their SRVLWLRQLQWKH7,0,7¶VWUDQVFULSW
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By increasing the number of levels more phonemic patterns of words would be 
determined while computational cost also increases. Obviously, the number of levels ݊ in a tree does not tend to be infinite and finishes according to the length of the 
longest word(s). Since obtaining more information about the statistical information of 
phonemes in the structure of words is tremendously time consuming, in this work 
only the fundamental of phoneme structures are analysed. In this stage, to obtain an 
approximation of the number of levels, the average phonemic length of words should 
EHGHWHUPLQHG ,QRWKHU ZRUGV WKH JRDO LV WR ILQG WKHDYHUDJHZRUGV¶ OHQJWKVZKHQ
they are uniformly distributed with the same number of phonemes. The average 
length of the words is simply found by calculating the number of phonemes in the 
vocabulary set but the gaps between phonemic alphabets should be noticed. The 
relation of phonemes and gaps can be explained by a simple example. Assume two 
words are detected consisting ܲ ൌ  ? ? phonemes and there is no information about 
their actual lengths. By simply dividing the number of phonemes to the number of 
words, an average length of ௔ܲ௩௘ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? will be obtained. This means it is possible to 
assume one word consists of eight and the other nine phonemes. In case of two or 
more words with even numbers of phonemes, for instance, ܲ ൌ  ? ?, the average length 
is ௔ܲ௩௘ ൌ  ?. This means there are five gaps in the phonemes in average. 
Referring to the words in 7,0,7¶V GLFWLRQDU\ WKHUH DUH ்ܹூெூ் ൌ  ? ? ? ?transcribed 
words. All the words are phonemically described.  
  ௔ܲ௩௘ ൌ ܲ ்ܹூெூ் (3-1) 
The total number of extracted phonemes is ܲ ൌ  ? ? ? ? ? ( see Table 3-2). Substituting 
values for ܲ and ்ܹூெூ் into Eq. (3-1), the average length of a ZRUGLQWKH7,0,7¶V
dictionary is ௔ܲ௩௘ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ?. It can be assumed that if the distribution of lengths is 
uniform, a tree structure with 6 levels will cover 50% of all words. 
3.4.4. WORDS PHONEMIC RULES 
$IWHU ILQGLQJ WKH SRSXODWLRQ RI SKRQHPHV LQ GLIIHUHQW SRVLWLRQV RI 7,0,7¶V
vocabulary transcript, the sequential searching process starts by categorizing the 
words base on their starting phonemes. From this part forward, the combinations of 
phonemes are categorized and the decision tree would show a map of words until the 
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WKLUG SKRQHPH SRVLWLRQ 7KH PRGLILHG 7,0,7¶V YRFDEXODU\ FRQWH[W LV XVHG IRU
determining the sequence of C and V that constructs phonemic clustering. 
 
Figure 3-10: Extracting the words by their phonemic representation 
The process of obtaining sequential phonemic structure is depicted in Figure 3-10. 
$IWHUPRGLI\LQJWKH7,0,7¶VGDWDEDVHKLHUDUFKLFDODQDO\VLVRISKRQHPHFOXVWHUVWKH
words based on their phonemic structures. Obtaining the maximum repeated 
phonemes starting from the beginning of words until the third phoneme leads to 
finding a group of words that share the maximum number of phonemes that exist in 
WKH7,0,7¶V vocabulary database. 
The phonemes in the first positions of words are the same as those which are detected 
in the non-sequential analysis (see Table 3-2). The number of all possible words, 
which start with combinations of C and V in the first two phonemic places, are 
represented in Table 3-3 and the percentages of them are shown in Figure 3-11 (a). 
For the next level, the number of possible words, which start with C and V in the first 
three phonemic positions, are represented in Table 3-4 and their percentages are 
represented in Figure 3-11 (b). 
Table 3-37KHQXPEHURI&&«&9«9&«DQG99«SKRQHPHFRPELQDWLRQVLQWKH7,0,7¶V
dictionary 
 
C and V combinations in second level 
 
&&« &9« 9&« 99« 
Number of covered words 1023 3759 1164 163 
Total 6109 
Percentage 21.39 78.61 87.72 12.28 
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Note that after finding the 2nd and the 3rd levels, some words already have been fully 
GHVFULEHG)RUH[DPSOHWKHZRUGVµJR&9¶µ\RX99¶µRI9&¶DUHIRXQGLQWKH
2nd VWDJHDQGWKHZRUGVµRLO\9&&¶µFDU&9&¶LQWKHrd stage. These are not the 
desirable words since the pattern of maximum phoneme probability does not follow 
the overall maximum branch. On the other word, they do not last more than three 
phonemes. 
Table 3-4: 7KHQXPEHURI&&&«&&9«&9&«&99«9&&«9&9«99&«DQG
999SKRQHPHFRPELQDWLRQVLQWKH7,0,7¶VGLFWLRQDU\ 
 
C and V Combinations 
 
&&&« &&9« &9&« &99« 9&&« 9&9« 99&« 999« 
Number of 
covered 
words 
82 941 3466 159 610 464 141 0 
Total 5863 
Percentage 8 92 95.6 4.3 56.7 43.3 100 0 
Table 3-5: The number and percentage of words with maximum appearance according to the phonemic 
structure in each level of searching 
 
݈ଵ ݈ଶ ݈ଷ 
 
&« &9« &9&« 
Number of words 4783 3759 3466 
Percentage of covering the transcribed words 76.86 61.53 59.1 
Determination of a path, which has the maximum probability of generating sequential 
phoneme, reveals the highest numbers of word in the context of C and V 
combinations (see Figure 3-13)7KHUHIRUH LQ WKHQH[WVWDJHWKH&&&« &&9«
&9&«&99«9&&« 9&9«99&«999«VWUXFWXUHVDUHH[DPLQHG 
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Figure 3-11: The pie charts of the number of covered words according to Table 3-3b(a) and Table 3-4 
(b) 
In Table 3-5, the number of existing words according to the highlighted path in Figure 
2-13 is represented for each level. In this stage, the overall phonemic path can be 
IRXQG7KHSKRQHPHVHTXHQFH &9&« LVGHWHFWHGZLWK WKHPRVWFRPPRQURRW IRU
the words. 
In Figure 3-12 (a) and Figure 3-12 (b), the details of phoneme population in the 
second and third positions are shown with more details. In the second level, the 
phoneme /ih/ has the maximum occurrence of 61 among other vowels. In the third 
level, the phoneme /m/ had maximum rate in 13 words. It is very important to 
mention the reason for choosing the vowel /ih/ as the next successor of consonant /s/ 
although the consonant /t/ occurs 125 times in Figure 3-12 (a). It can be observed that 
the overall number of vowels appearing in the second level is higher than the 
consonants. Therefore, the representative of the phoneme in this level is chosen as 
/ih/, which is the highest among other vowels. The phoneme /m/ with the population 
of 13 is chosen as the third and last phoneme for grouping words. Note that its 
repetition also indicates the final number of words. 
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Figure 3-127KHSKRQHPHSRSXODWLRQLQ7,0,7¶VWUDQVFULEHGFRUSXVLQWKHDVHFRQGand the (b) third 
level of decision tree  
This method of grouping words has a great benefit in a lip-reading system since 
searching for visual counterparts of words is limited to lower numbers of groups. This 
means, the searching process is not necessary for all phonemes and limited to 23 
phonemes (Figure 3-12 (a)). In the third stage of searching, there is no need to look 
for any vowel (Figure 3-12 (b)). 
3.4.5. BUILDING A LIMITED NUMBER OF WORDS DATABASE 
The decision tree containing three levels would be obtained from the sequence of all 
the hierarchal combinations of phonemes in words. By tracing the decision tree, the 
maximum values of sequential combination of C and V in words are chosen as the 
target words set. Such combination includes the highest number of V or C in the 
beginning, the second and third position of words. Therefore, it is possible to claim 
that the extracted words from decision tree with the maximum occurrences of C and V 
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VHTXHQFHVDUHWKHPRVWIUHTXHQWZRUGVWKDWDUHDSSHDULQJLQWKH7,0,7¶VYRFDEXODU\
database. Therefore, it validates the processes of deriving the signatures for 
representing the visual words since the signatures have been derived for such 
systematically organized family of words. 
The decision tree according to Table 3-3 and Table 3-4 can also demonstrate the 
phoneme sequential behaviour. By proceeding to the first level, 76.8% of words start 
with consonants and 23.2% with vowels. In the second level 21.4% of words start 
with consonants followed by consonants and 78% by vowels. In this level, 87.7% of 
words which start with vowels, proceed to consonants and 12.2% to vowels. The 
string of /CC/ in the second level is transferred to the third level where 8% of them 
proceed to consonants and 92% represent vowels in their third positions. The /CV/ 
sequences of words are transited to the third level where 95.6% of them have 
consonants in their third place and 0.44% of them have vowels. The sequence /VC/ 
detected in the second level is transferred to the third level where 56.7% of them 
proceed to consonants and 43.3% to vowels in their third positions. The /VV/ 
sequence of words transit to the third where there is no vowel in the third level. 
 
Figure 3-137KHKLHUDUFKLFDODQDO\VLVRIFRQVRQDQWVWUXFWXUHRIWKH7,0,7¶VWUDQVFULEHGFRUSXVLQIRUP
of decision tree for three levels 
In Table 3-6, the thirteen selected words are analysed based on the phoneme symbols 
in different position of the words. The results are derived manually. All of them are 
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sharing the phoneme /s/ that occurs with maximum number (11.5%) in the first level. 
Similarly, in the second and third levels, the phonemes /ih/ (15.4%) and /m/ (21.3%) 
appears with maximum frequency. The shortest and longest words, which consist of 
IRXUDQGWKLUWHHQSKRQHPHVDUHµVLPPHU¶DQGµV\PSDWKHWLFDOO\¶ 
 
Table 3-6: The arrangement of the selected words and their phonemic representations in 
different levels of appearance 
The benefit of suggested designing process for the corpus can be observed. For 
instance, in the level 9 of phonemes in Table 3-6, searching for the visual counterparts 
can be restricted to 3 phonemes /ih/, /m/ and /em/. This means there is no need to 
search visual clues of all phonemes. After level WKHZRUGµV\PSDWKHWLFDOO\¶ZLOOEH
chosen since there is no other word define after level 9. 
3.5. SUMMARY 
Extracting the visual information from a systematic sequence of phonemes enhances 
audio-visual speech recognition systems, increases the accuracy of lip-reading 
systems and the realism of visual speech synthesizers. In this chapter, a method for 
designing the corpus, which consists of a group of systematically related words, has 
been suggested.  
In this work, it is desirable that the visual word follow a structure in its transcribed 
word domain. This new method is based on selecting a family of words which share 
specific phonemic rules among its members. A corpus, which contains English words 
and their phonemic representation, has been FKRVHQ %DVHG RQ WKH SKRQHPH¶V
probability of appearance, a group of words has been selected from the corpus. The 
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group of words will be used for extracting the visual information in the next chapter. 
They are selected according to the maximum number of repeated consonants (C) and 
YRZHOV 9 LQ WKH ILUVW WKUHH SRVLWLRQV WULSKRQHV RI ZRUGV LQ 7,0,7¶V WUDQVFULEHG
corpus. 
The corSXVLQIRUPRIWULSKRQH&9&«has been extracted from the decision tree by 
considering firstly the maximum occurrences of consonants and vowels and secondly 
the maximum occurrences of consonants and vowels in each branch for three levels in 
the decision tree.  
The process has been facilitated by searching the consonants and vowels in the 
phonemic representations of the words. In the first level of search, the total number of 
consonants and vowels in the first position of words has been determined. In the 
second level same process has been performed but separately for the previously 
detected consonants and vowels. Similarly, the third level of searching determined the 
number of consonants and vowels in the first three sequential positions of words as 
&&&« &&9«&9&«&99«9&&«9&9«99&«DQG999«
A decision tree geometrically visualized these three steps. The number of detected 
consonants and vowels in each level ݈௡ is ?௡ǡ ݊ א Գ. The decision tree like a map 
shows all possible paths to generate words. In this work, the desirable path has been 
defined based on the maximum numbers of a consonant or a vowel in each level. The 
maximum probability appeared in each stage has been the guideline for selection. In 
the next level, the maximum occurrences of C or V combinations would be selected. 
In this way, the coverage of words with similar phonemes has been maximized. 
Obviously, grouping all words takes longer than three stages.  
A very important benefit of such approach is to create the logical and actual 
bimodality in visual and speech domains. It means the speech domain would be 
formulized in transcription level of words by their phonemic information. The other 
significant strength of structured phonemic analysis approach has been the inclusion 
of articulation effect. Furthermore, if a lip-reading system uses such corpus, it will not 
need to analyse all the visual counterparts of phonemes since the corpus limits the 
possible phonemes in each stage of searching. For future search algorithms which 
could be employed for recognition of visual clues, this information reduces the timing 
cost significantly. 
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Figure 3-14: The designing steps toward extracting a limited set of words 
In Figure 3-14 more details about the final proposed approach for obtaining the 
corpus are illustrated. The outcomes of data acquisition phase in the form of raw 
visual speech sample sets are extracted from subjects during articulation of a limited 
number of chosen words. 
From such category of words, the visual feature data is extracted to form the visual 
speech signals. The key point is relating the information in the sequence of frames to 
words. The mathematical expressions and signatures processes are conducted on this 
set of words. In the next chapter, the framework of visual data acquisition from the 
group of words in terms of basic notations, definitions, processing and statistical 
analysis will be described. 
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Chapter 4  
LIP CONTOUR PARAMETERIZATION AND VISUAL DATA 
ACQUISITION 
The detailed characteristics of visual feature points on the lip in each frame and how it 
should be defined has been described in this chapter. As discussed in the literature 
review, all colour-based approaches for localizing the lip region are based on 
analysing the colour properties of skin and lip. For instance, in some cases it is 
difficult to separate the skin colour and lip colour even with by watching it. 
Obviously, such detection would be more difficult to implement on software level. 
Therefore, the robustness of image processing methods will affect the segmentation 
accuracy, although most of colour-based algorithms are automated. The other 
important factor in colour-based lip detection is the illumination effect. In this case, 
the environmental light will affect the natural Figure 4-1VNLQFRORXU¶VDSSHDUDQFH 
In this work, due to these issues for accurate lip detection and the necessity of precise 
IRUPXODWLRQRIOLS¶VPRYHPHQWVWKHOLSORFDOL]DWLRQDQGIHDWXUHSRLQWVH[Wraction are 
performed manually. Although the process is time consuming, the results are 
VXSHUYLVLQJDQG UHOLDEOH IRU IRUPXODWLQJ WKH OLS¶VPRYHPHQWV7KH UHJLRQRI LQWHUHVW
52,ZKLFKDOORILQIRUPDWLRQRIOLS¶VJHRPHWU\LVORFDWHGLQLVGHILQHGDVDQDrea 
on each frame.  
7KH52,LVVHWWREHDUHFWDQJXODUDUHDDURXQGWKHVSHDNHU¶VPRXWK,QWKLVZRUNWKH
ROI is also manually adjusted to cover the lip region on each frame during video 
UHFRUGLQJRIWKHZRUGV¶DUWLFXODWLRQ,WPHDQVLWVVL]HLVDGMXVWHGDccording to to a safe 
ERXQGDU\ RI OLS GXULQJ DUWLFXODWLRQ LQ RUGHU WR FRYHU WKH PD[LPXP SRVVLEOH OLSV¶
dimensions.  
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4.1. ESTIMATING LIP GEOMETRY 
The aim of this section is defining a visual sample set, which describes the lip 
geometry. The process is also referred to as parameterizing the lips. The visual 
samples are extracted from these visual feature points located on the upper, lower 
position and corner outer lip contour, denoted by superscript ݑ, ݈ and ܿ, respectively. 
In terms of the pixel positions, the visual feature points are: 
 ݂݌௨ሺ݅ሻ ൌ ݌ሺݔ௜௨ ǡ ݕ௜ ௨ሻ (4-1) 
 ݂݌௟ሺ݅ሻ ൌ ݌ሺݔ௜௟ ǡ ݕ௜௟ሻ (4-2) 
 ݂݌௖ሺ݅ሻ ൌ ݌ሺݔ௜௖ ǡ ݕ௜ ௖ሻ (4-3) 
where ݅ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡሺܨ െ  ?ሻሽ. 7KH WRWDO QXPEHU RI IUDPHV ZKLFK FRYHUV WKH OLS¶V
movement is denoted byܨ. The frame by frame change of visual features creates the 
visual speech sample sets. In Figure 4-1, a typical relation of pixels and frame 
sequence is shown.  
 
 
Figure 4-1: A typical representation of frame sequence 
The distance of each feature point has been measured from the top and left boundaries 
of the ROI (ݔ and ݕ axis) and the desirable measurements of lip movements are 
depicted in Figure 4-27KHUHODWLRQVEHWZHHQWKHIHDWXUHSRLQWVGHVFULEHGLQWKHOLS¶V
geometry, define the visual speech samples. The feature points cannot be used 
directly. The measurement of feature points needs to represent the degree to which of 
lip opens or closes. The pink dashed lines show the 14th frame of the second test 
VXEMHFWGXULQJDUWLFXODWLRQRIZRUG³6\PERO´ 
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Figure 4-27KHJHRPHWULFDOUHSUHVHQWDWLRQRIOLSLQDIUDPH¶V ROI and visual features relations of 
pixels in Cartesian coordinates 
The upper feature point is determined by subtracting ݕ௜௨ fromݕ௜௖. The distance 
between the lower feature point IURP WKH KRUL]RQWDO OLQH FRQQHFWLQJ OLS¶V FRUQHUV
would be described determined by subtracting ݕ௜௖ fromݕ௜௟. These parameters show 
how much lips are opened in vertical directions. Similarly, the distance of corner 
feature point from the vertical line which connects the upper and lower feature points 
would be determined by subtracting ݔ௜௨ fromݔ௜௖. If the upper and lower feature 
points pixels are collinear, then ݔ௜௨ will be interchangeable withݔ௜௟. Due to the jaw 
movement, unwanted fluctuations may appear more in lower feature point during 
articulation than the upper feature point since unlike the upper lip which is fixed to 
the mandible, the lower lip is controlled by the jaw. Therefore, ݔ௜௨represents 
extracted pixel values of the corner visual vector. Applying such constriction to Eq. 
(4-1) to (4-3) leads to: 
 ݂݌௨ሺ݅ሻ ൌ ܲሺݔ௜ ௨ǡ ݕ௜ ௖ െ ݕ௜ ௨ሻ (4-4) 
 ݂݌௟ሺ݅ሻ ൌ ܲሺݔ௜௟ ǡ ݕ௜ ௟ െ ݕ௜ ௖ሻ (4-5) 
 ݂݌௖ሺ݅ሻ ൌ ܲሺݔ௜௖ െ ݔ௜ ௨ǡ ݕ௜ ௖ሻ (4-6) 
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The pixel differences are noted byݑ ൌ ሼݑ௜ሽ,݈ ൌ ሼ݈௜ሽ and ܿ ൌ ሼܿ௜ሽ, ݅ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ܨ െ ?ሽ forming the visual speech sample sets for the upper, lower, and corner feature 
points sample sets ܨܲ௨ሺ݅ሻǡ ܨܲ௟ሺ݅ሻ and ܨܲ௖ሺ݅ሻ. These vectors now are measuring the 
feature points according to the Cartesian coordinate system that has been defined 
within the lips geometry. Therefore, they can be represented by: 
 ܨܲ௨ሺ݅ሻ ൌ ሼݑ଴ǡ ݑଵǡ ݑଶǡ ǥ ǡ ݑிିଵሽ (4-7) 
 ܨܲ௟ሺ݅ሻ ൌ ሼെ݈଴ǡ െ݈ଵǡ െ݈ଶǡ ǥ ǡ െ݈ிିଵሽ (4-8) 
 ܨܲ௖ሺ݅ሻ ൌ ሼܿ଴ǡ ܿଵǡ ܿଶǡ ǥ ǡ ܿிିଵሽ (4-9) 
where݅ is the frame sequence and ݅ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ܨ െ  ?ሽǡ ݉ ൌ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ݓ. These 
vectors can now describe the measurements of the lip during uttering words. The 
IHDWXUHSRLQWV¶VDPSOHVHWVDUHGHVFULEHGE\ ௠ܹ and can be represented in matrix form 
as: 
 ௠ܹ ൌ ቎ܨܲௐ೘௨ ሺ݅ሻܨܲௐ೘௟ ሺ݅ሻܨܲௐ೘௖ ሺ݅ሻ቏ (4-10) 
So far the database consists of uttering one version of the words by one speaker. This 
is not usually the case and consequently the speaker is asked to repeat the words 
several times. Each word ௠ܹ has been generated by ݌ speakers. In this work, the 
number of speakers is two. Based on that, a visual sample set ௠ܹௌ௉ has been gathered 
from speakers (subjects) ܵܲ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ݌ሽǡ ݌ א Գ. The video files database ܸܹ can 
be represented by: 
 ܸܹ ൌ ሼ ଵܹǡ ଶܹǡ ଷܹǡ ǥ ǡ ௠ܹሽ  (4-11) 
The total versions of words ܸܹ produced by all speakers ܵܲ are denoted by ܸܹܵ: 
 ܸܹܵ ൌ ሼ ௠ܹ ௌ௉ሽ ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ݓሽ ܵܲ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ݌ሽ (4-12) 
Each word has been repeated ݎ times by the speakers. Therefore, a modification 
applies to subscript ݉ in ௠ܹௌ௉ that is denoted as ௠ܹ೜ ௌ௉ǡ ݍ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ݎሽ. The total 
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versions of words ܸܹ produced by all speakers ܵܲ with repetition ݎ would be shown 
by ܸܹܵܵ: 
 
ܸܹܵܵ ൌ ሾ ௠ܹ೜ ௌ௉ሿ (4-13) 
where ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ,ܵܲ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ሽ and ݍ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ. In order to increase 
the accuracy of articulation and to maintain the practicality of experiments, the 
maximum value of ݍ has been set to 20. The total number of pronounced words video 
files ܸܹܵܵ is ݉ ൈ ݌ ൈ ݍ. In this stage, it is possible to include the visual speech 
vectors in definition of ௠ܹ೜ ௌ௉ words. For obtaining a representations of the visual 
speech sample sets, Eq. (4-7) to (4-9) have been modified to describe a single 
expression for the visual data as follow: 
 ܨܲௐ೘௨ ሺ݅ሻ ൌ ሼݑ଴ௐ೘ ǡ ݑଵௐ೘ ǡ ݑଶௐ೘ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݑி೘ௐ೘ሽ  (4-14) 
 ܨܲௐ೘௟ ሺ݅ሻ ൌ ሼ݈଴ௐ೘ ǡ ݈ଵௐ೘ ǡ ݈ଶௐ೘ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݈ி೘ௐ೘ሽ  (4-15) 
 ܨܲௐ೘௖ ሺ݅ሻ ൌ ሼ݈଴ௐ೘ ǡ ݈ଵௐ೘ ǡ ݈ଶௐ೘ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݈ி೘ௐ೘ሽ  (4-16) 
It should be mentioned that in Eq. (4-8),  the absolute values of samples are taken as 
the visual speech samples since the amplitudes of them are the subject of studying not 
their directions. In the next section, these sample sets are interpreted as a sequence of 
VDPSOHV7KHOLS¶VGLPHQVLRQYDULHVZLWKLQDERXQGDU\ZKLFKDOVRGHILQHVFRQVWUDLQWV
RQ WKH UDQJH RI IHDWXUH SRLQW¶V VDPSOH VHW GXULQJ DUWLFXODWLRQ 7KH Eoundaries of 
feature points are determined based on the ROI. Therefore, the minimum and 
maximum closures of lips during uttering a particular word are: 
 
ܯ݅݊ௐ೘೜௨ ൏ ܨܲௐ೘௨ ሺ݅ሻ ൏ ܯܽݔௐ೘೜௨  (4-17) 
 
ܯܹ݅݊݉ݍ௟ ൏ ܨܲௐ೘௟ ሺ݅ሻ ൏ ܯܽݔܹ݉ݍ௟  (4-18) 
 
ܯܹ݅݊݉ݍ௖ ൏ ܨܲௐ೘௖ ሺ݅ሻ ൏ ܯܽݔܹ݉ݍ௖  (4-19) 
4.2. VISUAL DATA ACQUISITION 
Obtaining the ideal pronunciation of spoken words and extracting visual data is 
challenging in visual data acquisition. In this section, methods of selecting and 
extracting a fixed length of frames, including the visual feature data of each word, are 
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suggested. The following methods enhance the performance of articulation acts by 
speakers. It is possible to represent the transcriptions of detected words to the 
speakers and ask them for uttering, but since the proper pronunciation should be 
RSWLPL]HG EURDGFDVWLQJ ZRUGV¶ DXGLR files (Bowyer, 2006-2013) associates more 
accuracy in the manner of articulation. 
In this work, the other usage of audio representation is predicting the number of 
frames in visual speech signal data by adding the anticipation effect. In other words, 
the length of a visual speech sample set has been approximated from the length of 
audio data. This can be useful as an index to choosing the most similar frame lengths 
EHWZHHQ WKH VSHDNHU¶V YLVXDO GDWD DQG WKH UHIHUHQFH DXGLR GDWD Although, in case 
there is no matching between predicted number of frames and speakers pronunciation 
of words, averaging method would be applied for choosing the words video files from 
VSHDNHUV¶YHUVLRQVRIZRUGV 
The subjects used in this study are two female non-native English speakers. They are 
aged 26 and 33 years old with no hearing impairment or articulation disabilities. 
Obviously, the ability of pronouncing the words is related to being native in English 
language. )RU H[DPSOH *HUPDQ QDWLYH VSHDNHUV ILQG WKH SKRQHPH µZ¶ GLIILFXOW WR
pronounce and in attempt to alleviate this problem prior to the text the audio file 
would be played to the subjects in order to minimize such difficulties. In order to 
select the visual data, manual editions of frames are conducted with the aid of 
approximated frame length that anticipation effect has been added to them from audio 
files broadcasted to the speakers. However, since the aim of this thesis is to verify the 
methodology, the differences in pronunciations do not significantly affect this work. 
The other possible approach for obtaining more ideal pronunciations is gathering 
more samples from each word. Therefore, the subjects had been asked to repeat each 
words several times. 
The accuracy of extracting video frames will be achieved by considering the audio 
signal lengths and adding anticipations starting with selecting appropriate recorded 
video file. In the next stage, the video frames will be extracted. Afterwards, the 
extracted 40 versions of each word (2 speakers articulate 20 times) will be compared 
with ideal video lengths for choosing as the best match. In case of mismatching, an 
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alternative method will be used by finding the trimmed mean among 40 versions of 
articulated words. Based on the similarity to trimmed mean values, the suitable video 
frames will be selected. 
In the next phase, the visual speech samples will be extracted automatically for 
comparing with manual extraction. The comparison justifies the usage of manual 
extractions of visual speech sample sets. 
4.2.1. UNIFYING THE FRAME SIZE 
Each sample set may have different number of frames to the others. For creating 
VSHDNHULQGHSHQGHQW6,YLVXDOZRUGVVLJQDWXUHH[SUHVVLRQVWKHVSHDNHUV¶YLVXDOGDWD
has been analysed in order to unify the several visual data for each word. The selected 
signature expressions inherit common visual words from the speakers. It means the 
YLVXDO ZRUGV¶ VLJQDWXUHV FRXOG EH D FRPELQDWLRQ RI YLVXDO VLJQDOV SURYLGHG E\ WKH
speakers based on particular criteria. 
In other words, articulation of the same word by the same speaker two times will 
result in different frame lengths. In this work, each speaker generates 20 versions of 
the visual data for one word to increase the accuracy of words articulation. Therefore, 
the 40 versions for each word would probably have different number of frames. It is 
desirable that all of these samples converge to a common number of frames.  
On the other hand, there are other factors, which interfere reaching a common number 
RI IUDPHV )RU LQVWDQFH WKH PHWKRG RI VHOHFWLQJ WKH IUDPHV WKDW FRQWDLQV WKH OLS¶V
motion information in its beginning and ending is a challenging task. In addition, the 
manual edition in selecting frames has been employed and tried to be conducted 
carefully. These two issues cause variation in pronounced versions of a word. In the 
following sections, two methods for optimizing the number of frames in each word 
are suggested. The output of data preparation and acquisition would consider 
variations of samples taken from feature points. These feature points sets are called 
visual speech vectors. 
In the visual data acquisition phase, the visual information of the transcribed words in 
video file format has been extracted. There are some factors, which could reduce the 
performance of speakers articulation act, and in parallel there are other factors that 
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enable increasing it. To enhance the accuracy of VSHDNHUV¶SHUIRUPDQFHSOD\LQJ WKH
ZRUGV¶ DXGLR ILOHV IRU VSHDNHUV KDV EHHQ DVVRFLDWHG WR WKH YLVXal data acquisition 
phase and the schematic of process is shown in Figure 4-3.  
 
Figure 4-3: The suggested process of visual data acquisition 
The subjects had been asked for clear and complete pronunciation of words (lip 
closure before and after pronunciations) with neutral facial expressions. The sessions 
have been conducted under normal lighting conditions and no marking has been used 
on the faces. The camera properties are: 
 Name: Sony DCR-SR40 30 GB Handycam Camcorder 
 Movie mode: MPEG2 
 Resolution: VGA 
 Video pixels: 340kpixels 
 Recording format: Dolby® Digital AC3 (2 channels) 
 Frame rate: 30fps 
4.2.2. ACCURACY ENHANCEMENT OF VISUAL DATA 
The methods of obtaining the approximated number of frames, which fully is covered 
in uttering the words, are described in this section. To achieve accurate selection of 
extracted visual sample sets from all 40 versions of each articulated word, the timing 
information of speech signals in the reference audio files have been studied. On the 
other words, the audio signal timing provides which frames should be selected for 
starting and stopping the articulation. The number of samples has been calculated in 
the audio files and their time durations have been measured in seconds. Based on the 
audio files timing information, the approximated frame numbers, which are appeared 
in the video files, are calculated by multiplying audible words timings and the 
recording device frame rate per second. The number of frames involved in calculating 
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the time can be simply determined byܨௐ೘ ൌ ܵௐ೘ܨ whereܨௐ೘, ܵௐ೘and ܨ are visual 
GDWD¶V IUDPH OHQJWK ZRUG¶V GXUDWLRQ LQ VHFRQG DQG UHFRrding device frame rate, 
respectively. 
The data has been extracted manually, frame by frame. The video file has been 
reviewed for detecting proper samples in this manner to ensure that the subjects have 
pronounced the words completely; i.e., the mouth should not remain opened between 
articulating the words. The other issue is the shape of mouth before pronunciation. It 
should not be opened long before speaking. Therefore, some sample sets would not 
appropriate candidates for processing and have to be discarded. The key frames 
corresponding to visual appearance of words pronunciation has been extracted in this 
way. Therefore, face and mouth detection methods i.e. colour segmentation or AAM 
have not been used in this work. 
For segmentation of each uttered word WKH µ:LQGRZV 0RYLH 0DNHU VRIWZDUH¶ KDV
been used. The acceptable video format for this software is WMV format. Since the 
recorded video formats of the lips movements are in MPEG2, the video files are 
converted to WMV formats using video converter (Leawo, 2012) E\µ)5((678',2¶
software. It should be mentioned that the video frames are converted from RGB to 
grayscale colour map since the number of colour spaces reduces from three to one. 
7KHWKUHHIHDWXUHSRLQWVDUHORFDWHGDQGPDUNHGXVLQJ0$7/$%µGDWDWLS¶RSWLRQRQ
HDFKIUDPH(DFKSL[HO¶VYDOXHQHHGVWREHWUDQVIRUPHGLQWRWKH&DUWHVLDQVSDFH7KH
SL[HO¶V ݔ and ݕ values are the distances from upper horizontal boundary and left 
vertical boundary respectively in each image, as it described in section 4.1. In Figure 
4-4WKHIUDPHVHTXHQFHVRIDUWLFXODWLQJWKHZRUGµVLPPHU¶E\RQHRIWKHVSHDNHUVKDV
been represented. 
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Figure 4-4: The frame sequence in articulation of the word µ6LPPHU¶LQJUD\VFDOH 
x ADDING ANTICIPATION 
Each word would have basic number of frames related to its audio signal duration. 
These numbers of frames are exactly included during articulation while in visual 
domain the mouth shaping starts before and lasts longer than the speech signal. Such 
delay between audio and visual lip movement is called anticipation. In Figure 4-5, the 
effect of anticipation is represented by comparing a speech signal against 
corresponding video frames. The video frames are categorized into two regions 
according to the presence of speech signals in common and anticipated periods. In 
common period, the audio signal has fully overlapped by video frames. The 
anticipation effect in visual domain occurs in soundless configuration of mouth 
geometry as lips are intended to generate speech signals during rest state. In the end of 
generating speech signal reaches the rest state. 
 
Figure 4-5: Anticipation effect 
Applying the anticipation effect is completely dependent on the priori knowledge 
about the visual data. This phenomenon clearly appears before and after silent 
articulation in visual domain. This quality cannot be supported by a quantity. 
Therefore, the anticipation margin is kept by adding extra three frames in the 
beginning and ending of words frame sets. These frames cover the smooth 
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transformation of visual speech sample sets from the rest position of lip to the point 
where audible speech is generated. Similarly, after audible speech is stopped, these 
frames cover the transition of lip to its rest position. The audio samples are extracted 
using WKH µ0$7/$%¶ VRIWZDUH 7KH DXGLR WLPH GXUDWLRQV kbps ) has been 
determined dividing by sampling frequency of the audio files.  
In Table 4-1, the details of speech signal duration, the approximated frame length, and 
the approximated frame length after adding anticipation effect (3 frames in the 
beginning and in the end) are demonstrated. The use of 3 frames is not fixed and 
could vary based on different editors. The experimental selection of frames and the 
approximated speech signals durations from captured video files corresponding to 
HDFKZRUGKDVWREHGHPRQVWUDWHG,QWKLVVWDJHWKHZRUGµVLPSO\¶KDVEHHQPDWFKHG
to the approximated frame numbers from the audio file. 
7KH DXGLR VLJQDOV RI HDFK ZRUG SOD\HG IRU VSHDNHUV¶ DUWLFXODWLRQ HQKDQFHPHQW KDV
been represented in Figure 4-6. The audio files are recorded from the Cambridge 
online dictionaries (Press, 2013). The audio duration of words are also used for 
observing the match between speakHUV¶ SHUIRUPDQFH DV ZHOO DV PDQXDO VHOHFWLRQ RI
the frames. 
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Figure 4-6: The speech waveforms corresponding to the chosen text corpus 
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Table 4-1: The number of frames after applying anticipation effect to each word 
  
Audio file analysis 
  
Speech duration ܵௐ೘  (second) Approximated frames lengths covering the speech 
signal (fps) 
Approximated frames 
lengths (fps) after 
adding anticipation 
effect 
W
o
rd
s 
Simplest 0.939 29 35 
Simpler 0.640 20 26 
Simply 0.717 22 28 
Simple 0.711 22 28 
Sympathetically 1.025 31 37 
Symposium 0.846 25 31 
Symptom 0.794 24 30 
Symbolism 0.915 28 34 
Symbolize 0.937 29 35 
Symbolic 0.884 27 33 
Symbols 0.890 25 31 
Simmer 0.578 18 24 
Cement 0.685 21 27 
The frame sequences contain visual data that has been selected according to the best-
PDWFKHG VSHDNHUV¶ YLVXDO VSHHFK IUDPH OHQJWKV DQG WKH DQWLFLSDWHG ZRUGV¶ IUDPHV
lengths. This process is shown in Figure 4-7. 
 
Figure 4-7: The suggested method to increase the amount of similarity between the audio source file 
and the selected visual data 
The most coherent pronounced visual data by speaker in term of frame number ܨௐ೘೜ೄು ǡ ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ݓሽ needs to be found among the total 40 repeated words 
versions. In order to do so, the index of choosing one video file out of 20 repeated 
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versions of each word by Speaker 1 and Speaker 2 is the nearest ܨௐ೘೜ೄು to the 
approximated number of frames from audio files. 
4.3. ALTERNATIVE SEARCHING FOR THE BEST MATCHES 
The anticipated frames, which are covering the audio file, may not be matched to the 
extracted visual data frame numbers. Therefore, the visual data was extracted using 
trimmed mean function and rounding them to the nearest integers as the alternative 
model as it is shown in Figure 4-8. It should be mentioned that, the visual data of both 
speakers is the subject for calculating the trimmed mean.  
 
Figure 4-8: Alternative method for selecting visual speech sample sets 
In case of detecting more than one visual data with the same value of trimmed mean, 
the final visual speech sample sets, which would be rounded to the nearest integers 
and the average of the extracted visual speech sample sets would be chosen.  
In Table 4-2, the lengths of the video filesܨௐ೘೜ೄು  are represented. By comparing the 
approximated frame lengths from the audio files in Table 4-1 and Table 4-2 it can be 
realized that no matches exist. Therefore, the alternative method that uses trimmed 
means of frame lengths has been used to select the video files. The video files for the 
Speaker 2 are deleted during visual data extraction process since they are not accurate 
enough to use. 
The final decision on the lengths of video files for each word has been selected as the 
rounded trimmed mean to the nearest integer and it has been shown in Table 4-3. 
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Table 4-2: The speakers video frame lengths 
  
Words frame lengths ܨௐ೘೜  
 ݍ Simplest Simpler Simply Simple Sympathetically Symposium Symptom Symbolism Symbolize Symbolic Symbols Simmer Cement 
Sp
ea
ke
r 
1 
1 58 49 56 43 78 47 47 45 58 56 47 39 39 
2 54 51 54 48 57 47 48 47 56 52 50 44 46 
3 52 53 63 53 66 45 44 48 60 47 46 49 39 
4 56 50 53 53 64 40 43 48 59 51 49 43 47 
5 48 46 53 50 65 43 51 45 53 50 58 47 45 
6 52 48 58 45 63 44 48 46 56 54 49 52 39 
7 52 49 47 43 66 42 43 48 53 50 41 40 41 
8 56 49 50 44 60 43 44 50 54 47 48 48 45 
9 55 47 66 46 64 42 50 51 52 51 47 44 39 
10 51 49 48 45 65 41 47 44 59 52 48 47 42 
11 54 49 52 43 58 43 49 41 54 56 43 41 38 
12 58 46 58 46 61 42 55 48 57 54 43 40 46 
13 56 47 56 43 63 43 51 50 55 57 47 41 40 
14 59 44 49 48 62 45 45 47 58 52 43 44 43 
15 55 44 51 51 64 43 54 44 53 45 48 43 42 
16 51 49 53 47 59 45 40 45 58 50 41 47 41 
17 49 41 52 46 68 42 50 45 52 57 47 44 38 
18 57 53 40 52 62 45 43 42 62 58 48 45 41 
19 51 50 52 51 61 46 45 50 60 55 47 45 45 
20 65 49 55 56 70 53 78 49 64 56 49 47 45 
Sp
ea
ke
r 
2 
1 55 55 43 41 57 
  
44 65 52 46 47 38 43 
2 51 58 40 43 58 46 45 49 41 51 44 45 
3 48 57 51 52 58 43 59 47 48 48 39 46 
4 49 50 52 43 58 44 49 48 47 48 44 50 
5 52 56 59 46 52 51 56 52 57 54 37 47 
6 51 50 50 53 61 41 62 47 44 52 35 48 
7 55 49 54 44 59 41 69 58 49 51 39 51 
8 59 48 54 46 59 44 55 51 50 52 43 48 
9 52 51 39 43 59 39 64 57 43 51 48 52 
10 56 51 40 43 56 42 70 54 48 50 41 46 
11 55 48 39 46 58 43 64 52 54 52 35 54 
12 57 49 59 44 60 38 58 59 55 55 40 49 
13 57 53 53 41 59 43 52 58 56 57 38 45 
14 56 54 40 43 53 44 62 47 62 52 40 44 
15 53 62 47 47 54 37 60 53 59 54 37 47 
16 59 49 42 43 53 42 63 51 57 50 36 42 
17 55 51 46 47 54 37 57 50 59 56 34 43 
18 50 46 47 47 50 41 66 50 56 54 38 48 
19 55 56 49 47 56 42 60 47 54 53 39 44 
20 55 48 43 45 56 47 64 51 53 56 39 54 
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Table 4-3: Alternative approach for calculating the visual speech sample sets lengths (number of 
samples) 
  
Trimmed 
mean 
Rounded 
Trimmed mean 
W
o
rd
s 
Simplest 54.167 54 
Simpler 49.800 49 
Simply 50.333 50 
Simple 45.967 46 
Sympathetically 59.867 60 
Symposium 43.750 44 
Symptom 44.800 45 
Symbolic 52.367 52 
Symbolism 54.167 54 
Symbolize 52.467 52 
Symbols 49.633 50 
Simmer 41.267 41 
Cement 44.433 44 
There are numbers of frame sets (highlighted by green colour in Table 4-2), which 
shared equal number of frames (Table 4-4). This means the numbers of frames are 
equal to two or more video frame sets. The amplitudes of these sample sets are 
averaged to obtain the final sample sets. In this situation, extracted visual sample sets 
in sharing video files will be the average of the amplitudes that are rounded to the 
nearest integers. These values are the length of wordsܨௐ೘ in visual domain. 
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Table 4-4: The number of matched sample sets after calculating the trimmed means of visual speech 
sample sets lengths 
 Data sets with 
equal frame 
length  
W
o
rd
s 
Simplest 2 
Simpler 4 
Simply 2 
Simple 2 
Sympathetically 2 
Symposium - 
Symptom 2 
Symbolic - 
Symbolism 3 
Symbolize 3 
Symbols 3 
Simmer 3 
Cement 2 
 
Table 4-5: The approximated time duration of speech signals from selected video frames 
 Experimental results 
The frame 
length ܨܹ݉  The approximation of speech signal time duration ݐ௜ ௙ (second) 
W
o
rd
s 
Simplest 54 1.80 
Simpler 50 1.67 
Simply 48 1.60 
Simple 48 1.60 
Sympathetically 60 2.00 
Symposium 44 1.47 
Symptom 45 1.50 
Symbolic 52 1.73 
Symbolism 52 1.73 
Symbolize 54 1.80 
Symbols 50 1.67 
Simmer 41 1.37 
Cement 44 1.47 
 Total length 642 21.40 
By comparing Table 4-1 and Table 4-5, the total number of frames in experimental 
results is twice the approximate results. The total length of approximated speech 
signal in experimental results defers vastly from the audio files, which have been 
played for speakers. It implies the imperfection of articulated words in the visual 
GRPDLQ$SSDUHQWO\WKHVXEMHFWV¶DUWLFXODWLRQWLPHVDUHWZLFHWKHUHIHUHQFHDXGLRILOH
This fact implies that, on average, the speakers articulated the word slower than the 
reference audio file. 
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4.4. VISUAL DATA EXTRACTION 
In this section, two approaches of visual speech samples extraction from the visual 
features will be described. These two methods are automatic and manual extractions. 
It will be shown that the accuracy of extracted visual sample sets via automatic 
method is lower than manual extraction. In order to achieve a higher accuracy of 
visual speech signals, the manual extraction of visual speech samples have been used 
in this thesis. Clearly, the automatic approach can be employed for possible future 
studies to reduce the computational time. However, for the future usage in automatic 
systems, the applicant should be aware of the amount of information loss (lip 
dimension) that can be tolerated after automatic extraction. 
4.4.1. AUTOMATIC EXTRACTION 
The automatic visual speech sample extraction in this work is inspired by lip 
segmentation part in the method proposed by (Wark & Sridharan, 1998). This method 
segments out the lip area from the background skin using pixel colour analysis. In the 
first step, images are separated to red, green and blue colour components. The lip area 
is determined by calculating the ratio of red to green components and finding upper 
and lower limits to the ratio. Due to imperfection of segmented lip area, the authors 
applied morphological closure to the segmented lip. Finally, edge detection algorithm 
is used for obtaining the outer lip boundary.  
In this work, the visual speech samples are extracted according to block diagram in 
Figure 4-9, using MATLAB software. In order to segment the lip area from video 
files, the arithmetic relations of images colour components are studied. The selected 
video frames for each word contains the lip area. In order to reduce the computational 
cost, this area is reduced to cover the maximum opening of mouth with safe 
rectangular boundaries by using image cropping. Afterward, the pixel colour analysis 
is applied and the outer lip boundaries based on colour components are extracted. 
After studying the colour components, the most suitable level is chosen. In the next 
level, the colour image is transferred to binary image. In order to increase the 
accuracy of lip contour (reducing discontinuity of pixels), image dilation and erosion 
are applied. In the final stage, the maximum values on the upper, lower and two 
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corners of lip contour would be selected by geometrical analysis. More details about 
the process are described in the following paragraphs. 
 
Figure 4-9: Automatic visual feature extraction 
This method uses pixel colour properties of 52,WRVHJPHQWWKHOLS¶VRXWHUERXQGDU\
In the first stage, the RGB image of lip separated to red, green, and blue colour 
components as shown in Figure 4-10. 
 
 
Figure 4-10: The 27th IUDPHGXULQJDUWLFXODWLRQRIZRUGµ&HPHQW¶LQD5*%EUHGFJUHHQDQGG
blue colour component 
In the next level, the arithmetic relations between colour components, e.g. ݎ݁݀ െ݃ݎ݁݁݊ are calculated. The relations of colour components are represented in Table 
4-6. Visualizing colour component relations have been conducted using MATLAB 
FRPPDQGµFRQWRXU¶,WVLPSOLILHVWKHFRORXUVLQDQLPDJHE\DOORFDWLQJLQWHJHUYDOXHV
(a) 
(b) (c) (d) 
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The results show the different interpretations of lip and skin colours as shown in 
Figure 4-11. 
Table 4-6: The suggested arithmetic relations of colour components 
ܴ݁݀ ܩݎ݁݁݊ ܤ݈ݑ݁ 
ܴ݁݀ െ ܩݎ݁݁݊ ܴ݁݀ െ ܤ݈ݑ݁ ܩݎ݁݁݊ െ ܴ݁݀ 
ܩݎ݁݁݊ െ ܤ݈ݑ݁ ܤ݈ݑ݁ െ ܴ݁݀ ܤ݈ݑ݁ െ ܩݎ݁݁݊ ܴ݁݀ܩݎ݁݁݊ ܴ݁݀ܤ݈ݑ݁ ܩݎ݁݁݊ܤ݈ݑ݁  ܩݎܴ݁݁݊݁݀  ܤ݈ݑܴ݁݁݀  ܤ݈ݑ݁ܩݎ݁݁݊ ܴ݁݀ ൅ ܩݎ݁݁݊ ܩݎ݁݁݊ ൅ ܤ݈ݑ݁ ܴ݁݀ ൅ ܤ݈ݑ݁ ܴ݁݀ ൅ ܩݎܴ݁݁݊݁݀  ܴ݁݀ ൅ ܩݎ݁݁݊ܩݎ݁݁݊  ܴ݁݀ ൅ ܩݎ݁݁݊ܤ݈ݑ݁  ܴ݁݀ ൅ ܤ݈ݑܴ݁݁݀  ܴ݁݀ ൅ ܤ݈ݑ݁ܩݎ݁݁݊  ܴ݁݀ ൅ ܤ݈ݑ݁ܤ݈ݑ݁  ܩݎ݁݁݊ ൅ ܤ݈ݑܴ݁݁݀  ܩݎ݁݁݊ ൅ ܤ݈ݑ݁ܩݎ݁݁݊  ܩݎ݁݁݊ ൅ ܤ݈ݑ݁ܤ݈ݑ݁  ܴ݁݀ െ ܩݎܴ݁݁݊݁݀  ܴ݁݀ െ ܩݎ݁݁݊ܩݎ݁݁݊  ܴ݁݀ െ ܩݎ݁݁݊ܤ݈ݑ݁  ܤ݈ݑ݁ െ ܩݎ݁݁݊ܩݎ݁݁݊  ܴ݁݀ െ ܤ݈ݑ݁ܩݎ݁݁݊  ܴ݁݀ െ ܤ݈ݑ݁݁݊ܤܮݑ݁  
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Figure 4-11: The colour analysis of the RGB planes 
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In the next level, by transferring these levels into binary images, the appropriate 
colour level can be chosen. Since the binary detected lip area does not cover the lip 
boundary completely (Figure 4-12 (a)), two image processing approaches called 
image dilation and erosion are employed to grow the lip area (Figure 4-12 (b)). 
After choosing the colour level, it is possible to detect it in other areas other than lip 
region. It has been observed that the unwanted pixel colours mostly occur in the edges 
of ROI rectangle. Therefore, they are cleaned by setting rectangle edge to zero for 
certain lengths. The result is shown in Figure 4-12 (c). 
   
 
Figure 4-12: Lip boundary segmentation, (a) binary image of segmented Green-Blue plane, (b) after 
applying dilation and erosion, (c) the final lip area after binary cleaning 
From Figure 4-12 (c), the rows and columns corresponding to logic 1 has been 
extracted. In the next phase, the minimum and maximum values across rows and 
column would be determined. The minimum and maximum of rows associate the y 
coordinate of upper and lower lip while the minimum and maximum of columns 
determines the x coordinate of left and right corner of the lip. 
Finally, by referring to the row and column values, the x coordinates for upper and 
lower lip as well as y coordinate of corner lip will be determined. In Figure 4-13, the 
upper feature point is represented as ݂݌௨ሺ ? ?ሻ ൌ ݌ሺ ? ? ?ǡ ? ?ሻ, lower feature point is 
represented as݂݌௟ሺ ? ?ሻ ൌ ݌ሺ ? ?ǡ ? ? ?ሻ, right corner feature point is represented as 
(b) (a) 
(c) 
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݂݌௖ሺ ? ?ሻ ൌ ݌ሺ ? ?ǡ ? ? ?ሻ and left corner feature point is represented as ݂݌௖ሺ ? ?ሻ ൌሺ ? ? ?ǡ ? ? ?ሻ. In this work the left corner point is chosen for comparison and processing. 
  
 
Figure 4-13: The detected feature points (a) after processing and (b) on the RGB image 
(a) 
(b) 
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One of the advantages of the suggested lip detection method is using colour 
components analysis. It can be useful to have a comprehensive sight about the ROI 
before further processing. In addition, during the study, it has been found that there is 
no need to use edge detection algorithms. 
4.4.2. MANUAL EXTRACTION 
The visual speech sample setsܨ ௐܲ೘௨ ሺ݅ሻ, ܨ ௐܲ೘௟ ሺ݅ሻ and ܨ ௐܲ೘௖ ሺ݅ሻ have been extracted 
from the upper݂݌௨ሺݐ௜ሻ, lower ݂݌௟ሺݐ௜ሻ and the corner ݂݌௖ሺݐ௜ሻ visual feature points on 
VSHDNHUV¶ OLSV GHPRQVWUDWHG in Figure 4-14 (a), (b) and (c), respectively for ݅ ൌ൛ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ܨௐ೘ െ  ?ൟ. At the first glance, the visual sample sets suffer from two 
issues. The first issue is the dissimilarities between starting samples and the second 
issue is the misbalance between the first and last samples. These issues will be 
addressed and solved in the next chapter. 
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Figure 4-14: The original visual speech sample sets extracted from (a) upper, (b) lower and (c) corner 
visual features 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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The scattering plot of samples by allocating upper visual speech samples to ݔ and 
lower visual speech samples to ݕ axis are shown in Figure 4-15 (a). The lower visual 
speech samples and corner visual speech samples are shown in Figure 4-15 (b) and 
Figure 4-15 (c). 
 
 
Figure 4-15: The scattering plot of the original visual speech sample sets extracted from upper (a), 
lower (b) and corner (c) visual features 
Obviously, the extracted visual speech samples could not accurately represent the 
corresponding feature points on actual lip movement. This is due many factors such as 
speakers head movement, error in marking and extracting the visual speech samples 
FDXVHG E\ PDQXDO H[WUDFWLRQ 7KH VSHDNHUV¶ head movement in Figure 4-14 can be 
observed since the starting visual speech sample sets are not equal. The next 
important issue is the imbalance in the starting and stopping samples. In the next 
chapter, these issues will be solved by suggesting a novel method.  
(c) 
(a) (b) 
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x REPRESENTATION OF THE VISUAL SPEECH SAMPLE SETS WITH THE 
KRONERCKER DELTA FUNCTION  
In this section, the sample sets are represented according the signal processing theory. 
Regardless to the change in dimension of lips, the samples as they appear in time are 
arranged in discrete-time domain. Each visual speech sample set consists of ܹܨ ݉ 
variable numbers of frames.  
Using Eq. (2-20), the sample sets (ܨ ௐܲ೘௨ ሾ݅ሿǡ ܨܲௐ೘௟ ሾ݅ሿǡ ܨ ௪ܲ೘௖ ሾ݅ሿ) can be modelled by 
Dirac delta functions. As described before, the shifted versions of Dirac function that 
are scaled by feature point samples define the DT signals and can be represented as: 
 ݑௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ ൌ ෍ ݑ௜ௐ೘ሾ݇ሿߜሾ݊ െ ݇ሿிೈ೘ିଵ௞ୀ଴  (4-20) 
 ݈ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ ൌ ෍ ݈௜ௐ೘ሾ݇ሿߜሾ݊ െ ݇ሿிೈ೘ିଵ௞ୀ଴  (4-21) 
 ܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ ൌ ෍ ܿ௜ௐ೘ሾ݇ሿߜሾ݊ െ ݇ሿிೈ೘ିଵ௞ୀ଴  (4-22) 
where ݑ௜ௐ೘ሾ݇ሿ ൌ ܨ ௐܲ೘௨ ሾ݊ሿ, ܿ௜ௐ೘ሾ݇ሿ ൌ ܨ ௐܲ೘௖ ሾ݊ሿ and ݈௜ௐ೘ሾ݇ሿ ൌ ܨܲௐ೘௟ ሾ݊ሿ. 
 
4.5. COMPARISON BETWEEN AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL 
EXTRACTIONS 
,Q WKLV VWDJH WKHYLGHR ILOHRI DUWLFXODWHGZRUG µ6\PSDWKHWLFDOO\¶KDVEHHQXVHG IRU
comparison. In other words, the visual sample sets of this word are extracted 
manually and automatically from speaker 1, and the results are compared to justify the 
usage of manual extraction. The block diagram in Figure 4-16, describes the manual 
and automatic visual samples extraction processes. 
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Figure 4-16: Comparing the manual and automatic visual samples extraction 
The results of comparing the manual and automatic visual samples extraction from the 
upper visual feature point is shown in Figure 4-16 (a). The amount of visual similarity 
is acceptable with the RMSE equal to 1.168 and correlation coefficient 0.887 (Table 
4-7). 
On the other hand, in Figure 4-16 (b), automatically extracted visual sample sets from 
the lower feature point neglects important fluctuations between 16th and 25th frames. 
The RMSE and correlation coefficient between manual and automatic visual sample 
extractions are equal to 3.704 and 0.577 according to Table 4-7. 
For the corner visual feature point, the difference between manual and automatic 
visual sample extractions is observable; as it shown in Figure 4-16 (c). Furthermore, 
the RMSE between two methods is highest (5.363) and correlation coefficient is 
negative (-0.297), which indicate high dissimilarity between the manual and 
automatic extraction of visual speech samples. 
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Figure 4-17: The manual and automatic visual sample extraction from (a) upper, (b) lower 
and (c) corner visual fatures.  
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Table 4-7: The RMSEs and correlation coefficients between manual and automatic visual sample 
extraction 
 
Upper visual 
sample set 
Lower visual 
sample set 
Corner visual 
sample set 
RMSE 1.168 3.704 5.363 
Correlation coefficients 0.887 0.577 -0.297 
 
According to the results of comparisons, the manual visual speech sample extraction 
has been employed in this thesis to increase the accuracy of mathematical expressions 
of visual speech signals. 
4.6. SUMMARY 
In this chapter, the methods of parameterizing the lip shape as well as visual data 
acquisition have been represented. In order to extract the visual information, the 
rectangular region of interest (ROI) is defined around the lip. Extracting the lip 
geometry is performed on the ROI manually via three visual features located on the 
upper and lower outer contour of lip as well as the lip corner. In the next chapter, the 
visual data acquisition will be performed on the ROI, visual feature points and visual 
sample sets which are determined in this chapter. 
7KHUH KDYH EHHQ VRPH LVVXHV FDXVHG E\ WKH VSHDNHUV DQG WKH PHWKRG RI OLS¶V
movement extractions, which had been addressed. Since non-English speakers 
articulated the words, it is necessary to obtain the data similar to the English speakers. 
This method is valid for different accents in English speakers. In order to enhance 
their manner of articulation, the corresponding audio files have been broadcasted to 
the speaker. The speakers articulated each word 20 times for further accuracy of 
visual pronunciations.  
The lip motions had been captured during articulating the family of words designed in 
Section 3.3.4. For increasing the accuracy of articulations, the words audio files have 
been broadcasted WR WKH VSHDNHUV 7KH VSHDNHUV¶ YLGHR ILOHV WKHQ KDYH EHHQ HGLWHG
manually to segment each word. In parallel, the time durations of audio files have 
been extracted and the possible numbers of frames that each word has been 
approximated. In this stage, the effect of anticipation is considered by adding the 
constant value to the approximated frame lengths (assuming extra three frames in the 
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beginning and in the ends). Comparing the manually extracted number of frames and 
the approximated words frame numbers from audio file, the optimized visual data is 
detected. The first issue in this process is the possible dissimilarities between the 
approximated frame lengths from audio files and the manually extracted framesets. 
Next, there have been repeated visual data sets with equal numbers of frames. The 
solutions to these issues have been provided. If the approximated number of frames 
(from audio files) did not match to the manually extracted number of frames, the 
rounded trimmed mean to the nearest integer of the manually extracted number of 
frames would be selected as the index of visual speech sample set selection.  
 
Figure 4-18: The schematic diagram for visual data selection 
The amplitudes of those sample sets with equal frame lengths, have been averaged 
and rounded to the nearest integer (pixel definition) and selected as the visual speech 
sample set. The suggested methods of visual sample sets selection have been shown in 
block diagram in Figure 4-18. This method uses the time durations of words audio 
files and their approximated frames that have been selected manually. However, the 
automatic visual speech sample extraction could be employed while arbitrary decrease 
of accuracy depending on the employed algorithms, quality of images and ambient 
light must be considered. In other words, the human supervision in frame selection 
and the time duration of words have been joined to choose the best visual 
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQV RI WKH OLS¶V PRYHPHQWV ,Q WKLV ZRUN WKH sample sets have been 
represented according to notation in the signal processing theory by delta function. 
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The final visual word frames have been selected according to the trimmed mean of 
lengths among all 40 sample sets for each word. 
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Chapter 5  
PROCESSING THE VISUAL SPEECH SAMPLE SETS 
In this chapter, the effects of misbalancing the visual speech samples caused by head 
movement during articulation will be studied and eliminated. Like any acquired data 
set, it is necessary to apply modification to tackle issues as head movement and face 
tilting. By considering the source of acquired data (lip region) and the method of 
extraction, such issues, which affect the ideal observation of the data source, can be 
addressed. 
,Q WKLV FKDSWHU WKH LVVXH RI OLS¶V GLVSODFHPHQW GXULQJ WKH DUWLFXODWLRQ KDV EHHQ
addressHG7KHVSHDNHU¶V OLSDV WKHGDWDVRXUFHLVXQGHUWKHHIIHFWRIVSHDNHU¶VKHDG
position. This is due to unintentional movement of head in all possible direction. 
Likewise, the method of manual extraction definitely introduces error to the observed 
data.  
More specifically, adding anticipation is purely based on the editor decisions. It 
means he decides when the lip intended to start and when it stops pronunciation. 
Furthermore, marking the feature points on each frame could not be done perfectly. 
The first issue in the visual speech sample sets regards to the level differences 
(misbalance) between the starting and ending positions of the visual samples. In other 
ZRUGVWKHOLS¶VSRVLWLRQIOXFWXDWHVGXHWRVSHDNHUVKHDGPRYHPHQW 
5.1. VISUAL SPEECH DATA MODIFICATION 
Modification of a visual speech sample sets is accomplished by adjusting the first and 
the last feature points on a collinear level with reference to the starting point. During 
this stage, the data samples need to be translated to the amplitude of starting points. 
The data samples should be rounded since the pixel values are representing by 
LQWHJHUV7KHQH[WLVVXHLVURRWHGLQWKHVSHDNHU¶VKHDGPRYHPHQWGXULQJDUWLFXODWLRQ
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of words. It resulted in dissimilarities between staring feature points amplitudes. This 
issue is adjusted by convergence of the visual speech sample sets to a constant point. 
After obtaining the adjusted modified visual speech sample sets, the results is 
concluded by convergence of the upper, lower and corner visual speech sample sets to 
the mean value of end points amplitudes. The block diagram in Figure 5-1 depicts 
these processes. 
 
Figure 5-1: Modification and converging of visual speech sample sets 
In Figure 5-2 (a), as an example, the upper visual speech sample set extracted from 
RQH RI WKH VSHDNHU¶V YLGHR ILOHV GXULQJ SURQRXQFLQJ RI WKH ZRUG µV\PSRVLXPµ
represents the effect of displacement between the starting and ending frames. The 
degree of end point displacement from an ideal (dashed) lineܮሺ݅ሻ is denoted byߠ. 
The degree of displacements for upper, lower and corner visual speech sample sets for 
each word are denoted byߠௐ೘௨ , ߠௐ೘௟  andߠௐ೘௖ , respectively. Therefore, each visual 
GDWD¶VGHJUHHRIGLVSODFHPHQWߠௐ೘ is: 
 ߠௐ೘ ൌ ቎ߠௐ೘௨ߠௐ೘௟ߠௐ೘௖ ቏ (5-1) 
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Figure 5-27KHH[WUDFWHGXSSHUYLVXDOVSHHFKVDPSOHVHWVDFRUUHVSRQGLQJWRZRUGµV\PSRVLXP¶DQG
(b) its adjusted version 
The line ܮሺ݅ሻ shows the amount of deflection by connecting the end points. The 
deflected visual speech sample set is similar with the effect of adding to signals, one 
with high frequency and low amplitude, and the other with low frequency and high 
amplitude. The result of such combination is looking like a fast signal following a 
path that has been defined by the slower signal. Such effect appears when an added 
noise (head movement) mixes with a signal. For instance, the upper visual speech 
VDPSOH VHW IRU ZRUG µV\PSRVLXP¶ FRXOG EH WKRXJKW DV WKH IDVW VLJQDO DQG WKH
connecting line between the end points as the slower signal. For example, the 
H[WUDFWHGXSSHUIHDWXUHSRLQW¶VYLVXDOVSeech sample set ܨ ௐܲ೘௖ ሺ݅ሻ and the connecting 
line ܮሺ݅ሻ are related as: 
 
ܨ ௐܲ೘௖ ሺ݅ሻᇱ ൌ ܮሺ݅ሻ ൅ ܨܲௐ೘௖ ሺ݅ሻ (5-2) 
where ܨܲௐ೘௖ ሺ݅ሻᇱ is the desirable visual speech samples after modification and  ݅ ൌ  ?ǡ ?ǡ ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ሺܨௐ೘ െ  ?ሻ. The line ܮሺ݅ሻ is derived by connecting the first and last 
sample. Therefore, simply by subtracting the visual speech sample set from the 
connecting line, the original signal is obtained. The adjusted visual sample set is 
depicted in Figure 5-2 (b). The amplitude of the ܨܲௐ೘௖ ሺ݅ሻᇱ afterward could brought up 
to the amplitude of ܨܲௐ೘௖ ሺ݅ሻᇱ by adding a constant value related to trimmed mean of 
all first sample. The data samples are rounded to their nearest integer and are provided 
to the next stage of visual speech sample set modification by biasing their amplitudes. 
The amplitude biasing simply has been performed by adding a constant value to all 
samples. The biasing constant is defined by averaging the first frames in each data set. 
(a) (b) 
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The biasing operations are converged the upper, lower and corner visual speech 
sample sets to the averaged values of the starting amplitudes. For example, the degree 
RIGLVSODFHPHQWIRUWKHZRUGµV\PSRVLXP¶DVGHILQHGLQ(T(5-1) is: 
 ߠௐ೘ ൌ ൥ ? ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?െ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ? ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?൩ (5-3) 
The result in Eq. (5-3) exhibits the displacement of visual features which can also 
indicate the perfection of articulation. The upper visual feature (upper lip) in the end 
of articulating the word has an upward displacement, while the lower visual feature 
(lower lip) has downward displacement. Combination of these two displacements is 
indicating as if the lip remains slightly open at the end of articulation. The corner 
visual feature is located on the left corner of speaker lip that has a positive degree of 
GLVSODFHPHQW,WDOVRLQGLFDWHVDVOLJKWPRYHPHQWRIWKHVSHDNHU¶VIDFHWROHIW 
Table 5-1: The degree of displacement in visual data sets 
 
Upper visual speech sample 
set misbalance ߠௐ೘௨  Lower visual speech sample set misbalance ߠௐ೘௨  Corner visual speech sample set misbalanceߠௐ೘௖  
V
isu
al
 d
at
a 
Simplest 3.179830145 2.121096395 -5.290081229 
Simpler 1.145762838 2.290610043 -2.290610043 
Simply 11.76828891 -1.193489405 -8.297144951 
Simple 2.385944049 4.763641672 0 
Sympathetically 10.3888578 -6.654425065 -5.710593137 
Symposium 26.56505118 -9.039482798 15.25511872 
Symptom 8.841814585 -3.814074853 5.079607866 
Symbolism 4.398705359 -6.581944633 -2.202598135 
Symbolize 8.746162271 -1.101706102 0 
Symbolic 3.179830145 6.34019174 -5.290081229 
Symbols -3.433630362 3.433630362 -5.710593137 
Simmer 1.397181033 -5.572197826 5.572197826 
Cement -7.765165998 6.483073713 -5.194428913 
The degree of misbalancing is shown in Table 5-1 where the maximum change in 
GHJUHHV DJDLQ DSSHDUV LQ WKH ZRUG µV\PSRVLXP¶ 7KH upper visual feature is gone 
upward with almost  ? ?Ǥ ?r and the lower visual feature is gone down word with 
almost  ?r while the corner visual speech feature is gone to the right since it is located 
RQWKHOHIWFRUQHURIWKHVSHDNHUV¶OLSVZKHQWKHDUWLFXODWions of this word are finished. 
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Figure 5-3: The (a) upper (b) lower and (c) corner visual speech sample sets after adjusting the end 
points  
The visual speech samples misbalancing is eliminated Figure 5-3, after the 
modification. The starting samples in all sample sets have same values. In addition, 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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the first and the last samples for each word have same values. In other words, they are 
co-linear on the ݔ axis.  
Table 5-2: Calculation of biasing values for the visual sample sets 
 
Average Rounding 
Upper visual speech first sample  49.1538 49 
Lower visual speech first sample  69.6154 70 
Corner visual speech first sample  173.6923 174 
In Figure 5-4 (a) and (b) the upper ݑௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ, lower ݈ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ and cornerܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ, ݊ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ܨௐ೘ െ  ?ሽ visual speech sample sets are biased according to the values 
in Table 5-2 in frame and time domains. These sample sets are sharing starting points. 
It means the visual features on lip do not appear in different locations and the ROI is 
fixed. 
 
Figure 5-4: The (a) upper, (b) lower, and (c) corner visual speech sample sets in frame domain in time 
domain (d), (e) and (f) after converging to the corresponding first samples represented in Table 5-2 
In Table 5-3, the boundaries of visual speech sample sets in terms of minimum and 
maximum amplitudes are represented. 
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) 
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 ܯ݅݊ௐ೘௨ ൏ ܨ ௐܲ೘௨ ሺ݅ሻ ൏ ܯܽݔௐ೘௨  
(5-4)  ܯ݅݊ௐ೘௟ ൏ ܨ ௐܲ೘௟ ሺ݅ሻ ൏ ܯܽݔௐ೘௟  
 ܯ݅݊ௐ೘௖ ൏ ܨ ௐܲ೘௖ ሺ݅ሻ ൏ ܯܽݔௐ೘௖  
 
Table 5-3: The maximum and minimum amplitudes of the visual speech samples 
 ܯ݅݊ௐ೘೜௨  ܯܽݔௐ೘೜௨  ܯ݅݊ௐ೘೜௟  ܯܽݔௐ೘೜௟  ܯ݅݊ௐ೘೜௖  ܯܽݔௐ೘೜௖  
W
o
rd
s 
Simplest 38 69 68 117 160 184 
Simpler 43 63 70 103 169 186 
Simply 37 70 62 113 158 180 
Simple 40 80 67 105 162 186 
Sympathetically 48 77 67 122 167 194 
Symposium 38 100 70 137 165 206 
Symptom 43 75 69 122 170 200 
Symbolism 38 81 70 119 148 189 
Symbolize 41 73 61 93 167 181 
Symbolic 45 89 70 132 162 184 
Symbols 42 69 68 117 152 184 
Simmer 49 81 70 106 169 187 
Cement 39 64 69 114 162 176 
In Table 5-4, the words with overall maximum and minimum visual samples  from 
Table 5-5 are represented.  
Table 5-4: The overall maximum and minimum amplitudes of the visual speech sample  
 Values Words ܯ݅݊ௐ೘௨  37 Simply ܯܽݔௐ೘௨  100 Symposium ܯ݅݊ௐ೘௟  61 Symbolize ܯܽݔௐ೘௟  137 Symposium ܯ݅݊ௐ೘௖  148 Symbolism ܯܽݔௐ೘௖  206 Symposium 
x ERROR AFTER ADJUSTING VISUAL SPEECH SAMPLE SETS END POINTS 
Adjusting the visual speech samples end points causes to reducing the speakers head 
movements and imperfection of lip dimension in the rest positions. The differences 
between the starting and stopping samples for the visual data have been demonstrated 
in Figure 5-5. In this figure the visual speech sample setsݑௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ, ݈ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ and ܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ 
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LQ WKH ZRUG µV\PSRVLXP¶ KDYH WKH PD[LPXP GLIIHUHQFH between the starting and 
stopping samples amplitudes. 
 
Figure 5-5: Amplitude difference between the last samples  
It is also possible to interpret the visual data sample sets misbalancing by calculating 
the degree of error from the horizontal lines that are defined by the first sample in 
each sample set. Converging values of the visual data sample sets is represented in 
Table 5-2. In Table 5-5, the absolute difference values between the first samples in the 
visual speech sample sets and the converging values are represented as adding 
constant biasing values. 
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Table 5-5: The values of biasing in Table 5-2 on the visual data sample sets 
  
Absolute values of differences between biasing and the 
first samples in each visual data   
  
Upper visual 
speech 
Lower visual 
speech 
Corner visual 
speech Mean 
Standard 
deviation 
V
isu
al
 d
at
a 
Simplest 1 6 18 8.333 8.737 
Simpler 1 2 1 1.333 0.577 
Simply 6 9 13 9.333 3.512 
Simple 1 14 20 11.667 9.713 
Sympathetically 2 1 5 2.667 2.082 
Symposium 9 1 9 6.333 4.619 
Symptom 4 1 10 5.000 4.583 
Symbolism 6 4 9 6.333 2.517 
Symbolize 1 10 10 7.000 5.196 
Symbolic 5 2 9 5.333 3.512 
Symbols 2 11 9 7.333 4.726 
Simmer 8 2 4 4.667 3.055 
Cement 2 16 7 8.333 7.095 
7KHZRUGµVLPSOH¶KDVWKHPD[LPXPVWDQGDUGGHYLDWLRQ,WLQGLFDWHVWKHGLVSODFHPHQW
of lip position is at its maximum in comparison to the other visual data. The suggested 
PHWKRGFRUUHFWVWKHGLVSODFHPHQWRIUHVWSRLQWVEHIRUHDQGDIWHUVSHDNHU¶VDUWLFXODWion. 
Therefore, the effect of unintentional speakers head movements is eliminated. This 
will also reduce the human error in extraction of samples. 
For further analysis of data, it is necessary to have ability on modification of the range 
and domain of the sample set. In this work, the suggested process sets a fixed 
framework for observation of the visual speech sample sets in order to gain more 
efficiency standardizing the visual words. The two dimensions of the visual speech 
sample sets are the subject of transformation to a fixed domain or range. In this work, 
the operation of transforming range or domains of visual speech sample sets, 
polynomials, or signals is referring as normalization. This would be beneficial in 
observation of trend of data. 
5.2. NORMALIZATION 
Normalizing a set of data can be thought as fitting the dimensions of the sample set or 
signal to a new reference dimensions. The dimensions of the data are amplitudes 
(ranges) and the intervals (domains). Often the reference dimension is chosen between 
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]HURDQGRQH%\VFDOLQJQRUPDOL]HGVLJQDO¶VUDQJHRUGRPDLQWRWKHXQLWLQWHUYDOLWLV
possible to fit the signals elements (samples) to a desirable range or domain. This 
concept is employed for data processing in order to classify the extracted visual 
speech sample sets. More specifically, it is used in processing the relating of visual 
speech signals to each other in each word, barcode generation as well as coding the 
visual speech signals signatures. 
5.2.1. AMPLITUDE NORMALIZATION 
In the amplitude normalization, the range of data or signal based on the statistical 
properties of data could be transferred to a fixed and limited range. The range of 
signal is defined between the minimum and maximum of samples amplitudes. 
Comparing each sample with the range of all samples in a set is the index of 
QRUPDOL]DWLRQ7KHFRPSDULVRQ LQGH[ LV WKH UDWLRRI HDFK VDPSOH¶V DPSOLWXGH WR WKH
range of sample set. The signal in this stage has been normalized but there is an offset 
equal to the minimum amplitude in the sample set that prevents it to be located 
between zero and one. Eliminating the effect of such offset simply can be done by 
subtracting the minimum amplitude from all amplitudes.  
 
Figure 5-6: The normalized (a) upper to corner ratios and (b) lower to corner ratios of the visual speech 
sample sets for all 13 words 
In order to relate the visual speech signal (Section  6.2), the visual speech sample sets 
are related for purpose of the visual word unification. The relation is based on the 
ratio of the visual speech sample set. In Figure 5-6, the upper and lower visual speech 
sample sets are divided by the corner visual speech sample sets and then are 
normalized. 
 
(a) (b) 
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5.2.2. DOMAIN NORMALIZATION 
1RUPDOL]LQJWKHVDPSOHVHW¶VGRPDLQLVDOVRsimilar to the amplitude normalization. It 
LVGHVLUDEOHWRWUDQVIRUPDVDPSOHVHW¶VGRPDLQWRDQWKHULQWHUYDOPRVWO\EHWZHHQ]HUR
DQGRQH,IWKHVDPSOHVHW¶VGRPDLQLVGHILQHGRQWKHݔ axis discretelyሾ ?ǣ ܰ െ  ?ሿ, the 
span ݔ௜ will be define as ݔ௜ ൌ ݅,݅ ൌ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ሺܰ െ  ?ሻ, where ܰ א Գ is the number of 
samples. It means an interval between zero and ܰ െ  ? is uniformly spanned by one 
has been defined i.e. (ݔ௜ାଵ െ ݔ௜ ൌ  ?). It is possible to provide more flexibility on 
boundary limits and controlling the expansion and reduction of span distances by 
normalizing the interval by multiplying ݔ௜ ൌ ݅ with a factor ଵሺேିଵሻ. Therefore, by 
dividing the normalized span by a factor ߚ, the number of spans can be changed. 
Ifߚ ՜  ? , then a continuous interval ݔఉ ൌ ሾ ?ǡ ܰ െ  ?ሿis: 
 
ݔఉ ൌ ሼݔ௜ఉሽ ݔ௜ ఉ ൌ ݅ߚሺܰ െ  ?ሻ ݅ א Գ (5-5) 
The expression (5-5)  associates the ability of increasing data set domain to a 
particular domain ሾ ?ǣሺܰ െ  ?ሻሿ that is spanned by the factor ଵఉ. In other words, the 
domain of sample sets would be increased by inserting extra equidistance spans. The 
numbers of inserted spans, which are considered as the fundamental operation in the 
interpolation, are ߚ െ  ?. In this stage, the statistical characteristics of visual data 
before and after modification are desirable to enhance the knowledge about their 
source. Afterward, the lip as the source of extracted data during utterance of chosen 
words can be categorized in a statistical model. The geometry of the data source is 
hidden inside the density functions estimated from visual speech sample sets. 
Although there is no information provided about the sequence of samples but it could 
estimate the number of samples where lips geometry represent in the most of visual 
GDWD IUDPHV 7KH OLS¶V VWDWLVWLFDO PRGHO LV DOVR XVHG DV D SDWWHUQ Ior digital 
representation of visual speech signals. 
5.3. RELATIONS OF VISUAL SAMPLES AND ARTICULATION MANNER 
In this stage, it is possible to study the dynamic of lip for articulating the words. 
Analysing the visual speech samples is possible from two perspectives: 
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x Analysing the visual speech sample sets trends 
x Analysing the visual speech sample sets trends via phonemic structures 
defined according to the transcribe words 
In the first approach, the results of analysing is described by a single trend for each 
upper, lower and corner visual speech sample sets. It means the upper sample sets can 
be described by a single trend. The lower and corner visual speech sample set also 
have a single trend. On the other hand, analysing the visual speech sample sets 
according to the phonemic structure of words, suggest different trends for groups of 
words categorized by appearing phonemes sequentially. Both methods using a 
segmentation approach based on the overall trend of sample sets. Both aspects are 
studied and the results in which viseme are grouped according to the place and 
manner of articulation are represented and interpreted using a phoneme-viseme table.  
In order to have more comprehensive and clear observation of visual speech sample 
set behaviour, averaging of sample sets will be considered and processed further by 
normalization. This process is shown in Figure 5-7. The averaging of all samples 
could not be a perfect candidate for representing the visual speech sample sets trend 
since the length of each visual speech sample sets do not have same length. Therefore, 
the maximum number of samples included in this process is limited to 41 samples 
VLQFHLWLVEHORQJWRVKRUWHVWYLVXDOGDWDLQDUWLFXODWLQJWKHZRUGµVLPPHU¶ 
 
Figure 5-7: The visual speech sample sets analysis scheme for approximating their trend 
The result of suggested approximation is shown in Figure 5-8. The result of 
approximation shows dominance trend of data by averaging. For example, in Figure 
5-8 (a) the sample amplitudes appeared bellow the starting of upper visual feature that 
means the upper lip is a closure trend. However, this effect is hidden by other 
amplitudes in averaging process in Figure 5-8 (b) and (c). 
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Figure 5-8: The normalized averaged of (a) upper, (b) lower and (c) corner visual speech samples on 
the intervalࡲ࢝ ൌ ሾ૙ǣ૝૙ሿ 
The first observation from Figure 5-8 suggests a coherence incremental pattern. It is 
shared with upper and lower visual speech sample sets forܨௐ א ሾ ?ǣ ? ?ሿ or from  ? to  ? ? ? milliseconds. On the other hand, the corner visual speech sample sets show more 
steady incremental change. The second segment starts in 12th frame until the 25st 
frame where almost all visual sample sets obtained by upper, lower and corner visual 
features reach to their minimum. From the 24st frame until the 34th frame, the trends 
of visual speech sample sets in all three cases again increasing. Afterward, from 35nd 
frame until the ending frame in each sample set, the trends are decreasing. The visual 
speech samples are sharing similarities in a portion of beginning frames. This is 
because the words phonemic structure has same sequence of three phonemes 
(/s/+/ih/+/m/«7KHUHIRUHWRDYRLGWKLVLVVXHEDVHGRQDSSUR[LPDWLRQRIQXPEHUV
of frames, which are covering first three phonemes, the averaging performed on first 
21 samples. The segment approximation differs regarding to reliability of framework 
which is used to interpret the lip movement.  
In this study, the answer is suggested by selecting a phoneme-viseme table. According 
to the phoneme-viseme table used by (Neti, et al., 2000) as it represented in Table 5-6 
it is possible to approximate the lip dimensions. In Figure 2-1, the place of articulation 
is also represented. 
(c) 
(a) (b) 
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Table 5-6: The phoneme-viseme table (Potamianos, et al., 2004) 
Viseme Phoneme 
Silence /sil/, /sp/ 
Lip-rounding based vowels /ao/, /ah/, /aa/, /er/, /oy/, /aw/, /hh/, /uw/, /uh/, /ow/, /ae/, /eh/, /ey/, /ay/, /ih/, /iy/, /ax/ 
Alveolar-semivowels /l/, /el/, /r/, /y/ 
Alveolar-fricatives /s/, /z/ 
Alveolar /t/, /d/, /n/, /en/ 
Palato-alveolar /sh/, /zh/, /ch/, /jh/ 
Bilabial /p/, /b/, /m/ 
Dental /th/, /dh/ 
Labio-dental /f/, /v/ 
Velar /ng/, /k/, /g/, /w/ 
7KH SKRQHPH V LV FDWHJRUL]HG DV µDOYHRODU-IULFDWLYHV¶ LQ WKH YLVXDO GRPDLQ 7KH
tongue blade against alveolar rigid (place of articulation) pronounced it. Obviously, 
the lips dimension increases to reach a position of articulating the next phoneme. The 
next phoneme appearing in all words in the second position of their sequential 
phonemic structure is /ih/. The corresponding visual domain representation of this 
SKRQHPHLV µOLS-URXQGLQJEDVHGYRZHOV¶7KH OLSGLPHQVLRQKDVDOVRDQ LQFUHPHQWDO
trend. Segmenting these two phonemes separately is not essential since as mentioned, 
the Co-articulation effect in the visual domain is included in this work. Therefore, the 
combination of them as /s/+/ih/ in the visual domain can be expressed as a constant 
increment of lip dimension. The third phoneme /m/ is grouped as bilabial viseme. As 
mentioned in Section 2.2, the bilabial viseme is visual correspondence of bilabial 
phonemes. The places of articulating phoneme /m/ is upper and lower lip when they 
converge toward each other. This means in Figure 5-8, visual phoneme /m/ appears in 
the first maximum and ends in the first minimum amplitudes betweenܨௐ א ሾ ?ǣ ? ?ሿ. 
This means the phoneme visually appears around 10th frame and approximately stops 
in 25th frame with decreasing trend in lips dimensions. Immediately after articulating 
phoneme /m/ in frame 26, amplitudes of the upper, lower, and corner visual speech 
sample sets increases and lasts until 34th frame where they reach the second 
maximum. It means during these frame lip is opening. From the second maximum 
amplitude until 41st frame, the overall shape of lip is tending to closure. By using sum 
of sinusoidal function in MATLAB curve fitting toolbox, the corresponding 
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polynomial outcomes of averaged normalized upper, lower, and corner visual speech 
sample sets are depicted in Figure 5-9. 
 
Figure 5-9: The approximated polynomials of the upper, lower and corner visual speech sample sets on 
the interval ࡲࢃ א ሾ૙ǣ ૝૙ሿ 
 
ܵ௎ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ (5-6) 
 
ܵ௅ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ (5-7) 
 
ܵ஼ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ (5-8) 
where variable ݔ allocated to samples. 
Table 5-7: The goodness of fitting for the approximating the normalized averaged of the first 41 
samples in all sample set 
  
ܵ௎ሺݔሻ ܵ௅ሺݔሻ ܵ஼ሺݔሻ 
The sum of sine 
functions 
approximation 
Goodness of fit 
SSE 0.01873 0.008633 0.03349 
R-square 0.9948 0.9965 0.9898 
Adjusted R-square 0.991 0.9939 0.9822 
RMSE 0.02854 0.01937 0.03816 
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By changing the perspective of analysis, the phonemic structure of words is used for 
describing the visual speech sample sets trends. Referring to Figure 3-5, the three 
OHYHOVRIWKHGHFLVLRQWUHHRIZRUGV¶SKRQHPLFVWUXFWXUHKDVEHHQstudied. The result 
proves the similarities of visual speech sample sets trends for the beginning portion of 
sample sets. 
Analysing the dynamism of lip during articulation from this point divides to possible 
branches that are occurring in each level according to Figure 3-5. According to these 
branches, it is desirable to observe similarities in four groups of words that are the one 
who share /p/, /b/, /ax/ and /eh/ in the fourth phonemic positions. In Figure 5-10, these 
words are categorized. In the 4th level seven words sharing phoneme /p/, four of them 
sharing phoneme /b/, one has phoneme /ax/ and one has phoneme /eh/. Regarding to 
these categories, the word visual speech sample sets are studied. 
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Figure 5-10: The (a) upper, (b) lower and (c) corner visual speech sample sets in the first group of the 
selected words and the (d) approximated polynomials 
7KH ILUVW JURXS RI ZRUGV FRQVLVWV RI µVLPSOHVW¶ µVLPSOHU¶ µVLPSO\¶ µVLPSOH¶
µV\PSDWKHWLFDOO\¶µV\PSRVLXP¶DQGµV\PSWRP¶,QWKLVJURXSWKHSKRQHme sequence 
/s/+/ih/+/m/+/p/ is in common. As it described previously and represented by the 
approximated normalized average polynomials in Figure 5-10 (d), it can be assumed 
that the first 26 samples of the visual features are representing the phoneme 
combination /s/+/ih/+/m/. Continuing from the 27nd frame, the upper and corner visual 
sample sets show an increasing trend more or less until the 35th frame where the 
second local maximum occurs. For the lower visual sample sets, such trend is also 
clear where there is an increasing trend around 27th until 35th frame. According to 
Table 5-6, the phoneme /p/ is categorized as a bilabial viseme. It means the place of 
articulation is upper and lower lip where phoneme /p/ starts from minimizing the 
(c) 
(a) (b) 
(d) 
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distance between them and forcing air through them and ending in slightly opened lip. 
Comparing the visual speech sample sets in  Figure 5-10 (a)  to (c), the approximated 
polynomials in Figure 5-10 (d), shows the last section of samples starting in 36th 
frame has a decreasing trend. The approximated polynomials from the normalized 
average of the upper, lower and corner visual speech sample sets in this group are: 
 
ଵܵ௎ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ (5-9) 
 
ଵܵ௅ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ (5-10) 
 
ଵܵ஼ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ (5-11) 
Table 5-8: The goodness of fitting for the approximating the normalized averaged of the first 44 
samples in the first group 
  
ܵଵ௎ሺݔሻ ܵଵ௅ሺݔሻ ܵଵ஼ሺݔሻ 
The sum of sine 
functions 
approximation 
Goodness of fit 
SSE 0.01621 0.04139 0.01562 
R-square 0.9948 0.9891 0.9949 
Adjusted R-square 0.9923 0.9839 0.9925 
RMSE 0.02364 0.03778 0.02321 
The second group of words is combined of four visual sample sets with the common 
phoneme combination /s/+/ih/+/m/+/b/. The members of this JURXSDUHµV\PEROLVP¶
µV\PEROL]H¶ µV\PEROLF¶ DQG µV\PEROV¶ 7KH YLVXDO VSHHFK VDPSOH VHWV RI WKHP DUH
depicted in Figure 5-11 (a), (b) and (c). The approximated polynomials of the 
normalized average of the first 50 samples are illustrated in Figure 5-11 (d). The 
visual data in this group act differently from the first group. Although there are two 
regions for local maximum amplitudes appeared, the first one locate between 10th and 
11th frames has included lower amplitudes than the second local maximum region for 
the upper and lower visual speech sample sets. This behaviour indicates the phoneme, 
which its articulation end in the second local maximum, is produced by wider 
dimension of lips in compare with the phoneme combination /s/+/ih/. Similar to the 
second group of visual data, the first 24 samples are representing the frames that lip is 
articulating /s/+/ih/+/m/. On the other hand, the corner visual speech sample sets on 
this interval show smoother trends. From 25th sample until the 39th sample the second 
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local maximum is occurred. On this interval, the phoneme /b/ is articulated. 
According to Table 5-6, the phoneme /b/ is categorized in same group of phoneme /p/ 
as bilabial visual phoneme but represents a wider upper and lower lip dimension. The 
other noticeable configuration behaviour, which is appeared in both upper and lower 
visual speech sample sets on this interval, is a similar decreasing trends with different 
VORSV7KHZRUGµV\PEROL]H¶KDVWKHVWHHSHUGHFUHDVLQJWUHQGIROORZHGE\WKHZRUGV
µV\PEROLF¶ µV\PEROLVP¶ DQG µV\PEROV¶ 7KH Oength of these visual data is 
approximately equal. The corner visual speech sample sets after reaching to first local 
minimum amplitude return to the rest position. 
   
 
 
Figure 5-11: The (a) upper, (b) lower and (c) corner visual speech sample sets in the second 
group of the selected words and (d) the approximated polynomials  
(d) 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
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The polynomials, which are shown in Figure 5-11 (d), are approximated by the 
normalized ratio of averaged visual speech sample sets. These polynomials are 
represented by sum of sinusoidal function: 
 
ܵଶ௎ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ሻ (5-12) 
 
ܵଶ௅ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅ െ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ (5-13) 
 
ܵଶ஼ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ (5-14) 
Table 5-9: The goodness of fitting for the approximating the normalized averaged of the first 44 
samples in group 2 
  
ܵଶ௎ሺݔሻ ܵଶ௅ሺݔሻ ܵଶ஼ሺݔሻ 
The sum of sine 
functions 
approximation 
Goodness of fit 
SSE 0.1622 0.244 0.0733 
R-square 0.9691 0.9291 0.9815 
Adjusted R-square 0.9567 0.9008 0.9741 
RMSE 0.06807 0.0835 0.04576 
7KH WKLUGJURXSFRQVLVWVRIRQHZRUG µVLPPHU¶7KHYLVXDO VSHHFKVDPSOHVHWVZLWK
the phoneme combination /s/+/ih/+/m/+/ax/ is depicted in Figure 5-12. 
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Figure 5-12: The (a) upper, (b) lower and (c) corner visual speech sample sets in the third group of the 
selected words and (d) the approximated polynomials  
All the visual sample sets, which is allocated to articulating the phoneme sequence 
/s/+/ih/+/m/, reach to their first local maximum around frame 20. After two/three 
frames there is a steep amplitudes drop. The visual speech sample sets are interpreting 
the lip reach to its rest position approximately around 24th sample. From the 25th 
samples until 37th samples the second local maximum appears in the upper and lower 
visual speech signals while in the corner visual speech sample sets reaches to its 
second maximum after approximately 10 frames delay. The second local maximum, 
which is categorized as lip-rounding based vowels visual phoneme according to Table 
5-6, is believed to be related to articulating phoneme /ax/. 
(d) 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
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ܵଷ௎ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔെ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ (5-15) 
 
ܵଷ௅ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅ െ ?Ǥ ? ?ሻ (5-16) 
 
ܵଷ஼ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ (5-17) 
 
Table 5-10: The goodness of fitting for the approximating the normalized averaged of the first 44 
samples in group 3 
  
ܵଷ௎ሺݔሻ ܵଷ௅ሺݔሻ ܵଷ஼ሺݔሻ 
The sum of sine 
functions 
approximation 
Goodness of fit 
SSE 0.1198 0.07855 0.1718 
R-square 0.96 0.9761 0.9415 
Adjusted R-square 0.9385 0.9632 0.91 
RMSE 0.06788 0.05496 0.08129 
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Figure 27: The (a) upper, (b) lower and (c) corner visual speech sample sets in the fourth group 
of the selected words and (d) the approximated polynomials 
 
ܵସ௎ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ (5-18) 
 
ܵସ௅ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅ െ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔെ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ (5-19) 
 
ܵସ஼ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݏ݅݊ሺ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ (5-20) 
 
(d) 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
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Table 5-11: The goodness of fitting for the approximating the normalized averaged of the first 44 
samples in the fourth group 
  
ܵସ௎ሺݔሻ ܵସ௅ሺݔሻ ܵସ஼ሺݔሻ 
The sum of sine 
functions 
approximation 
Goodness of fit 
SSE 0.3244 0.1895 0.4621 
R-square 0.886 0.9547 0.7776 
Adjusted R-square 0.8309 0.9328 0.6702 
RMSE 0.1058 0.08085 0.1262 
 
The upper visual speech sample sets has two peaks where it tends to reach to first 
peak after 11 samples. From 12 to 24th sample, the upper lips dimension reduces. The 
second peak is reached after 10 frames and finishes after 5 frames. The lower lip also 
has similar behaviour while in this case the 34th frame did not appear with minimum 
amplitude. The corner visual samples set also has two peaks approximately in the 
same frame numbers as upper and lower visual speech sample sets. However, the 
minimum value in 24th frame is higher than the other two sample sets. Therefore, lip 
starts articulating phoneme /s/ and /ih/ till 10th frame and closes for articulating 
phoneme /m/ till 24th IUDPH$IWHUZDUGWKHOLS¶VGLPHQVLRQDJDLQbegins to increase 
for articulating the rest of phonemes. 
5.4. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF VISUAL SPEECH SAMPLE SETS 
In this section, before further processing of visual speech signal sample sets (data) 
extracted from upper, lower and corner visual feature points, statistical analysis has 
been used for characterizing the statistical properties of sets. The statistical analysis 
includes determination of the density distribution family of the visual speech samples 
that they belong to as well as estimation of the density function (pdf). Determining the 
family of visual speech samples reveals the information about the source RIGDWDOLS¶V
JHRPHWU\ GXULQJ DUWLFXODWLQJ RI WKH ZRUGV¶ VHW 2Q WKH RWKHU KDQG HVWLPDWLQJ WKH
visual density function of the speech data is used in digital representation of the visual 
speech signals and will be discussed in Section  7.4.  
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Figure 5-13: The process of analysing data density evaluation 
According to Figure 5-13, the pdf analysis tool is used for determination model and 
SUREDELOLW\GHQVLW\IXQFWLRQRIWKHGDWD7KHDQDO\VLVLVFRQGXFWHGXVLQJ0$7/$%¶V
statistics toolbox (MATLAB, 2009). 
5.4.1. PARAMETRIC DENSITY ESTIMATION 
7KHUH DUHQXPEHUVRIGLVWULEXWLRQV WKDW FRXOGEHXVHG IRUPRGHOOLQJ WKH GDWD¶VSGI
7KH LQGH[ RI FKRRVLQJ VXFK SGI¶V LV WKH PD[LPXP OLNHOLKRRG EHWZHHQ GDWD DQG
estimated parameters of distributions. In this work, the parametric family of chosen 
data distribution consists of sixteen members. These members are Birnbaum-
Saunders, Extreme value, Gamma, Generalized extreme value, Inverse Gaussian, 
Log-Logistic, Logistic, Lognormal, Nakagami, Negative Binomial, Normal, Poisson, 
Rayleigh, Rician, t location-scale and Weibull distributions. These distributions are 
ILWWHGWRGDWDXVLQJWKH0$7/$%¶VµGLVWULEXWLRQ*8,V¶WRROER[WKDW is accessible by 
FRPPDQGµGILWWRRO¶ 
As the results of parametric pdf estimation before and after modifications show (Table 
8-5) there is no suitable model that achieves the appropriate likelihood. Therefore, 
another type of modelling GDWD¶V SGI HPSOR\HG WKDW LV FDOOHG µ3HDUVRQ V\VWHP¶ DQG
will be described in Section  5.4.3. 
Starting with the parametric analysis of the data distributions before and after 
adjusting the end points and biasing process, a set of distributions are fitted to the 
visual speech sample setsݑௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ, ݈ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ andܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ, ݊ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ܨௐ೘ െ  ?ሽ. 
The results show none of the fitted distribution has statistical similarity to the sample 
sets therefore; the Pearson system is used for finding the family of the sample sets 
distribution. The visual speech sample set before adjusting the end points and biasing 
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distribution is modelled by the parametric distributions represented in Table 8-5. The 
log-likelihood of fitted distributions is the index of data distribution tendency to the 
family of distributions. The extremely low values of the log-likelihoods are indicating 
the dissimilarities between the upper, lower and corner visual speech sample set 
distributions and the examined families of distributions. 
5.4.2. NON-PARAMETRIC DENSITY ESTIMATION 
The non-parametric analysis of density function (Rosenblatt, 1956) is a method of 
estimation the density of data distribution. The motivation of studying the non-
parametric distribution estimation of data, which are containing all visual data for 
gaining occurrence information about sample sets amplitudes variations, is to model 
the upper, lower, and corner visual speech sample sets separately. Regardless to the 
type of visual speech sample sets distributions, the non-parametric density estimation 
is used to detect the actual density of the visual speech sample sets. The samples set 
frequencies are modelled by non-parametric density function as shown in Figure 5-14. 
This model reveals properties of the data source (lips) too. Such model reveals the 
NQRZOHGJHDERXWWKHVRXUFH¶VGLPHQVLRQVOLS¶VGLPHQVLRQVWKDWKDVEHHQRFFXUULQJ
the most during pronunciation of the chosen words. 
 
Figure 5-14: The process of determination the type of density function 
This information, which is generated by the suggested interpolation method, is used 
particularly in digital representation of visual speech signals. Strictly speaking, in 
visual speech sample sets quantization scheme, the level of quantization will be 
defining base on the statistical characteristic of the estimated density functions of 
visual speech sample sets. In other words, the input quantization levels are optimized 
for detecting the most probable input samples and mapping them into quantized 
values. AIWHU DQDO\VLV WKH 7,0,7¶V YRFDEXODU\ GDWDEDVH DQG VHOHFWLRQ RI D OLPLWHG
number of words with the most occurrence of phonemes in the first three sequential 
orders in the words, the visual speech sample sets have been extracted from speakers 
video file. The process of modification applied to visual speech sample sets resulted 
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in reduction of unintentional movement of head effect. Then the statistical types and 
distributions of them are determined. In the end of this stage, the system is ready to 
mutate to the next level of processing that leads to providing the main platform for 
introducing the concept of signature-driven visual speech analysis.  
 
Figure 5-15: The non-parametric density estimation of the visual speech sample sets in comparison 
with their processed versions (endpoints modification followed by converging according to Table 5-2) 
In Figure 5-15, the density functions of the original and modified upper, lower and 
corner data sets are illustrated E\XVLQJ³NVGHQVLW\´IXQFWLRQLQ0$7/$%$OORIWKH
estimated densities are showing bimodal distributions. The modification affects the 
original corner data set more than other two. This is due to imperfection in extracting 
pixels or the manner of pronunciation. Determination of the density family of the 
visual speech sample set is addressed by employing other method of density 
estimation. To tackle this problem, a method called Pearson system has been 
employed. 
5.4.3. PEARSON SYSTEM 
The Pearson system is a family of distributions that generalizes the differential 
equation of normal distribution for determining the different types of distributions. 
7KH DOORFDWHG IXQFWLRQ WR WKH 3HDUVRQ V\VWHP LQ 0$7/$% VRIWZDUH LV ¶SHDUVUQG¶
Using this system determines a data set distribution in absence of priori or posteriori 
knowledge of processed data. By solving the differential equation of normal 
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distribution eight possible types of distributions are obtained in such system. The type 
zero is the normal distribution. The other types are called as four-parameter beta 
distribution (type I), symmetric four-parameter beta distribution (type II), three-
parameter gamma distribution (type III), not-related to any distribution (type IV), 
inverse-gamma location scale distribution (type V), F location scale distribution (type 
9,DQGVWXGHQW¶VWORFDWLRQGLVWULEXWLRQW\SH9,, 
 
Figure 5-16: The process of determination of the model of density function in more details 
Using Pearson system in the MATLAB environment as it is shown in Figure 5-16, 
determines the data distribution when the mean, standard deviation, skewness and 
kurtosis are provided. Skewness is measure of data asymmetry in probability 
distribution (Everitt & Skrondal, 2010) while kurtosis measures the peak of 
probability distribution when it is pointed or flattened (Everitt & Skrondal, 2010). 
These parameters are using by the Pearson function in order to model the data density 
function. It is revealed they all follow the beta distribution that is noted by the type I 
distribution in the Pearson system. Afterward, the visual speech samples distribution 
has been determined as the beta distribution. The Pearson system is determined the 
distribution family of the visual speech sample sets before adjusting the endpoints and 
biasing as it represented in Table 5-12. 
Table 5-12: The distribution family of the visual speech sample sets before adjusting the end points and 
biasing determined by Pearson system 
 
Pearson system type 
 
Type Distribution 
Upper visual speech 
sample sets 4 
Not related to any 
distribution 
Lower visual speech 
sample sets 1 Beta distribution 
Corner visual speech 
sample sets 1 Beta distribution 
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The Beta distribution curves are fitted to the lower and corner visual speech sample 
sets as it shown in Figure 5-17 (a) and (b), respectively. The Beta distribution pdf 
function is (MathWorks, 2008): 
 ݕ ൌ ݂ሺݔȁܽǡ ܾሻ ൌ  ?ܤሺܽǡ ܾሻ ݔ௔ିଵሺ ? െ ݔሻ௕ିଵܫሺ଴ǡଵሻሺݔሻ (5-21) 
where ܤሺǤ ሻ is the Beta function and ܫሺ଴ǡଵሻሺݔሻ is function indicator that allocates the 
values of ݔbetween ሺ ?ǡ  ?ሻ. The visual characteristics of the fitted distributions are 
demonstrated in Table 5-13. 
 
Figure 5-17: The probability distribution of (a) the lower and (b) corner visual speech sample sets 
before processing 
Table 5-13: The characteristics of estimated of beta distribution before processing 
Lower visual speech signals Corner visual speech signals 
Distribution Beta Distribution Beta 
Log likelihood 57.3261 Log likelihood 62.1249 
Domain 0 < y < 1 Domain 0 < y < 1 
Mean 0.472138 Mean 0.569082 
Variance 0.108341 Variance 0.101772 
Parameter Estimate Std. Err. Parameter Estimate Std. Err. 
a 0.61395 0.0151799 a 0.802168 0.0193796 
b 0.68641 0.0227049 b 0.607413 0.0184721 
Estimated covariance of parameter estimates Estimated covariance of parameter estimates 
 
a b 
 
a b 
a 2.30E-04 7.84E-05 a 0.000375567 7.53278e-05 
b 7.84E-05 0.0005155 b 7.53278e-05 0.000341219 
(a) (b) 
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The Pearson system determined the distribution family of the visual speech sample 
sets after adjusting the endpoints and biasing as it represented in Table 5-14. 
Table 5-14: The distribution family of the visual speech sample sets after adjusting the end points and 
biasing determined by Pearson system 
 
Pearson system type 
 
Type Distribution 
Upper visual speech 
sample sets 1 Beta distribution 
Lower visual speech 
sample sets 1 Beta distribution 
Corner visual speech 
sample sets 4 
Not related to any 
distribution 
In Figure 5-18, the beta distribution is fitted to the upper and lower visual speech 
sample sets where their endpoints had been modified and biased. The statistical 
characteristics of the fitted curves are also represented in Table 5-15. 
 
Figure 5-18: The probability distribution of (a) the lower and (b) corner visual speech sample sets after 
endpoints modification and converging according to Table 5-2 
Comparing Table 5-12 and  Table 5-14 shows a significant change of distribution for 
the upper and corner visual speech samples before and after modifications, 
respectively.  
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
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Table 5-15: The characteristics of estimated beta distribution after processing (ࢇ and ࢈ values for Eq. 
(5-21)) 
Upper visual speech signals Lower visual speech signals 
Distribution Beta Distribution Beta 
Log 
likelihood 95.1689 
Log 
likelihood 162.456 
Domain 0 < y < 1 Domain 0 < y < 1 
Mean 0.484218 Mean 0.440205 
Variance 0.116384 Variance 0.120484 
Parameter Estimate Std. Err. Parameter Estimate Std. Err. 
a 0.554877 0.0120424 a 0.460139 0.0094572 
b 0.591047 0.0201589 b 0.585146 0.0214023 
Estimated covariance of parameter 
estimates 
Estimated covariance of parameter 
estimates 
 
a b 
 
a b 
a 1.45E-04 4.68E-05 a 8.94E-05 3.74E-05 
b 4.68E-05 0.0004064 b 3.74E-05 0.0004581 
 
5.5. LIP ANIMATION USING VISUAL SPEECH SIGNAL 
A GUI (Graphical User Interface) model of lip outer contour in the MATLAB 
environment has been built to imitate the visual speech samples and it is shown in 
Figure 5-19. The dynamic of lip are rendered for preliminary observation of the visual 
speech samples behaviour. The motion of lip is guided by the modified visual speech 
sample sets (see Section  5.1) 
The outer contour of lips is modelled by cubic spline curves that connect the visual 
speech samples. The lip contour is defined by two cubic spline curves for upper and 
lower contours. The upper curve and lower curves consist of seven and three nodes, 
respectively. 
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Figure 5-19: Visual speech sample set GUI 
The animated lip model is used to generate more realistic observation of the 
movements of the mouth from visual speech sample sets during articulation of words. 
5.6. SUMMARY 
The extracted visual data contains the upper, lower, and corner visual speech sample 
sets. The sample sets inherited the effect of head movements during articulation of 
words. This effect in the sample sets appeared as different values in starting and 
stopping samples amplitudes in the first and the last visual data frames. The other 
issue has been the variation of starting and stopping samples amplitudes among the 
visual speech sample sets. The solution of the first issue had been addressed by 
subtracting visual speech sample sets by a line that connects the end points of each 
sample set. The second issue had been solved by converging the first samples to a 
value that had been calculated by the rounded trimmed mean of first samples from 
each (upper, lower and corner) visual speech sample sets. In other words, the upper, 
lower, and corner visual speech sample sets are biased to three constants. The next 
discussed topic has been the concept of normalization. In this work, the ranges of 
visual speech samples set are normalized for different analysis purposes. For instant, 
the phonemic combination /s/+/ih/+/m/ has been in common among all of words 
starting and observing similar trend of samples in the beginning portion of extracted 
visual speech sample sets has been desirable. Therefore, by using the concept of range 
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normalization, such unity in visual speech sample sets (visual data) would be 
observable. Furthermore, range normalization has been used in different section of 
this work such as determination of visual speech sample sets probability distribution 
and relating the visual speech signals. On the other hand, normalizing the domain, 
which has been originating from scaling the data domain, will be used in time domain 
representation of visual speech sample sets.  
The fundamental information of the sample sets has been obtained from statistical 
analysis. The statistical analysis had been studied for visual speech sample sets before 
and after end points adjustment and convergence, (biasing) processes. The provided 
information included the type (model) of probability distributions and approximation 
of the density functions of the visual speech sample sets. The model of density of the 
visual speech sample sets has been determined by the Pearson system since there has 
been not any match in parametric models of the visual speech sample sets density 
functions. Using the non-parametric density estimation of visual speech sample sets 
reveals the shape of concentration of the most and the least probable samples. The 
non-parametric estimation will be used in digital representation of the visual speech 
signals. After processing the data and finding the fundamental statistic properties, the 
sample data has been ready to shape as mathematical expressions.  
In the next chapter, the concept of signal construction applies to the visual speech 
samples. It follows by allocating a basic sample sets notations widely used in the field 
of signal processing theory. Finally, the performance of the BLI approach in term of 
its accuracy has been studied. 
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Chapter 6  
EVALUATION OF BLI 
Investigating on signal construction of visual speech data is the core of this project. 
Interpolation theories and discrete-to-continuous signal conversion are important to 
develop a mathematical expression of the visual speech signal, which have discrete-
time properties. Basic functions are used in interpolation; their shifted versions are 
multiplied by the samples to create the constructed signals. In signal processing 
theory, the samples are multiplied by transfer functions similar to the interpolation 
process.  
6.1. OVERALL VIEW OF VISUAL SPEECH PROCESSING UNIT 
The visual speech signals are consist of the visual speech sample sets which produce a 
visual word. The identification characteristics are described as barcode allocation, 
digital representations, 2D/3D visual word signatures and volumetric representation of 
the visual words. In the signal processing approach fixed basic functions construct 
signals by interpolation method, regardless to the number of data samples. Figure 6-1 
shows an overall view of visual speech processing unit which is the core unit in 
deriving the visual speech signature. 
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Figure 6-1: The overall view of visual speech processing unit (signal construction process) 
Based on the domain property, there are two categories of the construction approach 
as continuous-time and discrete-time constructions. In the first approach of 
construction, the Barycentric Lagrange Interpolation (BLI) is used as the main 
construction method for deriving signatures and its performance is evaluated by the 
ideal construction system. 
A constructed arbitrary signal using the BLI is called BL polynomial while the 
constructed visual speech sample sets is called visual speech signal. The visual speech 
samples are displayed in the discrete-time domain. Such representation tends to bridge 
the visual speech sample set to continuous time conversion. Before generating the 
visual word expressions in terms of visual speech signals, the BLI method is 
evaluated. The method of evaluation examines the variables that could be the subject 
of errors in the BLI approach. 
The visual data consists of thrHH YLVXDO VSHHFK VDPSOH VHWV H[WUDFWHG IURP OLS¶V
geometry during words utterance. The visual words are modelled by visual speech 
signals via the BLI approach so that signature allocation can operate on the visual 
speech signals. Thus the visual speech signals are defined as a function in the frame 
domain ௜݂. Applying the visual speech sample sets to the BLI according to Eq. (2-30), 
results the unique expressions of visual words in form of the mathematical 
representations (Section  2.12.4): 
 ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ൌ  ? ݑௐ೘ሾ݅ሿிೈ೘ିଵ௜ୀ଴ ݓ௜ሺ ௜݂ െ ݅ሻ ? ݓ௜ሺ ௜݂ െ ݅ሻிೈ೘ିଵ௝ୀ଴  (6-1) 
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 ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ൌ  ? ݈ௐ೘ሾ݅ሿிೈ೘ିଵ௜ୀ଴ ݓ௜ሺ ௜݂ െ ݅ሻ ? ݓ௜ሺ ௜݂ െ ݅ሻிೈ೘ିଵ௝ୀ଴  (6-2) 
 ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ൌ  ? ܿௐ೘ሾ݅ሿிೈ೘ିଵ௜ୀ଴ ݓ௜ሺ ௜݂ െ ݅ሻ ? ݓ௜ሺ ௜݂ െ ݅ሻிೈ೘ିଵ௜ୀ଴  (6-3) 
where the number of samples in interpolating signal is ௜݂ ൌ ߚܨௐ೘. The ߚ refers to a 
desirable number of spans and equivalent to the sampling frequency, where ௜݂ אൣ ?ǡ ߚ൫ܨௐ೘ െ  ?൯൧, ݉ ൌ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ݓ. As ߚ reaches the infinity, the polynomials get to 
the ideal continues state. In this study, visual speech signal are constructed byߚ ൌ ? ? ?. It represents the continuous state of polynomial, adequately. The normalized 
ratio of upper to corner and lower to corner visual speech sample sets are denoted by ௨ܰ௖ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ and ௟ܰ௖ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ, where ݅ א ሾ ?ǣ ሺܨௐ೘ െ  ?ሻሿ and ݉ ൌ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ݓ, 
respectively.  
 ௨ܰ௖ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ ൌ ෍ ሺݑ௜ௐ೘ሾ݇ሿܿ௜ௐ೘ሾ݇ሿሻߜሾ݊ െ ݇ሿிೈ೘ିଵ௞ୀ଴  (6-4) 
 ௟ܰ௖ ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ ൌ ෍ ሺ݈௜ௐ೘ሾ݇ሿܿ௜ௐ೘ሾ݇ሿሻߜሾ݊ െ ݇ሿிೈ೘ିଵ௞ୀ଴  (6-5) 
The visual speech signals corresponding to the sample sets in Eq. (6-4) and (6-5) are: 
 ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ൌ  ? ௨ܰ௖ௐ೘ሾ݅ሿிೈ೘ିଵ௜ୀ଴ ݓ௜ሺ ௜݂ െ ݅ሻ ? ݓ௜ሺ ௜݂ െ ݅ሻிೈ೘ିଵ௜ୀ଴  (6-6) 
 ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ൌ  ? ௟ܰ௖ ௐ೘ሾ݅ሿǡிೈ೘ିଵ௜ୀ଴ ݓ௝ሺ ௜݂ െ ݅ሻ ? ݓ௝ሺ ௜݂ െ ݅ሻிೈ೘ିଵ௜ୀ଴  (6-7) 
The concatenated normalized ratio of upper to corner ௨ܰ௖ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ and lower to corner 
visual speech sample sets ௟ܰ௖ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ, is denoted byݑ݈ܿܿ௜ௐ೘ሾ݅ሿ: 
 ݑ݈ܿܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ ൌ ෍ ݑ݈ܿܿ௜ௐ೘ሾ݇ሿߜሾ݊ െ ݇ሿଶிೈ೘ିଵ௞ୀ଴  (6-8) 
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The notation ݑ݈ܿܿ௜ௐ೘ሾ݅ሿ represents upper, lower and corner concatenation of visual 
speech sample sets. Eq. (6-8) is also applied to the BLI formula (Eq. (2-30)) resulting 
in representation of following visual words: 
 ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ൌ  ? ݑ݈ܿܿௐ೘ሾ݅ሿଶிೈ೘ିଵ௜ୀ଴ ݓ௜ሺ ௜݂ െ ݅ሻ ? ݓ௜ሺ ௜݂ െ ݅ሻிೈ೘ିଵ௜ୀ଴  (6-9) 
As mentioned, the mathematical expression driven by Eq. (6-9) cannot be produced 
by MATLAB. Therefore, the numerical representations of concatenated visual speech 
signals are available. Therefore, the concatenated visual speech signal can be referred 
to as unique numerical representation of each visual word. Besides, using the BLI 
provides the ability of frame rate exchange to  ? ?௙௣௦ or  ? ? ?௙௣௦ by simply 
interpolating the visual speech samples by ߚ ൌ  ? andߚ ൌ  ?, respectively. It is due to 
the fact that capturing the lip movements is performed by  ? ?௙௣௦. The mathematical 
expressions are represented in Appendix D in Eq. (8-1) to (8-65) comprehensively. 
In the BLI, it is expected to increase the similarity of a function and interpolating 
polynomial by increasing the number of associated samples from the function. As 
shown previously, the Lagrange Interpolation did not satisfy the expectation and did 
not diagnose with the 5XQJH¶Veffect. The 5XQJH¶Veffect is eliminated by both basic 
function modifications and the Chebyshev node insertion which led to BLI. In the 
BLI, like other interpolation methods, the number of samples plays an important role 
in goodness of interpolation. Therefore, the BLIs of two types of sample sets are 
evaluated in terms of the number of samples and amplitudes provided by each sample 
set. In addition to these factors, the BLI demonstrates a phenomenon proportional to 
the rate of its sampling frequencyߚ.  
It is shown that based on the BLI; there is a direct relation between the accuracy of 
extracting samples back from interpolating polynomial and the sampling frequency. 
As shown, the BLI method is not exactly include the amplitudes in the resulted 
polynomial. There is always an error, which is not eliminated even by increasing the 
sampling frequency. Therefore, the evaluation has been studied. The evaluation has 
been conducted based on convergence rate of the BLI. Besides, the BLI convergence 
rate is also determined by two factors as the number of samples and the amplitude of 
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samples. It means how well BLI interpolates a function with fixed amplitudes while 
the numbers of samples are variable and vice versa. More specifically, construction 
error can be determined by alternating the length of samples (number of samples) or 
WKHVDPSOHVHW¶VDPSOLWXGHV,WKDVEHHQDVVXPHGWKDWWKHVDPSOHVHWVDUHUHSUHVHQWHG
by݂ሺݔሻ. In the first scenario, the amplitude is kept fixed; as a result, the set 
construction associated with variable sample lengths determines the difference 
between the function ݂ሺݔሻ and its interpolation denoted by ሚ݂ሺݔሻ.  
In the second scenario, the evaluation is arranged by changing the amplitude of the 
sample sets while the length of samples is assumed fixed. A function for using both 
evaluation methods is chosen introduced by Gaussian curve. In addition, to gain more 
realistic predictions form the outcome of visual speech signals, the extracted visual 
speech samples are averaged. Then their approximated polynomials are used to 
evaluate the performance of BLI under the category of deterministic signals. Such 
process of interpolation can provide geometrical similarity between constructed signal 
and the original signal when a limited number of samples often less than the original 
signal have been provided.  
The other important issue is the dissimilarity between the original polynomial ݂ሺݔሻ 
and the interpolating polynomial ሚ݂ሺݔሻ caused by varying the number of samples. 
Therefore, it is very important to be aware of both the interpolating polynomial signal 
and the original signal sizes otherwise comparison is not possible. The similarity of an 
interpolating polynomial ሚ݂ሺݔሻ subjected to ݂ሺݔሻ based on the interval ሾܽǣ ܾሿand 
density function ߩ is defined by a theorem called accuracy of the polynomial 
interpolation (Trefethen, 2000). It states where the interpolation pointsܰ ՜  ? , there 
is a constant  ? ൏  ܿfor all values of ݔ א ሾܽǣ ܾሿ that satisfies the amount of error by: 
 ห݂ሺݔሻ െ ሚ݂ሺݔሻห ൑ ݁ሺݔሻ (6-10) 
The numbers of nodes are identical to the number of equidistance spans with the 
length equal to one. The error function also represents a peak on the residual interval. 
Instead of all sample errors, the peak value on the residual considers as an indication 
for error determination. Therefore, the Eq. (6-10) can be rewritten as: 
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݉ܽݔห݂ሺݔሻ െ ሚ݂௝ሺݔሻห ൑ ܿ݁ିே (6-11) 
for ݆ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ݇ሽ where݇ is the number of various interpolating functions. The 
interpolating functions ሚ݂௜ሺݔሻ are defined as different versions of the deterministic 
function ݂ሺݔሻ. Considering Eq. (6-11) it is noted whenever a function ݂ሺݔሻ is 
interpolating by ܰ points from ሚ݂௜ሺݔሻ, the maximum residual of them should be less 
than or equal to a decaying exponential function scaled by a positive constantܿ. 
Therefore, the left side of Eq. (6-11) is a sequence of errors for each node. In order to 
examine the accuracy of signal reconstruction, the sample sets dimensions (amplitude 
and sampling rate) are considered. 
6.2. RECONSTRUCTION WITH VARIABLE LENGTHS AND FIXED 
AMPLITUDES 
The interpolating polynomials are generated by changing the sampling frequency of 
function݂ሺݔሻ. As shown in Figure 6-2 the reconstruction input is defined as 
deterministic function source consisting of both Gaussian function and the 
approximated polynomials on a portion of normalized average of the upper, lower and 
corner visual speech samples. 
 
Figure 6-2: The method for evaluating the reconstruction error for the BLI approach (variable sample 
set length, fixed amplitude) 
The samples are taken from ߚ െ  ? equidistance spans based on the interval ሾܽǣ ܾሿ with ܰ െ  ? different lengths is determined from ݂ሺݔሻ. Each span is defined as follow: 
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 ݔ ൌ ܽ ൅ ݅ ܾ െ ܽܰ െ  ? (6-12) 
where ݅ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ܰ െ  ?ሽ. Based on Eq. (6-12) the matrix form can be assumed as 
an upper or lower triangular matrix. By substituting these samples into݂ሺݔሻ, the ܰ െ  ? versions are defined. Afterward, these functions are ready to be interpolated 
with the BLI with a fixed numberߚ. It yields interpolating polynomial 
functions ሚ݂ሺݔሻ, ݅ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ܰ െ  ?ሽ with equal length ofߚ samples. Note that, the 
first entity of interval cannot be used since it consists of a single value. In this stage, it 
is possible to compare݂ሺݔሻ, which also defined byߚ with ሚ݂ሺݔሻ polynomial. This 
approach reveals the degree of similarities between݂ሺݔሻ and its constructed versions 
as the number of available samples for reconstruction is increasing. It should be 
mentioned that the BLI algorithm in this study has been modified to include the 
samples by replacing the NaN (Not A Number) values in standard IEEE arithmetic 
caused by dividing the basic functions by zero on ݔ א ሾ ?ǡ ܨௐ೘ െ  ?ሿ. In addition, the 
maximum number of samples, which could be used in this algorithm, is limited to ܰ ൌ  ? ? ? samples.  
By using curve fitting toolbox in MATLAB, the deterministic functions are 
represented in Eq. (6-13) to (6-15) for error evaluation of the BLI, with variable 
lengths and fixed amplitudes: 
 
௨݂ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെሺሺݔ െ  ? ?Ǥ ? ?ሻȀ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ሻ ? ?ሻ  ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെሺሺݔെ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻȀ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെሺሺݔെ  ? ?Ǥ ? ?ሻȀ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെሺሺݔ െ  ? ?Ǥ ? ?ሻȀ ?Ǥ ? ?ሻ ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെሺሺݔ െ  ? ?Ǥ ? ?ሻȀ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ? ?ሻ (6-13) 
 
௟݂ሺݔሻ  ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെሺሺݔ െ  ? ?Ǥ ? ?ሻȀ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ? ?ሻ  ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെሺሺݔെ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻȀ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെሺሺݔെ  ? ?Ǥ ? ?ሻȀ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെሺሺݔെ  ? ?Ǥ ? ?ሻȀ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെሺሺݔെ  ? ?Ǥ ? ?ሻȀ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ? ?ሻ (6-14) 
 
௖݂ሺݔሻ  ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെሺሺݔ െ  ? ?Ǥ ? ?ሻȀ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ? ?ሻ  ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെሺሺݔെ  ? ?Ǥ ?ሻȀ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ? ?ሻ  ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെሺሺݔ െ  ? ?Ǥ ? ?ሻȀܿ ?ሻ ? ?ሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെሺሺݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻȀ ?Ǥ ? ? ?ሻ ? ?ሻ  ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെሺሺݔെ  ? ?Ǥ ? ?ሻȀ ?Ǥ ?ሻ ? ?ሻ (6-15) 
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Having a sampling frequency of  ? ? ? ? samples, these approximated polynomials are 
shown in Figure 6-3 (a). The goodness of polynomial fitting is represented Table 6-1. 
The interpolating polynomials are identified by ሚ݂௨ሺݔሻ, ሚ݂௟ሺݔሻ and ሚ݂௖ሺݔሻ. 
Table 6-1: The goodness of fit in approximating the polynomialsࢌ࢛ሺ࢞ሻ, ࢌ࢒ሺ࢞ሻ and ࢌࢉሺ࢞ሻ 
 
Goodness of error fitting ௨݂ሺݔሻ ௟݂ሺݔሻ ௖݂ሺݔሻ ௨݂ሺݔሻ 
SSE 0.02417 0.007435 0.04121 0.02417 
R-square 0.9934 0.9968 0.9875 0.9934 
Adjusted R-square 0.9883 0.9951 0.9805 0.9883 
RMSE 0.03315 0.01725 0.0406 0.03315 
The Gaussian curve is defined by the MATLAB function: 
 ݂ሺݔሻ ൌ ݃ܽݑݏݏ݂݉ሺݔǡ ሾݏ݅݃ǡ ܿሿሻ (6-16) 
whereݏ݅݃ ൌ  ? ? ? ?and ܿ ൌ  ? ? ? ? with sampling frequency  ? ? ? ? samples are selected 
for continuous state of functions. It should be mentioned that the value of ߚ is 
variable as shown in Figure 6-3 (b). 
 
Figure 6-3: The approximated (a) visual speech polynomials ࢌ࢒ሺ࢞ሻ, ࢌ࢒ሺ࢞ሻ and ࢌࢉሺ࢞ሻ (b) and Gaussian 
curve ࢌሺ࢞ሻ  
The interpolating polynomial is identified by ሚ݂௚ሺݔሻ. The errors are illustrated in 
Figure 6-4 and are approximated with exponential functions in Eq. (6-13) to Eq. 
(6-15) for the upper, lower, corner and Gaussian curves denoted 
(a) (b) 
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by݁௨௫ሺݔሻ,݁௟௫ሺݔሻ,݁௖௫ሺݔሻ and ݁௚௫ሺݔሻ, respectively. The results indicate a reduction in 
error rate with respect to increase in the number of samples. 
 
Figure 6-4: The error curves in the BLI approximation of theࢌሺ࢞ሻ, ࢌ࢛ሺ࢞ሻ, ࢌ࢒ሺ࢞ሻ and ࢌࢉሺ࢞ሻ with 
variable number of samples and fixed amplitudes 
 ݁௨௫ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔሻ  ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݔሻ  (6-17) 
 ݁௟௫ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?כ ݁ݔ݌ሺെ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݔሻ  (6-18) 
 ݁௖௫ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔሻ  ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݔሻ  (6-19) 
 
݁௚௫ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?ݔሻ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ?݁ݔ݌ሺെ ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ?ݔሻ  (6-20) 
The goodness of curve fittings with exponential function is shown in Table 6-2. 
Table 6-2: The goodness of curve fitting toࢋ࢛࢞ሺ࢞ሻ,ࢋ࢒࢞ሺ࢞ሻ,ࢋࢉ࢞ሺ࢞ሻ and ࢋࢍ࢞ሺ࢞ሻ 
 
Goodness of error fitting ݁௨௫ሺݔሻ ݁௟௫ሺݔሻ ݁௖௫ሺݔሻ ݁௚௫ሺݔሻ 
SSE 0.1009 0.06897 0.06643 0.03813 
R-square 0.9646 0.9691 0.9757 0.9882 
Adjusted R-square 0.9639 0.9685 0.9753 0.988 
RMSE 0.02481 0.02051 0.02013 0.01525 
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6.3. RECONSTRUCTION WITH VARIABLE AMPLITUDES AND FIXED 
LENGTHS 
The variation of amplitude of݂ሺݔሻ, which could affect the interpolation error, is the 
other factor. According to Figure 6-7, this time the length of samples are fixed while 
the amplitude of the function is changing. Similar to the reconstruction of sample set 
with variable length, ݂ሺݔሻ in this scenario consists of different amplitude versions. 
 
Figure 6-5: The method for evaluating the reconstruction error for the BLI approach (fixed sample set 
length, variable amplitude) 
The BLI is using to determine the interpolating polynomial with a constant length. 
The main function ݂ሺݔሻ is defined with sampling frequency of samples݊ 
called݂Ԣሺݔሻ. In parallel, the same function is defined by sampling frequency of ߚ݊ 
samples called݂ԢԢሺݔሻ. The different amplified versions are obtained for both functions 
by simply multiplying ݂Ԣሺݔሻ and ݂ᇱᇱሺ௫ሻby a range between ሾ݉ǣ ݄ሿwhere ݉ equals to 
the peak of each function and ݄ refers to the number of amplified versions. The 
interpolating results are denoted by ௛݂Ԣሺݔሻ and ௛݂ԢԢሺݔሻ for݄ ൌ ሼ݉ǡ ݉ ൅  ?ǡ ݉ ൅ ?ǡ ǥ ǡ݄ ݄. In the final stage, the amplified functions in ௛݂Ԣሺݔሻ are interpolated by 
sampling frequencyߚ݊. The error is determined by maximum difference between 
these interpolating polynomials and the ones in ௛݂ԢԢሺݔሻ. Unlike the pervious case, the 
error rate is increasing according to the obtained results. 
After fixing the number of sample sets and varying the amplitudes of them, the 
second approach BLI error evaluation should be employed. In Figure 6-6, the 
amplitudes in Eq. (6-13) to (6-15) change between ݉ ൌ  ? and ݄ ൌ  ? ? ? while the 
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number of samples is fixed to ݊ ൌ  ? ? samples. The Gaussian function is 
characterized by ݏ݅݃ ൌ  ? andܿ ൌ  ? ?. The sampling frequency is set to ߚ ൌ  ? ? ?. 
 
 
Figure 6-6: The provided sample sets from (a) Gaussian curve first 40 samples of a approximated 
polynomial from normalized average of (b) upper, (c) lower, (d) corner visual speech sample sets with 
amplitude variation between 1 and 300 
In Figure 6-7, the errors are illustrated by fitting exponential functions that are 
represented in Eq. (6-21)  to Eq. (6-24) for the upper, lower, corner and Gaussian 
curves denoted by݁௨௬ሺݔሻ, ݁௟௬ሺݔሻ, ݁௖௬ሺݔሻ and ݁௚௬ሺݔሻ, respectively. 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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Figure 6-7: The BLI approximation errors obtained by fixed number of samples and variable amplitude 
scheme 
 ݑሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ? ?ݔ െ  ?Ǥ ? ? ?݁െ  ? ? ? (6-21) 
 ݈ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?݁െ  ? ? ? (6-22) 
 ܿሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?݁െ  ? ? ? (6-23) 
 ݃ሺݔሻ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ? ? ?ݔ ൅  ?Ǥ ? ? ?݁െ  ? ? ? (6-24) 
Table 6-3: The goodness of curve fitting toࢋ࢛࢟ሺ࢞ሻ,ࢋ࢒࢟ሺ࢞ሻ,ࢋࢉ࢟ሺ࢞ሻ and ࢋࢍ࢟ሺ࢞ሻ 
 
Goodness of error fitting ݁௨௬ሺݔሻ ݁௟௬ሺݔሻ ݁௖௬ሺݔሻ ݁௚௬ሺݔሻ 
SSE 6.29E-25 3.30E-25 3.03E-26 4.14E-25 
R-square 1 1 1 1 
Adjusted R-square 1 1 1 1 
RMSE 4.59E-14 3.33E-14 1.01E-14 3.73E-14 
As the amplitudes are increasing, the error curves also increase as it is observed from 
Figure 6-7. The maximum error, which belongs to the upper polynomial, is equal to 1 
when reached by changing the amplitudes. 
6.4. SUMMARY 
In this chapter, the performance of BLI method is evaluated using two different 
aspects. First, the construction of sample sets when the number of samples is variable 
and their amplitudes is fixed, and the second one, when the amplitudes are variable 
and the numbers of samples are assumed fixed. The results indicate that the accuracy 
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of the BLI increases as the number of provided samples from a function increases. 
Also, the accuracy reduces while the amplitudes of samples increase. Moreover, 
evaluating the BLI is performed by affecting the sampling frequency. It has been 
shown that, an expression of visual speech signal does not satisfy the recovering of 
WKHOLS¶VPRYHPHQWif a sampling frequency be less than a certain value. 
It has been revealed that the accuracy of BLI in reconstruction of signals is increased 
while the amplitudes of samples kept constant and the numbers of provided samples 
are increased. On the other hand, the accuracy of BLI is reduced in case of increasing 
the amplitudes of samples when the numbers of samples are constant. Therefore, it 
can be suggested that the BLI would have better performance if the amplitudes of 
sample sets are not scaled. 
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Chapter 7  
ALLOCATING VISUAL WORD SIGNATURES 
In this chapter, the process of building different variations of visual words and their 
signatures has been described. The signatures have been categorised as 2D/3D visual 
ZRUGV YLVXDO ZRUGV¶ EDUFRGH GLJLWDO YLVXDO ZRUG DQG YROXPHWULF UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ RI
visual words. Allocating explicit expression to the visual data is the first step toward 
defining visual words signature. Furthermore, the performance of recovering the 
visual speech sample sets from BLI approach will be examined. In addition, finding 
their relations for more simplification, reducing their dimension allocate identification 
properties to the visual words. In Figure 7-1, the process of signature allocation to the 
visual words has been demonstrated. 
 
Figure 7-1: The overall view of signature allocation to the visual speech sample sets 
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In this thesis, the mathematical expression generation unit is the fundamental core of 
the methodology for analysing the visual speech data. As mentioned, the extracted 
samples from a visual feature are called visual speech sample set. Collection of three 
visual speech sample sets corresponding to the upper, lower and corner visual feature 
points is representing a word.  
7.1. VISUAL SPEECH SIGNAL REPRESENTATIONS 
The visual speech signals can be stored by their mathematical expressions. However, 
such collection does not present efficiency in terms of storage, readability, and 
simplicity. Therefore, it is desirable to consider some of the important characteristics 
of an abstract database. Typically, database is a collection of information. The 
emphasis in this part is on the arrangement of information. Therefore, creating a 
database should follow a set of specifications. The database members should have a 
rational simplicity after creation while maintaining the ability of recovering the visual 
speech sample sets before processing. The simplicity of databDVH¶V FDWHJRULHV FDQ
cover the necessity of memory space minimization resulting in computational cost 
reduction. The other important characteristic of a desirable database is unification of 
WKHVWRUHGGDWD7KHORVVOHVVVWRUDJH¶VSURFHVVLQJLVWKHRWKHULPportant dimension that 
QHHGV WR EH FRQVLGHUHG ,Q RWKHU ZRUGV DOO WKH GDWDEDVH¶V PHPEHUV QHHG WR EH
recovered completely and perfectly. The database categories also need to be unified 
and standardized. For example, three visual speech sample sets should be simplified 
and be represented in a single expression. In this way, the database has the 
combination of expressions and signatures. Expressing the visual speech signals of 
each word has been calculated although in case of deriving visual words database a 
VLPSOH VWRUDJH RI YLVXDO ZRUG¶V VLJQDOV FRXOG QRW VDWLVI\ WKH FULWHULD RI PLQLPL]HG
memory usage and compactness. For this reason, the other methods of visual words 
signature extraction, which are accommodating the efficiency to the visual speech 
signals signatures, are proposed.  
The visual speech signals are constructed by applying the BLI to these three sample 
sets are called visual word (see Figure 7-2). After relating the visual speech sample 
sets by their ratios (rational expressions) and normalizing them, further dimensional 
reduction on the visual speech signals leads to the concatenating them. The results of 
mathematical expression generation unit are used for signature driven process for the 
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visual words. Concatenation of two normalized ratios of sample sets is led to a unique 
numerical representation of each visual word. The main issue in this form of visual 
word representation is the lack of mathematical expressions due to the employed 
VRIWZDUH FRPSXWDWLRQDO UHVWULFWLRQV 7KH PHVVDJH µ2XWSXW WUXQFDWHG 7H[W H[FHHGV
PD[LPXPOLQHOHQJWKRIFKDUDFWHUVIRU&RPPDQG:LQGRZGLVSOD\¶DSSHDUVLQ
the MATLAB command window). The visual speech signal from normalized ratio the 
upper, lower and corner visual feature samples are more simplified versions of the 
visual words. In this level, each visual word is expressed by two visual speech signal 
FDOOHG YLVXDO ZRUG¶V VLJQDWXUH H[SUHVVLRQV FDXVHG UHGXFWLRQ in number of 
SRO\QRPLDOV)URPWKLVOHYHOIRUZDUGWKHYLVXDOZRUG¶VVLJQDWXUHVDUHSURFHVVHGZLWK
different methods to derive visual word barcode, 2D/3D visual word representation, 
digital visual word and volumetric representation of the visual words.  
The visual word barcode can be used for identification of the visual word signatures 
and the digital visual word can approximate the visual word signatures since there are 
some information that has been lost during quantization and coding processes.  
The ability of recovering the visual speech sample sets has been facilitated perfectly 
by the visual word signature and 2D/3D visual word signature. In this stage, one of 
the significant results of this thesis is introduced by 2D visualization of the visual 
speech signals constructed from the ratio of the upper to corner and lower to corner 
visual speech sample sets. This representation uniquely defines visual speech 
signature for visual words.  
For volumetric representation of the visual words, the upper, lower, and corner visual 
features are related via three possible combination ellipses. These three ellipses are 
averaged and lead to a single ellipse that models the feature points and consequently 
define a lip template.  
The result of such representations and expressions along with mathematical 
H[SUHVVLRQV GHULYHG IRU ERWK YLVXDO VSHHFK VLJQDOV DQG YLVXDO ZRUG¶V VLJQDWXUHV DUH
stored in a database called visual signature-based vocabulary database. The 
arrangements of components are described in this section. It should be noted that the 
BLI of upper, lower and corner sample sets without normalization or rational 
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expression have been stored to the database. These signals are called upper, lower 
corner visual speech signals. 
These four methods are describing visual words by including different kind of 
information. The word collection has 13 members and each of word is represented by 
three visual speech signals. Therefore, the number of visual words in mathematical 
form in database is equal to 39. 
 
Figure 7-2: Allocating three visual speech signals to a visual speech sample sets 
The mathematical expressions of visual speech signals are referred to as visual words. 
For instant, the mathematical expression for the upper visual speech sample set in 
ZRUG ³6LPSOHVW is derived by MATLAB symbolic toolbox and represented by Eq. 
(8-1) Appendix E. 
The visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻandܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ݉ ൌሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ have similar pattern to those shown in Figure 4-14, but this time they 
are formulated by the mathematical expressions. In Figure 7-3, all the visual speech 
VLJQDOVH[FHSW WKHZRUGVµV\PEROLVP¶DQG µFHPHQW¶ UHDFK WRDPLQLPXPZKHUH LW LV
occurred between 21st and 30th frames. This fact indicates the closure of upper lip to a 
minimum for finishing articulation of the phoneme /m/. Although reaching to a 
minimum is moderated, a similar effect is also appearing for the lower and corner 
YLVXDO VSHHFK VLJQDOV H[FHSW WKH ZRUGV µV\PEROLVP¶ DQG µV\PEROL]H¶ where the 
minimums are less than 20th frame as it shown in Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5.  
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x UPPER VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS  
The visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ are shown in Figure 7-3. 
 
Figure 7-3: The upper visual speech signals of the selected words 
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x LOWER VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS  
The visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ are shown in Figure 7-4. 
 
Figure 7-4: The lower visual speech signals of the selected words 
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x CORNER VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS  
The visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ are shown in Figure 7-5. 
 
Figure 7-5: The corner visual speech signals of the selected words 
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The overall representations of the visual words, which are separated according to the 
three visual features, are depicted for the upper, lower and corner visual speech 
signals in Figure 7-6 (a) to (c). 
 
 
Figure 7-6: The visual speech signals of (a) the upper, (b) lower and (c) corner visual speech sample 
sets 
Based on the necessities for categorizing data, the process of creating signature 
expression uses two complementary components that would be combined with the 
construction method (BLI). For creating a standardized database, the process of 
normalization has been employed. Relating the visual speech signals together in each 
visual word is obtained using the ratios among them. Therefore, compactness of 
expressions has been satisfied while the lossy compression avoided. All the possible 
combinations (configurations) of construction method, normalization process and 
ratio calculation for obtaining the optimized database is shown in Figure 7-7. 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
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Figure 7-7: The detailed process of mathematical expression generation in all possible configurations 
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Among all the combination of the BLI, range normalization and rational relating 
components, there is only one acceptable sequence of them. Deriving the 
PDWKHPDWLFDOH[SUHVVLRQVKDVEHHQSHUIRUPHGXVLQJWKHµ6\PEROLF0DWK7RROER[¶LQ
the MATLAB environment. For simplicity of referencing the outcomes of each 
component in order to choose the appropriate combination, the following notations 
marked the output of each component: 
x The Upper, lower and corner visual speech sample sets denoted by ܷܵ, ܮܵ and ܥܵ, respectively 
x The normalization operation is denoted byܰሺǤ ሻ 
x The ratio of sample sets is denoted byܴሺǤ ሻ 
x The BLI construction is denoted by ܤܮሺǤ ሻ 
These notations are represented on the connecting line between output and input of 
each component. For example, the ratio of upper to lower visual speech signals 
derived from normalized visual speech sample sets is denoted 
byܴሺܤሺܰሺܷܵሻሻǡ ܤሺܰሺܮܵሻሻሻ. 
In Figure 7-7, the graphical representation of all possible combinations are shown. In 
Figure 7-8 two set consisting of ݊ ൌ  ? ? samples are examined for obtaining the corrct 
path.. The process of selecting them has been narrowed down by tracking the 
acceptable results. 
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(Continues)  
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Figure 7-8: The visualized outcomes of all possible configurations as they appear in the output of each stage 
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From Figure 7-8, the mathematical expressions are derived from the ratio of feature 
points sequences and then applying to the BLI. It is because finding the expressions 
from rational function obtained by the ratios of the BL polynomial could result in 
infinite series expansion. 
The next important criterion is the ability of recovering the feature sample sets from 
the polynomial equations. The combination of normalization and ratio stages has 
direct effect on the ability of extracting the visual speech sample sets from the 
formulated visual speech sample sets. On the other hand, the generated expressions 
should not include any pole into their expressions. Finally, the effect of the BLI 
FRQYHUJLQJUDWHQHHGVWREHFRQVLGHUHGVLQFHDVLWGHPRQVWUDWHGLQWKHµHYDOXDWLRQRI
WKH%/,¶VHFWLRQ WKHUe is error between the sample set and interpolating polynomial. 
These limitations narrow down the choices to a particular combination of 
components. The particular process of the visual speech signal storage in the 
mathematical form has been chosen as the sequential combination of visual speech 
signals rational relations, the normalization and finally BLI, as it shown in Figure 7-9. 
This combination can be denoted asܤܮሺܰሺܴሺܷܵǡ ܥܵሻሻሻ and ܤܮሺܰሺܴሺܮܵǡ ܥܵሻሻሻ to 
express the visual speech signals relations. 
 
Figure 7-9: The process of visual speech signal generation 
Recovering the visual data is possible by extracting the visual speech sample sets 
from visual speech signals expressions and reversing the process of normalization. 
Afterward, simply using one of the visual speech sample sets and the recovered ratio, 
the other visual speech sample sets can be determined. By concatenating the 
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normalized ratio of visual speech sample sets ܰሺܴሺܷܵǡ ܥܵሻሻ and ܰሺܴሺܮܵǡ ܥܵሻሻ and 
using the BLI, the unique signature of visual word is obtained. Such definition 
allocates a single expression to visual words. Recovering the upper and lower visual 
speech sample set will be possible if the lower visual speech sample sets are stored.  
x VISUAL WORD SIGNATURE EXPRESSIONS  
In this section, the visual speech signals ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ and ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻǡ ݉ ൌሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ, which are derived from the normalized ratios of the visual speech 
sample sets, are subject of visualization. The visual speech signals constructed from 
the normalized ratios of the upper to corner visual speech sample sets are depicted in 
Figure 7-10. These visual speech signals have the same trend to the Figure 7-3 to 
Figure 7-5 since normalization preserves the amplitude trends. 
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Figure 7-10: The visual speech signals constructed by the normalized ratio of upper to corner visual 
speech sample sets for all selected words 
In Figure 7-11, the process of division, normalization and the BLI is applied to the 
ratios of the lower to corner visual speech sample sets.  
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Figure 7-11: The visual speech signals constructed by the normalized ratio of lower to corner visual 
speech sample sets for all selected words 
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x CONCATENATION OF THE VISUAL WORD SIGNATURE EXPRESSIONS  
Concatenating the normalized visual speech sample set and applying the BLI led to a 
category of the visual speech signal ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻǡ ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ that represents 
a visual word uniquely but without a mathematical expression due to computational 
cost complexity. These visual speech signals are shown in Figure 7-12. 
 
Figure 7-12: The concatenated visual speech signals constructed by the normalized ratio of upper to 
corner and lower to corner visual speech sample sets for all selected words 
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7.2. RECOVERING THE VISUAL SPEECH SAMPLE SETS 
In this section, the visual speech samples are recovered from the mathematical 
expressions in order to validate the accuracy of the BLI model. The convergence of 
interpolating polynomial to the samples is an important issue that needs to be 
considered for recovering the samples from the mathematical expressions. In this 
section, the effect of sampling frequency on reconstructing the samples from BL 
expressions is described. In other words, it is desirable to find a sampling frequency 
WKDWUHFRYHUVWKHOLS¶VPRYHPHQWZLWKDFHUWDLQHUURU7KH%/,FRQYHUJHQce concept 
also depends on the smoothness of the function that provides the samples (Berrut & 
Trefethen, 2004). Therefore, the convergence needs to be examined according to a 
particular sample set with priory knowledge. The accuracy of recovering of 
formulated visual speech signal, e.g. ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺݔሻ completely depends on the 
sampling frequency over the spans distanced on the frame intervalሾ ?ǣ ݔఉ െ  ?ሿ. The 
value ݔఉ corresponds to the number of frames in the visual feature samples of a word. 
By substituting the corresponding frame integers ݔ ൌ ݔఉ ǡ ݔఉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ܨௐ೘೜ െ  ?ሽ 
in ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺݔఉሻ written MATLAB code, the outcome is NaN in standard IEEE 
arithmetic.  
 ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘൫ݔఉ൯ ൌ ܰܽܰ (7-1) 
where ݔఉ א ሾ ?ǣܨௐ೘ െ  ?ሿ. It is due to the fact of division of the BLI basic functions by 
zero. Therefore, there is not enough information about the actual amplitude on 
intervalݔఉ. This issue is addressed by adding a constant decimal fraction ߲௫ഁ to all 
frames: 
 
ݔఉᇱ ൌ ݔఉ േ ߲௫ഁ  (7-2) 
The constant ߲௫ഁ ensures recovering of samples with a particular error. Determination 
of ߲௫ഁ is related to the sampling factorߚthat is the sampling frequency of visual 
speech signal (the interpolating polynomial). 
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For instance, with the sampling frequency ߚ ൌ  ? ?, the visual speech signal is defined 
by discrete curve sections as demonstrated in Figure 7-13. By increasing the ߚ factor, 
the visual speech signal tends to fill the gaps that occurred around the samples 
amplitudes. 
 
Figure 7-13: The discontinuity of (a) the BLI signal in the sample interval and (b) detail about a 
discontinuity in an interval  
Ifߚ ՜  ?  then ߲௫ഁ ՜  ?, but practically it is desirable to find acceptable thresholds, 
which would preserve the continuity of visual speech signals, as well as accurate 
recovering of samples. 
 
ݔ ൌ ሼݔ௝ఉሽ ݔ௝ ఉ ൌ ݆ߚ ݆ ൌ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ߚሺܨௐ೘ െ  ?ሻ (7-3) 
At the first glances the idea of extracting the values of the last and first successive 
SRUWLRQV¶VDPSOHVDVWKHEHVWFDQGLGDWHVRIDFWXDOVDPSOH¶VDPSOLWXGHZRXOGHPHUJH
Therefore, with the error ߲௫ഁ it is possible to choose either value. In this work, as it 
visualised in Figure 7-14, the suggested method is based on geometrical 
examination of visual speech signals on intervalݔఉ ൌ ݅ǡ ݅ א ൣ ?ǣܨௐ೘ െ  ?൧. 
 
Figure 7-14: The geometrical representation for convergence error determination 
(a) (b) 
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 ܽఉ ൌ ሺܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺݔఉ െ ߲௫ഁሻ ൅ ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺݔఉ ൅ ߲௫ഁሻሻ ?  (7-4) 
 ߲௫ഁ ൌ ȁܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘൫ݔఉ൯ െ ܽఉȁ (7-5) 
For the first and the last samples on ݔ଴ ൌ  ? andݔிೈ೘ିଵ ൌ ܨௐ೘ െ  ?, Eq. (7-4) 
becomes: 
 ܽ଴ ൌ ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺݔ଴ ൅ ߲௫೚ሻ ?  (7-6) 
 ܽிೈ೘ିଵ ൌ ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺݔிೈ೘ିଵ െ ߲௫ಷೈ೘షభሻ ?  (7-7) 
The maximum error for each word is chosen as the index of BLI accuracy for 
reconstruction of sample set: 
 
߲ௐ೘ ൌ ݉ܽݔሼ߲ௐ೘ሽ (7-8) 
 
߲ௐ೘ ൌ ݉ܽݔሼ߲ௐ೘ሽ (7-9) 
The geometrical determination of amplitudes provides the maximum error in each 
mathematical expression. When the sampling frequency in an expression increases, 
the error ߲ௐ೘ reaches to a smaller value and cause more accurate sample recovery. In 
order to regenerate the sample sets from expressions, the decimal fraction߲ௐ೘is 
adding toݔఉ ൌ ݅ to obtain: 
 
ݔఉᇱ ൌ ݅ ൅ ߲ௐ೘  (7-10) 
for ݅ א ൣ ?ǡ ܨௐ೘ െ  ?൧. In this work, the mathematical expressions of the visual signals 
are represented with decimal fraction of four digits. The reason of such approximation 
is due to the extremely extended mathematical expression. The result of such 
approximation reveals the mathematical expressions reach to a region where 
increasing the sample rate does not affect error reduction. 
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Figure 7-15: The comparison between the convergence error rate of word µV\PSDWKHWLFDOO\¶IRUWKHD
original corner visual speech signal with sampling rage between 2 and 5000 and (b) the approximated 
corner visual speech signal with sampling rage between 2 and 1000 
For instance, in Figure 7-15 (a) the mathematical expression of the corner visual 
VSHHFK VLJQDO DSSHDUHG LQ WKH ZRUG µV\PSDWKHWLFDOO\¶ EHIRUH DSSUR[LPDWLQJ ZLWK
decimation of four digits is represented from ߚ ൌ  ? to  ? ? ? ? sampling. The error is 
constantly reduces to reach its minimum in approximately  ?Ǥ ? ൈ ? ?ି଻, while in 
Figure 7-15 (b) the corner visual speech signal decimated of four digits reaches to a 
constant error approximately equal to  ?Ǥ ? ൈ ? ?ିଷ. 
x RECOVERING THE VISUAL SPEECH SAMPLE SETS 
The convergence error of the mathematical expressions of the upper, lower and corner 
visual speech signal as well as the visual speech signal derived from the normalized 
ratios of the upper to corner and lower to corner visual speech sample sets are 
represented in this section. The convergence error has been calculated from the 
maximum difference between the geometrical approximation of the samples and the 
actual visual speech sample sets and their normalized ratios versus increasing the 
sampling rate to 1000 samples in the mathematical expressions (see Figure 7-16 to 
Figure 7-20).  
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
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x CONVERGENCE ERROR IN THE UPPER VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS ࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢛ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢞ሻ 
 
Figure 7-16: The BLI convergence errors in reconstruction of the upper visual speech signals 
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x CONVERGENCE ERROR IN THE LOWER VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS ࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢒ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢞ሻ 
 
Figure 7-17: The BLI convergence errors in reconstruction of the lower visual speech signals 
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x CONVERGENCE ERROR IN THE CORNER VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS ࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵࢉ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢞ሻ 
 
Figure 7-18: The BLI convergence errors in reconstruction of the corner visual speech signals 
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x CONVERGENCE ERROR IN THE VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS ࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢛ࢉ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢞ሻ 
 
Figure 7-19: The BLI convergence errors in reconstruction of the visual speech signals obtained from 
the normalized ratio of upper to corner visual speech sample sets 
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x CONVERGENCE ERROR IN THE VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS ࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢒ࢉ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢞ሻ 
 
Figure 7-20: The BLI convergence errors in reconstruction of the visual speech signals 
obtained from the normalized ratio of lower to corner visual speech sample sets 
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By increasing the sample rate near 200, the recovery error reduces while further 
increasing the sample rate do not improve the recovering ability of sample sets. 
+RZHYHUWKHHUURULQWKHORZHUYLVXDOVSHHFKVDPSOHVHWIRUWKHµ6\PSWRP¶Figure 
7-17) increases after reaching to a minimum with 40 samples.  
 
Figure 7-21: The minimum errors for the mathematical expressions of the visual speech 
signalsࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢛ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢞ሻ, ࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢒ ࢃ࢓ሺ࢞ሻ and ࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵࢉ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢞ሻ 
 
Figure 7-22: The minimum sampling frequencies for the minimum errors 
The error and the corresponding sampling rates are shown in Figure 7-21 and Figure 
7-22. The minimum error for recovering the upper visual speech sample set in Figure 
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7-21 is  ?Ǥ ? ?ൈ  ? ?ିସ while the maximum error is  ? ?Ǥ ? ?ൈ  ? ?ିସ. Similarly, for the 
lower visual speech data the minimum error is  ?Ǥ ? ?ൈ  ? ?ିସ and maximum error is  ? ?Ǥ ? ?ൈ  ? ?ିସ. The recovered corner visual speech has minimum and maximum error 
equal to  ? ?Ǥ ? ?ൈ  ? ?ି ସ and  ? ? ?Ǥ ? ൈ ? ?ିସ, respectively. 
Table 7-1: The minimum and maximum error and corresponding sampling rates in recovered visual 
speech sample sets 
   Error  Sampling 
rate Words 
 
Upper 
Min  ?Ǥ ? ?ൈ  ? ?ିସ  ? ? ? Simpler 
R
ec
o
v
er
ed
 
v
isu
al
 
sp
ee
ch
 
sa
m
pl
e 
se
ts
 Max  ? ?Ǥ ? ?ൈ  ? ?ି ସ  ? ? ? ? Sympathetically 
Lower 
Min  ?Ǥ ? ?ൈ  ? ?ିସ 41 Simpler 
Max  ? ?Ǥ ? ?ൈ  ? ?ି ସ 1000 Sympathetically 
Corner 
Min  ? ?Ǥ ? ?ൈ  ? ?ି ସ 52 Simmer 
 Max  ? ? ?Ǥ ? ൈ ? ?ି ସ 1000 Sympathetically 
On the other hand, the corresponding minimum and maximum sampling rate for the 
recovered upper, lower and corner visual speech sample sets are  ? ? ?,  ? ? ? ?,  ? ?,  ? ? ? ?,  ? ? and  ? ? ? ? samples. The minimum and maximum error and corresponding 
sampling rates in recovered visual speech sample sets are represented in Table 7-1. 
7.3. BARCODE ALLOCATION 
For the reason of standardization and identification, a specific platform, which 
allocates a set of more simplified rules to the visual speech signals, needs to be 
selected. One of the potential identification methods is allocating barcode to each 
signature polynomial. According to the international standard of verification barcode 
YHULILFDWLRQ GHILQHG DV ³7KH WHFKQLFDO SURFHVV E\ ZKLFK D EDUFRGH PHDVXUHG WR
determine its conformance with the specification for that symbol that deals with 
symbology specification and also any additional specification 6LOYD	2QH\´. 
The aim of verification is to check ability to fulfil the symbol to its function (Silva & 
Oney, 2009). Barcodes are arrangements of bars with variable edge, length, and 
spacing that represent a set of encoded symbols. The length and spacing are the 
subject of encoding and decoding of symbols. In this section, the suggested method 
allocates a barcode to the signature polynomial by employing the pulse width 
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modulation (PWM). The PWM, which uses amplitude comparison between the signal 
and carrier, is a method of modulation. The carrier signal is chosen as sequence of 
triangles (triangle waveform). The modulated signal is a sequence of rectangular 
waveforms with constant amplitude and different durations.  
The period of triangle pulse train is matched to the BL polynomial period. It leads to 
GHILQLQJ D WULDQJOH SXOVH WUDLQ ZKHUH HDFK WULDQJXODU SXOVH¶V FHQWUDO IUequency is 
located on frame ݅ covering ௙೔ି௙೔శభଶ , ݅ ൌ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ܰ െ  ? on minimum amplitudes. 
Since the samples are spanned uniformly, the width ܹ in Eq. (7-11) is equal to one. 
The peak-to-peak amplitude of triangle pulses ݐݎ݅௉ି௉ is scaled to cover the range of 
the BL polynomials denoted by ܤܮ௉ି௉ that result in a modified version of triangular 
pulse train ݐݎ݅௦ using: 
 ݐݎ݅௦ሺݔሻ ൌ ܤܮሺݔሻ ൈ ݐݎ݅ሺݔሻ ൅ ݉݅݊ሾܤܮሺݔሻሿ (7-11) 
whereܤܮሺݔሻ is the BL polynomial. The result of comparison between ܤܮሺݔሻ and ݐݎ݅௦ሺݔሻ is a PWM signal denoted by ܤܮ௉ௐெሺݔሻ detected by the following expression. 
 ܤܮ௉ௐெሺݔሻ ൌ ൜ܯܽݔሾܤܮሺݔሻሿ݂݅ܤܮሺݔሻ ൑ ݐݎ݅௦ሺݔሻ݉݅݊ሾܤܮሺݔሻሿ݂݅ܤܮሺݔሻ ൐ ݐݎ݅௦ሺݔሻ  (7-12) 
The sampling frequency also should be equal to the sampling frequency of the BL 
interpolating polynomial otherwise the comparison between the BL polynomials and 
triangle pulse train could not be possible. As it shown in Figure 7-23, a signal is 
FRPSDUHG ZLWK D WULDQJXODU SXOVH GHQRWHG ZLWK GDVKHV 7KH EDU¶V OHQJWK LV GHILQHG
based on the distance between coinciding points (denoted by circles). The length of 
each bar ߬௜ LVFDOOHGµRQ¶WLPHWKDWYDULHVEHWZHHQሾ ?ǡ  ?ሿ on the length of each span ௜ܶ, 
so: 
  ? ൑ ௜߬ ൑  ? (7-13) 
for ݅ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ሺܰ െ  ?ሻሽ. 
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Figure 7-23: The geometrical representation of barcode generation from a part of signal with aid of a 
triangle pulse (dashed) 
The on time ߬௜ is restricted between the signal and triangle pulse coinciding points 
that is marked by red circles. The minimum and maximum points of the signal ܤܮሺݔሻ 
are denoted by ܯܽݔሾܤܮሺݔሻሿ and ݉݅݊ሾܤܮሺݔሻሿ where defined the minimum and 
maximum for the triangle pulse train. Theܤܮሺݔሻ polynomial is covered with the ݐݎ݅௦ሺݔሻ waveform denoted with circles. By replacing the BL polynomial with the 
desirable visual speech signals, the associated barcode not only simplifies them but 
also can be processed for allocating identification properties for the visual speech 
signals. 
The block diagram in Figure 7-24 visualized the process of barcode generation. For 
relating the visual speech signals, the ratio block is used along with construction and 
range normalization process. The PWM block generates the modulated visual speech 
signal and after normalization of its domain, the barcode would be generated. Before 
finalizing the barcode generation process, the effect of range normalization would be 
useful. 
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Figure 7-24: The block diagram for visual speech barcode allocation 
In Figure 7-25 (a), a constructed signal by the BLI from ݊ ൌ  ? ? random numbers ݊ א ሾ ?ǣ ? ?ሿ taken from uniform distribution and the triangle waveform are generating 
the modulated signal that is compared with the constructed signal in  Figure 7-25 (b). 
Similarly, the normalized versions of the signal and triangle waveform Figure 7-25 (c) 
are defined the modulated signal in Figure 7-25 (d). 
 
Figure 7-25: The effect of (a) non-normalized and (b) corresponding barcode and (c) normalized 
signals (d) corresponding barcode 
In the next section, in order to simplify the visual signals the barcode properties will 
be examined. 
(a) (c) 
(b) (d) 
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x BARCODE PROPERTIES 
For selecting the suitable interaction between the visual speech signals and their 
barcode representation, it is important to study the properties that could be used as an 
index of identifications. Like the process of deriving the signature expression (relating 
the feature points to each other), a very basic property in identification of object is the 
simplicity of identification rules or relations. Defining more simplified identification 
rules for barcodes would increase the identification and recovering accuracy. For 
instance, if the barcode is represented with a number, the memory reservation would 
be increased. Using these simplified identities of the visual speech signals and related 
barcodes as an interface, a simplified relation could be obtained. In other words, by 
calling the properties it does not need to use demodulation techniques to generate the 
visual speech signals. Obviously, the concept of optimal relation changes according 
under different circumstances and only after testing the complete design of system it 
could be resolved. However, in this stage, two basic properties of barcodes, which are 
VLPSOHHQRXJKWREHFRQVLGHUHGDVµEDUFRGHVLGHQWLWLHV¶DUHGLVFXVVHG7KHVHLGHQWLWies 
are derived from the properties on domain of barcodes. It has been observed that the 
barcode inherits two important properties that can be used to differentiate the objects 
as the number of bars and also the duty cycle as it demonstrated in Figure 7-26. 
 
Figure 7-26: The barcode structural properties 
These properties are using for further simplifications on the barcode representation. In 
the following sections, the suggested simplification methods have been described in 
more details. 
x NUMBER OF BARS 
One of the immediate observations of barcode is the variations of the number of bars 
with the value of one. This characteristic could be reliable when the length of 
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extracted samples from lip is not the same. Based on the number of bars appearing in 
the barcodes, the visual speech sample sets intervals of seven words according to table 
6 are categorized in three groups with same lengths. In the first group, the words 
µVLPSOHVW¶DQGµVLPSO\¶KDYHVDPSOHVLQWKHVHFRQGJURXSWKHZRUGVµV\PEROLVP¶
µV\PEROV¶DQG µV\PSWRP¶FRQVLVWHGRIVDPSOHVDQG LQ WKH WKLUGJURXS WKHZRUGV
µVLPSOH¶ DQG µVLPSOHU¶ FRQVLVWHG RI  VDPSOHV 7KH UHPDLQLQJ VL[ ZRUGV KDYH
different number of samples. Therefore, the words barcodes could be categorized in 
nine groups. Now, it is possible to assume the barcode is prepared and the task is to 
determine the possibility of identifying the correct group of barcodes. Since 6 words 
out of 13 words are uniquely, determine the number of words bars, the probability of 
correct identification is ଺ଵଷ. However, there is 53.84% possibility of identify non-
unique group of words. In other words, the possibility of correct identification is 
reliable on 46% of the total number of trials that is not a desirable amount for 
adopting the number of bars as one of the identification properties. 
It is also possible to make the system to be sensitive to those three specific groups. 
These numbers then would be considered as values that cause identification 
uncertainty. 
x BARCODE¶S DUTY CYCLE 
The other more reliable characteristic of generated barcode is obtained by considering 
WKHWLPH¶VUDWLRWKDWWKHEDUFRGHUHPDLQVKLJKWRWKHSHULRGRIEDUFRGH6XFKUDWLRLV
UHIHUUHG WR DV EDUFRGH¶V GXW\ F\FOH %'& LQ WKLV ZRUN The barcode period ܶ is 
obtained by the number of frames ܰ by the length of spans  ௜ܶ as: 
 ܶ ൌ ܰ ௜ܶ  (7-14) 
$IWHUZDUGWKHEDUFRGH¶VGXW\BDC cycle simply is obtained by dividing the length of 
each bar ߬௜ by the barcode period ܶ as: 
 ܤܦܥ ൌ ߬௜ܶ  ? ൏ ܤܦܥ ൏  ? (7-15) 
The possibility of observing equal BDCs is extremely low since all of the polynomials 
signatures have different amplitudes and consequently they have different times߬௜. 
The factor of the BL polynomials amplitudes are playing a very critical role on the 
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nature of generated barcodes. According to that, barcodes can be generated via 
normalized or non-normalized BL polynomials. In this situation a question about the 
different generate barcodes related to the similarity between them comes to mind. The 
normalization of amplitudes as described could be thought as scaling their range 
between zero and one. But how could it affect the timing of bars? The answer would 
be provided shortly by examining a simple example and using the BDC.  
In this section, the graphical results of barcode allocation to the visual speech signals 
generated by the normalized ratio of the upper to corner and lower to corner visual 
speech sample sets as well as their concatenated versions are represented. In Figure 
7-27,ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?} the triangular waveform ݐݎ݅௦ሺ ௜݂ሻ and the 
resulted PWM signals are depicted, respectively. In Figure 7-28, the barcodes defined 
by the PWM signals from the visual speech ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௫݂ሻ are represented.  
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x VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS BARCODE ࡮ࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢛ࢉ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢏ሻ 
 
Figure 7-27: The visual speech signals constructed by the normalized ratio of upper to corner visual 
speech sample sets, the carrier and the PWM waveforms for all selected words 
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Figure 7-28: The barcode of the visual speech signals constructed by the normalized ratio of upper to 
corner visual speech for all selected words 
In Table 7-2, the barcodes duty cycles of the visual speech signal constructed from the 
normalized ratio of upper to corner visual speech sample sets denoted by NRUCBDC 
(Normalized Ratio of Upper to Corner Barcodes Duty Cycle) are calculated for 
characterizing the visual words by a unique value. 
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Table 7-2: The barcode duty cycles of the visual speech signals constructed from the normalized ratio 
of upper to corner visual speech sample sets for all selected words 
NRUCBDC 
Simplest 0.474815 
Simpler 0.406933 
Simply 0.42875 
Simple 0.510556 
Sympathetically 0.509778 
Symposium 0.508182 
Symptom 0.476 
Symbolism 0.558718 
Symbolize 0.597654 
Symbolic 0.592949 
Symbols 0.594533 
Simmer 0.522439 
Cement 0.399545 
x VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS BARCODE ܤܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ 
in Figure 7-29, the barcodes defined by the PWM signals from the visual speech ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ are presented while in Figure 7-30,ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ 
the triangular waveform ݐݎ݅௦ሺݔሻ and the resulted PWM signals are depicted. 
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Figure 7-29: The visual speech signals constructed by the normalized ratio of lower to corner visual 
speech sample sets, the carrier, and the PWM waveforms for all selected words 
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Figure 7-30: The barcode of the visual speech signals constructed by the normalized ratio of lower to 
corner visual speech for all selected words 
In Table 7-3, the barcodes duty cycles (NRLCBDC) are calculated for characterizing 
the visual words by a unique value. 
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Table 7-3: The barcode duty cycles of the visual speech signals constructed by the normalized ratio of 
lower to corner visual speech for all selected words 
NRLCBDC 
Simplest 0.47037 
Simpler 0.426667 
Simply 0.537222 
Simple 0.491944 
Sympathetically 0.540444 
Symposium 0.614091 
Symptom 0.48563 
Symbolism 0.54141 
Symbolize 0.563827 
Symbolic 0.51641 
Symbols 0.704267 
Simmer 0.516098 
Cement 0.498939 
x VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS BARCODE ࡮ࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢛ࢉ࢒ࢉࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢏ሻ 
The barcode concept is also allocated to the concatenated visual speech signals that 
are representing the visual words by a numerical signal. In Figure 7-31, these visual 
speech signals, the triangular waveform ݐݎ݅௦ሺ ௜݂ሻ and the resulted PWM signals are 
illustrated. In Figure 7-32, the final representation of the visual words barcodes are 
visualized where the corresponding duty cycles ULCBDC (Upper Lower 
Concatenated Barcodes Duty Cycle) are represented in Table 7-4. 
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Figure 7-31: The concatenated visual speech signals constructed by the normalized ratio of upper to 
corner and lower to corner visual speech sample, the carrier, and the PWM waveforms for all selected 
words 
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Figure 7-32: The barcodes of the concatenated visual speech signals constructed by the normalized 
ratio of upper to corner and lower to corner visual speech sample for all selected words 
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Table 7-4: The barcode duty cycles of the concatenated visual speech signals constructed by the 
normalized ratio of upper to corner and lower to corner visual speech sample for all selected words 
ULCBDC 
Simplest 0.478704 
Simpler 0.418467 
Simply 0.483472 
Simple 0.508472 
Sympathetically 0.530222 
Symposium 0.565833 
Symptom 0.48437 
Symbolism 0.552756 
Symbolize 0.584136 
Symbolic 0.550897 
Symbols 0.645067 
Simmer 0.532114 
Cement 0.454848 
The barcode duty cycle for the visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ,ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ and 
those, which are generated from visual speech signals obtained from the sample set ݑ݈ܿܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ, are compared in Figure 7-33.  
 
Figure 7-33: The barcode duty cycles for the visual speech signals 
The visual words can be identified by the duty cycles of each barcode set however, 
they accuracy of identification should be high since they have similar duty cycles. 
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7.4. DIGITAL REPRESENTATION OF VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS 
The next approach uses a coding scheme to allocate a unique expression to the visual 
word. This unique expression is called digital visual word. Toward coding the visual 
speech sample sets, it is necessary to quantize the signal via partitioning the range of 
samples to different and limited number of levels. In this work, a coding scheme 
chosen as Huffman coding to derive a binary signature for the extracted feature 
sample sets. The quantized amplitudes are the coding symbols and represented by 
digits. In Figure 7-34, the schematic of components for allocating digital expressions 
to the visual word is depicted.  
The provided visual speech signals from the normalized ratios of the upper to corner, 
lower to corner visual speech sample sets as well as their concatenation, are 
quantized. In parallel, the quantizing levels are determined via statistical 
characteristics of estimated visual speech signals density function. In the last stage, 
the Huffman coding scheme represents the quantized visual speech signals. 
 
Figure 7-34: The block diagram of the digital word generation method 
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In the next two sections, first the method of defining quantizing levels are represented 
and in the second section the process of coding the quantized signals is described. 
7.4.1. VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS QUANTIZATION 
In this section, before using the encoder, data quantization is used for compressing the 
data. The compression stage consists of reducing the amplitude levels to quantized 
and limited amplitude. Simplicity in data probability analysis is the main benefit of 
this operation on the original visual speech sample sets. Finding the quantizing level 
is the first stage for obtaining the digital representation for the visual speech signals. 
In Figure 7-35, the suggested process is represented where the distributions of the 
visual speech signals is the reference for determination of quantizing levels. The other 
two complimentary components are the statistical information obtained by the density 
estimation method as well as averaging density functions for defining a single 
reference for extracting the statistical information.  
 
Figure 7-35: Determination of the quantizing levels from visual speech signals statistical information 
For more efficiency in designing the coding scheme, the procedure, which is 
employed in statistical analysis in Section  5.4.2, is useful. This information about the 
distribution of amplitudes determines the maximum amplitude to be set as the 
maximum quantized level. According to the concentration of amplitudes in the 
distribution of original visual speech sample sets, the quantizing levels could be set 
for covering the maximum number of amplitudes. The output relation of a quantizer 
using the overall probability density function is depicted in Figure 7-36. The dashed 
lines are quantizing the input signal near to the peak of density function. In other 
words, the input signal samples would be appeared with higher probability near the 
peak of density function that needs to be quantized more accurately. 
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Figure 7-36: The effect of defining quantizing levels via density function 
The visual speech signals amplitude after quantization process could be thought as a 
set of signals amplitudes with discrete values. In other words, the quantization method 
generates discrete-amplitude signals. More specifically, the variation of samples 
amplitudes can be dimensionally reduced using quantization method. The quantized 
visual speech signals are the fundamental stage to achieve the digital representation of 
visual words. In the MATLAB environment, the quantization process starts with 
defining quantizing partitions. As mentioned the partitions are dividing the range of 
input signal. In this work, partitioning performed using the density functions of visual 
speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ andܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ are averaged in order to 
construct a general density function that inherits a similar statistical property from all 
three types of visual speech signals. The averaged density function is denoted by ܣ. 
The partitions are bounded between the maximum and minimum of the density 
function. The number of quantizing levels is selected ݈ ൌ  ?. The levels are 
representing by a vector called codebook. The codebook assigns the quantizing values 
to the appropriate regions between petitions. Based on the codebook length, the 
partitions can be represented by a vector with length of 10. It means whenever a 
sample amplitude is located between a partition, it is mapped to a fixed eight possible 
values. To describe the procedure, recalling Eq. (2-34), the quantizing function is: 
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ݔ௤ሾ݊ሿ ൌ
ۖۖە
ۖ۔
ۖۓܮ଴ܮ଴ܮଵǤǤǤܮ଻ܮ଻
݂݅݂݅݂݅ǤǤǤ݂݅݂݅
 ଵܲ ൌ ݉݅݊ሺܣሻ ൑ ܸܵ஻௅ூ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ଵܲ ൌ ݉݅݊ሺܣሻ ൑ ܸܵ஻௅ூ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ൏ ଶܲ ଶܲ ൑ ܸܵ஻௅ூ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ൏ ଷܲǤǤǤ଼ܲ ൑ ܸܵ஻௅ூ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ൏ ଽܲ ൌ ݉ܽݔሺܣሻ ଽܲ ൑ ܸܵ஻௅ூ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ
 
 (7-16) 
for ௜݂ ൌ ሾ ?ǡ ߚ൫ܨௐ೘ െ  ?൯ሿ. In Eq. (7-16) two partitions ଵܲ and ଽܲ has been determined 
as the minimum and maximum values of the averaged estimated density functionܣ. 
The other partitions are also defined using the estimated density function. More 
specifically, the mean and standard deviation of the density function are used for 
defining the partitions. The frequency of samples in the estimated density function is 
often asymmetric. Therefore, an adjustment on the values of could be helpful by 
visual consideration of the density function. This will cause the more frequent 
samples to appear as peaks on the density function are included in a particular 
partition. This flexibility is denoted by߳௜, ݅ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ?ሽ and is added to the 
partition values. In addition, the quantization levels are adjusted to obtain the signal 
between zero and one. In Table 7-5 the partitions and corresponding values are 
represented. 
Table 7-5: Partition assignment using the estimated density function of the visual speech signals 
Quantizing levels Partitions ݉݅݊ሺܣሻ ൅ ߳ଵ ଵܲ ݉݁ܽ݊ሺܣሻ െ ݏݐ݀ሺܣሻ ൅ ݉݅݊ሺܣሻ ? ൅ ߳ଶ ଶܲ ݉݁ܽ݊ሺݔܫ ?ሻ െ ݏݐ݀ሺݔܫ ?ሻ ൅ ଷ߳ ଷܲ  ?݉݁ܽ݊ሺܣሻ െ ݏݐ݀ሺܣሻ ? ൅ ߳ସ ସܲ ݉݁ܽ݊ሺܣሻ ൅ ߳ହ ହܲ  ?݉݁ܽ ሺ݊ܣሻ ൅ ݏݐ݀ሺܣሻ ? ൅ ߳଺ ଺ܲ ݉݁ܽ݊ሺݔܫ ?ሻ െ ݏݐ݀ሺݔܫ ?ሻ ൅ ߳଻ ଻ܲ ݉݁ܽ݊ሺܣሻ ൅ ݏݐ݀ሺܣሻ ൅ ݉݅݊ሺܣሻ ? ൅ ଼߳ ଼ܲ  ݉ܽݔሺܣሻ ൅ ߳ଽ ଽܲ 
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After allocating values to the partitions, the quantizing levels are obtained by finding 
the geometrical mean of pairs of succeeding partitions. Therefore, the quantizing 
levels in Eq. (7-16) are: 
 ܮ௜ ൌ
ۖۖۖە
ۖۖۖ۔
ۖۖۖۖ
ۓܮ଴ ൌ  ଵܲ ൅  ଶܲ ?ܮ଴ ൌ  ଵܲ ൅  ଷܲ ?ܮଵ ൌ  ଷܲ ൅  ଷܲ ?ǤǤǤܮ଻ ൌ ଼ܲ ൅  ଽܲ ?ܮ଻ ൌ ଼ܲ ൅  ଽܲ ?
 
(7-17) 
The quantization errors of the quantized visual speech signals and concatenated visual 
speech signals, are represented byሺܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘Ȁܰ௨௖ሻ௤, ሺܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘Ȁܰ௟௖ሻ௤ 
andሺܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘Ȁܰ௨௖௟௖ሻ௤. 
In this part, the visual speech signal (Section 7.1) quantization has been demonstrated. 
The results are consisted of quantized and the encoded visual speech signals. Using 
the density function estimation, the density of the visual speech signalܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ andܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ has been determined, as shown in 
Figure 7-37 (a). According to Eq. (7-17) and manual adjustments represented in Table 
7-6, the average density function of the three sample sets is partitioned, and illustrated 
in Figure 7-37 (b).  
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Figure 7-37: The density (a) estimation of visual speech sample sets and (b) the geometric positions of 
partitions on the averaged density functions  
(a) 
(b) 
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Table 7-6: The Adjustment values corresponding to Table 7-5 
Values of ߳ ߳ଵ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ߳ଶ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ߳ଷ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ߳ସ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ߳ହ ൌ െ ?Ǥ ? ? ߳଺ ൌ െ ?Ǥ ? ? ߳଻=-0.2 ߳଻=-0.053 
In Table 7-7, the input-output values of the quantizer are represented and in Figure 
7-38 these values are related to each other. The input signal is partitioned and the 
quantized signals appear in the output as combinations of the levels allocated by the 
codebook. 
Table 7-7: The input-output relation of the quantizer 
Partitions Codebook 
No. Amplitude 
Level Quantized 
amplitudes 1 
-0.141 
2 0.146 1 0.001 
3 0.314 2 0.230 
4 0.430 3 0.372 
5 0.536 4 0.483 
6 0.632 5 0.584 
7 0.728 6 0.680 
8 0.857 7 0.793 
9 1.142 8 0.999 
 
 
Figure 7-38: The input-output relation of eight levels quantizer 
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x QUANTIZED VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS ࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢛ࢉ ࢃ࢓ሾࢌ࢏ሿ 
In Figure 7-39, the visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ the 
partitions and the quantized signals ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ have been 
visualized. 
 
Figure 7-39: The quantized visual speech signals constructed by the normalized ratio of upper 
to corner visual speech sample sets for all selected words 
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x QUANTIZED VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS ࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢒ࢉ ࢃ࢓ሾࢌ࢏ሿ 
In Figure 7-40, the visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ the 
partitions and the quantized signals ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ have been 
visualized. 
 
Figure 7-40: The quantized visual speech signals constructed by the normalized ratio of lower to corner visual 
speech sample sets for all selected words 
Figure 7-39 and  Figure 7-40 represent the quantized versions of visual speech signals 
shown  Figure 7-10  and  Figure 7-11. As mentioned in Section  2.14.1, the quantized 
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visual speech signals have discrete limited range of amplitudes. Therefore, the 
quantized visual speech signals are the simplified versions of the continues-time 
signals. It means the quantized signals consist of lower number of amplitudes which is 
selected by Eq. (7-17), whenever the transition occurs in the amplitude of continuous 
signal. 
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x QUANTIZED VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS ࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢛ࢉ࢒ࢉࢃ࢓ሾࢌ࢏ሿ 
In  Figure 7-41, the visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ the 
partitions and the quantized signals ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ have been 
visualized. 
 
Figure 7-41: The quantized concatenated visual speech signals constructed by the normalized ratio of upper to 
corner and lower to corner visual speech sample, the carrier, and the PWM waveforms for all selected words 
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7.4.2. CODING THE VISUAL WORDS USING THE HUFFMAN ENCODING 
METHOD 
After quantizing the visual speech signals, each level could be mapped to a limited set 
of values. These values could be a set of natural numbers or symbolsݏ௤ ǡ ݍ ൌ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ݈. All samples are belonging to a group of values representing a particular 
symbol. 
In the MATLAB environment, the Huffman coding has located in the communication 
toolbox. The corresponding function for defining a dictionary is called µKXIIPDQGLFW¶
The dictionary is generated using the symbols and their probabilities according to 
Table 7-8 to Table 7-15 Using such dictionary and the quantized signal, a function 
FDOOHGµKXIIPDQHQFR¶WKHFRGHGVLJQDOZRXOGEHJHQHUDWHG5HFRYHULQJWKHTXDQWL]HG
signal is also possible using the dictionary and the encoded signal using a function 
FDOOHGµKXIIPDQGHFR¶  
The quantized visual speech signals are represented by descript notation of their 
variable asܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ, ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ andܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ. In the 
coding scheme, the quantized visual speech signals are generated from a source (lip 
dimension). Since the priory knowledge about the nature of signals is provided, each 
quantizing level can be assumed as a symbol that occurs with a certain probability in 
complete set of signals. These symbols are used to allocate binary values called 
message codes to the quantized visual speech signals. 
x DIGITIZED VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS ܦܴܸܰܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ 
In Table 7-9, the Huffman encoding information of the quantized visual speech 
signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ are represented. Each quantized level occurs 
with a probability݌௜,݅ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ  ?ሽ. In Table 7-9, the massage codes and their 
lengths are represented. By multiplying the probabilities with the bit lengths, which 
are represented in Table 7-9, the frequency of each symbol (quantized level) is 
determined. The information content of each symbol isܫ ൌ െ݈݋݃ଶሺ݌௜ሻ. Consequently, 
the entropy of each symbol defines as the possibility of the symbol occurrence 
multiplied by its information. The less probable symbols convey more information 
and have higher entropy. This fact can be related to the less probable starting and 
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stopping amplitudes in the visual speech signals. The total entropy of codes is 
calculated by summation of symbol entropies. 
Table 7-8: The Huffman coding characteristics of encoded the visual speech signals constructed from 
the normalized ratio of upper to corner visual speech sample sets 
The Huffman encoding scheme properties for the quantized visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሾݔሿ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ 
Message 0.0010 0.2308 0.3730 0.4839 0.5849 0.6809 0.7931 1.0000 
Probability ݌௜ 0.05950 0.13819 0.15930 0.17082 0.16506 0.14779 0.11132 0.04798 ݌௜ܮ௜ 0.23800 0.41458 0.47792 0.34165 0.49520 0.44337 0.33397 0.19193 ܫ ൌ െ݈݋݃ଶሺ݌௜ሻ 4.07094 2.85521 2.6501 2.54940 2.59887 2.75835 3.16715 4.38128 ܪ ൌ െ݌௜݈݋݃ଶሺ݌௜ሻ 0.24222 0.39457 0.42218 0.43550 0.42898 0.40766 0.35258 0.21023 
Total entropy ܪ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ? ?
Table 7-9: The Huffman code book for encoding the quantized visual speech 
signalsࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢛ࢉ ࢃ࢓ሾࢌ࢏ሿ,࢓ ൌ ሼ૚ǡ ૛ǡ ૜ǡ ǥ ǡ ૚૜ሽ 
Symbol 
number ݅ Message Code Bit length ܮ௜ 
1 1010 4 
2 011 3 
3 001 3 
4 11 2 
5 000 3 
6 010 3 
7 100 3 
8 1011 4 
In Table 7-10, the digital visual speech signals obtained by the codebook in Table 7-9 
for the quantized visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ. The digital 
YHUVLRQLVREWDLQHGE\IXQFWLRQFDOOHGµKXIIPDQHQFR¶LQ0$7/$%HQYLURQPHQW. 
Table 7-10: The digital visual speech signals generated from the quantized visual speech 
signalsࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢛ࢉ ࢃ࢓ሾࢌ࢏ሿ,࢓ ൌ ሼ૚ǡ ૛ǡ ૜ǡ ǥ ǡ ૚૜ሽ 
Simplest 011001110000101001011100010000010000110011100111000110010111010011101001100111000010000110000101000100000100001100011001011 
Simpler 0010110011100001010010111000100001100111000110010110010111010011001110000101001011100101110001000011001 
Simply 011001110000101001011100010000110011100011000110010111010011001011001110000101001011100101110001000001000011001011 
Simple 0111010011001110000101001011100010000010100010000110010111010011001110001100111001011 
Sympathetically 
10100111010011001110000101001011100010000110000100001100101110100111010011
00111000010000110011100001010001000011000010100010000010000010100010000110
010111010 
Symposium 01100111000010100101110001000011000110011100101110100110011100001010001000011001011001011 
Symptom 01100101100111000010100101110010111000100001100111001110001100111000110010
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1110100110011100001010010111000100001100111001011 
Symbolism 0110011100001010010111001011100101110001010001000001000011001011101001100111000010000010000110010110011100011001110010111010011 
Symbolize 101001100101100111000010100010000110101100101110100110011100001010010111000100001100101110100111010 
Symbolic 011001110000101000100001100101110100111010011001110011100101100111000010100101110001000011001011101001110100111010011 
Symbols 
01100101100111000010100010100010000010100010000110011100001000011001011101
00111010011001110000100001100101100111000010100101110001000001000011000110
01011001110010110010111010011 
Simmer 10100110011100001000011000010100101110001000011001110010111010011001110000101001011100010000110010111010 
Cement 0011100001010010111000101001011100010000110010111010011001110000101001011100101110001010001000001010001000011001 
x DIGITIZED VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALSܦܴܸܰܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ 
Table 7-11, the Huffman coding properties are represented for the quantized visual 
speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ where the Huffman dictionary is 
represented in Table 7-12. 
Table 7-11: The Huffman coding characteristics of encoded the quantized visual speech 
signalsࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢒ࢉ ࢃ࢓ሾࢌ࢞ሿ,࢓ ൌ ሼ૚ǡ ૛ǡ ૜ǡ ǥ ǡ ૚૜ሽ 
The Huffman encoding scheme properties for the quantized visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ 
Message 0.0010 0.2308 0.3730 0.4839 0.5849 0.6809 0.7931 1.0000 
Probability ݌௜ 0.07515 0.11899 0.14613 0.16492 0.16492 0.15657 0.12526 0.04801 ݌௜ܮ௜ 0.30062 0.35699 0.43841 0.49495 0.49478 0.46972 0.37578 0.19206 ܫ ൌ െ݈݋݃ଶሺ݌௜ሻ 3.73395 3.07099 2.77459 2.60010 2.60010 2.67506 2.99699 4.3803 ܪൌ െ݌௜݈݋݃ଶሺ݌௜ሻ 0.28063 0.36544 0.40547 0.42882 0.42882 0.41885 0.37540 0.21032 
Total entropy ܪ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ? ?
Table 7-12: The Huffman codebook for encoding the quantized visual speech 
signalsࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢒ࢉ ࢃ࢓ሾࢌ࢏ሿ,࢓ ൌ ሼ૚ǡ ૛ǡ ૜ǡ ǥ ǡ ૚૜ሽ 
Symbol 
number ݅ Message Code Bit length ܮ௜ 
1 1000 4 
2 101 3 
3 010 3 
4 000 3 
5 11 2 
6 001 3 
7 011 3 
8 1001 4 
The digital visual speech signals, which are generated from the quantized visual 
speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ are represented in Table 7-13. 
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Table 7-13: The digital visual speech signals generated from the quantized visual speech 
signalsࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢒ࢉ ࢃ࢓ሾࢌ࢏ሿ,࢓ ൌ ሼ૚ǡ ૛ǡ ૜ǡ ǥ ǡ ૚૜ሽ 
Simplest 10001010100001100101110010110010110011100011000110000100001100101100111000010000110010110011100001010110001011000 
Simpler 100010101000011001011100101100111001110001100001000011001011100101100111001011001011001110000100000101011000 
Simply 1000101010000110010110011100011000110010110011100001010110001010100001100101110010111001011001110000101011000 
Simple 1000101010000110010111001011001110011100101110010110011100001010110001010101010100001100101110010110011100001010110001011000 
Sympathetically 1000101010000110010110010111001011001110010110011100001010101010101000011000010000110010110011100111000010000110000100000101011000 
Symposium 10001010100001100101110010111001011001110000101010100001100001010101000011001110001100001010110001010100000101011000 
Symptom 100010101000011001011100101100111000110010110011100001010110001010100001100111001110000101011000 
Symbolism 10110001010100001100101110010110010110010110010111001011001110000101010100001100101110010110011100001000001010101010101010110001011000101 
Symbolize 1000101010000110011100001000011000010101010000110010111001011001110000101011000 
Symbolic 1000101010000110010111001011001110001100001000011001011100101100111000010000110010110011100011001110000101011000 
Symbols 100010101000001000011000010101100010101000011001011100101100111000010101100010110001011000 
Simmer 1000101010000110010110010110011100101110010110011100001010101000011001011001110000101010101011000 
Cement 1000101010000110010111001011100101110010110011100001010101000011001011001110000100000101010101010101011000 
x DIGITIZED VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS ࡰࡺࡾࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢛ࢉ࢒ࢉࢃ࢓ 
Finally, the quantized visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ are the subject of encoding. 
The properties of the coding scheme are represented in Table 7-15 where the 
complimentary information about the Huffman dictionary is represented in Table 
7-16. 
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Table 7-14: The Huffman coding characteristics of encoded the visual speech signals constructed from 
the concatenated normalized ratio of upper to corner lower to corner visual speech sample sets 
The Huffman encoding scheme properties for the quantized visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ 
Message 0.0010 0.2308 0.3730 0.4839 0.5849 0.6809 0.7931 1.0000 
Probability ݌௜ 0.06295 0.12796 0.15583 0.16821 0.16408 0.15170 0.12074 0.04850 ݌௜ܮ௜ 0.25180 0.38390 0.46749 0.33642 0.49226 0.45510 0.36222 0.19401 ܫ ൌ െ݈݋݃ଶሺ݌௜ሻ 3.98961 2.96615 2.68194 2.57162 2.60747 2.72068 3.04998 4.36576 ܪ ൌ െ݌௜݈݋݃ଶሺ݌௜ሻ 0.25115 0.37957 0.41793 0.43258 0.42785 0.41273 0.36826 0.21175 
Total entropy ܪ ൌ  ?Ǥ ? ? ? ? ? ?
Table 7-15: The Huffman code book for encoding the quantized visual speech 
signalsࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢛ࢉ࢒ࢉࢃ࢓ሾࢌ࢏ሿ,࢓ ൌ ሼ૚ǡ ૛ǡ ૜ǡ ǥ ǡ ૚૜ሽ 
Symbol 
number ݅ Message Code Bit length ܮ௜ 
1 1010 4 
2 011 3 
3 001 3 
4 11 2 
5 000 3 
6 010 3 
7 100 3 
8 1011 4 
 
Table 7-16: The digital the visual speech signals generated from the concatenated normalized ratio of 
upper to corner lower to corner visual speech sample sets 
Simplest 
00111000010100101110001000001000011001110011100011001011101001100111000010
00011000010000110001100111001011101001100111000010100101110001010001000011
000111000011100001010001000011001110000101000100001100101110100111010 
Simpler 
00101100111000010100101110001000011001110001100101100101110100110011100001
01001011100101110001000011001011101001100111000010100101110001000001000011
00011001110000101001011100010000010100010100010000110011100101110100111010 
Simply 
01100111000010100101110001000011001110001100011001011101001100101100111000
01010010111001011100010000110010111010011001110000101000100001100011000010
1000100001100101110100110011100001010010111001011100010000110010111010 
Simple 
01100111000010100101110001000001010001000011001011101001100111000110010111
01001100111000010100101110001000001000001000001010010111000100001100101110
100110010110011100001010010111000100001100101110100111010 
Sympathetically 
10100111010011001110000101001011100010000110000100001100101110100111010011
00111000010000110000101000100001100001010001000001000001010001000011001110
01011101001100111000010100010100101110001000001010001000011001011001011001
110001100111000010100010000010000110011100011001110010111010 
Symposium 
01100111000010100101110001000011000110011100101110100110011100001010001000
01100101100101110100110011100001010010111001011100010000110010110011100011
0011100001000011000110010111010011001110010111010 
Symptom 
01100101100111000010100101110010111000100001100111000110011100000101110100
11001110000101001011100010000110011100101110100010011100001010010111000100
001100001010001000011001011101001100111000010 
Symbolism 
01100111000010100101110010111001011100010100010000010000110010111010011001
11000010000010000110010110011100011001110010111010011001011101001100111000
01010010111000101000101000101001011100010000110010110011100001010010111000
10000110011100101100101110100111010011 
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Symbolize 
01100111000010100010000110011100101110100110011100001010010111000100001100
10111010011101001100111000010000110011100011001011001110000101001011100010
000110010111010 
Symbolic 
01100111000010100010000110010111010011101001100111001110010110011100001010
01011100010000110010111010011101001110100111010011001110000101001011100010
00011000110011100001010010111000100001100111000010100010000010000110010110
010111010 
Symbols 
01100101100111000010100010100010000010100010000110000100001100101110100111
01001100111000010000110010110011100001010010111000100000100001100011001011
00111001011001011101001110100110011100111000110010111010011101001100111000
01010010111000100001100101110100111010 
Simmer 
10100110011100001000011000010100101110001000011001110010111010011001110000
10100101110001000011001011101001100111000010100010100010000010100101110001
00001100101100111000010100010000110010110010111010 
Cement 
00111000010100101110001010010111000100001100101110100110011100001010010111
00010100010100010000110011100101110100110011100001010010111001011100101110
0010000110010110011100001010001000011001110010110010111010 
 
x QUANTIZATION ERROR 
The quantization errorsሺܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘Ȁܰ௨௖ሻ௤, ሺܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘Ȁܰ௨௖ሻ௤ and ሺܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘Ȁܰ௨௖ሻ௤ 
are calculated for the quantized visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ,ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ 
andܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ by signal to error ratios as it represented in Eq. 
(2-36). In Figure 7-42, the quantization errors of visual speech 
signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ,ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ in comparison with ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ,ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ are represented. The quantization 
error is minimized IRU WKH ZRUG µV\PEROV¶ ZKLOH LW LV PD[LPXP IRU WKH ZRUG
µVLPSOHU¶ 
 
Figure 7-42: The quantization error between quantized and the non-quantized visual speech 
signals 
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Similarly, the signal to noise ratios for the quantized visual speech 
signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ are shown in  Figure 7-43 The minimum 
DQGPD[LPXPHUURUVEHORQJWRWKHZRUGVµV\PEROV¶DQGµVLPSOHU¶UHVSHFWLYHO\ 
 
Figure 7-43: The quantization error between quantized and the non-quantized concatenated visual 
speech signals 
Comparing the range of quantization errors in  Figure 7-42 and  Figure 7-43 reveals 
the higher errors occurring in the quantized visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ,݉ ൌሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ. 
7.5. THE 2D AND 3D VISUAL WORD SIGNATURES 
Assume an invertible function ݕ ൌ ݂ሺݔሻǡ ݕ א Թǡ ݔ א Գ describes the relation between 
an equidistance samples ݔ and their amplitudeݕ. Now, let another sample set function 
could be defined on the same domain as the function ݕ is called ݇ ൌ ݃ሺݔሻ. If inverse 
of it ݔ ൌ ݃ିଵሺ݇ሻ is substituted in the first function, the relation of the amplitudes in ݕ 
and ݇ will be obtained in composite form asݕ ൌ ݂൫݃ିଵሺ݇ሻ൯. In the composite 
function the common interval ݔ has been excluded. In other words, the domain and 
range of this function belongs to the samples in ݇ andݕ, respectively. Most of the 
time and especially applicable to this work, it is very difficult to calculate the inverse 
of function (if they are invertible) or formula substitution to getݕ ൌ ݂൫݃ିଵሺ݇ሻ൯. It is 
suitable to use a simple interfacing method for observation of the composite function. 
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By mapping the sample set in one of the function to the x-axis and the other to the y-
axis in Cartesian system, such relation can be modelled. The obtained graph shows 
the proper result as if the composite functions of two sample sets or polynomials are 
calculated. Therefore, the 2D signatures of visual words with two graphs are: 
 ܨଶ஽௨௖೔ ൌ ሺܸܵܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻǡ ܸܵܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻሻ (7-18) 
 ܨଶ஽௟௖೔ ൌ ሺܸܵܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻǡ ܸܵܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻሻ (7-19) 
The starting and stopping coordinates (end points) on the signature plot are 
coinciding. Therefore, a closed curve would be determined. 
 ܨଶ஽௨௟బ ൌ ܨଶ஽௨௟ಿషభ (7-20) 
The ܥ଴ continuity (Section 2.9.2) does not preserve in closed curves since the 
tangents in the endpoints are not collinear. Allocating a single 2D expression to visual 
word is possible. Using the expressions ܤܮሺܰሺܴሺܷܵǡ ܥܵሻሻሻ andܤܮሺܰሺܴሺܮܵǡ ܥܵሻሻሻ, a 
scattering plot, which uniquely represents a signature for visual words, is obtained. 
The other category of allocating single representation to the visual word can be 
demonstrated by 3D visualization of upper, lower and corner visual speech signals. In 
this section, the concept of allocating a single expression to visual words brought up 
to the level of visualization. The relation graphical relation of upper, lower and corner 
visual speech signals are storing in a subgroup of visual word database called visual 
word 2D and 3D signature. The 2D signature has two branches. In one branch a visual 
word has two 2D graphical representations are obtained by allocating ݔ axis to upper 
and lower visual speech signals and ݕ axis to the corner visual speech signals. 
Therefore, there are two relations in a graph. In the next branch, the visual word has a 
single 2D representation derived from the BLI of normalized ratio of upper to corner 
visual speech sample sets and the BLI of normalized ratio of lower to corner visual 
speech sample sets. The other member in this family of database is represented by the 
3D relation of upper, lower and corner visual speech signals for a word. This type of 
representation, which is more related to the perception of human, associates the 
concept of signatures. In the end of this section, the visual speech signals have unique 
signatures. 
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x THE 2D SIGNATURES OF THE VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS 
The visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ are shown on ݕ axes 
versusܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ that are allocated to the ݔ axes in Figure 
7-44. 
 
Figure 7-44: The 2D visual speech signatures of visual speech signals constructed by upper, 
lower and corner visual speech signals 
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x THE 3D PLOTS OF THE VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS 
In Figure 7-45, the visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ andܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ are visualized in 3D space by allocatingݕ, ݖ and ݔ axis to them, 
respectively. 
 
Figure 7-45: The 3D visual speech signatures of visual speech signals constructed by upper, lower and 
corner visual speech sample sets 
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x VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS 2D SIGNATURES 
In this section, the visual word is characterized by a single signature representation. 
Defining such signature needs ݔ and ݕ axes to be allocated to the visual speech 
signals ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ andܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ as it shown in  Figure 
7-46. 
 
Figure 7-46: The 2D visual speech signatures of normalized visual speech signals constructed by the 
normalized ratio of upper to corner lower to corner visual speech sample sets for all selected words 
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The visual speech signatures in Figure 7-45 are visualised by allocating the ݔ axis to 
corner visual speech signal and allocating the ݕ axis to upper and lower visual speech 
signals, seperatly. Visualising the 3D signatures in Figure 7-46 are achieved by 
allocating the ݔ axis to corner, ݕ axis to upper and ݖ axis to lower visual speech 
sample sets. The signuters are representing close trajectory curves in 3D domain. The 
final 2D visual speech signatures in Figure 7-47 are generated by allocating the 
normalized ratio of upper to corner visual speech signals in Figure 7-10 to ݔ axis and 
the normalizes ratio of lower to corner visual speech signals in  Figure 7-11 to ݕ axis. 
This version of signature unifies the properties of lip dimensions during articulation of 
each word. 
7.6. VOLUMETRIC MODELLING OF THE VISUAL WORDS 
Previously, the visual speech sample sets processed for generating visual word 
signatures and its subgroups. In this section, the geometry of lip is modelled by the 
visual speech sample sets. On each frame, modelling the configuration of feature 
points is possible. The feature points in the coordinate of the ROI are located on the 
XSSHU ORZHU DQG FRUQHU VLGHV RI RXWHU OLS¶V FRQWRXU ,Q WKH PRVW FDVHV WKH OLS
geometry is symmetric vertically but it is not horizontally. The ROI can be translated 
to into Cartesian coordinates system. Therefore, the modified upper and lower visual 
speech sample sets are collinearly located on the ݕ axis and consequently, the 
modified corner visual speech sample sets lies on the ݔ axis. The corner sides of the 
lip, regarding to the centre point of mouth move to sideways with equal amounts 
while the upper and lower lips are moving upward and downward with different 
values during utterance. Formulating the geometrical relation between the feature 
points would associate a deformable lip template as well as providing the 
fundamentals for volumetric representation of visual words.  
In the first step, the Bezier curve was adopted to define the simplest form of closed 
curve that could include the pairs of feature points. After finding such closed curves, 
very close similarities between parametric curves and sinusoidal curves is observed. 
By eliminating the parameter an ellipsoid form of Bezier closed curve is appeared. 
Therefore, the idea of including feature points to each other via ellipses is emerged. A 
mathematical expression for mouth outer contour with curve fitting and polynomial 
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methods as a form of template models can be obtained. Since mouth outer contour can 
be approximated with a closed curve, the Bezier method is applicable. The Bezier 
curve for rectangular arrangement of control points covering the ROI generates an 
ellipsoid form without symmetry related to rectangle. To tackle this imperfection, it is 
possible to define different curves by different symmetries and then average them. 
The ellipses are analysed into sinusoidal functions (Dwight, 1957) and are averaged. 
The other way is to adjust the control points in a way that the resulted curve shows an 
adjusted and symmetric ellipse to the ROI rectangle. In Figure 7-47 (a) the 
asymmetric resulted curve is shown while by adjusting the control points a symmetric 
closed curve with deferent covering degree is shown in Figure 7-47 (b). 
 
Figure 7-47: Four (a) Bezier closed curves and (b) their average closed curve on the ROI 
A convenience way to unify the Bezier closed curve that satisfies the symmetry of 
mouth is to find the approximation by ellipse equation. It is also possible to relate 
parameters of the Bezier curve to each other to get one expression in Cartesian 
coordinate but computational complexity causes serious time consumption to find 
complex solution that would practically inefficient. 
In this section, the general formulation of mouth movement as a generic mathematical 
template is formulated by combination of ellipse formula and the BLI approach. This 
approach facilitates the dynamics of lip as it progress by frames in 3D space. The lip 
dynamics are trace by feature points where expressed by the BL polynomials as visual 
speech signals. In the same time, the feature points in each frame are also related by 
ellipses. The ellipses are located in the ݖ െ ݕ plan. There dimensions are changing 
(a) (b) 
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according to the provided visual speech sample sets on ݔ axis making a 3D 
visualization of words. 
x LIP¶S ELLIPSOID MODEL 
There are three possibilities of relating the feature points on each frame with each 
other. In Figure 7-48,  the feature points are related via three ellipses.  
 
Figure 7-48: The model of lip (a) consisting of three ellipses is including visual features and (b) their 
location on an image ROI 
The ellipse, which includes the upper and corner feature points, is similar to one that 
includes the lower and corner feature points. However, the asymmetric lip geometry 
does not provide equal ellipses. The upper and lower ellipsoid relation also defines 
circle since these feature points are co-linear. An ellipse can be expressed 
mathematically by: 
 
ݔଶܽଶ ൅ ݕଶܾଶ ൌ  ? (7-21) 
For example, the upper ܨܲௐ೘௨ ሺ݆ሻ and corner ܨܲௐ೘௖ ሺ݆ሻ visual speech sample sets can 
be substituted in Eq. (7-21). For simplicity of expressions, the collection of ellipses is 
substituted with DT representations of the visual speech sample sets: 
 
ݔଶݑௐ೘ሾ݊ሿଶ ൅ ݕଶ݈ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿଶ ൌ  ? (7-22) 
 
ݔଶݑௐ೘ሾ݊ሿଶ ൅ ݕଶܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿଶ ൌ  ? (7-23) 
 
ݔଶ݈ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿଶ ൅ ݕଶܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿଶ ൌ  ? (7-24) 
or equivalently: 
(a) (b) 
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 ݑௐ೘ሾ݊ሿିଶݔଶ ൅ ݈ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿିଶݕଶ ൌ  ? (7-25) 
 ݑௐ೘ሾ݊ሿିଶݔଶ ൅ ܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿିଶݕଶ ൌ  ? (7-26) 
 ݈ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿିଶݔଶ ൅ ܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿିଶݕଶ ൌ  ? (7-27) 
By replacing the visual speech signals into the sequence of ellipses formula, it is 
possible to also include the Lagrange polynomials and ellipse representation as: 
 ݔଶܸܵܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻିଶ ൅ ݕଶܸܵܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻିଶ ൌ  ? (7-28) 
 ݔଶܸܵܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻିଶ ൅ ݕଶܸܵܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻିଶ ൌ  ? (7-29) 
 ݔଶܸܵܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻିଶ ൅ ݕଶܸܵܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻିଶ ൌ  ? (7-30) 
where ݔ א ሾ ?ǣ ܨௐ೘ െ  ?ሿ. Eq. (7-28) to Eq. define another mathematical representation 
of lips feature points deformation that has been related to each other by three ellipses. 
As the lip pronounces a word, the ܸܵܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ܸܵܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻand ܸܵܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ 
SRO\QRPLDOV DUH SURJUHVVLQJ DQG D YROXPHWULF UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ RI OLS¶V G\QDPLVP LV
obtained. It is important to mention that in this representation of WKHOLS¶VPRYHPHQWV, 
WKHPRYHPHQWRIOLS¶VXSSer and lower contours are considered symmetric.  
The volumetric representations of representing the visual words belongs to modelling 
the upper ݑௐ೘ሾ݆ሿ, lower ݈ௐ೘ሾ݆ሿ and cornerݑௐ೘ሾ݆ሿ, ݆ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ  ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ܨௐ೘ െ  ?ሽ visual 
speech sample sets by ellipses. In order to unify the lip counter template, the three 
ellipses in  Figure 7-48 are averaged. Referring to Eq. (2-4), the averaging is 
conducted on trigonometric functions. The sequence of these ellipses in each visual 
ZRUGLVUHQGHUHGLQWKH0$7/$%HQYLURQPHQWXVLQJWKHIXQFWLRQµVXUI¶7KHVH'
shapes are called the volumetric representation of the visual words. 
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 Figure 7-497KHYROXPHWULFUHSUHVHQWDWLRQRIWKHYLVXDOZRUGµV\PEROV¶ 
The ellipsoid lip template is used for volumetric representations of the visual words as 
it shown in  Figure 7-49 IRUWKHYLVXDOZRUGµV\PEROV¶The average of these ellipses 
then is used for volumetric representation of a visual word. In  Figure 7-50,  the 
results are illustrated. 
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Figure 7-50: The volumetric representation of the visual words 
In this part, the details of signature driven analysis of visual speech signals have been 
proposed in  Figure 7-51. The same notations used in  Figure 7-7, is also used: 
x The concatenated visual speech signals are denoted by two brackets [.]. 
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x 7KHXSSHUORZHUDQGFRUQHUOLS¶VYLVXDOVDPSOHVVHt are noted by ܷܵ, ܮܵ and ܥܵ, 
respectively.  
x Normalization is noted byܰ. 
x The BL indicates the Barycentric Lagrange polynomials. 
x The ratio of sample sets (ܷܵ, ܮܵ and ܥܵ) are noted by ܴ. 
x The barcode generation is denoted by operationܤሺǤ ሻ. 
x The quantization and Huffman coding operations are denoted by ܪܥሺǤ ሻ. 
x The scattering representation of the visual speech signals are denoted by ܵሺǤ ሻ. 
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Figure 7-51: The overall schematic model of visual signature-based database method 
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The results of the operations are stored in visual word database. The results are 
categorized into three main families. The first family is provided by the mathematical 
expressions of the visual speech signals. These mathematical expressions include the 
visual speech signals driven by the upper, lower, and corner visual speech sample 
sets, the visual speech signals driven by the normalized ratio of the upper to corner 
and lower to corner visual speech sample sets. The second family of the information 
in the visual word database provides visualized representations of the visual speech 
signals and their geometrical properties. The first family members of this group are 
the visual speech signals which are driven by the upper, lower and corner visual 
speech sample sets,  
The second family members are the visual speech signals driven by the normalized 
ratio of the upper to corner and lower to corner visual speech sample sets. The third 
family members in this group are the visual speech signals driven by the 
concatenation of the normalized ratio of the upper to corner and lower to corner visual 
speech sample sets. The forth family members in this group consists of the 2D 
representations of the visual speech signals driven by the upper versus corner and 
lower versus corner visual speech sample sets. The fifth family members in this group 
consists of the 3D representation of the visual speech signals driven by the upper, 
lower and corner visual speech sample sets. The unified visual word signatures 
defined by the visual speech signals driven by the normalized ratio of the upper to 
corner versus the visual speech signals driven by the normalized ratio of the lower to 
corner visual speech sample sets. Similarly, the barcode of the visual words is defined 
for the visual speech signals driven by the normalized ratio of the upper to corner and 
lower to corner visual speech sample sets as well as the visual speech signals driven 
by the concatenation of the normalized ratio of the upper to corner and lower to 
corner visual speech sample sets. In the third family, the visual speech signals are 
represented digitally. The digital representations are dedicated to the visual speech 
signals driven by the normalized ratio of the upper to corner and lower to corner 
visual speech sample sets as well as the visual speech signals driven by the 
concatenation of the normalized ratio of the upper to corner and lower to corner visual 
speech sample sets.  
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7.7. CONSTRUCTION OF SIGNAL USING THE SINC FUNCTION 
It is possible to use the visual speech sample sets for signal construction by adopting 
the sinc function as the basic function of interpolating polynomial. The sample set and 
the discrete-time sample set ݔሾ݇ሿ ൌ ሼܽ଴ǡ ܽଵǡ ܽଶǡ ǥ ǡ ܽேିଵሽ are directly related. In other 
words, the signal samples are defined in continues-time domain with impulse train 
where can be represented by discrete-time samples ݔሾ ௜݂ሿ. Therefore, the constructed 
signal inherits the continuity from sinc function that is multiplied by each sample.  
Therefore, Eq. (4-14) to (4-16) FDQEHLQWHUSUHWHGDVPXOWLSOLFDWLRQRIHDFKVDPSOH¶V
amplitude to the sinc function where is centred in the sample and summation of all 
multiplications. By allocating a high sampling rate to the sinc function, the resulted 
signals obtained in continuous form. The interpolating values between each span are 
defined by the summation of samples on the sinc functions. This type of signal 
construction also provides a mathematical representation of data sample that is 
suitable for formulating the speech visual speech sample sets. By substituting the 
discrete-time representation of visual speech sample sets from Eq. (4-14)  to (4-16) 
into Eq. (2-26) the constructed signals are defined as: 
 ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ൌ  ෍ ݑௐ೘ሾ݅ሿிೈ೘ିଵ௜ୀ଴ ݏ݅݊ܿሺ ௜݂ െ ݅ ଴ܶሻ (7-31) 
 ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௟ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ൌ  ෍ ݈ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿிೈ೘ିଵ௜ୀ଴ ݏ݅݊ܿሺ ௜݂ െ ݅ ଴ܶሻ (7-32) 
 ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ൌ  ෍ ܿௐ೘ሾ݅ሿிೈ೘ିଵ௜ୀ଴ ݏ݅݊ܿሺ ௜݂ െ ݅ ଴ܶሻ (7-33) 
The visual speech signals driven by the normalized ratio of upper to corner and lower 
to corner visual speech sample sets are: 
 ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ൌ  ෍ ௨ܰ௖ௐ೘ሾ݆ሿிೈ೘ିଵ
฀ୀ଴ ݏ݅݊ܿሺ ௜݂ െ ݅ ଴ܶሻ (7-34) 
 ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ൌ  ෍ ௟ܰ௖ௐ೘ሾ݆ሿிೈ೘ିଵ௜ୀ଴ ݏ݅݊ܿሺ฀௜ െ ݅ ଴ܶሻ (7-35) 
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The visual speech signals driven by concatenating the normalized ratio of upper to 
corner and lower to corner visual speech sample sets is: 
 ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ൌ  ෍ ݑ݈ܿܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿଶிೈ೘ିଵ௜ୀ଴ ݏ݅݊ܿሺ ௜݂ െ ݅ ଴ܶሻ (7-36) 
where ଴ܶ ൌ  ?. The visual speech sample sets are also constructed by sinc function as 
the basic functions. The constructed visual speech signals are compared with the ones 
that are obtained by the BLI. 
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x UPPER VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS 
The visual speech signalsܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ are shown in Figure 7-52. 
 
Figure 7-52: The upper visual speech signals of the selected words constructed by the sinc function 
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x LOWER VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS 
The visual speech signalsܸܵ௦௜௡௖௟ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ are shown in  Figure 
7-53. 
 
Figure 7-53: The lower visual speech signals of the selected words constructed by the sinc function 
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x CORNER VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS 
The visual speech signalsܸܵ௦௜௡௖௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ are shown in Figure 7-54. 
 
Figure 7-54: The corner visual speech signals of the selected words constructed by the sinc 
function 
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x VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS ࢂࡿ࢙࢏࢔ࢉ࢛ࢉ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢏ሻ AND ࢂࡿ࢙࢏࢔ࢉ࢒ࢉ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢏ሻ 
In this section, the visual speech signals are constructed from ௨ܰ௖ௐ೘ሾ݆ሿ 
and ௟ܰ௖ௐ೘ሾ݆ሿ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ which are denoted by ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ and ܸܵ௦฀௡௖௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ. The visual speech signals ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, are 
shown in Figure 7-55. 
 
Figure 7-55: The visual speech signals constructed by the normalized ratio of upper to corner 
visual speech sample sets for all selected words constructed by the sinc function 
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The visual speech signalsܸܵ௦௜௡௖௟௖ ฀೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ are shown in  Figure 
7-56. 
 
Figure 7-56: The visual speech signals constructed by the normalized ratio of lower to corner 
visual speech sample sets for all selected words constructed by the sinc function 
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x CONCATENATED VISUAL SPEECH SIGNAL 
In this section, the visual speech signals are constructed from ݑ݈ܿܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ, ݉ ൌሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ where denoted byܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ and shown in 
Figure 7-57. 
 
Figure 7-57: The concatenated visual speech signals constructed by the normalized ratio of upper to 
corner and lower to corner visual speech sample sets for all selected words constructed by sinc function 
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The constructed visual speech signals with sinc function in comparison to the BLI 
visual speech signals (Figure 7-3 to  Figure 7-5), exhibit more curve fluctuations 
especially in the beginning and ending of signals. This is due to defining sinc function 
as the basic function for constructing the signals. Sinc function has better performance 
for fast sample sets while the slower sample set (Figure 7-55) are not accurately 
follow the amplitude trends. 
x METHODS FOR RESULTS EVALUATION 
Evaluating the results has been performed by comparing the visual speech 
signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻǡ ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻǡ ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ and ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ with the visual speech 
signalsܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ,ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௟ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻǡ ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻǡ ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ and ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ. The schematic of process is shown in  Figure 7-58 
where for the simplicity the visual speech signals constructed by the sinc function 
(ideal signal construction) are noted byܫሺǤ ሻ. 
 
Figure 7-58: Comparing the visual speech signals and visual speech 
The sinc function will be evaluated and compared to the corresponding BLI results. 
x COMPARISON OF ERROR BETWEEN THE VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS 
CONSTRUCTED BY THE BLI AND THE SINC FUNCTION 
In this section, the RMSE of the constructed visual speech signals by the BLI and sinc 
function from the visual speech sample setsݑௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ, ݈ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿandܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ, ௨ܰ௖ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ, ௟ܰ௖ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ and ݑ݈ܿܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿǡ ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ and ݊ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ܨௐ೘ െ  ?ሽ are calculated. The RMSE is calculated in MATLAB 
environment by: 
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  ܴܯܵܧ ൌ ݊݋ݎ݉ሺܾܽݏሺܵ ? െ ܵ ?ሻሻݏݍݎݐሺݏ݅ݖ݁ሺܵ ?ǡ ܵ ?ሻሻ   (7-37) 
x VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS ࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢛ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢏ሻ, ࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢒ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢏ሻ RMSE VERSUS ࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵࢉ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢏ሻǡ ࢓ ൌ ሼ૚ǡ ૛ǡ ૜ǡ ǥ ǡ ૚૜ሽ AND ࢂࡿ࢙࢏࢔ࢉ࢛ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢏ሻ, ࢂࡿ࢙࢏࢔ࢉ࢒ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢏ሻ AND ࢂࡿ࢙࢏࢔ࢉࢉ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢏ሻ 
The RMSE of constructed visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ and ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ,ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௟ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ and ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻǡ ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ are 
shown in  Figure 7-59.  
 
Figure 7-59: The RMSE values of the upper, lower, and corner visual speech signals constructed by the 
sinc function 
The most difference between the visual speech signals appears in the corner visual 
speech signals. 
x VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS ࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢛ࢉ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢏ሻ AND ࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢒ࢉ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢏ሻ VERSUSN ࢂࡿ࢙࢏࢔ࢉ࢛ࢉ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢏ሻ AND ࢂࡿ࢙࢏࢔ࢉ࢒ࢉ ࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢏ሻ 
The RMSEs of constructed visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ andܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽversusܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ andܸܵ௦௜௡௖௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ are 
shown in  Figure 7-60. 
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Figure 7-60: The RMSE values of the visual speech signals constructed by the sinc function from the 
normalized ratio of upper to corner and lower to corner visual speech sample sets 
x VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS ࢂࡿ࡮ࡸࡵ࢛ࢉ࢒ࢉࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢏ሻ VERSUS ࢂࡿ࢙࢏࢔ࢉ࢛ࢉ࢒ࢉࢃ࢓ሺࢌ࢏ሻ 
The RMSEs of constructed visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ and ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ are shown in  Figure 7-61. 
 
Figure 7-61: The RMSE values of the visual speech signals constructed by the sinc function from the 
concatenated normalized ratio of upper to corner and lower to corner visual speech sample sets 
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The maximum RMSE level of all types of visual speech signals shown Figure 7-59 to 
Figure 7-61 belongs to the constructed signal of the visual speech sample 
setsܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ. This effect can be observed by referring to  Figure 
7-5 and  Figure 7-55 where the visual speech signals ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻǡ ݉ ൌሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ are fluctuating near the boundaries of sample sets intervals. This effect 
also can be described due to the higher amplitudes of the visual speech sample sets 
andܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ thanݑௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ and݈ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ. Therefore, the construction 
method using the sinc function is sensitive to the amplitudes of samples. 
x CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
The correlation coefficients of constructed visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ and ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ andܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௟ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ 
and ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻǡ ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ are shown in  Figure 7-62. 
 
Figure 7-62: The correlation coefficients of the visual speech signals constructed by the BLI and the 
sinc function from the concatenated normalized ratio of upper to corner and lower to corner visual 
speech sample sets 
The correlation coefficients of constructed visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ 
andܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ,ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ andܸܵ௦௜௡௖௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ,݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ are shown in  
Figure 7-63. 
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Figure 7-63: The correlation coefficients of the visual speech signals constructed by the sinc function 
from the normalized ratio of upper to corner and lower to corner visual speech sample sets 
The RMSEs of constructed visual speech signalsܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ andܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ have been shown in  Figure 7-64. 
 
Figure 7-64: The correlation coefficients of the visual speech signals constructed by the sinc function 
from the concatenated normalized ratio of upper to corner and lower to corner visual speech sample 
sets 
By comparing the correlation coefficients in  Figure 7-62 to  Figure 7-64, the least 
correlated visual speech signals belong to the constructing visual speech sample 
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setsܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ, ݉ ൌ ሼ ?ǡ ?ǡ  ?ǡ ǥ ǡ ? ?ሽ, as it previously observed by the corresponding 
RMSE values. 
7.8. SUMMARY 
In this chapter, the core of visual speech signature allocation to the visual words had 
been introduced. The mathematical expressions of the visual speech data obtained 
from the upper, lower, and corner visual speech sample sets, called the visual speech 
signals. In order to validate the mathematical expressions, a geometrical method 
introduced for relating the sampling frequency to the samples positions. The graphical 
relations of the sampling frequency and errors are determined. Ideally, the error of 
mathematical expressions reduces by increasing the sampling frequency. However, 
since the number of decimal digits needs to be finite, the error will be fixed after a 
certain sampling frequency. 
The normalized rational relations of visual speech sample set is chosen for providing 
more compact version of visual speech signal as well as preserving the scaling ability 
for the visual speech signals. The concatenated versions of the normalized ratios of 
the visual speech signals are driven numerically. In this stage, the concept of 
signatures for the visual words is introduced. The first type of allocated signature to 
the visual speech signals is chosen by the barcode identification. The second type of 
signatures is suggested as digital representations of the visual speech signals. This 
model consists of two components called signal quantization and the Huffman coding. 
In the third approach, the visual speech signals are represented in the 2D and 3D 
Cartesian space. These graphical approaches, which is highly related as what human 
considers as signature, concluded the visual speech signatures of visual words. In this 
stage, the idea of relating the upper, lower, and corner visual speech signals via a 
generic model of lip is introduced. Using the Bezier closed curve for relating the 
visual features as a closed curve is the motivation for creating a generic lip model. It 
is observed that the Bezier closed curve can be modelled by an ellipse. Three different 
ellipses are defined that included the three visual feature points. These ellipses are 
averaged for representing the lip with a template of a single ellipse. By allocating the 
sequence of such ellipse to visual speech samples, which are also varying according to 
the visual speech signals, a volumetric representation of articulating lip is defined. 
The averaged ellipse is included the visual speech sample sets and defined a form of 
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lip template simultaneously. In Section  7.6, the visual speech sample sets are also 
constructed by the discrete-to-continuous-time signal conversion method. More 
specifically, the sample sets are constructed via an interpolation that used sinc 
function as the basic function. Finally, the comparisons in terms of RMSE and 
correlation coefficients between the visual speech signals constructed using the BLI 
and the corresponding visual speech signal constructed using sinc function are 
performed.  
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Chapter 8  
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE 
WORK  
8.1. CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, the overall achievements of the work reported in the thesis are 
presented. The concept of viseme does not provide a global and unique definition in 
terms of the visual representations of phonemes. Furthermore, the visemes have been 
defined as separated segments, which have been concatenated with weighing function 
to construct visual phoneme representations. In terms of related transcriptions, the 
visual phonemes did not analyse and arrange systematically. In this thesis, in order to 
overcome these issues, the visual speech clues have been expressed by the 
mathematical equations. Furthermore, the visual clues have been categorized based on 
the mutual phonemic structures in a set of words. In order to obtain such relation, a 
method of designing the transcribed words (corpus) has been introduced. The 
designing procedure has been based on hierarchical analysis of phoneme sequences. 
More specifically, a set of words are chosen from WKH7,0,7¶VYRFDEXODU\GLFWLRQDU\
with maximum appearance according to the statistical analysis of three sequences of 
consonants and vowel (triphone) as /CVC.../. The number of selected words is 13. In 
this manner, the visual similarities corresponding to the first three phonemes have 
been also preserved. Furthermore, the Co-articulation effect appears in the visual 
domain that eliminates the usage of other components to induce the Co-articulation 
effect. 
The visual information of the articulating lips obtained by choosing a region of 
interest (which is a rectangle containing the lip) which contains three feature points 
located on the outer upper, lower and corner lip contours. The visual feature points 
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have been represented by the pixel values on the video frames. Speakers articulated 
the selected words in the presence of the words audio file (for increasing better 
articulation). The frequency of recording set to 30 frames per second. Afterward, the 
video files processed and visual features have been extracted based on approximating 
the words frame size from the audio file with anticipation effect. The process of visual 
data extraction has been performed manually. The sequence of extracted pixel values 
for each word has been called visual speech sample sets. Since these guidelines did 
not match to the extracted data, the statistical trimmed mean in different versions of 
the extracted data has been chosen to find the appropriate frame lengths of articulated 
words. In comparison to the automatic colour-based methods of visual feature 
acquisition, the manual extraction is superior in term of accuracy (see Section 4.5) 
although the process of extraction is time consuming. The algorithms employed in 
colour-based analysis are under the effect of background, skin colours, and 
environmental lightening. These factors tend to reduce the accuracy of extracted data. 
The number of speakers is also the subject of argument since it can vary widely. Since 
the possibility of obtaining accuracy in collecting the data samples has been not the 
objective of this work, the visual data has been extracted from two non-native English 
speakers. Undoubtedly, increasing the number of speakers will increase the accuracy 
of visual data and mathematical expressions. The number of speakers in this work has 
been two. 
The extracted visual speech sample sets have been suffering from two issues. The first 
issue has been the misbalancing between starting and stopping samples for each set 
and second has been the amplitude differences in the starting samples. The common 
URRWV RI WKHVH LVVXHV KDYH EHHQ WKH XQLQWHQWLRQDO VSHDNHUV¶ KHDG PRYHPHQWV
imperfect articulation as well as non-ideal manual extractions. The first issue has been 
DGGUHVVHGE\VXEWUDFWLQJDOLQHFRQQHFWLQJWKHVDPSOHVHW¶VHQGSRLQWVIRUHDFKVDPSOH
set and the second issue has been solved by adding (biasing) all the balance visual 
speech sample sets by the trimmed mean obtained from all the first samples in 
corresponding sets. The statistical characteristics of the visual speech sample sets 
have been examined to obtain more information about their families of distributions 
they belong. By examining the distribution of visual speech sample sets, it has been 
observed that they do not match to the common distributions. Therefore, the Pearson 
system has been used for determining of the distribution family type of the visual 
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speech sample sets. By applying the visual speech sample sets to the Pearson system 
before endpoints adjustment and biasing, the density function for the upper visual 
speech sample sets have been determined as unknown while the lower and corner 
visual speech sample sets have been detected as beta distribution. After correcting the 
misbalancing and adding biasing to the visual speech sample sets, the Pearson system 
detected the upper and lower visual speech sample sets belonging to beta distribution 
IDPLO\ZKLOHWKHFRUQHUYLVXDOVSHHFKVDPSOHVHWV¶GLVWULEXWLRQW\SHKDVEHHQGHWHFWed 
as unknown. In that part, a GUI of lip, which has been used for observing the visual 
speech sample sets, has been generated to exhibit an animation of the processed data. 
The processed visual data has been inserted to the next stage for mathematical 
modelling. The mathematical expressions for the visual speech sample sets have been 
driven by an interpolation method called the Barycentric Lagrange Interpolation 
(BLI). Each word has been expressed with three visual speech signals, called visual 
word. 
In the beginning, the BLI reconstruction performance has been evaluated by 
examining the errors appearing in reconstruction of two sets of deterministic 
functions. The error has been calculated from two scenarios. In the first scenario, the 
length of provided samples to the BLI has been varying while their amplitudes kept 
fixed. In the second scenario, the length of provided sample sets to the BLI is fixed 
and the amplitudes varied. In the first scenario, the error of interpolation reduces 
while in the second scenario the error of interpolation increased as the amplitudes of 
samples increased. The next important characteristic of the BLI method has been 
related to the expression that it defines. One of the main aims of formulating the 
visual speech sample sets has been to recover them back from the mathematical 
formula. In  Figure 7-16  to  Figure 7-20 the validation for extracting the visual 
speech sample sets from the mathematical expression in terms of number of sampling 
rates and corresponding errors have been represented. It can be observed that there 
has been a common characteristic in all graphs. There has been a region, where error 
reaches to a minimum, have been increasing the sampling rate do not affected it. In 
other words, the mathematical expressions of visual speech signals and their 
concatenated versions represent the visual words with errors either graphical or in 
case of recovering the visual speech sample sets that could not be improved via 
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increasing the sampling rate. According to  Figure 7-21 and  Figure 7-22, the 
minimum error in extracting the visual speech sample sets from the expressions has 
EHHQ UHODWHG WR WKH VDPSOLQJ UDWH ([SHFW WKH ZRUGV µ6LPSO\¶ DQG µ6\PEROL]H¶ WKH
corner visual speech signals had higher error during recovering the sample sets. 
Similarly, the upper visual speech signals had lowest error rates. Interestingly, the 
ORZHU YLVXDO VSHHFK VLJQDO IRU WKH ZRUG µ6\PSWRP¶ KDV VOLJKWO\ KLJKHU HUURU WKDQ
0.004 with sampling frequency less than 100. On the other hand, all three visual 
VSHHFK VLJQDOV LQ ZRUGV µ6LPSO\¶ µ6LPSOH¶ DQG µ6\PSDWKHWLFDOO\¶ must have 
generated by minimum 1000 samples to obtain there corresponding error rates. In 
conclusion, the maximum error for recovering the samples from mathematical 
expressions is 0.01018 while the minimum achievable error is 0.0005845 for 1000 
samples. The suggested method uses the geometrical relations in recovering the 
samples with a minimum error. The error has been calculated if the sampling rate 
increased and the error converged to a constant value while the number of decimation 
in the formula is fixed. 
The visual speech sample sets have been related to each other in order to reduce the 
number of visual speech signals corresponding to each visual representation of words. 
To do such reduction, the ratios of the upper to corner and lower to corner sample sets 
have been calculated and then normalized. The normalization process caused the 
amplitude unification of the ratios of sample sets. Further reduction of the number of 
samples set to one has been achieved by concatenating the normalized ratios of the 
upper to corner and lower to corner visual speech sample sets. These visual speech 
signals have been called WKHYLVXDOZRUG¶VVLJQDWXUHV,QWKLVVWDJHWKHPDWKHPDWLFDO
expressions have been provided by BLI except the concatenated versions of visual 
speech sample sets due to software limitation in calculating the results. Nevertheless, 
if the software has been able to find the expressions, still it would be highly 
impractical for using the mathematical expressions since they would be extremely 
long. Therefore, the numerical values of the signal have been suggested.  
The concatenated normalized ratios of the upper to corner and lower to corner visual 
speech sample sets have been defined as the numerical signatures of visual words. 
The concept of signature has been introduced as any unique form of visual word 
representation. In order to obtain more simplified expressions and identification 
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purposes, the visual words with different descriptions have been associated to 
signature representations with four methods. Therefore, the visual words have been 
characterized by allocating barcode, digital representations, and scattering plots to the 
consisting visual speech signals as well as volumetric representations of each visual 
word. These four versions of visual words could be used in the visual front-end of 
AVASR as well as animation systems. The barcode and digital representations of 
such visual speech signals also uniquely express the visual words. The barcodes duty 
cycles and number of bars have been characterized the visual words numerically. The 
digital representation of the visual words obtained by quantization of the visual 
speech signals which has been followed by the Huffman coding scheme. In case of 
scattering plot, the 2D/3D representations of the visual speech signals, which has been 
driven from the normalized ratios of upper to corner and lower to corner visual speech 
sample sets, represent signatures similar to those used in daily. Such type of 
representation also allocates a unique graphical signature to each visual word. The 
forth type expressed the visual words by a volumetric model related to the lip 
dimension. The idea of volumetric representation of visual words originates from 
modelling the pairs of visual features by Bezier closed curves. The resulted curves 
represent ellipsoid characteristics that have been used for final relations of the feature 
points. The upper and corner visual features, the lower and corner visual features and 
the upper and lower visual features have been included in ellipse equation. In this 
part, the three BLI expressions for a visual word can be substituted in the ellipsoids 
equations. This leads to relate the BLI expression to gather. By averaging these three 
ellipses, a single ellipse has been defined that models the OLS¶V JHRPHWU\ 7KH
sequences of the ellipses, which have been calculated by the visual speech sample 
sets, represent the volumetric representation of a visual word aligned on the frame 
numbers as the third dimension.  
%HVLGHWKH%/,RIOLS¶VPRYHPHQWV, the visual sample sets have been constructed by 
ideal signal reconstruction method used in the field of signal processing theory. The 
core of the reconstruction method consists of using the sinc function as the basis 
function. These two sets of visual words have been compared in terms of RMSEs and 
correlation coefficients. The corner visual speech signals and the BLI of the ratios of 
the upper to corner visual sample sets have been shown maximum RMSE. Similarly, 
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the correlation coefficients of these two sets of visual speech signals have been the 
lowest among the others. 
The restrictions of processing the visual speech signals in order to store in the visual 
word database have to be considered. The main limitation belongs for driving the 
explicit mathematical expressions when the normalized rational upper to corner and 
lower to corner visual speech sample sets are concatenating. In the MATLAB 
HQYLURQPHQWXVLQJWKHµ6\PEROLF0DWK7RROER[¶LWKDVEHHQQRWSRVVLEOHWRGLVSOD\
lengthy expressions. More specifically, it has been not practical for the software to 
display more than 25,000 characters in its output display. Therefore, the visual words 
mathematical expressions have been defined for upper, lower, and corner visual 
speech sample sets and the normalized ratios of upper to corner and lower to corner 
visual speech sample sets. The visual speech signal of concatenating of the 
normalized rational upper to corner and lower to corner visual speech sample sets has 
been stored only numerically.  
The next important parameter is the computational cost of the proposed approaches. 
The workstation used for simulation had the system properties of Intel (R) Core (TM) 
2 Duo CPU E8300 with the frequency of 2.83GB for each core and 3.48GB available 
RAM. The total time consumption for processing the outcomes of this work is 15 
minutes and 48 seconds, which are represented in details in Table 8-1. These values 
KDYHEHHQDVVRFLDWHGE\µWLF¶FRPPDQGLQWKH0$7/$%HQYLURQPHQW7KHPRVWWLPH
consuming process belongs to the mathematical formulation of visual speech signals.  
Table 8-1: The processing time consumption 
Time consumption 
(second) Method 
0.990 Visual speech signal generation 
6.905 Barcode 
2.499 Quantized signals 
0.295 Digital representation 
28.876 2D/3D representation 
3.694 Volumetric representations 
66.428 Evaluation 
842.743 Mathematical formulation 
952.430 Total 
As it is represented in Table 7-16, there are six groups of data sets. They have been 
associated with mathematical expressions, graphical representation, barcode, digital 
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representation, and 2D/3D signatures and volumetric visual words. According to the 
criteria and the software computational limitations, the availability of each entity is 
marked. These expressions are stored under the name of visual-based vocabulary 
database. Furthermore, in Table 8-2 after applying the BLI and ideal construction to 
the data sets, the mathematical expressions, barcode, and their digital representations 
have been allocated by the specific notation. If the visual data has mathematical 
expressions, graphical representation, barcode, digital representation, 2D signature, or 
3D signature, it will be noted by Tick (¥ sign, otherwise by Cross signሺൈሻ. The 
evaluations of visual speech sample sets recovery and BLI method in term of error 
analysis has been listed in Table 8-2. 
Table 8-2: The list of structure and type of outcomes in order to store in the visual signature-based 
vocabulary database 
 
Mathematical 
expressions 
Graphical 
representation Barcode 
Digital 
representation 
2D 
signature 
3D 
signature 
V
isu
al
 
da
ta
 
Upper visual speech 
sample set 9  9  ൈ ൈ 9 
 ൈ 
 
Lower visual speech 
sample set 9  9  ൈ ൈ 9 
Corner visual speech 
sample set 9  9  ൈ ൈ 9 
Normalized ratio of upper 
to corner visual speech 
sample 
9  9 9 9 
9 
ൈ 
Normalized ratio of lower 
to corner visual speech 
sample 
9  9 9 9 ൈ 
Concatenation of the 
normalized ratio of upper 
to corner and lower to 
corner visual speech 
sample 
ൈ 9 9 9 9 ൈ 
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Table 8-3: List of mathematical notations of components in the visual signature-based vocabulary 
database 
 
Mathematical 
expressions 
Barcode Quantized 
visual 
speech 
signals 
Digital 
representation PWM 
expression BDC 
No. of 
bars 
V
isu
al
 
w
o
rd
 
B
LI
 
Upper visual 
speech signal ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ - - - - - 
Lower visual 
speech signal ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ - - - - - 
Corner visual 
speech signal ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ - - - - - 
Normalised 
ratio of Upper 
to corner 
Visual speech 
signals 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ܤܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ NRUCBDC  NRUCB ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ ܦܴܸܰܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘  
Normalised 
Ratio of 
lower to 
corner Visual 
speech signal 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ܤܸܵ஻฀ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ NRLCBDC  NRLCB ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘ሾ ௜݂ሿ ܦܴܸܰܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘  
Concatenatio
n of the 
normalized 
ratio of upper 
to corner and 
lower to 
corner visual 
speech 
signals 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሺ ฀݂ሻ ܤܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ ULCBDC NCBDC ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ ሾ ௜݂ሿ ܦܴܸܰܵܥ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘  
Id
ea
l c
o
n
st
ru
ct
io
n
 
by
 
sin
c 
fu
n
ct
io
n
 
Upper visual 
speech signal ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ - - - - - 
Lower visual 
speech signal ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௟ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ - - - - - 
Corner visual 
speech signal ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ - - - - - 
Ratio of 
Upper to 
corner Visual 
speech 
signals 
ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ - - - - - 
Ratio of 
lower to 
corner Visual 
speech signal 
ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௟௖ ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ - - - - - 
Concatenatio
n of the 
normalized 
ratio of upper 
to corner and 
lower to 
corner visual 
speech 
signals 
ܸܵ௦௜௡௖௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሺ ௜݂ሻ - - - - - 
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Table 8-4: List of error evaluation regarding to processing the visual speech sample sets 
 
Error evaluation 
Visual 
samples 
endpoints 
adjustment 
The BLI 
evaluation 
Recovering the 
visual speech 
sample sets 
Quantization Constructed visual speech signals from BLI vs. sinc function 
V
isu
al
 
sp
ee
ch
 
sig
n
al
s 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐ೘൫݂݅൯ ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐ೘൫݂݅൯ ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐ೘ሺ݂݅ሻ 9  ൈ 9  9  9  
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐ೘൫݂݅൯ ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐ೘൫݂݅൯ ൈ ൈ 9  9  9  
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖௟௖ௐ೘ሺ݂݅ሻ ൈ ൈ 9  9  9  
G
au
ss
ia
n
 
fu
n
ct
io
n
 
an
d 
ap
pr
o
x
im
at
e 
 
po
ly
n
o
m
ia
l f
ro
m
 
v
isu
al
 
sp
ee
ch
 
sa
m
pl
e 
se
ts
 
Variable 
length and 
fixed 
amplitude 
sample sets 
ൈ 9  ൈ ൈ ൈ 
Fixed length 
and variable 
amplitude 
sample sets 
ൈ 9  ൈ ൈ ൈ 
8.2. FUTURE WORK RECOMMENDATION 
7KH VXJJHVWHG PHWKRG IRU DQDO\VLQJ WKH OLS¶V PRYHPHQW SURYLGHV D WHPSODWH IRU
formulating the mathematical framework in representation of the categorized words. 
It is recommended to implement the visual words mathematical signatures and its 
variation in lip reading systems. In this case, a spoken word would be categorized to 
predict the next phoneme leading to narrowing down the search.  
The usage of suggested methods also appears in visual speech synthesisers. The 
mathematical representation of visual words includes the articulation effect and 
provides lower complexity of the system. It leads to less computational cost. More 
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specifically, the author of the following possibilities of extending the proposed 
methods of this work as: 
a) Categorizing an entire transcribed dictionary as its methodology suggested in 
Chapter 3. 
b) Studying the transition between words in meaningful sentences. 
c) Increasing the number of speakers of the target language that are sampled. 
d) 6WXG\LQJWKHVSHHGRIOLS¶VPRYHPHQWV 
e) Finding the relation of the visual words and the corresponding audible data. 
f) Employing appropriate and practical components for visual feature detection. 
g) Automating the process of visual word recognition (lip-reading). 
h) Synthesizing the visual words (animation). 
i) Defining the real-time implementation for the items 8 and 7. 
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APPENDIX 
A VISUAL SPEECH SYNTHESIS  
The visual speech synthesis or visual speech animation is the next category of human 
machine interaction that provides a user interface by modelling human facial 
expressions. The application of the interface is enhancing the perception of facial 
information for hearing impaired people. It can also be considered as complementary 
part in the AVSR systems in the visual front-end module. For example, enhancing the 
performance of a speech recognition system studied by (Chen, 2001) in presence of 
acoustic white noise that caused to variation of signal-to-noise ratio ܴܵܰ אሾ ? ?ௗ௕ǣ  ? ?ௗ௕ሿ as it shown in Figure 8-1 (a) (Chen, 2001), while the recognition rate in 
presences of white Gaussian is obtained by (Nefian, et al., 2002) for ܴܵܰ אሾ ? ?ௗ௕ǣ  ? ?ௗ௕ሿ in  Figure 8-1 (b) (Nefian, et al., 2002). 
 
Figure 8-1: The recognition ratio versus SNR of the acoustic signal (Chen, 2001) (a) and comparison of 
the recognition rate of the audio-only, video only and CHMM-based audio-visual speech recognition 
(Nefian, et al., 2002) (b) 
The era of facial animations started with the novel work of (Park, 1972), where he 
modelled a head with less than 100 polygons as in 3D. The animation is the result of 
analysing the key frames and a complex non-automated process. Two years later, he 
(a) (b) 
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developed a parametric model that is synchronized to speech, using linear 
interpolation of face geometry and parameters pertaining to facial expressions (Parke, 
1974). In 1978, a model of facial expressions and measurement developed by (Ekman 
& Friesen, 1978) the facial action coding system (FACS) to measure and model facial 
expressions. Using FACS units and a muscle base model developed by (Waters, 1987) 
resulted in a realistic 3D face model. More sophisticated animating face, in which 
speech became synchronized to facial animations, is introduced in by (Lewis & Parke, 
1987) that mouth shape changes according to extracted phonemes from a recorded 
speech. Their system, which could support control parameters for speech signal and 
visual parameters, is using software developed by (Pearce, et al., 1986). The control 
parameters allocated to mouth width, mouth corner ݔ (horizontal), ݕ (vertical), ݖ 
offset, jaw rotation, mouth ݖ (forward-back) offset relative to face, width of lips at 
mouth corner, teeth ݖ and ݔ offsets mouth corner ݔ (horizontal), ݕ (vertical), ݖ offsets 
(with respect to rest of mouth), tapered lower lip and tapered upper lip raise relative to 
lower lip (Cohen & Massaro, 1993).  
In this section, some visual speech animation methods are studied and categorized as 
image-based physically-based, parametric models, performance driven and statistical 
moles approaches. A seven minutes animation movie, in which speech became 
synchronized to facial animations, created and Lewis and Parke 1987 introduced 
system that is more sophisticated. Mouth shape changes according to extracted 
phonemes from a recorded speech (Pearce, et al., 1986) and Hill, et al in 1988. In 
¶V SHUIRUPDQFHGULYHQPHWKRGZKLFKKXPDQ IDFLDOSHUIRUPDQFHV WUDQVIHU WR D
synthetic face model, introduced. A physically base 3D facial animation is introduced 
in (Terzopoulos& Waters, 1990). This automated model consists of several facial 
layers like tissue, bone and muscles with control over facial muscles.  
It can also estimates the facial muscle contractions from video sequences. More 
specifically skin tissue was simulated with three layers (epidermis, dermal and 
subcutaneous) that has elastic spring characteristics. In 1997, a method base on facial 
optical flow for animating facial components was introduced (Essa& Pentland, 1997). 
This method contributes to facial muscle deformation by creating facial expressions. 
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a. IMAGE-BASED 
In this method, the visual speech was synthesized by selecting a number of key 
images (frames) usually less than the entire images covering the lip movement. 
Image-based modelling has been chosen to generate 3D face model. The proposed 
approach in (Williams, 1990) was to synthesis facial expressions from texture 
coordinates by tracking 2D feature points and the geometric and texture information 
are the subject of facial expression extracting (Guenter, et al., 1998). The approach in 
(Terzopoulos & Waters, 1990) was to capture facial expressions online and blend 
them to predefined 3D facial model to animate character.  
b. MUSCLE-BASED (PHYSICS-BASED) 
In this method, physical characteristics of skin and muscles are the subject of 
controlling and creating facial animations. Skin in this method has biomechanical 
properties and can be attached by muscle contraction. The virtual muscles simulate 
the relation between those factors using mass-spring and finite element algorithms. 
Using the biomechanical properties of skin and attaching the idea of virtual muscle to 
it that was able to counteract and affect those properties animation was created. The 
suggested methods to model the facial muscle in (Platt & Badler, 1981), (Lee, et al., 
1993), (Choe, et al., 2001) and (Koch, et al., 1998) was to use mass-spring or finite 
element networks; in (Lee, et al., 1993) modelling mouth by a two-dimensional mass-
spring in the territory of speech animation. The suggested method by (Platt & Badler, 
1981) a structured model with skin, muscle, and bone nodes connected together via 
spring models. 
c. PARAMETRIC METHOD 
Parameterization method specifies the facial expressions by parametric values (Parke 
& Waters, 1996) providing control for desirable expressions. In this method mouth 
region divides to different parts to represent jaw rotation, mouth width, upper lip 
position and controlling mouth corners. This approach, by avoiding the complexity of 
specifying key frames for facial expression tries to approximate deformation of skin 
by defining a set of control parameters to control regions or features of face. The 
parametric model, which can be rendered by skin texture, describes the face geometry 
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with a set of 3D meshes. Between the skull points and skin feature points, which 
territory of effect has been defined, a set of muscles has been created. More 
specifically there are two type of control points are defined as expression parameters 
that controls mouth, eyebrows, etc. and conformation parameters that controls the 
topology of the face.  
The MPEG-4 standard (ISO/IEC, 2001) was also using for the visual speech 
animation. A 3D prototype of face was allocated to facial animation by controlling 
two types of parameters as Facial definition parameters (FDPs) and Facial Animation 
Parameters (FAP). The FDPs can be used for generating various facial models while 
the Frame-based and DCT can be used for coding FAP in order to produce 
articulating lips. The number of the feature points located on the model was 84 and 
illustrated in  Figure 8-2  which the lip was modelled by 18 feature points. The 
MPEG-4 also provides 14 visemes adopted from (Kshirsagar, et al., 1999) as it 
represented in (ISO/IEC, 2001). 
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Figure 8-2: The facial feature points in the MPEG-4 standard (Lavagetto, et al., 2000) 
d. PERFORMANCE-BASED 
Capturing the dynamic of facial gesture was regarded by performance-based 
approach. The actual human face behaviour synthesizes a face by tracking markers 
located on face or tracking the facial features (lips, eyes, nose, etc.). This was an 
approach to control avatar-based models. In the proposed method by (Williams, 
1990), (Lewis & Parke, 1987), for producing virtual model in motion, real faces are 
tracked. A synchronization method for animation and speech with linear prediction 
introduced in (Pearce, et al., 1986), used to generate a set of twelve reference 
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phonemes by analysing the speech signal. The parameters for lip shape and jaw 
rotation are associated to each phoneme. Therefore, key frames of parametric face 
model can be rendered. 
B LOG LIKELIHOOD IN PARAMETRIC ESTIMATION  
Table 8-5: The similarities between the families of distributions and the visual speech sample sets 
before and after processing in term of log likelihood  
 
Log likelihood 
 
Sample sets befor modification Sample sets after modification 
Distribution ݑௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ ݈ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ ܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ ݑௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ ݈ௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ ܿௐ೘ሾ݊ሿ 
Birnbaum-Saunders -2463.03 -2736.91 -2554.89 -2399.43 -2613.29 -2240.63 
Exponential -3230.28 -3529.95 -3967.14 -3256.74 -3527.61 -3964.85 
Gamma -2598.07 -2730.51 -2556.65 -2402.58 -2614.66 -2241.77 
Generalized extreme 
value -2461.27 -2723.86 -2549.53 -2399.08 -2612.85 -2247.37 
Inverse Gaussian -1873.15 -2147.12 -1964.93 -1809.45 -2023.33 -1650.67 
Log-Logistic -2463.13 -2749.37 -2567.48 -2409.33 -2630.59 -2219.54 
Logistic -2465.71 -2742.89 -2574.49 -2420.45 -2634.51 -2223.21 
Lognormal -2462.71 -2737.27 -2554.93 -2399.57 -2613.7 -2240.54 
Nakagami -2464.83 -2726.69 -2558.85 -2408.58 -2617.6 -2243.38 
Negative Binomial -2462.05 -2729.27 - -2405.66 -2615.99 - 
Normal -2473.01 -2726.85 -2561.62 -2418.04 -2623.39 -2245.2 
Poisson -2608.74 -3064.95 -2559.22 -2480.31 -2766.7 -2366.59 
Rayleigh -2824.1 -3119.19 -3527.33 -2841.75 -3107.27 -3521.81 
Rician -2472.55 -2726.75 -2561.6 -2417.67 -2623.2 -2245.2 
t location-scale -2465.08 - -2561.62 -2416.49 - -2219.76 
Weibull -2506.14 -2733.23 -2610.9 -2455.88 -2653.7 -2336.38 
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C VISEME GROUPS 
Table 8-6: The phoneme-viseme mapping tables extended from (Ramage, 2011) 
 
Viseme groups 
(Heider & 
Heider, 
1940) 
/p, b, m/ /f, v/ /r/ /sh, ch, jh/ /n, t, d/ /th/ /k, g/ /l/                   
(Woodward 
& Barber, 
1960) 
/p, b, m/ /f, v/ /w, r, hw/ /t, d, n, l, th, dh/ 
/s, z, ch, jh, 
sh, zh/ /j, k, g, h/                       
(Fisher, 
1968) /p, b, m, d/ /f, v/ /w, hw, r/                             
(Fisher, 
1968) /p, b/ /f, v/ 
/sh, zh, jh, 
ch/ 
/t, d, n, th, 
dh, s, z, r, l/ /z, r, l/                         
(Binnie, et 
al., 1974) /p, b, m/ /f, v/ /sh, zh/ 
/t, d, n, s, z, 
k, g/ /th/                         
(Binnie, et 
al., 1976) /p, b, m/ /f, v/ /r/ /w/ /sh, zh/ /t, d, s, z/ /th, dh/ /k, g/                   
(Walden, et 
al., 1977) /p, b, m/ /f,v/ /w/ /r/ /sh, zh/ /s, z/ /th, dh/ 
/t, d, n, k, g, 
j/ /l/                 
(Walden, et 
al., 1981) /p, b, m/ /f, v/ /w, r/ 
/sh, zh, ch, 
jh/ /th, dh/                         
(Benguerel 
& Pichora-
Fuller, 1982) 
/p/ /f/ /w/ /ch, sh/ /th/                         
(Garofolo, et 
al., 1993) 
/b, d, g, p, 
t, k, dx, q/ /jh, ch/ 
/s, sh, z, zh, 
f, th, v, dh/ 
/m, n, ng, 
em, en, eng, 
nx/ 
/l, r, w, v, 
hh, hv/ /el/ 
/iy, ih, eh, 
ey, ae, aa, 
aw, ay, ah, 
ao, oy, ow, 
uh, uw, ux, 
er, ix, axr, 
ax-h/ 
                    
(Goldschen, 
et al., 1994) 
/p, b/ /bcl, 
m, pcl/ /f, v/ /w/ /r/ /ch/ /jh/ /zh/ 
/sh, zh, jh, 
(ch)/ 
/t, d, n, th, 
dh, s/ z, r, l)/ 
/d, dcl, g, 
gcl, k, kcl, l, 
n, t, tcl/ 
/th/ /dh, epi/ /en/ /ng/ /dx, 
nx, q/ /hh/ /hv/ /y/ 
(Williams, 
1990) /p, b, m/ /f, v/ /r/ /l/ /sh, zh/ /th, dh/ /w/ 
/n, y, d, g, k, 
s, z, t/                   
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(Chen & 
Rao, 1998) /p, b, m/ /f, v/ /w/ /r/ /sh, zh/ /d, g, k, t, y/ /th, dh/ /l/ /th/           
(Kshirsagar, 
et al., 1999) 
MPEG-4 
/p, b, m/ /f, v/ /T, D/ /t, d/ /k, g/ /tS, dZ, S/ /s, z/ /n, l/ /r/ /A:/ /e/ /I/ /Q/ /U/ 
(Faruquie, et 
al., 2001) /a, h/ /e, i/ /o, u/ /l/ /r/ /p, b, m/ 
/g, k, d, n, t, 
y/ /f, v, w/ /h, j, s, z/ /sh, ch/ /th/       
(Jiang, et al., 
2001) /m, p, b/ /f, v/ /r/ /w/ șè GݤݤݕWݕ /t, d, s, z/ /l, n/ /k, g, yh/           
(Lucey, et 
al., 2004) /p, b, m, em/ /f, v/ /w, wh, r/ 
/ch, jh, sh, 
zh/ 
/k, g, n, l, nx, 
hh, y, el, en/ /iy, ih/ /aa/ /ah, ax, ay/ 
/eh, ey, ae, 
aw/ /uh, uw/ 
/ao, oy, ix, 
ow/ /er/     
(Saenko, et 
al., 2004) /ax, ih, iy, dx/ /ah, aa/ 
/ae, eh, ay, 
ey, hh/ 
/aw, uh, u, 
wow, ao, w, 
oy/ 
/el, l/ /er, axr, r/ /Y/ /b, p/ /bcl, pcl, m, 
em/ 
/s, z, epi, tcl, 
dcl, n, en/ 
/ch, jh, sh, 
zh/ 
/t, d, th, dh, 
g, k/ /f, v/ 
/gcl, 
kcl, ng/ 
(Hazen, et 
al., 2004) 
/b, p/ /bcl, pcl, 
m, em/ /f, v/ 
/w, aw, uh, 
uw, ow, ao, 
oy/ 
/r, er, axr/ /ch, jh, sh, 
zh/ 
/t, d, th, dh, 
g, k/ /gcl, kcl, ng/ /el, l/ /ah, aa/ 
/ax, ih, iy, 
dx/ 
/ae, eh, ay, 
ey, hh/ /y/ /th, dh/   
(Potamianos, 
et al., 2004) /p, b, m/ /f, v/ /l, el, r, y/ /s, z/ 
/sh, zh, ch, 
jh/ /t, d, n, en/ /th, dh/ /ng, k, g, w/ /ih, iy, ax/ 
/ae, eh, ey, 
ay/ /uw, uh, ow/ 
/ao, ah, aa, 
er, oy, aw, 
hh/ 
    
 (Birkholz, et 
al., 2011)  /m, n, ߟ/  /a, ߝ, e, o, ׎, æ, 2/                          
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D THE ALGORITHMS 
In this section, the algorithms for the Barycentric Lagrange Interpolation (BLI), 
barcode generation are shown in Figure 8-3 and Figure 8-4, respectively. 
 
Figure 8-3: The algorithm for Barycentric Lagrange Interpolation (BLI) 
 
Figure 8-4: The algorithm for barcode generation 
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E THE MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS OF VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS 
a. UPPER VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐభሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(3.6980.*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+1./(fi-
51)-1./(fi-52)+0.5./(fi-53)-0.5./fi)).*(1.9230e+002./(fi-1)-1.9599e+002./(fi-2)+1.9969e+002./(fi-3)-2.2928e+002./(fi-
4)+2.4407e+002./(fi-5)-2.4407e+002./(fi-6)+2.4407e+002./(fi-7)-2.5516e+002./(fi-8)+2.4777e+002./(fi-9)-2.5147e+002./(fi-
10)+2.4777e+002./(fi-11)-2.2558e+002./(fi-12)+2.2558e+002./(fi-13)-2.2188e+002./(fi-14)+2.1079e+002./(fi-15)-1.9969e+002./(fi-
16)+1.9969e+002./(fi-17)-1.9599e+002./(fi-18)+1.9230e+002./(fi-19)-2.1079e+002./(fi-20)+2.0709e+002./(fi-21)-1.8120e+002./(fi-
22)+1.7750e+002./(fi-23)-1.6641e+002./(fi-24)+1.6641e+002./(fi-25)-1.5532e+002./(fi-26)+1.4052e+002./(fi-27)-1.5162e+002./(fi-
28)+1.5162e+002./(fi-29)-1.6271e+002./(fi-30)+1.7011e+002./(fi-31)-1.7011e+002./(fi-32)+1.8860e+002./(fi-33)-2.0709e+002./(fi-
34)+2.1079e+002./(fi-35)-2.0709e+002./(fi-36)+2.0339e+002./(fi-37)-2.1079e+002./(fi-38)+2.0709e+002./(fi-39)-2.1079e+002./(fi-
40)+2.0709e+002./(fi-41)-2.1079e+002./(fi-42)+2.2188e+002./(fi-43)-2.1448e+002./(fi-44)+2.0339e+002./(fi-45)-2.1079e+002./(fi-
46)+2.1079e+002./(fi-47)-2.0709e+002./(fi-48)+1.9969e+002./(fi-49)-1.9599e+002./(fi-50)+1.8490e+002./(fi-51)-1.8860e+002./(fi-
52)+9.0601e+001./(fi-53)-9.0601e+001./fi) 
(8-1) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐమሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(8.5283.*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+0.5./(fi-49)-
0.5./fi)).*(4.1789e+002./(fi-1)-4.0936e+002./(fi-2)+4.4347e+002./(fi-3)-4.9464e+002./(fi-4)+5.1170e+002./(fi-5)-5.2875e+002./(fi-
6)+5.2875e+002./(fi-7)-5.2875e+002./(fi-8)+5.2023e+002./(fi-9)-5.2023e+002./(fi-10)+5.0317e+002./(fi-11)-4.8611e+002./(fi-
12)+4.8611e+002./(fi-13)-4.6906e+002./(fi-14)+4.5200e+002./(fi-15)-4.5200e+002./(fi-16)+4.7758e+002./(fi-17)-4.6906e+002./(fi-
18)+4.5200e+002./(fi-19)-4.3494e+002./(fi-20)+4.2641e+002./(fi-21)-4.1789e+002./(fi-22)+3.6672e+002./(fi-23)-3.6672e+002./(fi-
24)+3.6672e+002./(fi-25)-3.8377e+002./(fi-26)+3.9230e+002./(fi-27)-3.8377e+002./(fi-28)+4.0936e+002./(fi-29)-4.4347e+002./(fi-
30)+4.7758e+002./(fi-31)-4.6906e+002./(fi-32)+4.7758e+002./(fi-33)-5.0317e+002./(fi-34)+5.2875e+002./(fi-35)-5.3728e+002./(fi-
36)+5.3728e+002./(fi-37)-5.2875e+002./(fi-38)+5.1170e+002./(fi-39)-5.1170e+002./(fi-40)+5.2023e+002./(fi-41)-5.2023e+002./(fi-
42)+5.0317e+002./(fi-43)-5.1170e+002./(fi-44)+4.9464e+002./(fi-45)-4.8611e+002./(fi-46)+4.6053e+002./(fi-47)-4.5200e+002./(fi-
48)+2.0894e+002./(fi-49)-2.0894e+002./fi) 
(8-2) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐయሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(3.6292.*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+0.5./(fi-47)-0.5./fi)).*(1.7420e+002./(fi-1)-
1.8509e+002./(fi-2)+1.9598e+002./(fi-3)-2.2864e+002./(fi-4)+2.3227e+002./(fi-5)-2.4679e+002./(fi-6)+2.5404e+002./(fi-7)-
2.5404e+002./(fi-8)+2.5404e+002./(fi-9)-2.3953e+002./(fi-10)+2.2864e+002./(fi-11)-2.1775e+002./(fi-12)+2.1049e+002./(fi-13)-
1.9961e+002./(fi-14)+1.9961e+002./(fi-15)-2.1049e+002./(fi-16)+1.9235e+002./(fi-17)-2.0323e+002./(fi-18)+1.6331e+002./(fi-19)-
1.4880e+002./(fi-20)+1.3428e+002./(fi-21)-1.3428e+002./(fi-22)+1.3428e+002./(fi-23)-1.4880e+002./(fi-24)+1.5243e+002./(fi-25)-
1.7057e+002./(fi-26)+1.7057e+002./(fi-27)-2.3953e+002./(fi-28)+2.5404e+002./(fi-29)-2.5404e+002./(fi-30)+2.4679e+002./(fi-31)-
2.5041e+002./(fi-32)+2.4679e+002./(fi-33)-2.3590e+002./(fi-34)+2.3590e+002./(fi-35)-2.2864e+002./(fi-36)+2.2138e+002./(fi-37)-
2.1412e+002./(fi-38)+2.1775e+002./(fi-39)-2.1412e+002./(fi-40)+2.0323e+002./(fi-41)-1.9961e+002./(fi-42)+1.9598e+002./(fi-43)-
1.9961e+002./(fi-44)+1.9961e+002./(fi-45)-1.8509e+002./(fi-46)+8.8915e+001./(fi-47)-8.8915e+001./fi) 
(8-3) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐయሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(3.6292.*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+0.5./(fi-47)-0.5./fi)).*(1.7783e+002./(fi-1)-
1.8509e+002./(fi-2)+1.9961e+002./(fi-3)-2.2864e+002./(fi-4)+2.5041e+002./(fi-5)-2.8671e+002./(fi-6)+2.8308e+002./(fi-7)-
2.8671e+002./(fi-8)+2.9034e+002./(fi-9)-2.8671e+002./(fi-10)+2.8308e+002./(fi-11)-2.6493e+002./(fi-12)+2.5767e+002./(fi-13)-
2.4316e+002./(fi-14)+2.4316e+002./(fi-15)-2.5041e+002./(fi-16)+2.4316e+002./(fi-17)-2.4316e+002./(fi-18)+2.4316e+002./(fi-19)-
2.5767e+002./(fi-20)+2.5767e+002./(fi-21)-2.2501e+002./(fi-22)+1.8872e+002./(fi-23)-1.5606e+002./(fi-24)+1.4517e+002./(fi-25)-
1.5606e+002./(fi-26)+1.5968e+002./(fi-27)-1.8146e+002./(fi-28)+2.0686e+002./(fi-29)-2.3590e+002./(fi-30)+2.3590e+002./(fi-31)-
2.3953e+002./(fi-32)+2.3227e+002./(fi-33)-2.2501e+002./(fi-34)+2.1775e+002./(fi-35)-2.1775e+002./(fi-36)+2.0686e+002./(fi-37)-
2.0686e+002./(fi-38)+2.0686e+002./(fi-39)-2.1049e+002./(fi-40)+2.0686e+002./(fi-41)-2.0323e+002./(fi-42)+2.0323e+002./(fi-43)-
1.9235e+002./(fi-44)+1.9235e+002./(fi-45)-1.8872e+002./(fi-46)+8.8915e+001./(fi-47)-8.8915e+001./fi); 
(8-4) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐఱሺ ௫݂ሻ=(9.1568e+001./(fi-1)-9.7291e+001./(fi-2)+9.3475e+001./(fi-3)-9.3475e+001./(fi-4)+9.5383e+001./(fi-5)-1.1446e+002./(fi-
6)+1.2400e+002./(fi-7)-1.3735e+002./(fi-8)+1.4117e+002./(fi-9)-1.4307e+002./(fi-10)+1.4689e+002./(fi-11)-1.4498e+002./(fi-
12)+1.4307e+002./(fi-13)-1.3735e+002./(fi-14)+1.3163e+002./(fi-15)-1.2400e+002./(fi-16)+1.2209e+002./(fi-17)-1.2972e+002./(fi-
18)+1.1827e+002./(fi-19)-1.0492e+002./(fi-20)+9.5383e+001./(fi-21)-9.3475e+001./(fi-22)+9.5383e+001./(fi-23)-9.1568e+001./(fi-
24)+9.3475e+001./(fi-25)-9.3475e+001./(fi-26)+9.3475e+001./(fi-27)-9.3475e+001./(fi-28)+1.0492e+002./(fi-29)-1.2209e+002./(fi-
30)+1.2400e+002./(fi-31)-1.1827e+002./(fi-32)+1.1637e+002./(fi-33)-1.1827e+002./(fi-34)+1.2972e+002./(fi-35)-1.2972e+002./(fi-
36)+1.2018e+002./(fi-37)-1.2209e+002./(fi-38)+1.2400e+002./(fi-39)-1.2972e+002./(fi-40)+1.2400e+002./(fi-41)-1.2400e+002./(fi-
42)+1.2209e+002./(fi-43)-1.2400e+002./(fi-44)+1.2400e+002./(fi-45)-1.2781e+002./(fi-46)+1.2972e+002./(fi-47)-1.2400e+002./(fi-
48)+1.2209e+002./(fi-49)-1.2209e+002./(fi-50)+1.2400e+002./(fi-51)-1.1637e+002./(fi-52)+1.1827e+002./(fi-53)-1.1255e+002./(fi-
54)+1.0683e+002./(fi-55)-1.0874e+002./(fi-56)+1.0111e+002./(fi-57)-9.7291e+001./(fi-58)+4.6738e+001./(fi-59)-
4.6738e+001./fi)./(1.9077.*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+1./(fi-
51)-1./(fi-52)+1./(fi-53)-1./(fi-54)+1./(fi-55)-1./(fi-56)+1./(fi-57)-1./(fi-58)+0.5./(fi-59)-0.5./fi)); 
(8-5) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐలሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(5.0716*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+0.5./(fi-43)-0.5./fi)).*(2.5865e+002./(fi-1)-2.4851e+002./(fi-2)+2.8401e+002./(fi-3)-
2.8401e+002./(fi-4)+3.3473e+002./(fi-5)-3.8037e+002./(fi-6)+4.7166e+002./(fi-7)-5.0716e+002./(fi-8)+4.9195e+002./(fi-9)-
4.9195e+002./(fi-10)+4.5137e+002./(fi-11)-4.0573e+002./(fi-12)+3.9559e+002./(fi-13)-3.7023e+002./(fi-14)+3.5501e+002./(fi-15)-
3.7023e+002./(fi-16)+3.5501e+002./(fi-17)-3.2965e+002./(fi-18)+3.0937e+002./(fi-19)-2.6880e+002./(fi-20)+2.1301e+002./(fi-21)-
2.2822e+002./(fi-22)+1.9272e+002./(fi-23)-1.9272e+002./(fi-24)+2.0794e+002./(fi-25)-2.8908e+002./(fi-26)+3.5501e+002./(fi-27)-
3.7023e+002./(fi-28)+3.6516e+002./(fi-29)-3.6008e+002./(fi-30)+3.8037e+002./(fi-31)-4.0573e+002./(fi-32)+4.0573e+002./(fi-33)-
4.0573e+002./(fi-34)+4.4123e+002./(fi-35)-4.2602e+002./(fi-36)+3.9051e+002./(fi-37)-3.4487e+002./(fi-38)+2.8401e+002./(fi-39)-
2.9415e+002./(fi-40)+2.4851e+002./(fi-41)-2.5358e+002./(fi-42)+1.2425e+002./(fi-43)-1.2425e+002./fi); 
(8-6) 
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ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐళሺ฀௫ሻ=(4.4607e+002./(fi-2)-4.4607e+002./(fi-1)-4.3749e+002./(fi-3)+4.2892e+002./(fi-4)-4.8896e+002./(fi-
5)+5.4901e+002./(fi-6)-5.7475e+002./(fi-7)+6.0048e+002./(fi-8)-6.1764e+002./(fi-9)+6.2622e+002./(fi-10)-6.2622e+002./(fi-
11)+6.0048e+002./(fi-12)-5.8333e+002./(fi-13)+5.8333e+002./(fi-14)-5.4043e+002./(fi-15)+5.4043e+002./(fi-16)-5.4043e+002./(fi-
17)+5.2328e+002./(fi-18)-5.4901e+002./(fi-19)+5.4901e+002./(fi-20)-5.4043e+002./(fi-21)+5.3186e+002./(fi-22)-5.0612e+002./(fi-
23)+5.3186e+002./(fi-24)-4.2892e+002./(fi-25)+3.9460e+002./(fi-26)-3.6887e+002./(fi-27)+3.8602e+002./(fi-28)-3.6887e+002./(fi-
29)+4.2034e+002./(fi-30)-5.1470e+002./(fi-31)+5.3186e+002./(fi-32)-5.8333e+002./(fi-33)+5.8333e+002./(fi-34)-6.1764e+002./(fi-
35)+6.3480e+002./(fi-36)-6.4337e+002./(fi-37)+6.3480e+002./(fi-38)-5.7475e+002./(fi-39)+4.7181e+002./(fi-40)-4.7181e+002./(fi-
41)+4.5465e+002./(fi-42)-4.5465e+002./(fi-43)+2.1017e+002./(fi-44)+2.1017e+002./fi)./(8.5783*(1./(fi-2)-1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-3)+1./(fi-4)-
1./(fi-5)+1./(fi-6)-1./(fi-7)+1./(fi-8)-1./(fi-9)+1./(fi-10)-1./(fi-11)+1./(fi-12)-1./(fi-13)+1./(fi-14)-1./(fi-15)+1./(fi-16)-1./(fi-17)+1./(fi-
18)-1./(fi-19)+1./(fi-20)-1./(fi-21)+1./(fi-22)-1./(fi-23)+1./(fi-24)-1./(fi-25)+1./(fi-26)-1./(fi-27)+1./(fi-28)-1./(fi-29)+1./(fi-30)-1./(fi-
31)+1./(fi-32)-1./(fi-33)+1./(fi-34)-1./(fi-35)+1./(fi-36)-1./(fi-37)+1./(fi-38)-1./(fi-39)+1./(fi-40)-1./(fi-41)+1./(fi-42)-1./(fi-43)+0.5./(fi-
44)+0.5./fi)); 
(8-7) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐఴሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(1.8469.*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+0.5./(fi-
51)-0.5./fi)).*(9.0500e+001./(fi-1)-9.4194e+001./(fi-2)+9.9734e+001./(fi-3)-1.1082e+002./(fi-4)+1.1820e+002./(fi-5)-1.2005e+002./(fi-
6)+1.2559e+002./(fi-7)-1.3667e+002./(fi-8)+1.3667e+002./(fi-9)-1.3483e+002./(fi-10)+1.2559e+002./(fi-11)-1.2374e+002./(fi-
12)+1.1082e+002./(fi-13)-1.0897e+002./(fi-14)+1.0712e+002./(fi-15)-1.0158e+002./(fi-16)+9.0500e+001./(fi-17)-8.6806e+001./(fi-
18)+8.3112e+001./(fi-19)-8.3112e+001./(fi-20)+7.2030e+001./(fi-21)-7.0183e+001./(fi-22)+7.3877e+001./(fi-23)-8.4959e+001./(fi-
24)+9.2347e+001./(fi-25)-9.0500e+001./(fi-26)+9.4194e+001./(fi-27)-8.8653e+001./(fi-28)+8.8653e+001./(fi-29)-9.0500e+001./(fi-
30)+1.1266e+002./(fi-31)-1.2190e+002./(fi-32)+1.4406e+002./(fi-33)-1.4960e+002./(fi-34)+1.4221e+002./(fi-35)-1.3852e+002./(fi-
36)+1.2559e+002./(fi-37)-1.2374e+002./(fi-38)+1.1820e+002./(fi-39)-1.1266e+002./(fi-40)+9.9734e+001./(fi-41)-9.6040e+001./(fi-
42)+9.2347e+001./(fi-43)-9.0500e+001./(fi-44)+9.0500e+001./(fi-45)-8.4959e+001./(fi-46)+9.2347e+001./(fi-47)-8.3112e+001./(fi-
48)+8.4959e+001./(fi-49)-8.3112e+001./(fi-50)+4.5250e+001./(fi-51)-4.5250e+001./fi); 
(8-8) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐవሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(1.8469*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+0.5./(fi-
51)-0.5./fi)).*(9.0500e+001./(fi-1)-9.2347e+001./(fi-2)+9.2347e+001./(fi-3)-1.0528e+002./(fi-4)+1.1451e+002./(fi-5)-1.2559e+002./(fi-
6)+1.2744e+002./(fi-7)-1.2190e+002./(fi-8)+1.3483e+002./(fi-9)-1.2744e+002./(fi-10)+1.2744e+002./(fi-11)-1.2005e+002./(fi-
12)+1.2005e+002./(fi-13)-1.1082e+002./(fi-14)+1.1082e+002./(fi-15)-1.1082e+002./(fi-16)+1.1082e+002./(fi-17)-9.0500e+001./(fi-
18)+7.7571e+001./(fi-19)-7.5724e+001./(fi-20)+8.4959e+001./(fi-21)-1.1266e+002./(fi-22)+1.0712e+002./(fi-23)-1.1266e+002./(fi-
24)+1.1451e+002./(fi-25)-1.1266e+002./(fi-26)+1.0343e+002./(fi-27)-1.0343e+002./(fi-28)+9.7887e+001./(fi-29)-9.7887e+001./(fi-
30)+1.0528e+002./(fi-31)-1.0712e+002./(fi-32)+1.1266e+002./(fi-33)-1.0158e+002./(fi-34)+1.0158e+002./(fi-35)-8.8653e+001./(fi-
36)+8.3112e+001./(fi-37)-8.6806e+001./(fi-38)+8.4959e+001./(fi-39)-8.4959e+001./(fi-40)+8.4959e+001./(fi-41)-8.8653e+001./(fi-
42)+8.8653e+001./(fi-43)-8.6806e+001./(fi-44)+8.6806e+001./(fi-45)-9.0500e+001./(fi-46)+9.0500e+001./(fi-47)-9.2347e+001./(fi-
48)+8.8653e+001./(fi-49)-9.2347e+001./(fi-50)+4.5250e+001./(fi-51)-4.5250e+001./fi); 
(8-9) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐభబሺ ௫݂ሻ=(1.7750e+002./(fi-1)-1.8490e+002./(fi-2)+1.8860e+002./(fi-3)-2.1448e+002./(fi-4)+2.2188e+002./(fi-5)-
2.2188e+002./(fi-6)+2.4037e+002./(fi-7)-2.6256e+002./(fi-8)+2.8475e+002./(fi-9)-2.9584e+002./(fi-10)+2.8845e+002./(fi-11)-
2.9584e+002./(fi-12)+2.8845e+002./(fi-13)-2.7365e+002./(fi-14)+2.5516e+002./(fi-15)-2.4407e+002./(fi-16)+2.4037e+002./(fi-17)-
2.4037e+002./(fi-18)+2.4037e+002./(fi-19)-2.4037e+002./(fi-20)+2.4037e+002./(fi-21)-2.2188e+002./(fi-22)+2.0339e+002./(fi-23)-
1.8120e+002./(fi-24)+1.7750e+002./(fi-25)-1.6641e+002./(fi-26)+1.8120e+002./(fi-27)-2.1448e+002./(fi-28)+2.2558e+002./(fi-29)-
2.5516e+002./(fi-30)+2.8105e+002./(fi-31)-3.1063e+002./(fi-32)+3.2173e+002./(fi-33)-3.2912e+002./(fi-34)+3.1803e+002./(fi-35)-
3.1803e+002./(fi-36)+3.0694e+002./(fi-37)-2.8475e+002./(fi-38)+2.6626e+002./(fi-39)-2.4777e+002./(fi-40)+2.2558e+002./(fi-41)-
2.2558e+002./(fi-42)+2.1079e+002./(fi-43)-2.0709e+002./(fi-44)+2.1079e+002./(fi-45)-2.0339e+002./(fi-46)+2.0709e+002./(fi-47)-
2.0709e+002./(fi-48)+2.0709e+002./(fi-49)-1.9599e+002./(fi-50)+1.8490e+002./(fi-51)-1.8860e+002./(fi-52)+9.0601e+001./(fi-53)-
9.0601e+001./fi)./(3.6980*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+1./(fi-
51)-1./(fi-52)+0.5./(fi-53)-0.5./fi)); 
(8-10) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐభభሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(8.5283*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+0.5./(fi-49)-
0.5./fi)).*(4.2641e+002./(fi-1)-4.0936e+002./(fi-2)+4.2641e+002./(fi-3)-4.2641e+002./(fi-4)+4.2641e+002./(fi-5)-4.8611e+002./(fi-
6)+5.1170e+002./(fi-7)-5.7992e+002./(fi-8)+5.4581e+002./(fi-9)-5.7140e+002./(fi-10)+5.4581e+002./(fi-11)-5.7992e+002./(fi-
12)+5.3728e+002./(fi-13)-5.5434e+002./(fi-14)+5.1170e+002./(fi-15)-4.9464e+002./(fi-16)+5.2023e+002./(fi-17)-5.5434e+002./(fi-
18)+5.4581e+002./(fi-19)-4.4347e+002./(fi-20)+3.6672e+002./(fi-21)-3.6672e+002./(fi-22)+3.5819e+002./(fi-23)-3.7524e+002./(fi-
24)+4.0936e+002./(fi-25)-3.9230e+002./(fi-26)+5.0317e+002./(fi-27)-5.0317e+002./(fi-28)+3.9230e+002./(fi-29)-5.5434e+002./(fi-
30)+5.8845e+002./(fi-31)-5.2875e+002./(fi-32)+5.1170e+002./(fi-33)-5.2875e+002./(fi-34)+5.0317e+002./(fi-35)-4.8611e+002./(fi-
36)+4.7758e+002./(fi-37)-4.8611e+002./(fi-38)+4.5200e+002./(fi-39)-4.6053e+002./(fi-40)+4.3494e+002./(fi-41)-4.4347e+002./(fi-
42)+4.6906e+002./(fi-43)-4.5200e+002./(fi-44)+4.3494e+002./(fi-45)-4.2641e+002./(fi-46)+4.3494e+002./(fi-47)-4.0083e+002./(fi-
48)+2.0894e+002./(fi-49)-2.0894e+002./fi); 
(8-11) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐభమሺ ௫݂ሻ=(4.8203e+002./(fi-2)-4.8203e+002./(fi-1)-5.0022e+002./(fi-3)+5.3660e+002./(fi-4)-5.5479e+002./(fi-
5)+5.8208e+002./(fi-6)-6.1846e+002./(fi-7)+6.2755e+002./(fi-8)-6.4574e+002./(fi-9)+6.0936e+002./(fi-10)-6.0027e+002./(fi-
11)+6.1846e+002./(fi-12)-6.5484e+002./(fi-13)+6.7303e+002./(fi-14)-6.8212e+002./(fi-15)+6.9122e+002./(fi-16)-7.0941e+002./(fi-
17)+7.3669e+002./(fi-18)-7.2760e+002./(fi-19)+5.5479e+002./(fi-20)-5.6389e+002./(fi-21)+5.0932e+002./(fi-22)-4.7294e+002./(fi-
23)+5.4570e+002./(fi-24)-6.0027e+002./(fi-25)+6.2755e+002./(fi-26)-6.5484e+002./(fi-27)+6.7303e+002./(fi-28)-6.5484e+002./(fi-
29)+6.5484e+002./(fi-30)-6.2755e+002./(fi-31)+6.0936e+002./(fi-32)-5.9117e+002./(fi-33)+5.7298e+002./(fi-34)-5.4570e+002./(fi-
35)+5.1841e+002./(fi-36)-5.0022e+002./(fi-37)+4.9113e+002./(fi-38)-4.7294e+002./(fi-39)+2.2283e+002./(fi-
40)+2.2283e+002./fi)./(9.0949*(1./(fi-2)-1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-3)+1./(fi-4)-1./(fi-5)+1./(fi-6)-1./(fi-7)+1./(fi-8)-1./(fi-9)+1./(fi-10)-1./(fi-
11)+1./(fi-12)-1./(fi-13)+1./(fi-14)-1./(fi-15)+1./(fi-16)-1./(fi-17)+1./(fi-18)-1./(fi-19)+1./(fi-20)-1./(fi-21)+1./(fi-22)-1./(fi-23)+1./(fi-
24)-1./(fi-25)+1./(fi-26)-1./(fi-27)+1./(fi-28)-1./(fi-29)+1./(fi-30)-1./(fi-31)+1./(fi-32)-1./(fi-33)+1./(fi-34)-1./(fi-35)+1./(fi-36)-1./(fi-
37)+1./(fi-38)-1./(fi-39)+0.5./(fi-40)+0.5./fi));    
(8-12) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨ ௐభయሺ ௫݂ሻ=(2.5358e+002./(fi-1)-2.5865e+002./(fi-2)+2.7387e+002./(fi-3)-2.9415e+002./(fi-4)+3.0430e+002./(fi-5)-
3.0430e+002./(fi-6)+3.1951e+002./(fi-7)-3.0937e+002./(fi-8)+3.2458e+002./(fi-9)-3.2458e+002./(fi-10)+3.0430e+002./(fi-11)-
2.9415e+002./(fi-12)+2.9415e+002./(fi-13)-3.2458e+002./(fi-14)+3.0430e+002./(fi-15)-2.2315e+002./(fi-16)+1.9779e+002./(fi-17)-
2.0794e+002./(fi-18)+2.1301e+002./(fi-19)-2.0286e+002./(fi-20)+2.8401e+002./(fi-21)-3.0430e+002./(fi-22)+2.9923e+002./(fi-23)-
2.9923e+002./(fi-24)+2.9415e+002./(fi-25)-2.8401e+002./(fi-26)+2.8401e+002./(fi-27)-2.7894e+002./(fi-28)+2.7894e+002./(fi-29)-
2.7387e+002./(fi-30)+2.7894e+002./(fi-31)-2.8908e+002./(fi-32)+2.7894e+002./(fi-33)-2.6880e+002./(fi-34)+2.6880e+002./(fi-35)-
2.7387e+002./(fi-36)+2.6372e+002./(fi-37)-2.6372e+002./(fi-38)+2.4851e+002./(fi-39)-2.4851e+002./(fi-40)+2.4344e+002./(fi-41)-
2.4851e+002./(fi-42)+1.2425e+002./(fi-43)-1.2425e+002./fi)./(5.0716*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-
1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-
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21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-
34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+0.5./(fi-43)-0.5./fi)); 
b. LOWER VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS  
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐభሺ ௫݂ሻ=(2.5886e+002./(fi-1)-2.6256e+002./(fi-2)+2.8845e+002./(fi-3)-3.5501e+002./(fi-4)+3.7350e+002./(fi-5)-3.9939e+002./(fi-
6)+4.2157e+002./(fi-7)-4.1788e+002./(fi-8)+4.3267e+002./(fi-9)-4.2157e+002./(fi-10)+4.1048e+002./(fi-11)-4.1048e+002./(fi-
12)+3.9569e+002./(fi-13)-3.9569e+002./(fi-14)+3.8829e+002./(fi-15)-3.6610e+002./(fi-16)+3.6241e+002./(fi-17)-3.5501e+002./(fi-
18)+3.6610e+002./(fi-19)-3.5871e+002./(fi-20)+3.5871e+002./(fi-21)-3.3652e+002./(fi-22)+3.3652e+002./(fi-23)-3.4761e+002./(fi-
24)+3.5871e+002./(fi-25)-3.7350e+002./(fi-26)+3.5871e+002./(fi-27)-3.1063e+002./(fi-28)+2.9954e+002./(fi-29)-3.2173e+002./(fi-
30)+3.4392e+002./(fi-31)-3.4392e+002./(fi-32)+3.7350e+002./(fi-33)-3.8459e+002./(fi-34)+3.6241e+002./(fi-35)-3.5131e+002./(fi-
36)+3.4761e+002./(fi-37)-3.4022e+002./(fi-38)+3.4392e+002./(fi-39)-3.3282e+002./(fi-40)+3.4022e+002./(fi-41)-3.2912e+002./(fi-
42)+3.1803e+002./(fi-43)-3.0694e+002./(fi-44)+3.0694e+002./(fi-45)-2.8845e+002./(fi-46)+2.8475e+002./(fi-47)-2.7735e+002./(fi-
48)+2.7365e+002./(fi-49)-2.7735e+002./(fi-50)+2.7365e+002./(fi-51)-2.5147e+002./(fi-52)+1.2943e+002./(fi-53)-
1.2943e+002./ffi)./(3.6980*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+1./(fi-
51)-1./(fi-52)+.5./(fi-53)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-14) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐమሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(8.5283*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+0.5./(fi-49)-
0.5./ffi)).*(6.1404e+002./(fi-1)-6.5668e+002./(fi-2)+6.9932e+002./(fi-3)-7.6755e+002./(fi-4)+8.2724e+002./(fi-5)-8.5283e+002./(fi-
6)+8.6989e+002./(fi-7)-8.7841e+002./(fi-8)+8.6989e+002./(fi-9)-8.6136e+002./(fi-10)+8.6136e+002./(fi-11)-8.4430e+002./(fi-
12)+8.4430e+002./(fi-13)-8.3577e+002./(fi-14)+8.4430e+002./(fi-15)-8.4430e+002./(fi-16)+8.2724e+002./(fi-17)-8.1019e+002./(fi-
18)+7.6755e+002./(fi-19)-7.9313e+002./(fi-20)+7.5902e+002./(fi-21)-7.5902e+002./(fi-22)+7.2490e+002./(fi-23)-7.1638e+002./(fi-
24)+7.7607e+002./(fi-25)-8.0166e+002./(fi-26)+7.9313e+002./(fi-27)-7.1638e+002./(fi-28)+7.5902e+002./(fi-29)-7.6755e+002./(fi-
30)+7.7607e+002./(fi-31)-7.6755e+002./(fi-32)+7.8460e+002./(fi-33)-8.1019e+002./(fi-34)+7.7607e+002./(fi-35)-7.3343e+002./(fi-
36)+7.2490e+002./(fi-37)-7.0785e+002./(fi-38)+7.1638e+002./(fi-39)-7.0785e+002./(fi-40)+6.9932e+002./(fi-41)-6.9079e+002./(fi-
42)+6.8226e+002./(fi-43)-6.5668e+002./(fi-44)+6.4815e+002./(fi-45)-6.3962e+002./(fi-46)+6.2257e+002./(fi-47)-6.1404e+002./(fi-
48)+2.9849e+002./(fi-49)-2.9849e+002./ffi); 
(8-15) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐయሺ ௫݂ሻ=(2.5041e+002./(fi-1)-2.5041e+002./(fi-2)+2.5767e+002./(fi-3)-3.2300e+002./(fi-4)+3.1937e+002./(fi-5)-3.3752e+002./(fi-
6)+3.4840e+002./(fi-7)-3.5929e+002./(fi-8)+3.3752e+002./(fi-9)-3.3752e+002./(fi-10)+3.3026e+002./(fi-11)-3.3026e+002./(fi-
12)+3.2663e+002./(fi-13)-3.3389e+002./(fi-14)+3.3026e+002./(fi-15)-3.3026e+002./(fi-16)+3.5203e+002./(fi-17)-3.5929e+002./(fi-
18)+3.4114e+002./(fi-19)-3.1937e+002./(fi-20)+2.7582e+002./(fi-21)-2.3590e+002./(fi-22)+2.3590e+002./(fi-23)-2.2501e+002./(fi-
24)+2.3953e+002./(fi-25)-2.7219e+002./(fi-26)+3.1937e+002./(fi-27)-3.8469e+002./(fi-28)+4.1010e+002./(fi-29)-4.0647e+002./(fi-
30)+3.9195e+002./(fi-31)-3.8469e+002./(fi-32)+3.7381e+002./(fi-33)-3.5566e+002./(fi-34)+3.4114e+002./(fi-35)-3.1574e+002./(fi-
36)+3.1211e+002./(fi-37)-3.0485e+002./(fi-38)+3.0122e+002./(fi-39)-2.8671e+002./(fi-40)+2.7945e+002./(fi-41)-2.6130e+002./(fi-
42)+2.5404e+002./(fi-43)-2.4679e+002./(fi-44)+2.4316e+002./(fi-45)-2.4316e+002./(fi-46)+1.2702e+002./(fi-47)-
1.2702e+002./ffi)./(3.6292*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+0.5./(fi-47)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-16) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐరሺ ௫݂ሻ=(2.6493e+002./(fi-1)-2.8308e+002./(fi-2)+2.8671e+002./(fi-3)-3.4477e+002./(fi-4)+3.5929e+002./(fi-5)-3.5566e+002./(fi-
6)+3.5566e+002./(fi-7)-3.7381e+002./(fi-8)+3.7018e+002./(fi-9)-3.5566e+002./(fi-10)+3.4840e+002./(fi-11)-3.4840e+002./(fi-
12)+3.5203e+002./(fi-13)-3.5203e+002./(fi-14)+3.4840e+002./(fi-15)-3.4114e+002./(fi-16)+3.4477e+002./(fi-17)-3.5566e+002./(fi-
18)+3.6292e+002./(fi-19)-3.5929e+002./(fi-20)+3.7744e+002./(fi-21)-3.8107e+002./(fi-22)+3.3389e+002./(fi-23)-2.4679e+002./(fi-
24)+2.6130e+002./(fi-25)-2.6493e+002./(fi-26)+2.7219e+002./(fi-27)-3.2663e+002./(fi-28)+3.5203e+002./(fi-29)-3.8107e+002./(fi-
30)+3.7744e+002./(fi-31)-3.7018e+002./(fi-32)+3.5566e+002./(fi-33)-3.2300e+002./(fi-34)+3.0848e+002./(fi-35)-3.0485e+002./(fi-
36)+3.0122e+002./(fi-37)-2.9396e+002./(fi-38)+2.7582e+002./(fi-39)-2.7219e+002./(fi-40)+2.6856e+002./(fi-41)-2.6493e+002./(fi-
42)+2.6493e+002./(fi-43)-2.6130e+002./(fi-44)+2.5041e+002./(fi-45)-2.4316e+002./(fi-46)+1.2702e+002./(fi-47)-
1.2702e+002./ffi)./(3.6292*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+0.5./(fi-47)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-17) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐఱሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(1.9077*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+1./(fi-
51)-1./(fi-52)+1./(fi-53)-1./(fi-54)+1./(fi-55)-1./(fi-56)+1./(fi-57)-1./(fi-58)+0.5./(fi-59)-0.5./ffi)).*(1.3354e+002./(fi-1)-
1.3735e+002./(fi-2)+1.3735e+002./(fi-3)-1.4689e+002./(fi-4)+1.5834e+002./(fi-5)-1.9077e+002./(fi-6)+1.9649e+002./(fi-7)-
2.0030e+002./(fi-8)+2.1366e+002./(fi-9)-2.2701e+002./(fi-10)+2.2510e+002./(fi-11)-2.3273e+002./(fi-12)+2.2892e+002./(fi-13)-
2.1557e+002./(fi-14)+2.0412e+002./(fi-15)-2.0221e+002./(fi-16)+2.0984e+002./(fi-17)-1.9840e+002./(fi-18)+1.8886e+002./(fi-19)-
1.6597e+002./(fi-20)+1.6024e+002./(fi-21)-1.6406e+002./(fi-22)+1.6024e+002./(fi-23)-1.6978e+002./(fi-24)+1.6024e+002./(fi-25)-
1.5834e+002./(fi-26)+1.6024e+002./(fi-27)-1.6978e+002./(fi-28)+1.8504e+002./(fi-29)-2.0603e+002./(fi-30)+1.9840e+002./(fi-31)-
1.8695e+002./(fi-32)+1.9077e+002./(fi-33)-1.8695e+002./(fi-34)+1.9840e+002./(fi-35)-1.8123e+002./(fi-36)+1.7550e+002./(fi-37)-
1.6978e+002./(fi-38)+1.7741e+002./(fi-39)-1.7741e+002./(fi-40)+1.7741e+002./(fi-41)-1.7741e+002./(fi-42)+1.8123e+002./(fi-43)-
1.7932e+002./(fi-44)+1.7550e+002./(fi-45)-1.7550e+002./(fi-46)+1.7169e+002./(fi-47)-1.7360e+002./(fi-48)+1.7360e+002./(fi-49)-
1.6597e+002./(fi-50)+1.6024e+002./(fi-51)-1.4689e+002./(fi-52)+1.4307e+002./(fi-53)-1.3354e+002./(fi-54)+1.3735e+002./(fi-55)-
1.3163e+002./(fi-56)+1.2781e+002./(fi-57)-1.2972e+002./(fi-58)+6.6768e+001./(fi-59)-6.6768e+001./ffi); 
(8-18) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐలሺ ௫݂ሻ=(3.5501e+002./(fi-1)-3.6008e+002./(fi-2)+3.7530e+002./(fi-3)-3.6516e+002./(fi-4)+4.5137e+002./(fi-5)-5.5281e+002./(fi-
6)+6.9481e+002./(fi-7)-6.6438e+002./(fi-8)+6.8974e+002./(fi-9)-6.8974e+002./(fi-10)+6.4410e+002./(fi-11)-5.9338e+002./(fi-
12)+5.1730e+002./(fi-13)-4.7673e+002./(fi-14)+4.5645e+002./(fi-15)-4.4123e+002./(fi-16)+4.4123e+002./(fi-17)-4.6152e+002./(fi-
18)+4.6659e+002./(fi-19)-5.0716e+002./(fi-20)+4.8687e+002./(fi-21)-4.6152e+002./(fi-22)+3.9559e+002./(fi-23)-3.9559e+002./(fi-
24)+4.5137e+002./(fi-25)-5.4773e+002./(fi-26)+5.2745e+002./(fi-27)-5.2238e+002./(fi-28)+4.2602e+002./(fi-29)-3.8544e+002./(fi-
30)+4.0066e+002./(fi-31)-4.4630e+002./(fi-32)+4.9195e+002./(fi-33)-4.9702e+002./(fi-34)+5.0716e+002./(fi-35)-5.2238e+002./(fi-
36)+5.0716e+002./(fi-37)-4.8687e+002./(fi-38)+4.1587e+002./(fi-39)-3.9559e+002./(fi-40)+3.7530e+002./(fi-41)-3.6516e+002./(fi-
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42)+1.7751e+002./(fi-43)-1.7751e+002./ffi)./(5.0716*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-
1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-
22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-
35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+0.5./(fi-43)-0.5./ffi)); 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐళሺ ௫݂ሻ=(6.0906e+002./(fi-2)-6.0048e+002./(fi-1)-6.6053e+002./(fi-3)+6.6911e+002./(fi-4)-7.2916e+002./(fi-5)+8.3210e+002./(fi-
6)-8.6641e+002./(fi-7)+9.0930e+002./(fi-8)-9.0930e+002./(fi-9)+9.6935e+002./(fi-10)-1.0122e+003./(fi-11)+1.0466e+003./(fi-12)-
1.0466e+003./(fi-13)+1.0122e+003./(fi-14)-9.8651e+002./(fi-15)+9.7793e+002./(fi-16)-9.1788e+002./(fi-17)+8.7499e+002./(fi-18)-
8.6641e+002./(fi-19)+8.6641e+002./(fi-20)-8.7499e+002./(fi-21)+8.7499e+002./(fi-22)-9.1788e+002./(fi-23)+9.1788e+002./(fi-24)-
8.8357e+002./(fi-25)+7.8063e+002./(fi-26)-6.6911e+002./(fi-27)+6.2622e+002./(fi-28)-6.6911e+002./(fi-29)+7.4631e+002./(fi-30)-
8.4925e+002./(fi-31)+8.7499e+002./(fi-32)-8.8357e+002./(fi-33)+8.5783e+002./(fi-34)-8.4925e+002./(fi-35)+8.6641e+002./(fi-36)-
8.2352e+002./(fi-37)+7.9778e+002./(fi-38)-7.2916e+002./(fi-39)+6.4337e+002./(fi-40)-5.9190e+002./(fi-41)+6.0906e+002./(fi-42)-
6.1764e+002./(fi-43)+3.0024e+002./(fi-44)+3.0024e+002./ffi)./(8.5783*(1./(fi-2)-1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-3)+1./(fi-4)-1./(fi-5)+1./(fi-6)-1./(fi-
7)+1./(fi-8)-1./(fi-9)+1./(fi-10)-1./(fi-11)+1./(fi-12)-1./(fi-13)+1./(fi-14)-1./(fi-15)+1./(fi-16)-1./(fi-17)+1./(fi-18)-1./(fi-19)+1./(fi-20)-
1./(fi-21)+1./(fi-22)-1./(fi-23)+1./(fi-24)-1./(fi-25)+1./(fi-26)-1./(fi-27)+1./(fi-28)-1./(fi-29)+1./(fi-30)-1./(fi-31)+1./(fi-32)-1./(fi-
33)+1./(fi-34)-1./(fi-35)+1./(fi-36)-1./(fi-37)+1./(fi-38)-1./(fi-39)+1./(fi-40)-1./(fi-41)+1./(fi-42)-1./(fi-43)+0.5./(fi-44)+.5./ffi)); 
(8-20) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐఴሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(1.8469*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+0.5./(fi-
51)-0.5./ffi)).*(1.2929e+002./(fi-1)-1.3113e+002./(fi-2)+1.3852e+002./(fi-3)-1.5330e+002./(fi-4)+1.6622e+002./(fi-5)-
1.8285e+002./(fi-6)+2.0686e+002./(fi-7)-2.0316e+002./(fi-8)+2.1978e+002./(fi-9)-2.1609e+002./(fi-10)+2.1424e+002./(fi-11)-
2.0686e+002./(fi-12)+1.9762e+002./(fi-13)-1.9393e+002./(fi-14)+1.8654e+002./(fi-15)-1.8654e+002./(fi-16)+1.7915e+002./(fi-17)-
1.6807e+002./(fi-18)+1.5884e+002./(fi-19)-1.5699e+002./(fi-20)+1.6438e+002./(fi-21)-1.6622e+002./(fi-22)+1.8100e+002./(fi-23)-
1.8839e+002./(fi-24)+1.8285e+002./(fi-25)-1.6622e+002./(fi-26)+1.5330e+002./(fi-27)-1.5145e+002./(fi-28)+1.5884e+002./(fi-29)-
1.6253e+002./(fi-30)+1.9023e+002./(fi-31)-2.0316e+002./(fi-32)+2.0316e+002./(fi-33)-1.9577e+002./(fi-34)+1.9208e+002./(fi-35)-
1.8654e+002./(fi-36)+1.9577e+002./(fi-37)-1.9947e+002./(fi-38)+1.9762e+002./(fi-39)-1.8654e+002./(fi-40)+1.8839e+002./(fi-41)-
1.7915e+002./(fi-42)+1.6807e+002./(fi-43)-1.6807e+002./(fi-44)+1.6253e+002./(fi-45)-1.5514e+002./(fi-46)+1.4591e+002./(fi-47)-
1.4221e+002./(fi-48)+1.3667e+002./(fi-49)-1.3483e+002./(fi-50)+6.4643e+001./(fi-51)-6.4643e+001./ffi); 
(8-21) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐవሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(1.8469*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+0.5./(fi-
51)-0.5./ffi)).*(1.2190e+002./(fi-1)-1.2744e+002./(fi-2)+1.2744e+002./(fi-3)-1.6068e+002./(fi-4)+1.7176e+002./(fi-5)-
1.6807e+002./(fi-6)+1.6622e+002./(fi-7)-1.6438e+002./(fi-8)+1.5884e+002./(fi-9)-1.6253e+002./(fi-10)+1.5884e+002./(fi-11)-
1.5514e+002./(fi-12)+1.5514e+002./(fi-13)-1.5330e+002./(fi-14)+1.5514e+002./(fi-15)-1.6068e+002./(fi-16)+1.6807e+002./(fi-17)-
1.4775e+002./(fi-18)+1.3483e+002./(fi-19)-1.3667e+002./(fi-20)+1.5145e+002./(fi-21)-1.6622e+002./(fi-22)+1.6992e+002./(fi-23)-
1.7176e+002./(fi-24)+1.7176e+002./(fi-25)-1.6438e+002./(fi-26)+1.6253e+002./(fi-27)-1.4406e+002./(fi-28)+1.4406e+002./(fi-29)-
1.4037e+002./(fi-30)+1.3113e+002./(fi-31)-1.4221e+002./(fi-32)+1.3667e+002./(fi-33)-1.3852e+002./(fi-34)+1.3667e+002./(fi-35)-
1.3667e+002./(fi-36)+1.2929e+002./(fi-37)-1.2374e+002./(fi-38)+1.2190e+002./(fi-39)-1.2190e+002./(fi-40)+1.1820e+002./(fi-41)-
1.2374e+002./(fi-42)+1.2190e+002./(fi-43)-1.1820e+002./(fi-44)+1.2005e+002./(fi-45)-1.1636e+002./(fi-46)+1.1636e+002./(fi-47)-
1.1266e+002./(fi-48)+1.1636e+002./(fi-49)-1.2190e+002./(fi-50)+6.4643e+001./(fi-51)-6.4643e+001./ffi);   
(8-22) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐభబሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(3.6980*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+1./(fi-
51)-1./(fi-52)+0.5./(fi-53)-0.5./ffi)).*(2.5886e+002./(fi-1)-2.6256e+002./(fi-2)+2.7365e+002./(fi-3)-3.0324e+002./(fi-
4)+3.2173e+002./(fi-5)-3.1803e+002./(fi-6)+3.3282e+002./(fi-7)-3.7720e+002./(fi-8)+4.0678e+002./(fi-9)-4.2527e+002./(fi-
10)+4.2527e+002./(fi-11)-4.1418e+002./(fi-12)+3.9569e+002./(fi-13)-3.7350e+002./(fi-14)+3.7350e+002./(fi-15)-3.5131e+002./(fi-
16)+3.4392e+002./(fi-17)-3.4022e+002./(fi-18)+3.3652e+002./(fi-19)-3.4392e+002./(fi-20)+3.5871e+002./(fi-21)-3.7350e+002./(fi-
22)+3.6980e+002./(fi-23)-3.4022e+002./(fi-24)+3.1803e+002./(fi-25)-2.9954e+002./(fi-26)+3.0324e+002./(fi-27)-3.4022e+002./(fi-
28)+3.6241e+002./(fi-29)-3.9569e+002./(fi-30)+4.2897e+002./(fi-31)-4.5486e+002./(fi-32)+4.6965e+002./(fi-33)-4.7704e+002./(fi-
34)+4.8814e+002./(fi-35)-4.6965e+002./(fi-36)+4.5855e+002./(fi-37)-4.4376e+002./(fi-38)+4.0308e+002./(fi-39)-3.6610e+002./(fi-
40)+3.5131e+002./(fi-41)-3.4392e+002./(fi-42)+3.3282e+002./(fi-43)-3.2543e+002./(fi-44)+3.1433e+002./(fi-45)-3.1063e+002./(fi-
46)+2.9954e+002./(fi-47)-2.8475e+002./(fi-48)+2.7735e+002./(fi-49)-2.7735e+002./(fi-50)+2.6626e+002./(fi-51)-2.5886e+002./(fi-
52)+1.2943e+002./(fi-53)-1.2943e+002./ffi); 
(8-23) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐభభሺ ௫݂ሻ=(5.8845e+002./(fi-1)-5.7992e+002./(fi-2)+6.0551e+002./(fi-3)-6.3962e+002./(fi-4)+6.4815e+002./(fi-5)-
7.5049e+002./(fi-6)+7.9313e+002./(fi-7)-7.7607e+002./(fi-8)+8.0166e+002./(fi-9)-7.9313e+002./(fi-10)+8.0166e+002./(fi-11)-
7.9313e+002./(fi-12)+7.9313e+002./(fi-13)-7.9313e+002./(fi-14)+8.1019e+002./(fi-15)-8.3577e+002./(fi-16)+8.0166e+002./(fi-17)-
7.7607e+002./(fi-18)+8.6136e+002./(fi-19)-8.6136e+002./(fi-20)+6.9079e+002./(fi-21)-7.2490e+002./(fi-22)+6.7373e+002./(fi-23)-
6.3109e+002./(fi-24)+6.3962e+002./(fi-25)-6.8226e+002./(fi-26)+7.7607e+002./(fi-27)-7.9313e+002./(fi-28)+9.9781e+002./(fi-29)-
8.9547e+002./(fi-30)+8.1872e+002./(fi-31)-8.2724e+002./(fi-32)+8.0166e+002./(fi-33)-8.1019e+002./(fi-34)+7.9313e+002./(fi-35)-
7.5902e+002./(fi-36)+7.0785e+002./(fi-37)-6.9079e+002./(fi-38)+6.9932e+002./(fi-39)-6.9932e+002./(fi-40)+6.9932e+002./(fi-41)-
6.7373e+002./(fi-42)+6.3962e+002./(fi-43)-6.4815e+002./(fi-44)+6.4815e+002./(fi-45)-6.9079e+002./(fi-46)+6.3109e+002./(fi-47)-
6.4815e+002./(fi-48)+2.9849e+002./(fi-49)-2.9849e+002./ffi)./(8.5283*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-
1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-
21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-
34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-
47)-1./(fi-48)+0.5./(fi-49)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-24) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐభమሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(9.0949*(1./(fi-2)-1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-3)+1./(fi-4)-1./(fi-5)+1./(fi-6)-1./(fi-7)+1./(fi-8)-1./(fi-9)+1./(fi-10)-1./(fi-11)+1./(fi-
12)-1./(fi-13)+1./(fi-14)-1./(fi-15)+1./(fi-16)-1./(fi-17)+1./(fi-18)-1./(fi-19)+1./(fi-20)-1./(fi-21)+1./(fi-22)-1./(fi-23)+1./(fi-24)-1./(fi-
25)+1./(fi-26)-1./(fi-27)+1./(fi-28)-1./(fi-29)+1./(fi-30)-1./(fi-31)+1./(fi-32)-1./(fi-33)+1./(fi-34)-1./(fi-35)+1./(fi-36)-1./(fi-37)+1./(fi-
38)-1./(fi-39)+0.5./(fi-40)+0.5./ffi)).*(6.5484e+002./(fi-2)-6.4574e+002./(fi-1)-6.6393e+002./(fi-3)+6.8212e+002./(fi-4)-
7.4579e+002./(fi-5)+7.9126e+002./(fi-6)-8.5493e+002./(fi-7)+8.8221e+002./(fi-8)-8.7311e+002./(fi-9)+8.9130e+002./(fi-10)-
9.0949e+002./(fi-11)+9.0040e+002./(fi-12)-8.7311e+002./(fi-13)+8.6402e+002./(fi-14)-8.6402e+002./(fi-15)+8.7311e+002./(fi-16)-
8.8221e+002./(fi-17)+9.3678e+002./(fi-18)-9.6406e+002./(fi-19)+8.6402e+002./(fi-20)-8.1855e+002./(fi-21)+6.9122e+002./(fi-22)-
7.2760e+002./(fi-23)+8.0945e+002./(fi-24)-8.1855e+002./(fi-25)+8.6402e+002./(fi-26)-8.6402e+002./(fi-27)+8.1855e+002./(fi-28)-
8.0036e+002./(fi-29)+7.7307e+002./(fi-30)-7.3669e+002./(fi-31)+7.4579e+002./(fi-32)-7.2760e+002./(fi-33)+7.2760e+002./(fi-34)-
7.2760e+002./(fi-35)+7.1850e+002./(fi-36)-7.0031e+002./(fi-37)+6.8212e+002./(fi-38)-6.4574e+002./(fi-39)+3.1832e+002./(fi-
40)+3.1832e+002./ffi);  
(8-25) 
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ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟ ௐభయሺ ௫݂ሻ=(3.4994e+002./(fi-1)-3.9559e+002./(fi-2)+4.6152e+002./(fi-3)-4.8687e+002./(fi-4)+5.1730e+002./(fi-5)-
5.4266e+002./(fi-6)+5.6295e+002./(fi-7)-5.7816e+002./(fi-8)+5.6802e+002./(fi-9)-5.6295e+002./(fi-10)+5.5788e+002./(fi-11)-
5.6295e+002./(fi-12)+5.5281e+002./(fi-13)-5.3759e+002./(fi-14)+5.4266e+002./(fi-15)-4.6659e+002./(fi-16)+3.9051e+002./(fi-17)-
4.1080e+002./(fi-18)+3.9559e+002./(fi-19)-4.6152e+002./(fi-20)+5.4266e+002./(fi-21)-5.3759e+002./(fi-22)+4.9195e+002./(fi-23)-
4.7673e+002./(fi-24)+4.8180e+002./(fi-25)-4.6659e+002./(fi-26)+4.5645e+002./(fi-27)-4.4123e+002./(fi-28)+4.3616e+002./(fi-29)-
4.3616e+002./(fi-30)+4.3109e+002./(fi-31)-4.0573e+002./(fi-32)+4.2094e+002./(fi-33)-4.1080e+002./(fi-34)+3.9051e+002./(fi-35)-
4.1080e+002./(fi-36)+4.1080e+002./(fi-37)-4.0066e+002./(fi-38)+3.9051e+002./(fi-39)-3.7530e+002./(fi-40)+3.6516e+002./(fi-41)-
3.5501e+002./(fi-42)+1.7751e+002./(fi-43)-1.7751e+002./ffi)./(5.0716*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-
1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-
21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-
34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+0.5./(fi-43)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-26) 
c. CORNER VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐభሺ ௫݂ሻ=(6.4715e+002./(fi-1)-6.2866e+002./(fi-2)+6.2866e+002./(fi-3)-6.2866e+002./(fi-4)+6.2866e+002./(fi-5)-6.3976e+002./(fi-
6)+6.6194e+002./(fi-7)-6.5455e+002./(fi-8)+6.5825e+002./(fi-9)-6.6194e+002./(fi-10)+6.6564e+002./(fi-11)-6.8043e+002./(fi-
12)+6.6934e+002./(fi-13)-6.7674e+002./(fi-14)+6.6934e+002./(fi-15)-6.6934e+002./(fi-16)+6.6564e+002./(fi-17)-6.6194e+002./(fi-
18)+6.6564e+002./(fi-19)-6.6934e+002./(fi-20)+6.6564e+002./(fi-21)-6.6934e+002./(fi-22)+6.6194e+002./(fi-23)-6.3236e+002./(fi-
24)+6.1017e+002./(fi-25)-6.1017e+002./(fi-26)+6.0647e+002./(fi-27)-5.9168e+002./(fi-28)+5.9908e+002./(fi-29)-6.0647e+002./(fi-
30)+6.1757e+002./(fi-31)-6.1017e+002./(fi-32)+6.2866e+002./(fi-33)-6.2866e+002./(fi-34)+6.2866e+002./(fi-35)-6.4345e+002./(fi-
36)+6.4345e+002./(fi-37)-6.5085e+002./(fi-38)+6.4715e+002./(fi-39)-6.3976e+002./(fi-40)+6.3976e+002./(fi-41)-6.4715e+002./(fi-
42)+6.3606e+002./(fi-43)-6.3606e+002./(fi-44)+6.2496e+002./(fi-45)-6.3236e+002./(fi-46)+6.4345e+002./(fi-47)-6.3976e+002./(fi-
48)+6.4345e+002./(fi-49)-6.2127e+002./(fi-50)+6.3976e+002./(fi-51)-6.3606e+002./(fi-52)+3.2173e+002./(fi-53)-
3.2173e+002./ffi)./(3.6980*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+1./(fi-
51)-1./(fi-52)+0.5./(fi-53)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-27) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐమሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(8.5283*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+0.5./(fi-49)-
0.5./ffi)).*(1.4925e+003./(fi-1)-1.5010e+003./(fi-2)+1.5010e+003./(fi-3)-1.5095e+003./(fi-4)+1.5180e+003./(fi-5)-1.5351e+003./(fi-
6)+1.5266e+003./(fi-7)-1.5436e+003./(fi-8)+1.5436e+003./(fi-9)-1.5436e+003./(fi-10)+1.5521e+003./(fi-11)-1.5607e+003./(fi-
12)+1.5777e+003./(fi-13)-1.5863e+003./(fi-14)+1.5777e+003./(fi-15)-1.5692e+003./(fi-16)+1.5607e+003./(fi-17)-1.5521e+003./(fi-
18)+1.5521e+003./(fi-19)-1.5436e+003./(fi-20)+1.5351e+003./(fi-21)-1.5351e+003./(fi-22)+1.5095e+003./(fi-23)-1.5010e+003./(fi-
24)+1.4669e+003./(fi-25)-1.4669e+003./(fi-26)+1.4754e+003./(fi-27)-1.4498e+003./(fi-28)+1.4669e+003./(fi-29)-1.4413e+003./(fi-
30)+1.4754e+003./(fi-31)-1.4669e+003./(fi-32)+1.4925e+003./(fi-33)-1.5095e+003./(fi-34)+1.5095e+003./(fi-35)-1.5095e+003./(fi-
36)+1.5351e+003./(fi-37)-1.5180e+003./(fi-38)+1.5010e+003./(fi-39)-1.5010e+003./(fi-40)+1.5095e+003./(fi-41)-1.5351e+003./(fi-
42)+1.5095e+003./(fi-43)-1.5266e+003./(fi-44)+1.5180e+003./(fi-45)-1.5351e+003./(fi-46)+1.5180e+003./(fi-47)-1.5180e+003./(fi-
48)+7.4196e+002./(fi-49)-7.4196e+002./ffi);  
(8-28) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐయሺ ௫݂ሻ=(6.2422e+002./(fi-1)-6.1696e+002./(fi-2)+6.0608e+002./(fi-3)-6.1333e+002./(fi-4)+6.0970e+002./(fi-5)-6.1333e+002./(fi-
6)+6.3511e+002./(fi-7)-6.2785e+002./(fi-8)+6.3511e+002./(fi-9)-6.3511e+002./(fi-10)+6.4963e+002./(fi-11)-6.5326e+002./(fi-
12)+6.4600e+002./(fi-13)-6.4963e+002./(fi-14)+6.4237e+002./(fi-15)-6.4237e+002./(fi-16)+6.2059e+002./(fi-17)-6.0245e+002./(fi-
18)+5.8793e+002./(fi-19)-5.8430e+002./(fi-20)+5.8430e+002./(fi-21)-5.8067e+002./(fi-22)+5.8430e+002./(fi-23)-5.8793e+002./(fi-
24)+5.7341e+002./(fi-25)-5.9519e+002./(fi-26)+6.1333e+002./(fi-27)-6.2422e+002./(fi-28)+6.4600e+002./(fi-29)-6.4237e+002./(fi-
30)+6.4237e+002./(fi-31)-6.4237e+002./(fi-32)+6.3874e+002./(fi-33)-6.3874e+002./(fi-34)+6.2785e+002./(fi-35)-6.3511e+002./(fi-
36)+6.3874e+002./(fi-37)-6.2785e+002./(fi-38)+6.3874e+002./(fi-39)-6.2422e+002./(fi-40)+6.3511e+002./(fi-41)-6.4237e+002./(fi-
42)+6.2785e+002./(fi-43)-6.3511e+002./(fi-44)+6.3148e+002./(fi-45)-6.4237e+002./(fi-46)+3.1574e+002./(fi-47)-
3.1574e+002./ffi)./(3.6292*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+0.5./(fi-47)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-29) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐరሺ ௫݂ሻ=(6.4963e+002./(fi-1)-6.3148e+002./(fi-2)+6.3874e+002./(fi-3)-6.2059e+002./(fi-4)+6.2785e+002./(fi-5)-6.3874e+002./(fi-
6)+6.4237e+002./(fi-7)-6.6051e+002./(fi-8)+6.6777e+002./(fi-9)-6.7503e+002./(fi-10)+6.6777e+002./(fi-11)-6.6414e+002./(fi-
12)+6.6777e+002./(fi-13)-6.7503e+002./(fi-14)+6.7503e+002./(fi-15)-6.7503e+002./(fi-16)+6.6777e+002./(fi-17)-6.6414e+002./(fi-
18)+6.6414e+002./(fi-19)-6.4237e+002./(fi-20)+6.3874e+002./(fi-21)-6.3148e+002./(fi-22)+6.2422e+002./(fi-23)-6.1333e+002./(fi-
24)+6.0608e+002./(fi-25)-5.8793e+002./(fi-26)+5.9882e+002./(fi-27)-6.1333e+002./(fi-28)+6.3874e+002./(fi-29)-6.6051e+002./(fi-
30)+6.5688e+002./(fi-31)-6.7140e+002./(fi-32)+6.6777e+002./(fi-33)-6.6051e+002./(fi-34)+6.6051e+002./(fi-35)-6.5688e+002./(fi-
36)+6.6051e+002./(fi-37)-6.6051e+002./(fi-38)+6.5326e+002./(fi-39)-6.5688e+002./(fi-40)+6.4600e+002./(fi-41)-6.4600e+002./(fi-
42)+6.4600e+002./(fi-43)-6.3874e+002./(fi-44)+6.4237e+002./(fi-45)-6.3511e+002./(fi-46)+3.1574e+002./(fi-47)-
3.1574e+002./ffi)./(3.6292*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+0.5./(fi-47)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-30) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐఱሺ ௫݂ሻ=(3.3384e+002./(fi-1)-3.3193e+002./(fi-2)+3.3384e+002./(fi-3)-3.4147e+002./(fi-4)+3.3193e+002./(fi-5)-3.3956e+002./(fi-
6)+3.4338e+002./(fi-7)-3.5482e+002./(fi-8)+3.6436e+002./(fi-9)-3.6246e+002./(fi-10)+3.6436e+002./(fi-11)-3.6436e+002./(fi-
12)+3.7009e+002./(fi-13)-3.7009e+002./(fi-14)+3.7009e+002./(fi-15)-3.6627e+002./(fi-16)+3.6627e+002./(fi-17)-3.6436e+002./(fi-
18)+3.5482e+002./(fi-19)-3.5101e+002./(fi-20)+3.4719e+002./(fi-21)-3.4529e+002./(fi-22)+3.4338e+002./(fi-23)-3.2239e+002./(fi-
24)+3.1858e+002./(fi-25)-3.2812e+002./(fi-26)+3.3193e+002./(fi-27)-3.2621e+002./(fi-28)+3.4529e+002./(fi-29)-3.5482e+002./(fi-
30)+3.5101e+002./(fi-31)-3.5673e+002./(fi-32)+3.6055e+002./(fi-33)-3.5101e+002./(fi-34)+3.6055e+002./(fi-35)-3.5482e+002./(fi-
36)+3.5482e+002./(fi-37)-3.5292e+002./(fi-38)+3.5292e+002./(fi-39)-3.5101e+002./(fi-40)+3.5101e+002./(fi-41)-3.4147e+002./(fi-
42)+3.4529e+002./(fi-43)-3.4529e+002./(fi-44)+3.4338e+002./(fi-45)-3.5101e+002./(fi-46)+3.5292e+002./(fi-47)-3.4529e+002./(fi-
48)+3.4338e+002./(fi-49)-3.3384e+002./(fi-50)+3.4910e+002./(fi-51)-3.3956e+002./(fi-52)+3.3766e+002./(fi-53)-3.3384e+002./(fi-
54)+3.3003e+002./(fi-55)-3.2621e+002./(fi-56)+3.3003e+002./(fi-57)-3.2812e+002./(fi-58)+1.6597e+002./(fi-59)-
1.6597e+002./ffi)./(1.9077*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+1./(fi-
51)-1./(fi-52)+1./(fi-53)-1./(fi-54)+1./(fi-55)-1./(fi-56)+1./(fi-57)-1./(fi-58)+0.5./(fi-59)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-31) 
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ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐలሺ ௫݂ሻ=(8.9260e+002./(fi-1)-9.2303e+002./(fi-2)+8.9260e+002./(fi-3)-9.0275e+002./(fi-4)+8.9768e+002./(fi-5)-8.9260e+002./(fi-
6)+1.0042e+003./(fi-7)-1.0346e+003./(fi-8)+1.0397e+003./(fi-9)-1.0448e+003./(fi-10)+1.0448e+003./(fi-11)-1.0093e+003./(fi-
12)+1.0143e+003./(fi-13)-1.0093e+003./(fi-14)+9.8896e+002./(fi-15)-9.8896e+002./(fi-16)+9.8389e+002./(fi-17)-9.7882e+002./(fi-
18)+9.0782e+002./(fi-19)-8.7739e+002./(fi-20)+8.7739e+002./(fi-21)-8.7232e+002./(fi-22)+8.3682e+002./(fi-23)-8.4696e+002./(fi-
24)+8.9260e+002./(fi-25)-9.1796e+002./(fi-26)+9.5346e+002./(fi-27)-9.4332e+002./(fi-28)+9.6361e+002./(fi-29)-9.4332e+002./(fi-
30)+9.7882e+002./(fi-31)-9.9911e+002./(fi-32)+9.9911e+002./(fi-33)-9.8896e+002./(fi-34)+9.8896e+002./(fi-35)-9.7375e+002./(fi-
36)+9.6361e+002./(fi-37)-9.6868e+002./(fi-38)+9.2303e+002./(fi-39)-8.8753e+002./(fi-40)+8.7739e+002./(fi-41)-8.8246e+002./(fi-
42)+4.4123e+002./(fi-43)-4.4123e+002./ffi)./(5.0716*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-
1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-
22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-
35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+0.5./(fi-43)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-32) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐళሺ ௫݂ሻ=(1.4840e+003./(fi-2)-1.4669e+003./(fi-1)-1.5012e+003./(fi-3)+1.4583e+003./(fi-4)-1.5012e+003./(fi-5)+1.5269e+003./(fi-
6)-1.5784e+003./(fi-7)+1.5870e+003./(fi-8)-1.5956e+003./(fi-9)+1.6385e+003./(fi-10)-1.6213e+003./(fi-11)+1.6642e+003./(fi-12)-
1.6728e+003./(fi-13)+1.7157e+003./(fi-14)-1.7157e+003./(fi-15)+1.7071e+003./(fi-16)-1.7157e+003./(fi-17)+1.7071e+003./(fi-18)-
1.6813e+003./(fi-19)+1.6728e+003./(fi-20)-1.6813e+003./(fi-21)+1.6470e+003./(fi-22)-1.6299e+003./(fi-23)+1.5870e+003./(fi-24)-
1.5269e+003./(fi-25)+1.4926e+003./(fi-26)-1.5184e+003./(fi-27)+1.4755e+003./(fi-28)-1.5012e+003./(fi-29)+1.5355e+003./(fi-30)-
1.5870e+003./(fi-31)+1.5698e+003./(fi-32)-1.6041e+003./(fi-33)+1.5870e+003./(fi-34)-1.6041e+003./(fi-35)+1.5870e+003./(fi-36)-
1.5784e+003./(fi-37)+1.5784e+003./(fi-38)-1.5870e+003./(fi-39)+1.5098e+003./(fi-40)-1.5012e+003./(fi-41)+1.5012e+003./(fi-42)-
1.4755e+003./(fi-43)+7.4631e+002./(fi-44)+7.4631e+002./ffi)./(8.5783*(1./(fi-2)-1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-3)+1./(fi-4)-1./(fi-5)+1./(fi-6)-1./(fi-
7)+1./(fi-8)-1./(fi-9)+1./(fi-10)-1./(fi-11)+1./(fi-12)-1./(fi-13)+1./(fi-14)-1./(fi-15)+1./(fi-16)-1./(fi-17)+1./(fi-18)-1./(fi-19)+1./(fi-20)-
1./(fi-21)+1./(fi-22)-1./(fi-23)+1./(fi-24)-1./(fi-25)+1./(fi-26)-1./(fi-27)+1./(fi-28)-1./(fi-29)+1./(fi-30)-1./(fi-31)+1./(fi-32)-1./(fi-
33)+1./(fi-34)-1./(fi-35)+1./(fi-36)-1./(fi-37)+1./(fi-38)-1./(fi-39)+1./(fi-40)-1./(fi-41)+1./(fi-42)-1./(fi-43)+0.5./(fi-44)+0.5./ffi)); 
(8-33) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐఴሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(1.8469*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+0.5./(fi-
51)-0.5./ffi)).*(3.2137e+002./(fi-1)-3.2321e+002./(fi-2)+3.1952e+002./(fi-3)-3.1398e+002./(fi-4)+3.1583e+002./(fi-5)-
3.1767e+002./(fi-6)+3.2321e+002./(fi-7)-3.2691e+002./(fi-8)+3.3245e+002./(fi-9)-3.3429e+002./(fi-10)+3.4353e+002./(fi-11)-
3.4538e+002./(fi-12)+3.4353e+002./(fi-13)-3.4538e+002./(fi-14)+3.3984e+002./(fi-15)-3.3429e+002./(fi-16)+3.2506e+002./(fi-17)-
3.2506e+002./(fi-18)+3.1952e+002./(fi-19)-3.1583e+002./(fi-20)+3.1398e+002./(fi-21)-3.0659e+002./(fi-22)+2.8997e+002./(fi-23)-
2.7519e+002./(fi-24)+2.7335e+002./(fi-25)-2.8443e+002./(fi-26)+2.8258e+002./(fi-27)-2.8812e+002./(fi-28)+3.0844e+002./(fi-29)-
3.1583e+002./(fi-30)+3.1952e+002./(fi-31)-3.2506e+002./(fi-32)+3.2137e+002./(fi-33)-3.2875e+002./(fi-34)+3.3060e+002./(fi-35)-
3.3614e+002./(fi-36)+3.4353e+002./(fi-37)-3.4538e+002./(fi-38)+3.4907e+002./(fi-39)-3.4722e+002./(fi-40)+3.4722e+002./(fi-41)-
3.4538e+002./(fi-42)+3.4538e+002./(fi-43)-3.4722e+002./(fi-44)+3.4168e+002./(fi-45)-3.4168e+002./(fi-46)+3.4168e+002./(fi-47)-
3.3799e+002./(fi-48)+3.4168e+002./(fi-49)-3.3799e+002./(fi-50)+1.6068e+002./(fi-51)-1.6068e+002./ffi); 
(8-34) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐవሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(1.8469*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+0.5./(fi-
51)-0.5./ffi)).*(3.2691e+002./(fi-1)-3.2506e+002./(fi-2)+3.2321e+002./(fi-3)-3.2321e+002./(fi-4)+3.1767e+002./(fi-5)-
3.1583e+002./(fi-6)+3.1583e+002./(fi-7)-3.1583e+002./(fi-8)+3.2321e+002./(fi-9)-3.2506e+002./(fi-10)+3.2137e+002./(fi-11)-
3.2321e+002./(fi-12)+3.2321e+002./(fi-13)-3.0844e+002./(fi-14)+3.2506e+002./(fi-15)-3.1398e+002./(fi-16)+3.3245e+002./(fi-17)-
3.3245e+002./(fi-18)+3.3060e+002./(fi-19)-3.2137e+002./(fi-20)+3.2321e+002./(fi-21)-3.1398e+002./(fi-22)+3.1398e+002./(fi-23)-
3.1952e+002./(fi-24)+3.2875e+002./(fi-25)-3.2875e+002./(fi-26)+3.2691e+002./(fi-27)-3.3429e+002./(fi-28)+3.3245e+002./(fi-29)-
3.2875e+002./(fi-30)+3.2875e+002./(fi-31)-3.3429e+002./(fi-32)+3.2875e+002./(fi-33)-3.2321e+002./(fi-34)+3.2506e+002./(fi-35)-
3.2875e+002./(fi-36)+3.1583e+002./(fi-37)-3.1583e+002./(fi-38)+3.1213e+002./(fi-39)-3.2137e+002./(fi-40)+3.1767e+002./(fi-41)-
3.2506e+002./(fi-42)+3.2137e+002./(fi-43)-3.2137e+002./(fi-44)+3.2506e+002./(fi-45)-3.2875e+002./(fi-46)+3.1952e+002./(fi-47)-
3.1767e+002./(fi-48)+3.1583e+002./(fi-49)-3.2321e+002./(fi-50)+1.6068e+002./(fi-51)-1.6068e+002./ffi); 
(8-35) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐభబሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(3.6980*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+1./(fi-
51)-1./(fi-52)+0.5./(fi-53)-0.5./ffi)).*(6.5085e+002./(fi-1)-6.5455e+002./(fi-2)+6.3976e+002./(fi-3)-6.3236e+002./(fi-
4)+6.3976e+002./(fi-5)-6.2866e+002./(fi-6)+6.4345e+002./(fi-7)-6.5085e+002./(fi-8)+6.6934e+002./(fi-9)-6.8043e+002./(fi-
10)+6.8043e+002./(fi-11)-6.7304e+002./(fi-12)+6.6564e+002./(fi-13)-6.6194e+002./(fi-14)+6.6194e+002./(fi-15)-6.6934e+002./(fi-
16)+6.5085e+002./(fi-17)-6.5085e+002./(fi-18)+6.5085e+002./(fi-19)-6.4715e+002./(fi-20)+6.4715e+002./(fi-21)-6.3236e+002./(fi-
22)+6.1387e+002./(fi-23)-6.2496e+002./(fi-24)+6.2127e+002./(fi-25)-6.1017e+002./(fi-26)+5.9908e+002./(fi-27)-6.1757e+002./(fi-
28)+6.1017e+002./(fi-29)-6.2496e+002./(fi-30)+6.3976e+002./(fi-31)-6.5085e+002./(fi-32)+6.5825e+002./(fi-33)-6.5085e+002./(fi-
34)+6.5825e+002./(fi-35)-6.5455e+002./(fi-36)+6.6194e+002./(fi-37)-6.6934e+002./(fi-38)+6.6194e+002./(fi-39)-6.6564e+002./(fi-
40)+6.7304e+002./(fi-41)-6.5825e+002./(fi-42)+6.7304e+002./(fi-43)-6.6934e+002./(fi-44)+6.4715e+002./(fi-45)-6.4715e+002./(fi-
46)+6.6194e+002./(fi-47)-6.6194e+002./(fi-48)+6.5085e+002./(fi-49)-6.4345e+002./(fi-50)+6.3236e+002./(fi-51)-6.5455e+002./(fi-
52)+3.2173e+002./(fi-53)-3.2173e+002./ffi);   
(8-36) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐభభሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(8.5283*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+0.5./(fi-49)-
0.5./ffi)).*(1.5010e+003./(fi-1)-1.4498e+003./(fi-2)+1.4669e+003./(fi-3)-1.4669e+003./(fi-4)+1.5095e+003./(fi-5)-1.4925e+003./(fi-
6)+1.4839e+003./(fi-7)-1.4583e+003./(fi-8)+1.5095e+003./(fi-9)-1.5095e+003./(fi-10)+1.5436e+003./(fi-11)-1.5180e+003./(fi-
12)+1.4925e+003./(fi-13)-1.5692e+003./(fi-14)+1.5266e+003./(fi-15)-1.5266e+003./(fi-16)+1.5180e+003./(fi-17)-1.5095e+003./(fi-
18)+1.5095e+003./(fi-19)-1.4839e+003./(fi-20)+1.4754e+003./(fi-21)-1.5180e+003./(fi-22)+1.5010e+003./(fi-23)-1.4839e+003./(fi-
24)+1.4754e+003./(fi-25)-1.5266e+003./(fi-26)+1.4669e+003./(fi-27)-1.4754e+003./(fi-28)+1.3560e+003./(fi-29)-1.2963e+003./(fi-
30)+1.4157e+003./(fi-31)-1.3901e+003./(fi-32)+1.3901e+003./(fi-33)-1.4669e+003./(fi-34)+1.3986e+003./(fi-35)-1.4583e+003./(fi-
36)+1.4072e+003./(fi-37)-1.4583e+003./(fi-38)+1.4328e+003./(fi-39)-1.4754e+003./(fi-40)+1.5010e+003./(fi-41)-1.4413e+003./(fi-
42)+1.4413e+003./(fi-43)-1.4669e+003./(fi-44)+1.4839e+003./(fi-45)-1.4328e+003./(fi-46)+1.5010e+003./(fi-47)-1.5095e+003./(fi-
48)+7.4196e+002./(fi-49)-7.4196e+002./ffi);    
(8-37) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐభమሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(9.0949*(1./(fi-2)-1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-3)+1./(fi-4)-1./(fi-5)+1./(fi-6)-1./(fi-7)+1./(fi-8)-1./(fi-9)+1./(fi-10)-1./(fi-11)+1./(fi-
12)-1./(fi-13)+1./(fi-14)-1./(fi-15)+1./(fi-16)-1./(fi-17)+1./(fi-18)-1./(fi-19)+1./(fi-20)-1./(fi-21)+1./(fi-22)-1./(fi-23)+1./(fi-24)-1./(fi-
25)+1./(fi-26)-1./(fi-27)+1./(fi-28)-1./(fi-29)+1./(fi-30)-1./(fi-31)+1./(fi-32)-1./(fi-33)+1./(fi-34)-1./(fi-35)+1./(fi-36)-1./(fi-37)+1./(fi-
38)-1./(fi-39)+0.5./(fi-40)+0.5./ffi)).*(1.5734e+003./(fi-2)-1.5734e+003./(fi-1)-1.5552e+003./(fi-3)+1.5643e+003./(fi-4)-
1.5370e+003./(fi-5)+1.5734e+003./(fi-6)-1.6007e+003./(fi-7)+1.6280e+003./(fi-8)-1.6644e+003./(fi-9)+1.6644e+003./(fi-10)-
1.6644e+003./(fi-11)+1.6735e+003./(fi-12)-1.6826e+003./(fi-13)+1.7008e+003./(fi-14)-1.7008e+003./(fi-15)+1.6826e+003./(fi-16)-
1.6826e+003./(fi-17)+1.6644e+003./(fi-18)-1.6371e+003./(fi-19)+1.5734e+003./(fi-20)-1.5825e+003./(fi-21)+1.5734e+003./(fi-22)-
1.5461e+003./(fi-23)+1.5825e+003./(fi-24)-1.5916e+003./(fi-25)+1.5825e+003./(fi-26)-1.5825e+003./(fi-27)+1.5916e+003./(fi-28)-
1.6007e+003./(fi-29)+1.6007e+003./(fi-30)-1.6098e+003./(fi-31)+1.6189e+003./(fi-32)-1.6371e+003./(fi-33)+1.5916e+003./(fi-34)-
1.6280e+003./(fi-35)+1.5916e+003./(fi-36)-1.5916e+003./(fi-37)+1.5825e+003./(fi-38)-1.6098e+003./(fi-39)+7.9126e+002./(fi-
(8-38) 
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40)+7.9126e+002./ffi); 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௖ ௐభయሺ ௫݂ሻ=(8.7739e+002./(fi-1)-8.6725e+002./(fi-2)+8.7739e+002./(fi-3)-8.7232e+002./(fi-4)+8.6725e+002./(fi-5)-
8.5203e+002./(fi-6)+8.7232e+002./(fi-7)-8.6725e+002./(fi-8)+8.7232e+002./(fi-9)-8.7739e+002./(fi-10)+8.9260e+002./(fi-11)-
8.8246e+002./(fi-12)+8.8753e+002./(fi-13)-8.7232e+002./(fi-14)+8.6725e+002./(fi-15)-8.7232e+002./(fi-16)+8.5710e+002./(fi-17)-
8.9260e+002./(fi-18)+8.8246e+002./(fi-19)-8.9260e+002./(fi-20)+8.8753e+002./(fi-21)-8.7232e+002./(fi-22)+8.5710e+002./(fi-23)-
8.4696e+002./(fi-24)+8.6725e+002./(fi-25)-8.7232e+002./(fi-26)+8.5203e+002./(fi-27)-8.6725e+002./(fi-28)+8.5203e+002./(fi-29)-
8.4696e+002./(fi-30)+8.5710e+002./(fi-31)-8.5710e+002./(fi-32)+8.5710e+002./(fi-33)-8.5710e+002./(fi-34)+8.5710e+002./(fi-35)-
8.6217e+002./(fi-36)+8.3682e+002./(fi-37)-8.3682e+002./(fi-38)+8.2160e+002./(fi-39)-8.5710e+002./(fi-40)+8.6725e+002./(fi-41)-
8.7232e+002./(fi-42)+4.4123e+002./(fi-43)-4.4123e+002./ffi)./(5.0716*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-
1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-
21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-
34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+0.5./(fi-43)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-39) 
d. NORMALIZED RATIOS OF THE UPPER TO CORNER VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐభሺ ௫݂ሻ=-(1.8723./(ffi - 2) - 1.5303./(ffi - 1) - 2.0099./(ffi - 3) + 3.1104./(ffi - 4) - 3.6607./(ffi - 5) + 3.5033./(ffi - 6) - 3.2042./(ffi - 
7) + 3.6980./(ffi - 8) - 3.3840./(ffi - 9) + 3.4655./(ffi - 10) - 3.2862./(ffi - 11) + 2.3344./(ffi - 12) - 2.4629./(ffi - 13) + 2.2489./(ffi - 14) - 
1.9460./(ffi - 15) + 1.5584./(ffi - 16) - 1.5972./(ffi - 17) + 1.5057./(ffi - 18) - 1.3373./(ffi - 19) + 1.9460./(ffi - 20) - 1.8570./(ffi - 21) + 
9.1235e-001./(ffi - 22) - 8.5243e-001./(ffi - 23) + 7.3553e-001./(ffi - 24) - 9.5933e-001./(ffi - 25) + 5.3411e-001./(ffi - 26) + 5.7398e-
001./(ffi - 28) - 4.9999e-001./(ffi - 29) + 8.5562e-001./(ffi - 30) - 1.0230./(ffi - 31) + 1.1011./(ffi - 32) - 1.5972./(ffi - 33) + 2.2850./(ffi - 
34) - 2.4226./(ffi - 35) + 2.1079./(ffi - 36) - 1.9735./(ffi - 37) + 2.1553./(ffi - 38) - 2.0649./(ffi - 39) + 2.2866./(ffi - 40) - 2.1514./(ffi - 
41) + 2.1985./(ffi - 42) - 2.7393./(ffi - 43) + 2.4674./(ffi - 44) - 2.1922./(ffi - 45) + 2.3767./(ffi - 46) - 2.2423./(ffi - 47) + 2.1514./(ffi - 
48) - 1.8391./(ffi - 49) + 1.9591./(ffi - 50) - 1.3403./(ffi - 51) + 1.5156./(ffi - 52) - 5.8353e-001./(ffi - 53) + 5.8353e-
001./ffi)./(3.6980*(1./(ffi - 1) - 1./(ffi - 2) + 1./(ffi - 3) - 1./(ffi - 4) + 1./(ffi - 5) - 1./(ffi - 6) + 1./(ffi - 7) - 1./(ffi - 8) + 1./(ffi - 9) - 1./(ffi 
- 10) + 1./(ffi - 11) - 1./(ffi - 12) + 1./(ffi - 13) - 1./(ffi - 14) + 1./(ffi - 15) - 1./(ffi - 16) + 1./(ffi - 17) - 1./(ffi - 18) + 1./(ffi - 19) - 1./(ffi - 
20) + 1./(ffi - 21) - 1./(ffi - 22) + 1./(ffi - 23) - 1./(ffi - 24) + 1./(ffi - 25) - 1./(ffi - 26) + 1./(ffi - 27) - 1./(ffi - 28) + 1./(ffi - 29) - 1./(ffi - 
30) + 1./(ffi - 31) - 1./(ffi - 32) + 1./(ffi - 33) - 1./(ffi - 34) + 1./(ffi - 35) - 1./(ffi - 36) + 1./(ffi - 37) - 1./(ffi - 38) + 1./(ffi - 39) - 1./(ffi - 
40) + 1./(ffi - 41) - 1./(ffi - 42) + 1./(ffi - 43) - 1./(ffi - 44) + 1./(ffi - 45) - 1./(ffi - 46) + 1./(ffi - 47) - 1./(ffi - 48) + 1./(ffi - 49) - 1./(ffi - 
50) + 1./(ffi - 51) - 1./(ffi - 52) + 0.5./(ffi - 53) - 0.5./ffi)); 
(8-40) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐమሺ ௫݂ሻ=-(2.2484./(ffi - 2) - 2.7973./(ffi - 1) - 3.9637./(ffi - 3) + 6.3962./(ffi - 4) - 7.1053./(ffi - 5) + 7.6612./(ffi - 6) - 7.8065./(ffi - 
7) + 7.5176./(ffi - 8) - 7.1006./(ffi - 9) + 7.1006./(ffi - 10) - 6.1315./(ffi - 11) + 5.1729./(ffi - 12) - 4.9187./(ffi - 13) + 3.9822./(ffi - 14) - 
3.2868./(ffi - 15) + 3.4044./(ffi - 16) - 4.7605./(ffi - 17) + 4.4727./(ffi - 18) - 3.6433./(ffi - 19) + 2.9307./(ffi - 20) - 2.6296./(ffi - 21) + 
2.2102./(ffi - 22) + 1.0418e-01./(ffi - 24) - 5.3302e-01./(ffi - 25) + 1.4106./(ffi - 26) - 1.7328./(ffi - 27) + 1.6429./(ffi - 28) - 2.7271./(ffi 
- 29) + 4.8874./(ffi - 30) - 6.0955./(ffi - 31) + 5.7987./(ffi - 32) - 5.8163./(ffi - 33) + 6.8226./(ffi - 34) - 8.1019./(ffi - 35) + 8.5283./(ffi - 
36) - 8.0806./(ffi - 37) + 7.9533./(ffi - 38) - 7.3944./(ffi - 39) + 7.3944./(ffi - 40) - 7.6755./(ffi - 41) + 7.2419./(ffi - 42) - 6.8226./(ffi - 
43) + 6.9632./(ffi - 44) - 6.2573./(ffi - 45) + 5.5647./(ffi - 46) - 4.5612./(ffi - 47) + 4.1372./(ffi - 48) - 1.4594./(ffi - 49) + 
1.4594./ffi)./(8.5283*(1./(ffi - 1) - 1./(ffi - 2) + 1./(ffi - 3) - 1./(ffi - 4) + 1./(ffi - 5) - 1./(ffi - 6) + 1./(ffi - 7) - 1./(ffi - 8) + 1./(ffi - 9) - 
1./(ffi - 10) + 1./(ffi - 11) - 1./(ffi - 12) + 1./(ffi - 13) - 1./(ffi - 14) + 1./(ffi - 15) - 1./(ffi - 16) + 1./(ffi - 17) - 1./(ffi - 18) + 1./(ffi - 19) - 
1./(ffi - 20) + 1./(ffi - 21) - 1./(ffi - 22) + 1./(ffi - 23) - 1./(ffi - 24) + 1./(ffi - 25) - 1./(ffi - 26) + 1./(ffi - 27) - 1./(ffi - 28) + 1./(ffi - 29) - 
1./(ffi - 30) + 1./(ffi - 31) - 1./(ffi - 32) + 1./(ffi - 33) - 1./(ffi - 34) + 1./(ffi - 35) - 1./(ffi - 36) + 1./(ffi - 37) - 1./(ffi - 38) + 1./(ffi - 39) - 
1./(ffi - 40) + 1./(ffi - 41) - 1./(ffi - 42) + 1./(ffi - 43) - 1./(ffi - 44) + 1./(ffi - 45) - 1./(ffi - 46) + 1./(ffi - 47) - 1./(ffi - 48) + 0.5./(ffi - 49) 
- 0.5./ffi)); 
(8-41) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐయሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(3.6292 *(1./(ffi - 1) - 1./(ffi - 2) + 1./(ffi - 3) - 1./(ffi - 4) + 1./(ffi - 5) - 1./(ffi - 6) + 1./(ffi - 7) - 1./(ffi - 8) + 1./(ffi - 9) 
- 1./(ffi - 10) + 1./(ffi - 11) - 1./(ffi - 12) + 1./(ffi - 13) - 1./(ffi - 14) + 1./(ffi - 15) - 1./(ffi - 16) + 1./(ffi - 17) - 1./(ffi - 18) + 1./(ffi - 19) - 
1./(ffi - 20) + 1./(ffi - 21) - 1./(ffi - 22) + 1./(ffi - 23) - 1./(ffi - 24) + 1./(ffi - 25) - 1./(ffi - 26) + 1./(ffi - 27) - 1./(ffi - 28) + 1./(ffi - 29) - 
1./(ffi - 30) + 1./(ffi - 31) - 1./(ffi - 32) + 1./(ffi - 33) - 1./(ffi - 34) + 1./(ffi - 35) - 1./(ffi - 36) + 1./(ffi - 37) - 1./(ffi - 38) + 1./(ffi - 39) - 
1./(ffi - 40) + 1./(ffi - 41) - 1./(ffi - 42) + 1./(ffi - 43) - 1./(ffi - 44) + 1./(ffi - 45) - 1./(ffi - 46) + 0.5./(ffi - 47) - 0.5./ffi)).*(1.0226./(ffi - 
1) - 1.4571./(ffi - 2) + 1.9420./(ffi - 3) - 2.9681./(ffi - 4) + 3.1378./(ffi - 5) - 3.5823./(ffi - 6) + 3.5332./(ffi - 7) - 3.6292./(ffi - 8) + 
3.5332./(ffi - 9) - 3.0587./(ffi - 10) + 2.5358./(ffi - 11) - 2.1491./(ffi - 12) + 1.9936./(ffi - 13) - 1.6079./(ffi - 14) + 1.6800./(ffi - 15) - 
2.0319./(ffi - 16) + 1.6635./(ffi - 17) - 2.2325./(ffi - 18) + 9.9577e-001./(ffi - 19) - 5.1579e-001./(ffi - 20) + 8.0584e-081./(ffi - 21) - 
2.9819e-002./(ffi - 22) + 8.0584e-081./(ffi - 23) - 4.8316e-001./(ffi - 24) + 7.4758e-001./(ffi - 25) - 1.1786./(ffi - 26) + 1.0026./(ffi - 27) 
- 3.1952./(ffi - 28) + 3.3932./(ffi - 29) - 3.4394./(ffi - 30) + 3.2048./(ffi - 31) - 3.3221./(ffi - 32) + 3.2501./(ffi - 33) - 2.8962./(ffi - 34) + 
3.0292./(ffi - 35) - 2.7028./(ffi - 36) + 2.4244./(ffi - 37) - 2.3091./(ffi - 38) + 2.3064./(ffi - 39) - 2.3503./(ffi - 40) + 1.8723./(ffi - 41) - 
1.6800./(ffi - 42) + 1.7091./(ffi - 43) - 1.7537./(ffi - 44) + 1.7912./(ffi - 45) - 1.2108./(ffi - 46) + 5.3766e-001./(ffi - 47) - 5.3766e-
001./ffi); 
(8-42) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐరሺ ௫݂ሻ=(5.9328e-001./(ffi - 1) - 9.2891e-001./(ffi - 2) + 1.2652./(ffi - 3) - 2.2346./(ffi - 4) + 2.7620./(ffi - 5) - 3.6292./(ffi - 6) + 
3.4873./(ffi - 7) - 3.3727./(ffi - 8) + 3.3851./(ffi - 9) - 3.2108./(ffi - 10) + 3.1966./(ffi - 11) - 2.7631./(ffi - 12) + 2.5371./(ffi - 13) - 
2.0924./(ffi - 14) + 2.0924./(ffi - 15) - 2.2788./(ffi - 16) + 2.1602./(ffi - 17) - 2.1947./(ffi - 18) + 2.1947./(ffi - 19) - 2.8017./(ffi - 20) + 
2.8412./(ffi - 21) - 2.0249./(ffi - 22) + 1.0888./(ffi - 23) - 2.5860e-001./(ffi - 24) + 8.0584e-006./(ffi - 25) - 4.4920e-001./(ffi - 26) + 
4.7060e-001./(ffi - 27) - 9.7667e-001./(ffi - 28) + 1.4622./(ffi - 29) - 2.0391./(ffi - 30) + 2.0733./(ffi - 31) - 2.0324./(ffi - 32) + 
1.8776./(ffi - 33) - 1.7534./(ffi - 34) + 1.5628./(ffi - 35) - 1.5944./(ffi - 36) + 1.2771./(ffi - 37) - 1.2771./(ffi - 38) + 1.3374./(ffi - 39) - 
1.4029./(ffi - 40) + 1.3991./(ffi - 41) - 1.3017./(ffi - 42) + 1.3017./(ffi - 43) - 1.0682./(ffi - 44) + 1.0387./(ffi - 45) - 9.9894e-001./(ffi - 
46) + 3.6482e-001./(ffi - 47) - 3.6482e-001./ffi)./(3.6292*(1./(ffi - 1) - 1./(ffi - 2) + 1./(ffi - 3) - 1./(ffi - 4) + 1./(ffi - 5) - 1./(ffi - 6) + 
1./(ffi - 7) - 1./(ffi - 8) + 1./(ffi - 9) - 1./(ffi - 10) + 1./(ffi - 11) - 1./(ffi - 12) + 1./(ffi - 13) - 1./(ffi - 14) + 1./(ffi - 15) - 1./(ffi - 16) + 
1./(ffi - 17) - 1./(ffi - 18) + 1./(ffi - 19) - 1./(ffi - 20) + 1./(ffi - 21) - 1./(ffi - 22) + 1./(ffi - 23) - 1./(ffi - 24) + 1./(ffi - 25) - 1./(ffi - 26) + 
1./(ffi - 27) - 1./(ffi - 28) + 1./(ffi - 29) - 1./(ffi - 30) + 1./(ffi - 31) - 1./(ffi - 32) + 1./(ffi - 33) - 1./(ffi - 34) + 1./(ffi - 35) - 1./(ffi - 36) + 
1./(ffi - 37) - 1./(ffi - 38) + 1./(ffi - 39) - 1./(ffi - 40) + 1./(ffi - 41) - 1./(ffi - 42) + 1./(ffi - 43) - 1./(ffi - 44) + 1./(ffi - 45) - 1./(ffi - 46) + 
0.5./(ffi - 47) - 0.5./ffi));  
(8-43) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐఱሺ ௫݂ሻ=(5.1392e-002./(ffi - 1) - 3.2248e-001./(ffi - 2) + 1.3371e-001./(ffi - 3) - 4.3574e-002./(ffi - 4) + 2.3968e-001./(ffi - 5) - 
9.5597e-001./(ffi - 6) + 1.3022./(ffi - 7) - 1.6765./(ffi - 8) + 1.6814./(ffi - 9) - 1.7866./(ffi - 10) + 1.9077./(ffi - 11) - 1.8322./(ffi - 12) + 
1.6693./(ffi - 13) - 1.4466./(ffi - 14) + 1.2238./(ffi - 15) - 9.7705e-001./(ffi - 16) + 9.0202e-001./(ffi - 17) - 1.2289./(ffi - 18) + 9.0202e-
001./(ffi - 19) - 4.0617e-001./(ffi - 20) + 5.7725e-002./(ffi - 21) + 1.0170e-001./(ffi - 23) - 1.9168e-001./(ffi - 24) + 3.2694e-001./(ffi - 
25) - 2.0407e-001./(ffi - 26) + 1.5689e-001./(ffi - 27) - 2.2806e-001./(ffi - 28) + 4.7754e-001./(ffi - 29) - 1.0569./(ffi - 30) + 1.1891./(ffi 
- 31) - 8.7634e-001./(ffi - 32) + 7.4958e-001./(ffi - 33) - 9.5422e-001./(ffi - 34) + 1.2831./(ffi - 35) - 1.3667./(ffi - 36) + 9.7947e-
001./(ffi - 37) - 1.0837./(ffi - 38) + 1.1616./(ffi - 39) - 1.4240./(ffi - 40) + 1.1891./(ffi - 41) - 1.3312./(ffi - 42) + 1.1939./(ffi - 43) - 
1.2734./(ffi - 44) + 1.3022./(ffi - 45) - 1.3457./(ffi - 46) + 1.3952./(ffi - 47) - 1.2734./(ffi - 48) + 1.2221./(ffi - 49) - 1.3685./(ffi - 50) + 
1.2169./(ffi - 51) - 1.0369./(ffi - 52) + 1.1462./(ffi - 53) - 9.5690e-001./(ffi - 54) + 7.6324e-001./(ffi - 55) - 9.0202e-001./(ffi - 56) + 
(8-44) 
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5.1342e-001./(ffi - 57) - 3.7157e-001./(ffi - 58) + 7.8446e-002./(ffi - 59) - 7.8446e-002./ffi)./(1.9077*(1./(ffi - 1) - 1./(ffi - 2) + 1./(ffi - 
3) - 1./(ffi - 4) + 1./(ffi - 5) - 1./(ffi - 6) + 1./(ffi - 7) - 1./(ffi - 8) + 1./(ffi - 9) - 1./(ffi - 10) + 1./(ffi - 11) - 1./(ffi - 12) + 1./(ffi - 13) - 
1./(ffi - 14) + 1./(ffi - 15) - 1./(ffi - 16) + 1./(ffi - 17) - 1./(ffi - 18) + 1./(ffi - 19) - 1./(ffi - 20) + 1./(ffi - 21) - 1./(ffi - 22) + 1./(ffi - 23) - 
1./(ffi - 24) + 1./(ffi - 25) - 1./(ffi - 26) + 1./(ffi - 27) - 1./(ffi - 28) + 1./(ffi - 29) - 1./(ffi - 30) + 1./(ffi - 31) - 1./(ffi - 32) + 1./(ffi - 33) - 
1./(ffi - 34) + 1./(ffi - 35) - 1./(ffi - 36) + 1./(ffi - 37) - 1./(ffi - 38) + 1./(ffi - 39) - 1./(ffi - 40) + 1./(ffi - 41) - 1./(ffi - 42) + 1./(ffi - 43) - 
1./(ffi - 44) + 1./(ffi - 45) - 1./(ffi - 46) + 1./(ffi - 47) - 1./(ffi - 48) + 1./(ffi - 49) - 1./(ffi - 50) + 1./(ffi - 51) - 1./(ffi - 52) + 1./(ffi - 53) - 
1./(ffi - 54) + 1./(ffi - 55) - 1./(ffi - 56) + 1./(ffi - 57) - 1./(ffi - 58) + 0.5./(ffi - 59) - 0.5./ffi)); ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐలሺ ௫݂ሻ=(1.2016./(ffi - 1) - 8.0493e-001./(ffi - 2) + 1.7501./(ffi - 3) - 1.6811./(ffi - 4) + 2.8063./(ffi - 5) - 3.8347./(ffi - 6) + 
4.6758./(ffi - 7) - 5.0716./(ffi - 8) + 4.7429./(ffi - 9) - 4.6985./(ffi - 10) + 3.9486./(ffi - 11) - 3.3688./(ffi - 12) + 3.1369./(ffi - 13) - 
2.6896./(ffi - 14) + 2.5378./(ffi - 15) - 2.8349./(ffi - 16) + 2.5735./(ffi - 17) - 2.1094./(ffi - 18) + 2.1865./(ffi - 19) - 1.5218./(ffi - 20) + 
2.9407e-001./(ffi - 21) - 6.5812e-001./(ffi - 22) + 5.3257e-002./(ffi - 23) - 5.6306e-074./(ffi - 24) + 1.0446e-001./(ffi - 25) - 1.6871./(ffi 
- 26) + 2.7959./(ffi - 27) - 3.1847./(ffi - 28) + 2.9235./(ffi - 29) - 2.9770./(ffi - 30) + 3.1099./(ffi - 31) - 3.4476./(ffi - 32) + 3.4476./(ffi - 
33) - 3.5280./(ffi - 34) + 4.2212./(ffi - 35) - 4.0541./(ffi - 36) + 3.4316./(ffi - 37) - 2.4808./(ffi - 38) + 1.5476./(ffi - 39) - 2.0059./(ffi - 
40) + 1.0754./(ffi - 41) - 1.1549./(ffi - 42) + 5.2197e-001./(ffi - 43) - 5.2197e-001./ffi)./(5.0716*(1./(ffi - 1) - 1./(ffi - 2) + 1./(ffi - 3) - 
1./(ffi - 4) + 1./(ffi - 5) - 1./(ffi - 6) + 1./(ffi - 7) - 1./(ffi - 8) + 1./(ffi - 9) - 1./(ffi - 10) + 1./(ffi - 11) - 1./(ffi - 12) + 1./(ffi - 13) - 1./(ffi - 
14) + 1./(ffi - 15) - 1./(ffi - 16) + 1./(ffi - 17) - 1./(ffi - 18) + 1./(ffi - 19) - 1./(ffi - 20) + 1./(ffi - 21) - 1./(ffi - 22) + 1./(ffi - 23) - 1./(ffi - 
24) + 1./(ffi - 25) - 1./(ffi - 26) + 1./(ffi - 27) - 1./(ffi - 28) + 1./(ffi - 29) - 1./(ffi - 30) + 1./(ffi - 31) - 1./(ffi - 32) + 1./(ffi - 33) - 1./(ffi - 
34) + 1./(ffi - 35) - 1./(ffi - 36) + 1./(ffi - 37) - 1./(ffi - 38) + 1./(ffi - 39) - 1./(ffi - 40) + 1./(ffi - 41) - 1./(ffi - 42) + 0.5./(ffi - 43) - 
0.5./ffi)); 
(8-45) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐళሺ ௫݂ሻ=(3.0027./(ffi - 2) - 3.1858./(ffi - 1) - 2.5261./(ffi - 3) + 2.6661./(ffi - 4) - 4.3121./(ffi - 5) + 6.0748./(ffi - 6) - 6.3134./(ffi - 
7) + 7.0556./(ffi - 8) - 7.5098./(ffi - 9) + 7.2546./(ffi - 10) - 7.4653./(ffi - 11) + 6.1412./(ffi - 12) - 5.5105./(ffi - 13) + 5.0563./(ffi - 14) - 
3.7540./(ffi - 15) + 3.8364./(ffi - 16) - 3.7540./(ffi - 17) + 3.3129./(ffi - 18) - 4.3547./(ffi - 19) + 4.4419./(ffi - 20) - 4.0889./(ffi - 21) + 
4.1664./(ffi - 22) - 3.5209./(ffi - 23) + 4.8029./(ffi - 24) - 1.9775./(ffi - 25) + 1.1164./(ffi - 26) + 1.9048e-005./(ffi - 27) + 9.7363e-
001./(ffi - 28) - 1.4463e-001./(ffi - 29) + 1.6048./(ffi - 30) - 4.2397./(ffi - 31) + 4.9937./(ffi - 32) - 6.2876./(ffi - 33) + 6.4924./(ffi - 34) - 
7.4019./(ffi - 35) + 8.1820./(ffi - 36) - 8.5783./(ffi - 37) + 8.2952./(ffi - 38) - 6.2108./(ffi - 39) + 3.6238./(ffi - 40) - 3.7168./(ffi - 41) + 
3.1214./(ffi - 42) - 3.3966./(ffi - 43) + 1.0073./(ffi - 44) + 1.0073./ffi)./(8.5783 *(1./(ffi - 2) - 1./(ffi - 1) - 1./(ffi - 3) + 1./(ffi - 4) - 1./(ffi 
- 5) + 1./(ffi - 6) - 1./(ffi - 7) + 1./(ffi - 8) - 1./(ffi - 9) + 1./(ffi - 10) - 1./(ffi - 11) + 1./(ffi - 12) - 1./(ffi - 13) + 1./(ffi - 14) - 1./(ffi - 15) + 
1./(ffi - 16) - 1./(ffi - 17) + 1./(ffi - 18) - 1./(ffi - 19) + 1./(ffi - 20) - 1./(ffi - 21) + 1./(ffi - 22) - 1./(ffi - 23) + 1./(ffi - 24) - 1./(ffi - 25) + 
1./(ffi - 26) - 1./(ffi - 27) + 1./(ffi - 28) - 1./(ffi - 29) + 1./(ffi - 30) - 1./(ffi - 31) + 1./(ffi - 32) - 1./(ffi - 33) + 1./(ffi - 34) - 1./(ffi - 35) + 
1./(ffi - 36) - 1./(ffi - 37) + 1./(ffi - 38) - 1./(ffi - 39) + 1./(ffi - 40) - 1./(ffi - 41) + 1./(ffi - 42) - 1./(ffi - 43) + 0.5./(ffi - 44) + 0.5./ffi)); 
(8-46) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐఴሺ ௫݂ሻ=UC8=-1./(1.8469 *(1./(ffi - 1) - 1./(ffi - 2) + 1./(ffi - 3) - 1./(ffi - 4) + 1./(ffi - 5) - 1./(ffi - 6) + 1./(ffi - 7) - 1./(ffi - 8) + 
1./(ffi - 9) - 1./(ffi - 10) + 1./(ffi - 11) - 1./(ffi - 12) + 1./(ffi - 13) - 1./(ffi - 14) + 1./(ffi - 15) - 1./(ffi - 16) + 1./(ffi - 17) - 1./(ffi - 18) + 
1./(ffi - 19) - 1./(ffi - 20) + 1./(ffi - 21) - 1./(ffi - 22) + 1./(ffi - 23) - 1./(ffi - 24) + 1./(ffi - 25) - 1./(ffi - 26) + 1./(ffi - 27) - 1./(ffi - 28) + 
1./(ffi - 29) - 1./(ffi - 30) + 1./(ffi - 31) - 1./(ffi - 32) + 1./(ffi - 33) - 1./(ffi - 34) + 1./(ffi - 35) - 1./(ffi - 36) + 1./(ffi - 37) - 1./(ffi - 38) + 
1./(ffi - 39) - 1./(ffi - 40) + 1./(ffi - 41) - 1./(ffi - 42) + 1./(ffi - 43) - 1./(ffi - 44) + 1./(ffi - 45) - 1./(ffi - 46) + 1./(ffi - 47) - 1./(ffi - 48) + 
1./(ffi - 49) - 1./(ffi - 50) + 0.5./(ffi - 51) - 0.5./ffi)).*(5.0047e-001./(ffi - 2) - 4.2705e-001./(ffi - 1) - 5.1690e-001./(ffi - 3) + 9.2169e-
001./(ffi - 4) - 1.2734./(ffi - 5) + 1.6498./(ffi - 6) - 1.7090./(ffi - 7) + 1.5314./(ffi - 8) - 1.8469./(ffi - 9) + 1.5929./(ffi - 10) - 1.6386./(ffi - 
11) + 1.3843./(ffi - 12) - 1.3843./(ffi - 13) + 1.2614./(ffi - 14) - 1.0755./(ffi - 15) + 1.1972./(ffi - 16) - 9.9879e-001./(ffi - 17) + 3.8036e-
001./(ffi - 18) + 4.1010e-088./(ffi - 19) + 1.0072e-002./(ffi - 20) - 2.8558e-001./(ffi - 21) + 1.2567./(ffi - 22) - 1.0782./(ffi - 23) + 
1.1938./(ffi - 24) - 1.1504./(ffi - 25) + 1.0935./(ffi - 26) - 8.2727e-001./(ffi - 27) + 7.5651e-001./(ffi - 28) - 6.0524e-001./(ffi - 29) + 
6.3872e-001./(ffi - 30) - 8.6614e-001./(ffi - 31) + 8.6833e-001./(ffi - 32) - 1.0935./(ffi - 33) + 8.0603e-001./(ffi - 34) - 7.8796e-001./(ffi 
- 35) + 3.5446e-001./(ffi - 36) - 2.8863e-001./(ffi - 37) + 4.0699e-001./(ffi - 38) - 3.8003e-001./(ffi - 39) + 3.0087e-001./(ffi - 40) - 
3.3198e-001./(ffi - 41) + 3.8547e-001./(ffi - 42) - 4.1719e-001./(ffi - 43) + 3.5903e-001./(ffi - 44) - 3.2797e-001./(ffi - 45) + 4.1131e-
001./(ffi - 46) - 4.9183e-001./(ffi - 47) + 5.6733e-001./(ffi - 48) - 4.6617e-001./(ffi - 49) + 5.1690e-001./(ffi - 50) - 2.3768e-001./(ffi - 
51) + 2.3768e-001./ffi); 
(8-47) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐవሺ ௫݂ሻ=-(8.2112e-092./(ffi - 1) + 1.5491e-001./(ffi - 2) - 3.5035e-001./(ffi - 3) + 1.0549./(ffi - 4) - 1.1762./(ffi - 5) + 1.2733./(ffi - 
6) - 1.6007./(ffi - 7) + 2.0745./(ffi - 8) - 2.4238./(ffi - 9) + 2.5725./(ffi - 10) - 2.4000./(ffi - 11) + 2.6484./(ffi - 12) - 2.5495./(ffi - 13) + 
2.2332./(ffi - 14) - 1.7898./(ffi - 15) + 1.4591./(ffi - 16) - 1.5333./(ffi - 17) + 1.5333./(ffi - 18) - 1.5333./(ffi - 19) + 1.5668./(ffi - 20) - 
1.5668./(ffi - 21) + 1.2406./(ffi - 22) - 9.3021e-001./(ffi - 23) + 2.7325e-001./(ffi - 24) - 2.0616e-001./(ffi - 25) - 8.2112e-092./(ffi - 26) 
- 4.7213e-001./(ffi - 27) + 1.1839./(ffi - 28) - 1.5393./(ffi - 29) + 2.1519./(ffi - 30) - 2.6443./(ffi - 31) + 3.2470./(ffi - 32) - 3.4295./(ffi - 
33) + 3.6980./(ffi - 34) - 3.3403./(ffi - 35) + 3.3836./(ffi - 36) - 3.0314./(ffi - 37) + 2.4238./(ffi - 38) - 2.0559./(ffi - 39) + 1.5794./(ffi - 
40) - 9.9116e-001./(ffi - 41) + 1.1107./(ffi - 42) - 6.4227e-001./(ffi - 43) + 5.8203e-001./(ffi - 44) - 8.4114e-001./(ffi - 45) + 6.5972e-
001./(ffi - 46) - 6.3691e-001./(ffi - 47) + 6.3691e-001./(ffi - 48) - 7.2156e-001./(ffi - 49) + 5.0592e-001./(ffi - 50) - 3.1226e-001./(ffi - 
51) + 2.4460e-001./(ffi - 52) - 7.0498e-002./(ffi - 53) + 7.0498e-002./ffi)./(3.6980* (1./(ffi - 1) - 1./(ffi - 2) + 1./(ffi - 3) - 1./(ffi - 4) + 
1./(ffi - 5) - 1./(ffi - 6) + 1./(ffi - 7) - 1./(ffi - 8) + 1./(ffi - 9) - 1./(ffi - 10) + 1./(ffi - 11) - 1./(ffi - 12) + 1./(ffi - 13) - 1./(ffi - 14) + 1./(ffi 
- 15) - 1./(ffi - 16) + 1./(ffi - 17) - 1./(ffi - 18) + 1./(ffi - 19) - 1./(ffi - 20) + 1./(ffi - 21) - 1./(ffi - 22) + 1./(ffi - 23) - 1./(ffi - 24) + 1./(ffi - 
25) - 1./(ffi - 26) + 1./(ffi - 27) - 1./(ffi - 28) + 1./(ffi - 29) - 1./(ffi - 30) + 1./(ffi - 31) - 1./(ffi - 32) + 1./(ffi - 33) - 1./(ffi - 34) + 1./(ffi - 
35) - 1./(ffi - 36) + 1./(ffi - 37) - 1./(ffi - 38) + 1./(ffi - 39) - 1./(ffi - 40) + 1./(ffi - 41) - 1./(ffi - 42) + 1./(ffi - 43) - 1./(ffi - 44) + 1./(ffi - 
45) - 1./(ffi - 46) + 1./(ffi - 47) - 1./(ffi - 48) + 1./(ffi - 49) - 1./(ffi - 50) + 1./(ffi - 51) - 1./(ffi - 52) + 0.5./(ffi - 53) - 0.5./ffi)); 
(8-48) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐభబሺ ௫݂ሻ= (4.3036e-001./(ffi - 1) - 5.1055e-001./(ffi - 2) + 6.7970e-001./(ffi - 3) - 1.0129./(ffi - 4) + 1.1871./(ffi - 5) - 1.2168./(ffi - 
6) + 1.3039./(ffi - 7) - 1.5449./(ffi - 8) + 1.4880./(ffi - 9) - 1.4244./(ffi - 10) + 1.1163./(ffi - 11) - 1.0566./(ffi - 12) + 7.6498e-001./(ffi - 
13) - 7.0722e-001./(ffi - 14) + 7.0484e-001./(ffi - 15) - 6.1214e-001./(ffi - 16) + 4.0422e-001./(ffi - 17) - 3.1141e-001./(ffi - 18) + 
2.5482e-001./(ffi - 19) - 2.7966e-001./(ffi - 20) +  4.0518e-075./(ffi - 21) + 2.1121e-001./(ffi - 23) - 6.5182e-001./(ffi - 24) + 8.8959e-
001./(ffi - 25) - 7.2905e-001./(ffi - 26) + 8.5280e-001./(ffi - 27) - 6.4338e-001./(ffi - 28) + 4.7786e-001./(ffi - 29) - 4.7071e-001./(ffi - 
30) + 1.0102./(ffi - 31) - 1.1931./(ffi - 32) + 1.7916./(ffi - 33) - 1.8469./(ffi - 34) + 1.6437./(ffi - 35) - 1.4960./(ffi - 36) + 1.1163./(ffi - 
37) - 1.0566./(ffi - 38) + 8.9601e-001./(ffi - 39) - 7.8039e-001./(ffi - 40) +  4.7630e-001./(ffi - 41) - 4.0149e-001./(ffi - 42) + 3.1414e-
001./(ffi - 43) - 2.5908e-001./(ffi - 44) + 2.9360e-001./(ffi - 45) - 1.6116e-001./(ffi - 46) + 3.3775e-001./(ffi - 47) - 1.3873e-001./(ffi - 
48) + 1.6116e-001./(ffi - 49) - 1.3873e-001./(ffi - 50) + 2.1518e-001./(ffi - 51) - 2.1518e-001./ffi)./(1.8469*(1./(ffi - 1) - 1./(ffi - 2) + 
1./(ffi - 3) - 1./(ffi - 4) + 1./(ffi - 5) - 1./(ffi - 6) + 1./(ffi - 7) - 1./(ffi - 8) + 1./(ffi - 9) - 1./(ffi - 10) + 1./(ffi - 11) - 1./(ffi - 12) + 1./(ffi - 
13) - 1./(ffi - 14) + 1./(ffi - 15) - 1./(ffi - 16) + 1./(ffi - 17) - 1./(ffi - 18) + 1./(ffi - 19) - 1./(ffi - 20) + 1./(ffi - 21) - 1./(ffi - 22) + 1./(ffi - 
23) - 1./(ffi - 24) + 1./(ffi - 25) - 1./(ffi - 26) + 1./(ffi - 27) - 1./(ffi - 28) + 1./(ffi - 29) - 1./(ffi - 30) + 1./(ffi - 31) - 1./(ffi - 32) + 1./(ffi - 
33) - 1./(ffi - 34) + 1./(ffi - 35) - 1./(ffi - 36) + 1./(ffi - 37) - 1./(ffi - 38) + 1./(ffi - 39) - 1./(ffi - 40) + 1./(ffi - 41) - 1./(ffi - 42) + 1./(ffi - 
43) - 1./(ffi - 44) + 1./(ffi - 45) - 1./(ffi - 46) + 1./(ffi - 47) - 1./(ffi - 48) + 1./(ffi - 49) - 1./(ffi - 50) + 0.5./(ffi - 51) - 0.5./ffi)); 
(8-49) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐభభሺ ௫݂ሻ=-(1.9727./(ffi - 2) - 2.0511./(ffi - 1) - 2.3492./(ffi - 3) + 2.3492./(ffi - 4) - 1.9787./(ffi - 5) + 3.9293./(ffi - 6) - 4.7918./(ffi - 
7) + 7.1759./(ffi - 8) - 5.5478./(ffi - 9) + 6.3127./(ffi - 10) - 5.1873./(ffi - 11) + 6.4702./(ffi - 12) - 5.4765./(ffi - 13) + 5.1724./(ffi - 14) - 
4.3572./(ffi - 15) + 3.8530./(ffi - 16) - 4.6957./(ffi - 17) + 5.8028./(ffi - 18) - 5.5478./(ffi - 19) + 2.7171./(ffi - 20) - 4.4757e-001./(ffi - 
21) + 1.3252e-001./(ffi - 22) + 6.4244e-001./(ffi - 24) - 1.7517./(ffi - 25) + 8.2789e-001./(ffi - 26) - 4.7104./(ffi - 27) + 4.6209./(ffi - 28) 
- 2.2865./(ffi - 29) + 8.5283./(ffi - 30) - 7.9882./(ffi - 31) + 6.3956./(ffi - 32) - 5.8419./(ffi - 33) + 5.4974./(ffi - 34) - 5.4655./(ffi - 35) + 
4.2731./(ffi - 36) - 4.5466./(ffi - 37) + 4.2731./(ffi - 38) - 3.4673./(ffi - 39) + 3.3167./(ffi - 40) - 2.3075./(ffi - 41) + 3.1161./(ffi - 42) - 
3.9171./(ffi - 43) + 3.1363./(ffi - 44) - 2.4578./(ffi - 45) + 2.6616./(ffi - 46) - 2.3075./(ffi - 47) + 1.2139./(ffi - 48) - 9.6956e-001./(ffi - 
49) + 9.6956e-001./ffi)./(8.5283 *(1./(ffi - 1) - 1./(ffi - 2) + 1./(ffi - 3) - 1./(ffi - 4) + 1./(ffi - 5) - 1./(ffi - 6) + 1./(ffi - 7) - 1./(ffi - 8) + 
1./(ffi - 9) - 1./(ffi - 10) + 1./(ffi - 11) - 1./(ffi - 12) + 1./(ffi - 13) - 1./(ffi - 14) + 1./(ffi - 15) - 1./(ffi - 16) + 1./(ffi - 17) - 1./(ffi - 18) + 
1./(ffi - 19) - 1./(ffi - 20) + 1./(ffi - 21) - 1./(ffi - 22) + 1./(ffi - 23) - 1./(ffi - 24) + 1./(ffi - 25) - 1./(ffi - 26) + 1./(ffi - 27) - 1./(ffi - 28) + 
1./(ffi - 29) - 1./(ffi - 30) + 1./(ffi - 31) - 1./(ffi - 32) + 1./(ffi - 33) - 1./(ffi - 34) + 1./(ffi - 35) - 1./(ffi - 36) + 1./(ffi - 37) - 1./(ffi - 38) + 
1./(ffi - 39) - 1./(ffi - 40) + 1./(ffi - 41) - 1./(ffi - 42) + 1./(ffi - 43) - 1./(ffi - 44) + 1./(ffi - 45) - 1./(ffi - 46) + 1./(ffi - 47) - 1./(ffi - 48) + 
(8-50) 
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0.5./(ffi - 49)- 0.5./ffi));  
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐభమሺ ௫݂ሻ=-(1.3823./(ffi - 1) - 1.3823./(ffi - 2) + 2.2357./(ffi - 3) - 3.4302./(ffi - 4) + 4.4313./(ffi - 5) - 4.9337./(ffi - 6) + 5.8509./(ffi 
- 7) - 5.8013./(ffi - 8) + 5.9411./(ffi - 9) - 4.7203./(ffi - 10) + 4.4150./(ffi - 11) - 4.9127./(ffi - 12) + 6.0087./(ffi - 13) - 6.3736./(ffi - 14) 
+ 6.6723./(ffi - 15) - 7.2164./(ffi - 16) + 7.8202./(ffi - 17) - 8.9932./(ffi - 18) + 9.0949./(ffi - 19) - 3.9652./(ffi - 20) + 4.1730./(ffi - 21) - 
2.3509./(ffi - 22) + 1.3557./(ffi - 23) - 3.5310./(ffi - 24) + 5.3359./(ffi - 25) - 6.4200./(ffi - 26) + 7.3830./(ffi - 27) - 7.8892./(ffi - 28) + 
7.1203./(ffi - 29) - 7.1203./(ffi - 30) + 6.0446./(ffi - 31) - 5.2947./(ffi - 32) + 4.4405./(ffi - 33) - 4.3784./(ffi - 34) +  2.9930./(ffi - 35) - 
2.4634./(ffi - 36) + 1.8251./(ffi - 37) - 1.6050./(ffi - 38) + 6.8008e-001./(ffi - 39))./(9.0949 *(1./(ffi - 2) - 1./(ffi - 1) - 1./(ffi - 3) + 1./(ffi 
- 4) - 1./(ffi - 5) + 1./(ffi - 6) - 1./(ffi - 7) + 1./(ffi - 8) - 1./(ffi - 9) + 1./(ffi - 10) - 1./(ffi - 11) + 1./(ffi - 12) - 1./(ffi - 13) + 1./(ffi - 14) - 
1./(ffi - 15) + 1./(ffi - 16) - 1./(ffi - 17) + 1./(ffi - 18) - 1./(ffi - 19) + 1./(ffi - 20) - 1./(ffi - 21) + 1./(ffi - 22) - 1./(ffi - 23) + 1./(ffi - 24) - 
1./(ffi - 25) + 1./(ffi - 26) - 1./(ffi - 27) + 1./(ffi - 28) - 1./(ffi - 29) + 1./(ffi - 30) - 1./(ffi - 31) + 1./(ffi - 32) - 1./(ffi - 33) + 1./(ffi - 34) - 
1./(ffi - 35) + 1./(ffi - 36) - 1./(ffi - 37) + 1./(ffi - 38) - 1./(ffi - 39) + 0.5./(ffi - 40) + 0.5./ffi)); 
(8-51) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௨௖ ௐభయሺ ௫݂ሻ= (2.1623./(ffi - 1) - 2.4855./(ffi - 2) + 2.9720./(ffi - 3) - 3.8500./(ffi - 4) + 4.3286./(ffi - 5) - 4.5481./(ffi - 6) + 4.8680./(ffi 
- 7) - 4.5334./(ffi - 8) + 5.0716./(ffi - 9) - 4.9963./(ffi - 10) + 3.9796./(ffi - 11) - 3.7142./(ffi - 12) + 3.6475./(ffi - 13) - 5.0716./(ffi - 14) 
+ 4.3286./(ffi - 15) - 9.9952e-001./(ffi - 16) + 1.2245e-001./(ffi - 17) - 1.9898e-001./(ffi - 18) + 4.9401e-001./(ffi - 19) + 3.2473./(ffi - 
21) - 4.2572./(ffi - 22) + 4.2668./(ffi - 23) - 4.4133./(ffi - 24) + 3.9190./(ffi - 25) - 3.4428./(ffi - 26) + 3.7142./(ffi - 27) - 3.3047./(ffi - 
28) + 3.5058./(ffi - 29) - 3.3647./(ffi - 30) + 3.4380./(ffi - 31) - 3.8524./(ffi - 32) + 3.4380./(ffi - 33) - 3.0235./(ffi - 34) + 3.0235./(ffi - 
35) - 3.1649./(ffi - 36) + 3.0775./(ffi - 37) - 3.0775./(ffi - 38) + 2.6334./(ffi - 39) - 2.1946./(ffi - 40) + 1.8711./(ffi - 41) - 2.0175./(ffi - 
42) + 9.5143e-001./(ffi - 43) - 9.5143e-001./ffi)./(5.0716 *(1./(ffi - 1) - 1./(ffi - 2) + 1./(ffi - 3) - 1./(ffi - 4) + 1./(ffi - 5) - 1./(ffi - 6) + 
1./(ffi - 7) - 1./(ffi - 8) + 1./(ffi - 9) - 1./(ffi - 10) + 1./(ffi - 11) - 1./(ffi - 12) + 1./(ffi - 13) - 1./(ffi - 14) + 1./(ffi - 15) - 1./(ffi - 16) + 
1./(ffi - 17) - 1./(ffi - 18) + 1./(ffi - 19) - 1./(ffi - 20) + 1./(ffi - 21) - 1./(ffi - 22) + 1./(ffi - 23) - 1./(ffi - 24) + 1./(ffi - 25) - 1./(ffi - 26) + 
1./(ffi - 27) - 1./(ffi - 28) + 1./(ffi - 29) - 1./(ffi - 30) + 1./(ffi - 31) - 1./(ffi - 32) + 1./(ffi - 33) - 1./(ffi - 34) + 1./(ffi - 35) - 1./(ffi - 36) + 
1./(ffi - 37) - 1./(ffi - 38) + 1./(ffi - 39) - 1./(ffi - 40) + 1./(ffi - 41) - 1./(ffi - 42) + 0.5./(ffi - 43) - 0.5./ffi)); 
(8-52) 
e. NORMALIZED RATIOS OF THE LOWER TO CORNER VISUAL SPEECH SIGNALS 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐభሺ ௫݂ሻ=(0.065661./(fi-1)-0.31478./(fi-2)+0.89607./(fi-3)-2.39081./(fi-4)+2.80601./(fi-5)-3.23181./(fi-6)+3.40961./(fi-7)-
3.43141./(fi-8)+3.69801./(fi-9)-3.40961./(fi-10)+3.12431./(fi-11)-2.93511./(fi-12)+2.76431./(fi-13)-2.67311./(fi-14)+2.60831./(fi-15)-
2.14031./(fi-16)+2.10481./(fi-17)-1.99001./(fi-18)+2.18321./(fi-19)-1.98431./(fi-20)+2.02641./(fi-21)-1.51641./(fi-22)+1.59571./(fi-
23)-2.17911./(fi-24)+2.71791./(fi-25)-3.06021./(fi-26)+2.76861./(fi-27)-1.83031./(fi-28)+1.47741./(fi-29)-1.90781./(fi-
30)+2.28041./(fi-31)-2.37571./(fi-32)+2.80601./(fi-33)-3.05511./(fi-34)+2.55691./(fi-35)-2.12641./(fi-36)+2.04531./(fi-37)-
1.79821./(fi-38)+1.92101./(fi-39)-1.76301./(fi-40)+1.92621./(fi-41)-1.59841./(fi-42)+1.47741./(fi-43)-1.23111./(fi-44)+1.35211./(fi-
45)-0.85819./(fi-46)+0.66604./(fi-47)-0.53895./(fi-48)+0.42264./(fi-49)-0.72109./(fi-50)+0.45735./(fi-51)+0.049057./(fi-53)-
0.049057./ffi)./(3.69801.*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+1./(fi-
51)-1./(fi-52)+0.5./(fi-53)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-53) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐమሺ ௫݂ሻ=(0.46475./(fi-1)-1.7919./(fi-2)+3.2381./(fi-3)-5.4049./(fi-4)+7.2613./(fi-5)-7.8015./(fi-6)+8.5283./(fi-7)-8.4890./(fi-
8)+8.2078./(fi-9)-7.9265./(fi-10)+7.7704./(fi-11)-7.0597./(fi-12)+6.7620./(fi-13)-6.3419./(fi-14)+6.7620./(fi-15)-6.9101./(fi-
16)+6.5034./(fi-17)-6.0923./(fi-18)+4.6938./(fi-19)-5.6766./(fi-20)+4.6907./(fi-21)-4.6907./(fi-22)+3.9669./(fi-23)-3.8165./(fi-
24)+6.4533./(fi-25)-7.3411./(fi-26)+6.8861./(fi-27)-4.6740./(fi-28)+5.8613./(fi-29)-6.6301./(fi-30)+6.2976./(fi-31)-6.1573./(fi-
32)+6.2825./(fi-33)-6.8429./(fi-34)+5.6925./(fi-35)-4.2545./(fi-36)+3.5594./(fi-37)-3.2576./(fi-38)+3.8165./(fi-39)-3.5273./(fi-
40)+3.1041./(fi-41)-2.4282./(fi-42)+2.5289./(fi-43)-1.4187./(fi-44)+1.2557./(fi-45)-0.73139./(fi-46)+0.39775./(fi-47)-0.11176./(fi-
48))./(8.5283.*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-12)+1./(fi-
13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-25)-1./(fi-
26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-38)+1./(fi-
39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+0.5./(fi-49)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-54) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐయሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./((3.6292).*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+0.5./(fi-47)-0.5./ffi)).*(0.32046./(fi-1)-
0.38729./(fi-2)+0.66012./(fi-3)-2.0970./(fi-4)+2.0571./(fi-5)-2.4322./(fi-6)+2.4078./(fi-7)-2.7431./(fi-8)+2.1650./(fi-9)-2.1650./(fi-
10)+1.8387./(fi-11)-1.7987./(fi-12)+1.7995./(fi-13)-1.9178./(fi-14)+1.9200./(fi-15)-1.9200./(fi-16)+2.6723./(fi-17)-3.0848./(fi-
18)+2.8563./(fi-19)-2.3796./(fi-20)+1.3242./(fi-21)-0.39250./(fi-22)+0.35677./(fi-23)-0.0.9259./(fi-24)+0.55493./(fi-25)-1.1156./(fi-
26)+2.0132./(fi-27)-3.3665./(fi-28)+3.6292./(fi-29)-3.6000./(fi-30)+3.2800./(fi-31)-3.1200./(fi-32)+2.9268./(fi-33)-2.5245./(fi-
34)+2.3339./(fi-35)-1.6795./(fi-36)+1.5591./(fi-37)-1.5154./(fi-38)+1.3177./(fi-39)-1.1437./(fi-40)+0.87040./(fi-41)-0.40000./(fi-
42)+0.36948./(fi-43)-0.14217./(fi-44)+0.092413./(fi-45)-8.0584e-081./(fi-46)+0.16828./(fi-47)-0.16828./ffi); 
(8-55) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐరሺ ௫݂ሻ=0.41071./(fi-1)-1.0763./(fi-2)+1.0859./(fi-3)-2.8413./(fi-4)+3.1160./(fi-5)-2.8620./(fi-6)+2.8103./(fi-7)-3.0120./(fi-
8)+2.8214./(fi-9)-2.3695./(fi-10)+2.2849./(fi-11)-2.3318./(fi-12)+2.3743./(fi-13)-2.2811./(fi-14)+2.1926./(fi-15)-2.0157./(fi-
16)+2.1955./(fi-17)-2.5116./(fi-18)+2.6914./(fi-19)-2.9032./(fi-20)+3.4229./(fi-21)-3.6292./(fi-22)+2.5012./(fi-23)-0.32098./(fi-
24)+0.79432./(fi-25)-1.1148./(fi-26)+1.1794./(fi-27)-2.4627./(fi-28)+2.7686./(fi-29)-3.1928./(fi-30)+3.1543./(fi-31)-2.7721./(fi-
32)+2.4637./(fi-33)-1.7465./(fi-34)+1.3849./(fi-35)-1.3364./(fi-36)+1.2041./(fi-37)-1.0233./(fi-38)+0.64764./(fi-39)-0.51837./(fi-
40)+0.54083./(fi-41)-0.44841./(fi-42)+0.44841./(fi-43)-0.43160./(fi-44)+0.11473./(fi-45)+0.15993./(fi-47)-
0.15993./ffi)./(3.6292*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+0.5./(fi-47)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-56) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐఱሺ ௫݂ሻ=-(2.0111e-001./(fi-2)-0.096474./(fi-1)-1.8317e-001./(fi-3)+3.2533e-001./(fi-4)-6.8071e-001./(fi-5)+1.3239./(fi-6)-
1.4030./(fi-7)+1.3445./(fi-8)-1.5105./(fi-9)+1.8134./(fi-10)-1.7488./(fi-11)+1.9077./(fi-12)-1.7545./(fi-13)+1.4808./(fi-14)-1.2462./(fi-
15)+1.2502./(fi-16)-1.4083./(fi-17)+1.1927./(fi-18)-1.0998./(fi-19)+6.4896e-001./(fi-20)-5.6332e-001./(fi-21)+6.6650e-001./(fi-22)-
6.0223e-001./(fi-23)+1.0571./(fi-24)-8.7782e-001./(fi-25)+7.2279e-001./(fi-26)-7.2431e-001./(fi-27)+1.0104./(fi-28)-1.1275./(fi-
29)+1.4669./(fi-30)-1.3499./(fi-31)+1.0377./(fi-32)-1.0759./(fi-33)+1.1025./(fi-34)-1.2364./(fi-35)+9.3668e-001./(fi-36)-8.1432e-
001./(fi-37)+7.1158e-001./(fi-38)-8.7561e-001./(fi-39)+0.89634./(fi-40)-0.89634./(fi-41)+1.0034./(fi-42)-1.0437./(fi-43)+1.0018./(fi-
44)-9.3940e-001./(fi-45)+0.85511./(fi-46)-7.5259e-001./(fi-47)+8.7606e-001./(fi-48)-8.9725e-001./(fi-49)+8.3343e-001./(fi-50)-
0.54419./(fi-51)+3.4367e-001./(fi-52)-0.27649./(fi-53)+0.096474./(fi-54)-0.21926./(fi-55)+0.12309./(fi-56)+0.061188./(fi-58)-
0.056957./(fi-59)+0.056957./ffi)./(1.9077*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-
10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-
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23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-
36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-
49)-1./(fi-50)+1./(fi-51)-1./(fi-52)+1./(fi-53)-1./(fi-54)+1./(fi-55)-1./(fi-56)+1./(fi-57)-1./(fi-58)+0.5./(fi-59)-0.5./ffi)); 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐభሺ ௫݂ሻ=(0.12800./(fi-1)+0.50991./(fi-3)-0.24172./(fi-4)+1.8941./(fi-5)-3.8516./(fi-6)+5.0716./(fi-7)-4.2354./(fi-8)+4.5926./(fi-9)-
4.5385./(fi-10)+3.8043./(fi-11)-3.3243./(fi-12)+2.0146./(fi-13)-1.3822./(fi-14)+1.2003./(fi-15)-0.94176./(fi-16)+0.98041./(fi-17)-
1.3677./(fi-18)+2.0813./(fi-19)-3.1579./(fi-20)+2.7694./(fi-21)-2.3351./(fi-22)+1.3883./(fi-23)-1.2932./(fi-24)+1.9421./(fi-25)-
3.4713./(fi-26)+2.7404./(fi-27)-2.7500./(fi-28)+0.87373./(fi-29)-0.31074./(fi-30)+0.32292./(fi-31)-0.95095./(fi-32)+1.7186./(fi-33)-
1.8897./(fi-34)+2.0620./(fi-35)-2.4592./(fi-36)+2.2888./(fi-37)-1.8906./(fi-38)+1.0156./(fi-39)-0.93438./(fi-40)+0.63243./(fi-41)-
0.39797./(fi-42)+0.10241./(fi-43)-0.10241./ffi)./(5.0716*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-
9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-
22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-
35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+0.5./(fi-43)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-58) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐళሺ ௫݂ሻ=(0.58945./(fi-2)-0.55113./(fi-1)-1.6717./(fi-3)+2.3601./(fi-4)-3.3434./(fi-5)+5.5094./(fi-6)-5.6545./(fi-7)+6.5344./(fi-8)-
6.4217./(fi-9)+7.2164./(fi-10)-8.4128./(fi-11)+8.5783./(fi-12)-8.4604./(fi-13)+7.1570./(fi-14)-6.6085./(fi-15)+6.5304./(fi-16)-
5.1458./(fi-17)+4.3253./(fi-18)-4.4256./(fi-19)+4.5222./(fi-20)-4.6121./(fi-21)+5.0086./(fi-22)-6.1755./(fi-23)+6.7320./(fi-24)-
6.7420./(fi-25)+4.7065./(fi-26)-1.6965./(fi-27)+1.1019./(fi-28)-1.8807./(fi-29)+3.3551./(fi-30)-5.1507./(fi-31)+5.9641./(fi-32)-
5.7236./(fi-33)+5.3484./(fi-34)-4.9414./(fi-35)+5.5460./(fi-36)-4.6608./(fi-37)+4.0646./(fi-38)-2.3833./(fi-39)+1.1647./(fi-
40)+0.41793./(fi-42)-0.88931./(fi-43)+0.14652./(fi-44)+0.14652./ffi)./(8.5783*(1./(fi-2)-1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-3)+1./(fi-4)-1./(fi-5)+1./(fi-6)-
1./(fi-7)+1./(fi-8)-1./(fi-9)+1./(fi-10)-1./(fi-11)+1./(fi-12)-1./(fi-13)+1./(fi-14)-1./(fi-15)+1./(fi-16)-1./(fi-17)+1./(fi-18)-1./(fi-19)+1./(fi-
20)-1./(fi-21)+1./(fi-22)-1./(fi-23)+1./(fi-24)-1./(fi-25)+1./(fi-26)-1./(fi-27)+1./(fi-28)-1./(fi-29)+1./(fi-30)-1./(fi-31)+1./(fi-32)-1./(fi-
33)+1./(fi-34)-1./(fi-35)+1./(fi-36)-1./(fi-37)+1./(fi-38)-1./(fi-39)+1./(fi-40)-1./(fi-41)+1./(fi-42)-1./(fi-43)+0.5./(fi-44)+0.5./ffi)); 
(8-59) 
ܸܵ฀௅ூ௟௖ ௐఴሺ ௫݂ሻ=(0.18691./(fi-1)-0.37594./(fi-2)+0.39803./(fi-3)-1.41261./(fi-4)+1.84221./(fi-5)-1.75801./(fi-6)+1.70031./(fi-7)-
1.64271./(fi-8)+1.35621./(fi-9)-1.44081./(fi-10)+1.38411./(fi-11)-1.24351./(fi-12)+1.24351./(fi-13)-1.41121./(fi-14)+1.21661./(fi-15)-
1.55681./(fi-16)+1.49561./(fi-17)-8.9279e-001./(fi-18)+5.3155e-001./(fi-19)-7.0383e-001./(fi-20)+1.13081./(fi-21)-1.73091./(fi-
22)+1.84691./(fi-23)-1.81141./(fi-24)+1.66241./(fi-25)-1.44081./(fi-26)+1.41291./(fi-27)-7.5958e-001./(fi-28)+7.8319e-001./(fi-29)-
7.2039e-001./(fi-30)+4.4332e-001./(fi-31)-7.0508e-001./(fi-32)+6.0956e-001./(fi-33)-7.3622e-001./(fi-34)+6.5616e-001./(fi-35)-
6.0956e-001./(fi-36)+5.4669e-001./(fi-37)-3.7364e-001./(fi-38)+3.6101e-001./(fi-39)-2.5032e-001./(fi-40)+1.7913e-001./(fi-41)-
2.6385e-001./(fi-42)+2.5032e-001./(fi-43)-1.3694e-001./(fi-44)+1.5176e-001./(fi-45)+1.0090e-001./(fi-47)-7.0879e-003./(fi-
48)+1.4291e-001./(fi-49)-2.2894e-001./(fi-50)+2.3854e-001./(fi-51)-2.3854e-001./ffi)./(1.84691*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-
4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-
18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-
31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-
44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+0.5./(fi-51)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-60) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐవሺ ௫݂ሻ=(0.024010./(fi-1)-0.060367./(fi-2)+0.34476./(fi-3)-8.9810e-001./(fi-4)+1.1477./(fi-5)-1.1797./(fi-6)+1.3010./(fi-7)-
1.9667./(fi-8)+2.2679./(fi-9)-2.4524./(fi-10)+2.4524./(fi-11)-2.3497./(fi-12)+2.1259./(fi-13)-1.8033./(fi-14)+1.8033./(fi-15)-1.3824./(fi-
16)+1.4204./(fi-17)-1.3596./(fi-18)+1.2989./(fi-19)-1.4526./(fi-20)+1.6968./(fi-21)-2.0853./(fi-22)+2.2110./(fi-23)-1.5910./(fi-
24)+1.2440./(fi-25)-1.0197./(fi-26)+1.1828./(fi-27)-1.6606./(fi-28)+2.1205./(fi-29)-2.5394./(fi-30)+2.9388./(fi-31)-3.2417./(fi-
32)+3.3979./(fi-33)-3.6059./(fi-34)+3.6980./(fi-35)-3.4409./(fi-36)+3.1762./(fi-37)-2.8583./(fi-38)+2.2808./(fi-39)-1.6510./(fi-
40)+1.3516./(fi-41)-1.3569./(fi-42)+1.0581./(fi-43)-9.6921e-001./(fi-44)+9.6415e-001./(fi-45)-9.0310e-001./(fi-46)+6.0941e-001./(fi-
47)-3.7064e-001./(fi-48)+3.2756e-001./(fi-49)-3.7990e-001./(fi-50)+2.7324e-001./(fi-51)+0.036429./(fi-53)-
0.036429./ffi)./(3.6980*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+1./(fi-
51)-1./(fi-52)+0.5./(fi-53)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-61) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐభబሺ ௫݂ሻ=(0.021930./(fi-1)-0.044012./(fi-2)+0.22383./(fi-3)-0.57756./(fi-4)+0.82377./(fi-5)-1.1423./(fi-6)+1.5588./(fi-7)-
1.4390./(fi-8)+1.6953./(fi-9)-1.6002./(fi-10)+1.4531./(fi-11)-1.2933./(fi-12)+1.1403./(fi-13)-1.0512./(fi-14)+0.96987./(fi-15)-
1.0287./(fi-16)+0.98425./(fi-17)-7.6383e-001./(fi-18)+6.3494e-001./(fi-19)-6.3472e-001./(fi-20)+8.0575e-001./(fi-21)-9.2627e-001./(fi-
22)+1.4567./(fi-23)-1.8469./(fi-24)+1.7458./(fi-25)-1.1994./(fi-26)+9.2830e-001./(fi-27)-8.1941e-001./(fi-28)+7.5041e-001./(fi-29)-
7.4815e-001./(fi-30)+1.2703./(fi-31)-1.4618./(fi-32)+1.5083./(fi-33)-1.2711./(fi-34)+1.1774./(fi-35)-1.0089./(fi-36)+1.1055./(fi-37)-
1.1550./(fi-38)+1.0812./(fi-39)-8.9436e-001./(fi-40)+9.2875e-001./(fi-41)-7.7464e-001./(fi-42)+5.6718e-001./(fi-43)-5.5045e-001./(fi-
44)+4.9635e-001./(fi-45)-3.5656e-001./(fi-46)+1.8181e-001./(fi-47)-1.4132e-001./(fi-48)+7.0662e-003./(fi-49)+0.010965./(fi-51)-
0.010965./ffi)./(1.8469*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+1./(fi-49)-1./(fi-50)+0.5./(fi-
51)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-62) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐభభሺ ௫݂ሻ=1./(8.5283.*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-
12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-
25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-
38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+1./(fi-43)-1./(fi-44)+1./(fi-45)-1./(fi-46)+1./(fi-47)-1./(fi-48)+0.5./(fi-49)-
0.5./ffi)).*(1.8937e-005./(fi-1)-1.9732e-001./(fi-2)+5.1460e-001./(fi-3)-1.0915./(fi-4)+9.2607e-001./(fi-5)-2.7488./(fi-6)+3.5333./(fi-7)-
3.4757./(fi-8)+3.4487./(fi-9)-3.3085./(fi-10)+3.1576./(fi-11)-3.2353./(fi-12)+3.4575./(fi-13)-2.8127./(fi-14)+3.4401./(fi-15)-3.8558./(fi-
16)+3.3747./(fi-17)-3.0283./(fi-18)+4.4297./(fi-19)-4.6737./(fi-20)+1.8893./(fi-21)-2.1205./(fi-22)+1.4094./(fi-23)-8.2459e-001./(fi-
24)+1.0290./(fi-25)-1.3614./(fi-26)+3.3990./(fi-27)-3.6099./(fi-28)+8.5283./(fi-29)-7.4106./(fi-30)+4.6205./(fi-31)-5.0367./(fi-
32)+4.5802./(fi-33)-3.9759./(fi-34)+4.3417./(fi-35)-3.1856./(fi-36)+2.7531./(fi-37)-2.0251./(fi-38)+2.3826./(fi-39)-2.0327./(fi-
40)+1.8322./(fi-41)-1.8706./(fi-42)+1.2835./(fi-43)-1.2357./(fi-44)+1.1097./(fi-45)-2.2349./(fi-46)+0.70471./(fi-47)-0.92607./(fi-
48)+0.12717./(fi-49)-0.12717./ffi); 
(8-63) 
ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐభమሺ ௫݂ሻ=(0.7292./(fi-2)-0.4492./(fi-1)-1.24831./(fi-3)+1.69131./(fi-4)-4.07271./(fi-5)+4.92921./(fi-6)-6.44061./(fi-7)+6.81881./(fi-
8)-5.98031./(fi-9)+6.50971./(fi-10)-7.03911./(fi-11)+6.63201./(fi-12)-5.70561./(fi-13)+5.17781./(fi-14)-5.17781./(fi-15)+5.70561./(fi-
16)-5.96751./(fi-17)+7.83321./(fi-18)-9.09491./(fi-19)+7.16921./(fi-20)-5.62441./(fi-21)+1.84921./(fi-22)-3.36451./(fi-
23)+5.34601./(fi-24)-5.48121./(fi-25)+7.01631./(fi-26)-7.01631./(fi-27)+5.48121./(fi-28)-4.78921./(fi-29)+3.96351./(fi-30)-
2.73671./(fi-31)+2.88431./(fi-32)-2.09811./(fi-33)+2.71321./(fi-34)-2.21841./(fi-35)+2.43641./(fi-36)-1.88281./(fi-37)+1.44861./(fi-
38)+0.02831./(fi-40)+0.02831./ffi)./(9.09491.*(1./(fi-2)-1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-3)+1./(fi-4)-1./(fi-5)+1./(fi-6)-1./(fi-7)+1./(fi-8)-1./(fi-9)+1./(fi-
10)-1./(fi-11)+1./(fi-12)-1./(fi-13)+1./(fi-14)-1./(fi-15)+1./(fi-16)-1./(fi-17)+1./(fi-18)-1./(fi-19)+1./(fi-20)-1./(fi-21)+1./(fi-22)-1./(fi-
23)+1./(fi-24)-1./(fi-25)+1./(fi-26)-1./(fi-27)+1./(fi-28)-1./(fi-29)+1./(fi-30)-1./(fi-31)+1./(fi-32)-1./(fi-33)+1./(fi-34)-1./(fi-35)+1./(fi-
36)-1./(fi-37)+1./(fi-38)-1./(fi-39)+0.5./(fi-40)+0.5./ffi)); 
(8-64) 
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ܸܵ஻௅ூ௟௖ ௐభయሺ ௫݂ሻ=-(1.0850./(fi-2)-2.4081./(fi-3)+3.0165./(fi-4)-3.7427./(fi-5)+4.5080./(fi-6)-4.6679./(fi-7)+5.0716./(fi-8)-4.7780./(fi-
9)+4.5973./(fi-10)-4.2826./(fi-11)+4.5275./(fi-12)-4.2420./(fi-13)+4.1175./(fi-14)-4.2964./(fi-15)+2.5761./(fi-16)-1.0752./(fi-
17)+1.1624./(fi-18)-0.93607./(fi-19)+2.2383./(fi-20)-4.0256./(fi-21)+4.1175./(fi-22)-3.3162./(fi-23)+3.1062./(fi-24)-2.9676./(fi-
25)+2.5761./(fi-26)-2.5918./(fi-27)+2.0816./(fi-28)-2.1410./(fi-29)+2.1990./(fi-30)-1.9716./(fi-31)+1.4113./(fi-32)-1.7475./(fi-
33)+1.5234./(fi-34)-1.0752./(fi-35)+1.4700./(fi-36)-1.7434./(fi-37)+1.5139./(fi-38)-1.4480./(fi-39)+0.73901./(fi-40)-0.42055./(fi-
41)+0.15401./(fi-42)-0.032712./(fi-43)+0.032712./ffi)./(5.0716.*(1./(fi-1)-1./(fi-2)+1./(fi-3)-1./(fi-4)+1./(fi-5)-1./(fi-6)+1./(fi-7)-1./(fi-
8)+1./(fi-9)-1./(fi-10)+1./(fi-11)-1./(fi-12)+1./(fi-13)-1./(fi-14)+1./(fi-15)-1./(fi-16)+1./(fi-17)-1./(fi-18)+1./(fi-19)-1./(fi-20)+1./(fi-21)-
1./(fi-22)+1./(fi-23)-1./(fi-24)+1./(fi-25)-1./(fi-26)+1./(fi-27)-1./(fi-28)+1./(fi-29)-1./(fi-30)+1./(fi-31)-1./(fi-32)+1./(fi-33)-1./(fi-
34)+1./(fi-35)-1./(fi-36)+1./(fi-37)-1./(fi-38)+1./(fi-39)-1./(fi-40)+1./(fi-41)-1./(fi-42)+0.5./(fi-43)-0.5./ffi)); 
(8-65) 
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